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FOREWORD

The U-itcd States Air Force Parachute Handbook was prepared by persorinel o).
Parachute 2ranch, Equipment Laboratory, WADC, to serve as a guide for planning, and
for gener;d design purposes, for parachutes and pal achute systems at the present etage
of developiment.

It will be noted that parachute designs in general are growing more and more in-
volved, anr that specialization of types is occurIng, and will probably continue to occur,
at an accelerated rate. Each type has specific advantages and faults, which must be bal-
anced against purpose and application.

One point must be stressed: successful parachute systems are expensive, and they
require thoughtful, paInstaking engineering to secure reliable operation. Parachute sys-
tems cannot be added, as an afterthought, late in missile or aircraft developments with-

out causing a great amount of redesign and prejudicing the final reliability of the suystem.

This Handbook represents the first major revision of the USAF Parachute Hendbook,
especially with respect to design .- d construction of par ,chutes, test equipment, mn test

methods associated with their development. It is planned to revise the H. ndbook cantents
periodically, as enough new and reliable data become available to warrant reprinting.

Recommendations with respect to corrections, dele-
tions, addition, or aiiy othero changes to improve the for-
mat and/or contents of this Handbook should be forwarded
to Commander, Wright Air Development Center, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, Attn: WCLEH-4.
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AB$TRACT.

The United States Air Force Parachute Handbook is a collection of information, test
'I results, and other technical data pertaining to the applicatioA, design, construction, and

testing, of parachute;, parachute systemp, and accessories. The contents of this Hand-
book represent the state-of-the-art of parachute development, design, fabrication, 3aA
testing, and will be amended as the state-of-the-art advances.

I.{.
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This report has been reviewed and is approved.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

WARREN P. SHEPATMD6ON
Chief, Parachute Branch

Equipment L;'!ratc•ry
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CHAPTER I

SECTION 1

GLOSSARY OF PARACHUTE TERMS

The following definitions are provided to aid in the correct
interpretation of the data contained in this handbook And in
other reports and articles on parachutes and t.heir uses
published by the United States Air Force.

accordion folding. See folding, accordion, adapter, harness, quick f it -an adapter with
the fixed crossbar replaced by a floating
friction grip. The adapter is incorporated
in a harness web to permit quick ad-
justment.

air bags - flexible, gas-filled bags that are
inflated during load descent and valved
to release their pressure upon ground
contact to absorb impact forces.

apex - the center and topmost point of an in-
flatted parachute canopy. -

awl - a small, sharp pointed tool used to make
holes in the fabric for hand sewing.

backstitch - used to anchor a row of stitching
by turning material and sewing back over
original stitching a short distance.

Adapter, Harnzess Strap backstrap - a part of the harness that extends
across the small of. the wearer's back.

adapter, harness strap - a rectangular metal it may or may not be adjustable.
fitting with a crossbar. It is incorporated b g el y et -af b i oti e ,c nan
In a parachute harness to permit proper bagdpomn- a fabricut caontane, otneclontain-adjustment of webbing. igapicit aoy fe nlsdia parachute eak There may or may not

-. ~be provision for stowing suspension lines
on the bag. Usually, e~lter a static line

or pilot chute flifts the deployment bag
away from the parachute pack. With thisI
system i~ upension lines are extended
before the canopy emnerges from the
dc-pioyment bag.

band, lateral, 'tower - a webbing band inserted
in the skirt hem of the drag producing
surface to roinforce the skirt.

ar,anl, lateral, upper - a webbing band inserted
in the vent hem of the drag producing

Adapter, Harness Quic 1,d ~;racto reinforce the vent.
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band, pocket - a piece of tape or line attached breakcord - a thread or tape tied between
at the outside of the skirt, across radial parachute components that is intended to
seams, in a manner that causes the break under desired load during deploy-
gores to be pullcd outward at inflation, ment.
thus improving the opening character-
istics of the canopy. breathing, canopy - the pulsating or pumping

action of an inflated parachute canopy
band, reinforcement - reinforcing tape, web- during descent.

bing, or ribbon, inserted in varied posi-
tions to reinforce weak points of con-
struction or desiga in a drag producing bridle - the arrangement Of cords attaching
surface. the pilot chute to the apex of one or

more parachute canopies, or to the de-
band, retainer - a rubber band used to hold ployment bag or bags containing those

folded suspension lines or static lines to canopies.
pack.

bar, packing - a long, flat, tiar of metal, bungees. See elastics, pack opening.
plastic, or wood, up t 'old the canopy
of a parachute during :,• Lacking proc- burns, friction - the result of rapid rubbL.1
ess, and to aid in cio*uing the pack. together of two textile surfaces, gen-

erating frictional heat, which reduces the
hartack - a concentrated series of zigzag-!'.ke tensile strength of the textile andi causesstitches used to reinforce points of terioratien of ivu thread as

stressdeterioration individual threads. It
occurs primarily during parachute de-

basting - temporary stitching, usually with ployment and tnitial inflation.
long, loose stitches. cabinet, drying - a facility used for the ac-

binding - a piece of tape or fabric folded _ever celerated drying of parachutes.
and stitched to a raw edge of the faoric
to prevent raveling or fraying, cable, ripcord - a flexible cable joiaing the

blanketing - a result, caused by the relative locking pins and the ripcord grip. The
ripcord cable usually is of carbon steelair flow over a load or body, which op- rpodcbeuulyL fcro te

poses the intended action of a pilot chute
air lowove a lad r bdy, hic opormal corrosion-resitnt feibleer steel,-

or parachute canopy by reversal of flow normally 3/32 inch in diameter. It con-
and turbulence. sists QAf seven strands with seven wires

per strand.
board, tension - a device that is usually hooked

to the parachute connector links to place
tension on the canopy during inspection
and packing.

bobbin - a small, metal spool used to hold
thread, as in a sewing machine.

bodkin - a large-eyed needle, flat or round,
and usually blunt, used to draw tape,
ribbon, elastic, or cord through a loop
or hem.

bolt - a compact package or roll of fabric of
any standard width, used in the United
States as a measuring term for a length
of 40 yards of material.

•: Canopy
bottom, false - a piece of pack fabric stitched

to the inside of a pack for the purpose of canopy - the portion of a parachute consisting
retaining the pack frame; it also serves of the drag producing surface (cloth area)
as a base for stitching of the suspension and the suspension lines extended to a
line retaining loops. mutual confluence point.
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cone, pack (lacking cone) -a smiall, cone-
aifAped metal pest sewn to on;' of the
side flaps of the po~ck. A hole I,% drilled

longitudinally thtough the cone a shart
distance from the top to admit the rip-

,4 i_1cord locking pin. Grommets of the op-
posing flip and the end tabs are placed
over the cones and are held tightly in
place by the insertion of ripcord pirisFT in the holes provided.

Chanel PaacuteCanpyconstruction, bias - a type,,of constructioin for
drag producing surfaces in wehichthe

- theupac or pen-sections are cut and arranged In the
chanelliarnhue OICPY susensin lnesgores so that the threads and section

Ing through whichl tho supninlnsseams. make. an angle of other.t thatn 9
a are passed It sfre yteoe-(saly4' ote-cnelnso

*lipping of the fabric in'-the'main sear~is, gores. Bias construction is used for
or b theaddtlhn ofcove tae totheadditional strength, and for the economy
dragprodcingsurfce.of material that can be achieved by cut-

ting sections from at andkrd width ma-

cheststrap - one of- the harness straps, Oewed terials.
across the chest with a snap and a V-
ring to pitevent the wearer fr*of"ll ulng construction,, block -,a type of drag producing
out of the hsrnesa. -surface -construction- in. which the sec-

chut - tem ued ntechagealy iththetions:1are cut and arranged in the gores
cht wotrm-sd itrhagal"wt h so that the -warp thkead and- section

wr"parachute." seams make 'an angle at -90' to -the cen-

cle'Tii - a U-shaped metal fitting with a hole in the skirt hem.
each end to receive a pin uw bolt. It is

uisedo. ag aahtsadhaydo container, aerial delivery - a container de-
signed f or the purpose of dropping equip-

- ~ clip, safety - a U-shaped metal fitting ased to ment and supplies by parachute from
prevent the accidental opening of the aircraft in flight. The container may be
parachute harness release, constructed of cotton, duck,=mtl fiber-

glans, plywood, netting, or ote uitable

cluster - a group of two or more parachutes material, depending on the type, weight, -.

that are attached to a single Laid and and shape of ths cargo to be delivered.
designed to open simultaneously. The container may or may not incorpo-

rate a harness for transmitting forces
~ --. -~~-=~- -devaloped during parachute canopy opeul-

A ji 3ing, and it may be carried on external
- -~ racks or inside the aircraft.

.- ~cords. See lines, suspension. -

cord, arming -a cord that pulls the firing
wire out ot a reefing line cutter, or

*1 _ other actuating device, thereby arming

cushion, back -a pad attached to the inside
- , of the harness of personnel parachutes

ConePackto provide comfort f or the wearer, and
ConePackto hold the harness in place.

WADC TR 55-265 1-1-3
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cutter, resfing line - a device deioigned to diameter, nominal, Do - the computed diam-
cut through the reeffia line of a canopy. eter designation of any design of para-
It normally incorporates a delay device chute canopy, whi*h equals the diameter
(mechanical or pyrotechnical), a power of a circle having the same total area
device (mechanical or pyrotechnical), and as the total cloth area of the drag pro-
an attached cutter. ducing surface. The .total c.loth area is

based on the curface area aad does in-
clude all opening in the drag producing

damping - the reduction of induced oscillation surface, such as slots and vent. Sin-:e it
of a parachute canopy durlng descent. refern to all canopies on a common ba-

sis, that is, surface area, this method of
diamoter designation is preferred- for ;F

dart - a short, tapered seam. comparison of different designs of para-
chute canopy. For parachutes that have a
vent. area larger than 1% of the total

deploymeit - that pOrtion of a parachute's area,- the vent area is deducted from the
*• ! • operation ocuitifing from the initiation total'area (for example, airfoil parm-

"of ejection io the lr-atint the lines are chutes). ais term is; not used for para-
full, stretched, but prior to the inflation chutes of the guide surface type.of the canopy." "

diamlter, project.d, Dip - the mean diameter
deployment, bag - a method of canopy-deploy- /of the inflaid. cnopy, mneasured, in the

mont utilizing a container, usually of plane of-C the maximum cross s section
fabric, for retaining the drag-producing area. On cahopies -where the fabric
surface of the canopy until.the sispen- curves out between the suspenso, -lines,
sion lines are deployed, .'This reduces the projected diameter is the mean diam-
the snatch force by allowing sthe a- eter of the inner andouter diameters.
coloration of -the cinopy mass in small
increments only. ThL lines may or may
not be stowed on the bag, depending on
the intended use. (See bag, deployment.) disonnect, ground - a device that instantane-ously releases the parachute canopy from

the suspended load• upon ground icontaict.deplymen, (cntroled bag- a etho ofThis deviLce may be actuated electrically

c pydeploymentby the action of ground contact tuwitchlescanopy deployment in which the deploy-device o it. maybe
Mont bag is'aftached to a static line anod0 esigdvcs o tmyb

entirely mechanical and senr/itivs toremains on the static line after the•canopy is released. aoyl•rdcin

deployment, (free) bag - a method of canopy disreefing - the process of removing or chang-
deployment in which the deployment bag lug the restrictive characteristics of a
Is attached to a pilot chute. When a reefing system to increase the drog area
static line is used to open a pack, the of a parachute canopy. This may be ac-. "
bag remains in the pack until it is re- complished in one step, in neveral I..

moved by the pilot chute. stages, or continuously, until the canopyis fully inflated.i

development - that portion of a parachute's i l a
operation occurring from the moment ofinitial canopy inflation, after completion double-W - a type of reinforcing stitch in which '
of deployment, to the moment of full one W is offset apprmimately 1/4 inch
inflation of the canopy. Used synony- and superimposed upon another W.
mously with "inflation."

drift - the horizontal displacement of the para-
diameter, constructed - a designation of the chute canopy during descent. This may be

size of a parachute canopy, based upon caused by wind drift, or by the gliding
design dimensions. o the parachute canopy.

WADC TE 55-266 1-2-4
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:-rig77 A:@W iigsae if vioametfra

whih~napconekor a bokf hoe A -faris smiar w;a-jrome

dummy~~Eelt orte foroommetdumyýo

butr thioler and small oer, n hvngnV= .w-gh ussher fhe tostlng isuedtrrifo

chutes. It -may i*e of fiked or articulated fastener, glove - a small, metal fasee conk-

elaatlL~fl~ removng. Se i g of button withi scL-ket and Stud *Mt

fastener, "114ift-the-Dat" -. a small, metal de -
vice made of four parts: -the stud, the

wuher, the socket, and the clinch. plate.
O1AIQS, ~astc cods wth aWhen the stud is manufactured with a

mneanis of attachment at each end, in- srw~ae h ahri lmntd
staled o th pac undr tnsio, ~"Lilt-the-Dot" fasteners are made into separate the end flaps from the side ~ ~o eawt ifrn

flaps when the ripcord in pulled. These stud lengths for use with the various
cords may be either rubber or metal weights of material. The term "Lift-

springsthe-Dot" Indicates that the fastener is
opened by lifting at one point only, that '

is$ at a position be-neath the small "dot"

or, the socket.

fastener, parachute pack-ameafin at
tached to a pack flap and designed to
fit over a locking cone.j

fastener, "Tri-lock" -a button-type fastener t
/ that provides for release in only oneI

quadrant. It serves the same purpose

Eye as a "Lift-the-Dot" fastener, but it pro-
vides a smoother surface.

eye a small, steel-wire loop attached to the
parachute pack, into which Its fastened a lid - mlflat, tapered bar of metal or
hook on a pack-opening elastic.. wood used during packing to insert the

corner flaps into the pack.

wADC TR 55-265 1-1-5



force, snatch -a force of short duratik~n that
ismnposed by the sudden acceleration of

the canopy mass at the instant of com-'
plete extension of the suspension lines
or components of a paraehute system

F1IOWARP prior to inflation of the canopy.

lortisan - a cellulose fabric that has great
strength but very little elasticity.

Filling

f illIng also called -woof. These are the
threads -that run* across the- cloth as It'
comes from the loom. This- term is not
tobe confused with" Wfling"i h ea

of aining,_ which means Ahe addltion~.of
substances that give ,body or diecremsed
porosity to the material.

FIST - abbreviated term used to designate
narrow rbo-yecnps.Tese can-ribbon-tape cha a ntopies.b T-go-scn
optrtaed charatebbo zed usaly 2-inces con-IJ
withuplaed pa rallesuualy to tesirte it
slots, plac~ed.teralled dimtenskions be-h
sltwee the prdtribbne. Thesensons wer-
tirst dherigbnedin Thermanopiby wgerh-
firchst desitutd inermn bychnlschenoch-
schule StuttgRat.

flap, locking pin protector - a flap that covers CR
R the locking pins and cones to prevent

the pack from being opened by any means I
other than pulling the ripcord.

f lap, pack - a fabric extension, on a side or
end of the pack, designed to enclose and
protect the canopy.

flaring - method of splitting, taping, and stitch-
Ing the end of the webbing to widen, it and
prevent it f rom slipping through a f as- Gore, Drag Producing Surface
tenor or adapter.

gore -that portion of the drag producing suir-
folding, accordion~ - folding a canopy into face contained between two adjacent sus-

folds of uniform length, accordion fash- pension lines or radial seams.
ion, before At is placed into the pack. A
folding bar can be used to help make -

neat and properly spaced folds. grip. See handle, ripcord.
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grommet- a metal eyelet. and1 washer, used housing, ripcord R a flexible metal tubing in3
as a reinforcement around a hole in which the ripcord cable Is installed. The
fabric. Grommets are used on pack flaps tubing protects the ripcord cable from
to fit over locking cores. snagging and provides a free path for It.

handle, ripcord - a metal loop designed to hok tw-apkigtlcnitng fa
proidea gip or ullng ockng inshandle and a beat wire hook. It is used

provid th ri orplln locking coe frpined to pull the suspension lines into place
actuated parachutes. in stow loops during packing of certain

types of parachute canopies.
haJae-almtlftig sdo aa keepers, (pack, harness,. suspension lines)-

pended ' around suspension lines, arid *djusted to [
hold the par, firmly to the harness or
load ocm which it Is used, or to form a

It properly, and to properly, dist~ibute
the opening shock: mad'the weight ci the

hesitator, skirt - a device that restricts the
skirt of the drag producing surface, thus
preventing Inflation until the completion ntCoehic
of the snatch force, at which time the RW CoeM~
heuitator line break. awid. allows infla- knot, clove hitch - a type of knot used for
tion of the canopy. .This device reducesatchn tesupsinlesoa a-
snatch force and canopy ma.1functions. a toahn the uspnector links. c ai

aoo, eqx - a hook placed at the end of the
'packing table to position and hold the lqgstrap - that part of. tho harness that passesj

of under the wearer's Leg and connects to
apex the anop tokeepit uderthe legitrap loop; or passes under the
tensn fr pakin or ~t8~Ctift.wea~rers leg, thirough the strap loop,

and to the harness. release.

* L... -liftweb -that part of the harness comprising (
the main webbing support, extending from

~ ~ the connector links down through the
-~ saddle and up to the opposite connector

6line, leeinksg a lengt of cord or line passed
Fl I through rings on the skirt of the drag

Pack Iproducing surface to delay or control

Hok akOtening Elastic line, static - a line, cable, or webbing, one[
end of whilch is f~atened to the pack,

hook, pack-opening elastic - mall, formed, canopy, or deployment bag, and the other
steel-wire devices attached at both ends to some part of the latinching vehicle. It
of pack-opeping elastics. These are is used to open a pack or to deploy a
hooked in the eyes sewn on the pack. canopy.1;

WADC TR 55-265 ll*
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line, suspension -cords or webbings of silk - -bnylon, cottoN, rayon, or other textile .V* materials, that connect the drag pro-
ducing surface of the canopy to the har-
ness. T~hey pritwide the means for sus-
penalon of the person or load from the -i
infixted drag, producing surf ace.

line-stowing -the pro'ress of drawing the *-

suspension lines int. suspension- line re- A

Wa&4'g loo~p~a" in t144 parachute pack to i
prevent entatnglement of the lines during . . . . . . . . ..

opening of the canopy. Stows may tW held
byretan, _ p og rub0e bedso Linkp 0onnector, Sip~arable

may be tied to stowing straps, .

link, connector, sopgrable -any connector link
lines, twisted suspension - a typeofC malfunc- comprised of readily, separable elements,

*tion during canopy deploynamQnt caused by which may be used to (Ficilitate assembly
rotationi of a suspended- laid, -or pack, in of parachute canopies to a riser systeim.
relation to the p0ositit~h; cf the canopy. Ones
full twist Is definedi as a 360-dogrec lodgcop-pacht.any sdn i
rotation. This methoid is also -used to dfed asteraiof the foc tras
increase the.- opening, time, and decrease mitted from the ,canopy to' the-, suspended .;

the opening shock, dif canopies useqd for load to the drag area of the canopy.j drap parachute applioations.

-loop, re~ntang 16lop of webbing; or- tape,
S 'Usually elastic, used to hold-folded lines

or excess webbing 1ki position.

loop, stow - webbing loop on deployment bag
or pack designed to hold suspension lines
in place on packed parachutes.

lug -a flat, metal fitting, attached to the ends
of harness webbing to provide~ attachment '
to the harness release.3

malfunction -the complete or partial failure Of
acanopy toachieve proper opening and

descent. Some causes of malfunction are
high porosity, canopy damage, twisted
suspension lines, improper picking or
rigging, and improper or blanketed de-
ployment.

j Link, Connector mispick - a pick that failed to pass over or *

under the appropriate warpyarns during [
fl link, connector - usually identified as a small, weaving.

rectangular metal fitting used to conncct I
ends of risers or lift webs to suspension opening, premature - any accidental opening 1
lines. The suspension. lines are tied and of the canopy before the designated time
sewn abo9ut one part oi the link, and the 0Z opening.
webs are stitched about the other part.
The design of the link may vary in size oscillation -the pendulum-like motion of a
and shape, according to the intended use. parachute Buspended load during descent.
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pack (pack assembly) term "pack" usually parachute, back type - a parachute designed to --

Adenotes •e co, 4-er alone. When so be worn on a wearer's back and shoul-
used, it is defines a. a container that ders. I
encloses the canopy aid provides for a
means of opening to allow deployment of parachute, chest type - a parachute designed C

the canopy. The canopy may or may not for attachment to the wearer's chast.
be placed in a deployment ba% or sleeve.

parachute, deceleration, landing - a parachute
pack cover - a piece of duck or canvas with used generally or. jet aircraft to decreacz

static line-attached, useo to cover packed aircraft landing roll. "Parachute, drag,"1
canopy in some types of pack assemblies, is-used as an alternate ter,•n.

pack end tab - a metal fitting secured to each parachute, extraction - a parrchute used to
end flap of ýa pack. The-end tabs fit over extract cargo from air-:raft in flight,

[ lockng cones and secure the end flaps and to deploy cargo parachutes.
in a closed position until the locking pins
are pulled, parachute, f:irst stage - a parachute used to

decelezate and stabilize a falli4, object
pack flap -:a fabric extension on a sideor so that either the intermediate 'bt the

end of -the pack body designed to encioae final recovery parachute_-can be safely_,
and protect the canpy.... - deployjd.,,This term applies oiy to para-

"chute )reiovery systenms,,. The terms'.
pack frame - a rigid or flexible frame used to dio'otue!and parabrake may bieused also;.

maintain desired pack mhape. - howe-ver, the use of these terms is. bei•ng
- S di~~gouaed.

paddle - a- flat,- narrow piece of wood used for -

"dressing the 'parachute pack -and for p achuto, free type - u parachute, not attached
stowing certain webbings or flaps :in re- to an a'idcraft, that is operated by the
tainers. jumper rt his discretion. rj

palm, sewing - a hand protector used in heavy parachute, Intermediate - a parachute that has
hand sewing to direct the needle through - the purpose of further decelerating a '

heavy material. object, after the first stage parachute imas
been disconnected, to a speed at which it
iparachute - an assembly consisting of canopy, s safe to deploy the final recovery para-

risers, or bridles, deployment bag, aind, chute. This term applies only to para-
in some cases, a pilot chute. The pack chute recovery 4ystowms. . K)
and attaching webbing. (harness) are
considered a part of the paraehute when parachute, personnel - a ý parachute used -to
they are not built Into the suspended load lower personnel from aircraft in flight.
as an integral part.

parachute, reserve - a second parachute, usu-
parachute, aerial delivory - a parachute de- ally worn on the chent of personnel

signed to deliver equipment and supplies making a premeditated jump. It is used
from an aircraft in flight. It is used in the event of malfunction of the main
synonymously with the term "cargo parachute.
chute."

parachute, stabilization-brake - a parachute A
parachute, approach, landing - a parachute used to maintain, or to make it possible

used in flight to improve jet aircraft to maintain, the attitude of a falling body,
flight characteristics during normal and to retard its fall.
landing approach, or in approach under I !

g7! marginal weather conditions, parachute, static line type - a parachute In
which deployment of the canopy is minii-•I parachute, attached type - a parachute, the ated by means of a static line attached to .

pack of which is so attached to an Far- an aircraft. Both "troop type" and some

craft that the canopy deploys from the "aerial delivery type" paiachutes may •

pack as the load fails away. be placed in this category.
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parachute, troop type - a parachute used pri-
marily by paratroopers for a premedi- _-_.._ _.

tated jump over a designated area.

parachute rotation - the turning of a parachute Pin, LockbW
canopy about its vertical axis during
descent. pin, locking - short, metal prongs attached to

peak. So apex rpcord cable. Locking pins are in-
parmability - a term used to designate the skrted into locking cones to secure the

pm itpack flaps a a function of closing a
measured volume of atr in cubic feet that parachute pack.

will flow thrbugh one square foot of cloth
in one minute at a given pressure. In pin, ripcord. See pin, locking.
the United -States, -permeability is meas-
ured by using -a .pressure c. one-half platform - a base of metal and wood that
Inch of water. In Great Britain, 10 inches serves as the support on which equip-
of water pressure-is used. .mont. may be loaded for aerial delivery

Spict. -an individuRa filling .yarn in webbing or purposeS.
fabric, pocket, log record - a small patch pocket

sewed to a part of the parachute, usually
the pack, for carrying the parachute
packing record card.

__ porosity - the ratio of upen space to covered
area of the drag producing surface. (Used
for Ribbon, Ringslot, and Rotooil typo

canopies.)
rate of descent - the vertical velocity, in feet

per second, of a fully opened parachute

canopy. J
. recovery system, parachkte - a parachute

recovery system includes all items that
are required to recover an object from
flight and to land it safely on the ground
or on water with a minimum og dnage. .
In general, the following subsystems are
included: first stage, intermediate, and
final recovery parachutes; controlling
devices; actuating devices; and landing
or flotation devices, or both.

Pilot Chute reefing, skirt - a restriction of the skirt of a

pilot chute - a small parachute used to accel- drag producing surface to a diameter
erate deployment. It is constructed in less than the diameter when it Is fully
much the same manner as the main inflated. Reefing is used to decrease the
canopy, from similar material. Some opening shock, to decrease drag area,
types of pilot chutes are equipped with a and to obtain stability.
spring operated, quick opening device.

F I The frame is so compressed that it will release, canopy - a devicc that Is designed to
open immediately when it is released permit rapid separation of canopy and
from the pack. risers from the suspended load.

pin, clevis - a metal rod, which is fitted with release, harness - a manually operated device

a cotter pin or is. threaded, then inserted incorporated in a harness. It is designed
through holes in the end of the clevis to to permit the rapid release of the har-
close its open end. ness from the wearer.
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repairs, minor - any repairs required to sail - a ter-m used to designate a cond.ltion
return the parachute to perfect condi- noted in the deployment of a parachute
tion, but which, If not made, will not canopy when the canopy, Just after l4av-
seriously affect its performance or air- Ang its pack but still attached to a static
worthiness, line, is exposed broadside to the air-

stream and temporarily assumes a shape
similar to a sail. When using a deploy-

rings, reefing - metal rings attached to the metag the same conditin a ouS~ment bag, the same condition may occur
skirt of a drag producing surface at the:.:,sus~pension line connection points through when the suspension lines have extended

but the drag producing surface is still
which a reefing line is passed. These
rings are designed to elimtinate any hing-
Ing action in the ring, with consequent seam - the fold or line formed by the sewing
binding of the reefing line. together of two pioces of material.

krpcord - a lockiz device, consisting of cable, seam, bias - the radial or diametral seam of
locking pins, and grip, that secures the a bias constructed drag producing sur-

pack in a closed condition. It effects face.•i ~the release of the canopy. I
trl ofh a .seam, block - a seam that runs parallel to the

risir .- that portion of-the suspension system warp, or filling threads, of material
between the lower end of a group of . used in block construction of drag pio-
poiwent oatahme t towe then lofad Sinue itofdaoa h daoa rhrs
suspension lines or canopies and the ducingaurtaces.!•point of attachment tO the load. Since it seam, diagonial• the diagdnai or horizdntal

must be as strong as the total strongth seams that join the sections of each
of all suspension lines attached thereto, gore of a bias constructed drag producing
it usually is fabricated from high- surface.
strength material, such as webbing, or,
in some cases, steel cables.

saddlo - the part of the harness that is posi-
tioned in the main lift web at the seat
of wearer and widened and reinforced
to provide a seat or sling for the wearer.

Seam, Etqrglsh Fell

seam, English fell - a type of seam in which
one piece of material is folded back on
itself and the other piece is a plain over-
lap.

Sail Seam, Folded Fell
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seam, folded fell -In forming this type of shock, 1anding the force imposed upon 'the

seam, the pliles of material are first suspended load at ground impact.
joined as shown in (a). The one ply isIthen turned back, the edge of the other
ply is turned, and the two plies are shock, opening - the maximum force developed
sewed with a second row of stitching, during inflation of the canopy.

as sownin b).shoulder strap - that part of',the harness. which

crosses the wearer's shoulder.

-shot bag - a pa~rachute paicking tool. A rec-
___________________tangular duck big is filled with'swnd or

shot and used, to hold folded gores inI Position during packing.

8f4m, Prerch Fellj

seam,, French fell -this type ofseam is
fokmwed by turning the edges of both00plies-of the material, lappingthem asI' ' I
-shown in. the sketch, and sewing with A
two,(o more) .rows of -stitceswhh
also secures the turned positions. N

seam, radlial- a seam~ that extends from
the skirt to the vent and joins two gores.
A portion of the suspension lines may be sirgle-x Stitch
concealed In the tubes formed by the

radalseas.single-x a stitch pattern representing an X-
searng mehodof salig eds ~ ~formation, usually used with a boxatitch.

cord or webbing by melting them to pre-.
vent raveling.

skirt -the reinorced hem forming thie peri-
section - amy one of the pieces of cloth which, phery of a drag producing surface.

when assembled, form one gore of a
drug producing surface.

selvage - the woven edge of z~loth.seve-atprdfbicueIn hiha
1A canopy is placed to control its deploy-

separator, line - a slotted metal or woodmet
device used to hold suspension lines

) at the canopy skirt after separation into
groups during packing, slipping, controlled - a method of guiding an

inflated canopy in a desired direction by I
serving - a method of wrapping or binding the spilling the air from one side of the

ends of cord or line so they will not skirt by manipulation of the suspension
unravel or to provide protection for lines. This action causes an increased
loops. it is also referred to as whipping, average rate of descent until the lines
Served loops are sometimes used to are released.
replace connector links at the load end
of the suspension 11ines. The latter can- I
struetton, however, makes maintenance slot -a vent within a gore of a drag producing

bcostly and difficult. surface. The size of the slot will deter-
fl mine or control the geometric porosity of

shock, deployment. See force, snatch. certain canopy designs.
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Snaps, .Havlws, 1'?ictiof

_snap, harness, friction - a sliding grip friction
buckle with -a metal snap attached to a
parachute harness to secure .two parts
of the hrarpss together, and. also to
germ It quick fit adjustments on-the wear-
or or load.

snap, static-linie - a metal device used to
connect the free end of a static line to
r. cable or ring in an aircraft.

SRO Cmecor Quckspeed, upeping, critical - the speed duin
deceleration at irhich a ctnopy. in the
squid form assumes normal inflation,

snap, connector, quick - a hook shaped, spring but above which it will not fully inflete.
loaded metal fitting Wit snaps over aR pesnig eert fdset

D-ring to connect two webbings. sed ikn.Sert fdset
spike, recovery - a pointed beam extension onthe nose of the load that absorbs ground

squidding - a state of incomplete parachute
canopy inflation in which the can~opy has
a pear-like shape. Squidding occurs if
the canopy is deployed above a critical
speed.

Sniap, Harness

snap, hans a hook shaped, spring guarded
metal fastener that snaps over a V- or I
D-ring to secure two parts of an assem-
bly.

IN, Squid Shiapfe
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squid shape. See illustration. stltehing, zigzag - stitching done by a sewing
machine that makes stitches alternately

stiffener, pack - rectangular strips of metal on two or more parallel lines. It is used
or fiber placed in the pack flaps to to reinforce and anchor the suspension
stiffen the flaps. These strips are also lines to the drag producing surface.used for shaping the sides and bottom ..
usedpfarshstow - any one loop of static line or suspension
of packs. line compactly secured to the parachute

pack.

streamer - a malfunction in which a parachute
canpy stretches full length"drnd-

scent without reaching squid shape.

strength, tear - the aveerage force, measured
in pounds, required for a continuous
tear -across either the filling or the warp
of -a fabric.,

strength, -tensile -. the tension, measured ILI
Pounds, .required to break, a material,.
The ten, ie strength' of a fabric is stated
in p~ibuýi per hich wIdth for warp and
for fillinr4,, The tensile strength of web-
bings and tapes is stilted for the full
width, such as 250-lb. tape.

Sttch, Loch
surface, dragproducing - that portion of a

stitch, lock - a nonravoling atitch used to form parachute canopy consisting of the cloth
a seam. area designed to produce the desired

stitching, bunched - a defective seam resulting drag.

from a higher concentration of stitches swage - to join metal parts by pressure, such
per inch than is required, as in attaching ripcord locking pins to

stitch, box - a rectangular or square stitch ripcord cable.
pattern, generally used to enclose a
Mingle-x or triple-x stitch formation, tacking - a slight sewing, usually by hand, with

long stitches as in basting, but usually
stitch, chain - ornamental, basting, or seam concentrated in a certain area or around

stitch in which thread, or threads, is not a certain part.
interlocked but is held by a loop of needle
thread or a loop of bobbin thread. There tape, reinforcement - tape or webbing sewed
may be single-, double-, or triple-thread to the pack or canopy to strengthen the
chain stitching. fabric at a weak spot or point of stress.

stitch, double throw - zigzag stitching in which test, drop - a test to determine the working
the needle makes a centter stitch between efficiency of a parachute and its systems
each left and right stitch, by releasing it from an aircraft or from

some height above the ground under con-
stitch, four-needle - a method of stitching that ditions very similar to those found, or

can be performed in one operation by a anticipated, in normal operation.
four-naedle sewing machine. It is used
In sewing the top hem, the circum- tie-down - a chain and binder assembly used
ferential hem, and the radial seams of a to lash cargo to tie-down rings in air-
drag producing surface. craft or to heavy drop platforms.

time, filling - the time elapsed between the
stitch, single throw - zigzag stitching in which full extension of the canopy and the

the needles travel completely from one opening of the canopy to its fullest ex-
side to the other between stitches. tent.
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time, opeaning the elapsed time between the vent, puckered -a cloth sleeve or collar at-opening of a parachute pack and the tached to and encircling the vent, pucker-

opening of the canopy to its fullest ex- ed by the use of an elastic member that
tent. is tightly drawn at the apex of the vent.

thread, break - a stitching intended to break .. .... .. . . 1'
easily under a relatively small stress.
In certain types of packs, for example, .
lift webs inside the pack. This thread

breaks duriig the deployment or opening
of the canopy. -

tower, drying - a facility where parachutes. -
are suspended for drying and airing. At_

triple-x - a stitch pattern resembling three

adJoirnD A's. It is often used with. a-boxatitch. VR~

tuck - a shortening of n,. 'rlai caused by V-ring - a metal fitting in the form do a
pulling fabric up in foldb aid stitching closed letter V that is used with snaps
across the gathered fabric, to secure or attach a load to a canopy.

twist, suspension lines - the twisting of each v-tap - a short length of tape or webbing
group of suspension lines separately, wrapped tightly around a suspension line
usually caused by rotation of the pack and stitched to the skirt hem.
or barneas between the two groups.o s ngwarp - the threads that run parallel to the

underfold - a fold in which insufficient ma- selvage edge of cloth; those threads that
terial has been folded inside the seam, ar3 crossed by the filling threads, also
usually resulting in exposed raw edges. called weft. (For sketch, see threads, f

f illing.)
velocity, equilibrium - the velocity that a

falling body can attain when the drag is wax, paraffin - wax generally used with 50%
equal to the weight, i.e., the acceleration beeswax as a hot dip to prevent the
equals zero. fraying of cut ends of webbing, cord,

and tape.
vent - any opening in the cloth surface of the.

canopy for the purpose of air venting, web, lift. See riser.
Specifically, the opening at the top, or
center, of the drag producing surface, webbing. See harness.
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CHAPTER I

SECTION 2

STANDARD SYMBOLSL.i
2.1 PRIMARY CONCEPTS.

A A dimensionless factor used in the approximation of velocity decrease during filling
time

AVR Vertical ribbon width (in.)
AR Aspect ratio "
a Acceleration (ft. per sec 2)
as Speed of sound in air (knots)
ayR Distance between vertical ribbons (inQ.)
BHR Horizontal ribbon width (in.).
b Distance between horizontal ribbons (in.)

Coefficient (general)
Factor related to suspension line convergence angle

CD Drag coefficient (general)
CDA Drag coefficient of aircraft

CDB Drag coefficient of suspended load

CD0  Drag,. coefficient of parachute .canopy based on toWal cloth area, 8o, and vertical
CDor Drag coefficient of parachute canopy based on total cloth area and resultant velocitydescent velocity canpy ase

CDp Drag coefficient of parachute canopy based bit inflated (projected) canopy area

cLTD Lift coefficient of aircraft at touchdown

CM Moment coefficient (gpno.al)
co Effective PoroilLy
Cr. DR/Dc a ratio of reeling diameter to flat (constructed) canopy diameter

Tangential force coeffictent(general)"
D Drag (general) (lb.)
Dc Diameter, constructed (ft.)
D1 Constructed diameter of the reefed parachute canopy measured at the inside of the

Soirt (ft.) (
DO . Nominal canopydAlarneter ift.)

Dp Projected or inflated canopy diameter (maximum inflated diameter) (ft.)
Dpi Instantaneous projected canopy diameter' (ft.)

"Dpl Projected diameter of the reefed canopy (ft.)

DR Diameter of a circle formed by the points of suspension line connection to the
skirt of a reefed parachute canopy (ft.)

DS Diameter of a circle formed by the points of suspension line connection to the
skirt V! a fully inflated parachute canopy (ft.)

d Distance (genei'al) (ft.)
dv Vent diameter (ft.)
E Energy (ft. -lb.)
e Factor related to strength loss by abrasion

~T eg Base width of gore (in.)
egv Gore width at vent (in.)

F Force (general) (lb.)
Fc Constant force on fully inflated canopy (lb.)
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Fd Drag force of canopy as transmitted to suspended lead (lb.)

Normal force (general) (lb.)
Fo Peak opening shock force (lb.)
FS Peak snatch force (lb.)
FT Tangential force (lb.)
FW Crosswind force (lb.)
f Cyclic frequency (cps)
g Acceleration due to gravity (ft. per sec 2 ) (32.2 at sea level)
h Height or altitude (ft.)
""ha Actual constructed height of gore (in.)
ihg Height of gore (in.)
i Specific impulse (lb. per sac per unit)
J Sauety Factor
I Mass moment of inertia (slugs per ft. 2)
K A dimensionless factor used in the determination of opening shock
k Factor related to strength loss by fatigue

Drag loading of the suspended load (ft.- 1 )
ka Drag loading of the uninflated parachute canopy (ft. -1)
L Lift (general) (lb.)S La Length of pocket band (in.)
Lb Length of intercept on the skirt (pocketband) (in.)
1 Length or distance (general) (ft.)
lb Constant for pocketbands (lb a 0.14)
is Length of suspension line from canopy skirt (ft.) to suspension line confluence point
M Moment (general)Mass. (sugs
N Revolutions per minute (rpm)

NM Mach Number = v

n Dimensionless factor used in the determination of canopy filling time I
nf Load factor
n Number of goresvao
o0 Factor related to strength loss in materipl from water and water vapor absorptin
P Momentary tension force in the suspension lines (lb.)
P Force (lb.)
max M;ai. .,aim force (lb.)

p Iroasure (general) (lb. per ft. 2 )
q Dynamic pressure assuming Incompressible fluid (lb. per ft.2)
qd Impact pressure corresponding to the velocity at peak opening shock force (lb, perft.2)
•e Impact pressure corresponding to the velocity at peak snatch force (lb. per ft.2 )

Reynolds number
r Radius (general) (ft.)
rb Radius of circular arc between two main seams of a drag producing surface (ft.)
rv Vent radius (in.)
S Area (general) (ft.2 )
SA Wing area of aircraft (ft.2 )

SB Cross-sectional area of suspended load (ft.2 ) corresponding to cDB
Be Total area of openings in a parachute canopy (it.2 )
so Total cloth area of a canopy, or desIn surface area including slots and vent (vent

not included if larger than 0.01 So)(ft) ,[
S Projected area of inflated canopy (ft.11)
SRR Total area covered by radial ribbonR_ (ft. 2 )

SVR Total area of horizontal ribbons at the vent, not covered by radial ribbons (ft.2 )
S'\ Total slot area of Ringslot Parachute Canopy (ft. 2 )
s True distance along curve (ft.)

Area of vent (ft.2 )
T Temperature (°F.)
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STh Circumferential tension on canopy fabric (lb.)
Tr Radial tension on canopy fabrlc (lb.)
t Time, general (sec)
td Deployment time from release to completion of canopy lino stretch (sec)
tf Time interval from occurrence of peak snatch force to the instknt when parachute

canopy is inflated to maximum projected diameter (filling time) (sec)
*t8  Time Interval from occurrence of peak snatch force to occurrence of peak opening

shock (sec)
trl,#21 Reefing time (see)
u Factor inavolving the strength loss at the connection of suspension line and drag !

prodkcing su.•face or riser respectively
V Volume (general) (cu. in.)
V Volume of the parachute caiopy (cu. in.)
v Resultant velocity (ft. per saec)
Vd Velocity at instant parachute canopy is deployed (ft. per see)
ve Equilibrium velocity at altitude (ft. per see)
Veo Equilibrium velocity at sea level density (ft. per sec)

vi Velocity after time t (instantaneous) (ft. per sec)
Vo Launching speed (ft. per sec)

Velocity at instant of- full line, stretch ',ft. per sec)
Weight, general (lb.)

WA Gross weight of aircraft at touchdown (lb.)
Wb Weight of suspended load (lb.)
Wc Weight of canopy cloth area (including weight of suspension lines across the cloth

area, but not includiftg weight of free length of suspension lines) (lb.)
Wl Weight of suspension lines (lb.)

Wp Weight of parachute canopy (lb.)
Wt Total weight (lb.)
w Unit weight (general) (lb. per unit length)
we Unit weight of fabric (oz. per yd.2 )
wI Unit weight of suspension lines (oz. per 10 yd.)
wu Unit loading (lb. per ft. 2)
X Opening shock factor which denotes a relationship between peak opening shock

force Fo, and constant force, Fc, at equivalent velocity
x Coordinate along X-axus
y Coordinate along Y-axis
z Coordinate along Z-axis
z Number of horizontal ribbons
-zR Number of individual riser webbings-
Z Number of suspension lines
a Angle of attach (degrees)

Gore vertex angle (degrees)
vy Specific weight of dry air (lb. per it. 3 )

Ys Suspension line confluence angle (degrees)
A Small increment (not used alone)

Elongation
Efficiency J

77W Drag efficiency (based on canopy weight) (lb. per ft.2 )
Drag efficiency (based on canopy volume) (cu. in. par ft.2 )

A a Porosity correction (percont)
Xact. Actual geometric canopy porosity (percent)
Xg Geometric canopy porosity (percent)

h Ribbon grid purosity (percent)

X n Mechanical (cloth or webbing) porosity (percent)
X t Total canopy porosity (percent)

Kinematic viscosity (ft.2 sec))
Va Absolute viscosity (lb. per sec per ft. 2 )
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17 Polygon shape factor
• 8 Density of air at a given altitude (ilugs per ru. ft.)
8o Density of air at sea level (0.00238) (slugs per cu. ft.)

SDensity Ratio = I

0 Angle of oscillation, angle of displacement (degrees)
SP Angle between opposite suspension lines (degrees)

Angular velocity (radius per sec)

S2.2 SECONDARY CONCEPTS (TO BE USED AS SUBSCRIPTS AND SECONDARY SUBSCRIPTS).

a Added; additional; absolute
av Average
r Canopy; critical; constant
cp Center oa pressure
eg Center of gravity
d Deployment
D Drug
a Equilibrium; exit
f Pertaining to filling process; fill of cloth; fabric; skin friction
g Geometric
h Horizontal or hoop direction
i Pertaining to inlet
I Instantaneous
I Referring to reefed condition

m Material

Moment
N Normal
0 Total cloth area; opening; reference condition
p Projected

r Resultant; radial
a Skirt; referring to snatch force; suspension lines
sq Squidding
SL Sea level
t Tangential
T Total
th Theoretical
v Vertical; vent
w Wind
X X-direction componenti

Y Y-direction component
Z Z-direction component

I
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CHAPTER II

SECTION 1

TYPES OF PARACHUTE CANOPIES

1.1 GENERAL. 1.1.5 In all cases except the ribbed and rib- j
less type guide surface parachute canopies, t

1.1.1 The parachute constitutes those corn- canopy diameter as referred to hereafter is the
porsents which, functioning together, provide a "nominal diameter DO." For ribbed and rib-
means for controlled descent, deceleration, or less type guide surface parachute canopies,
stab~tsizaton of a mass. The system must pro- the "constructed diameter D" is commonly '1
vide for deployment of the parachute, support used which is equivalent, in these cases, to I
for the loads, required drag characteristics, the '"inflated diameter Dp.
and, in some o•,es, automatic detachment of
A Oftt~opy and l'l. 1.1.6 Drag coefficients as presented hereafter

.. ~ are based upon the area 6oin all cues ek-
1.1.2 CIenera~y, the first considerations for aebsdupnteraSinllcesB-I.L2OenraD•, te fist onsieraionsfor cept for ribbed and ribless type guide surface
design of the parachute system are those of therequired drag characteristics, The drag char- parachute canopies. The symbol for this drag .
acteristics are almost wholly controlled by coefficient is Co. For ribbed and ribless
canopy configuration, type guide surface parachute canopies, the drag

coefficient is based upon the area S. For these1.1.3 A secondary consideration, but not nec- parachute canopy types, the symbol for the 1
essarily of secondary importance, is the de- drag coefficient is cD.sign of the deployment system, shock reduc- i f1 *otion systems, and hardware. 1.1. 7 Data presented on the following graphs are

1.1.4 Many varied geometrical canopy shapes Intended lor comparative purposes of different

have been investigated in the course of the canopy designs only. The cDo, F/qSo, and
Parachute Development and RAsearch Pro- average angle of oscillation values presented ¶

gram. Since almost all of the conceivable are peculiar only to the canopy design and size
shapes might be applied for the design of stated. At present, no atccurate relatiotship
parachute canopies, it becomes virtually im- between model and full-nlze parachute can- 4
possible to conduct a complete study of each opies can be established. For additional values
possible variation. The designs and shapes of performance and design characteristics of
discussed in the Allowing paragraphs represent larger size canopies, refer to Chapter IMl,those that have undergone sufficient inVesti- Parachute Applications, and Chapter V, Para-gatlon to establish some definite character- chute Design Details. All values listed in the
istics in behavior and are most commonly used following paragraphs refer to subsonic appli-
in general parachute applications. cations and sea-level density.

r
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D -.70, i.2 ,oi~ to1EXT;LE PARACH-UTL IL~~(S

1.2.1 FLAT CIRCULAR CANOPy.

50 1000) 1.2.1.1 CanoPY Design. This canopy is Co-
25 50 10 structed as a flat circular plate with a centeL

grsstitched together laterally, the joi'nt
goriies (vn) n osit fanme

''1 /forming the main rad~id1 seams.

__ I 1.2.1.2 Drag Coefficient of the Cano~py. Th4

\\ Idra coefl~~fltCD0 of this type canopy rang-ecdrag V0--ffirat"D
0,850 from 0. 65 to 0.0,deen' r upon size and rt

1-01 200 Vdescent. FOXp preliminary calculations, a-r
IS 1 2 0v ag D o 0.75 is generally used.

tO ' 1. 2.1.3 Stability df the Can M,! For smail can.

Wopies (below 32-foot diameter), oscillationsc¶

15050 100 a

AE(CBICINCEýSX 100)Canopy Type and Diameter Suspendel,

C-9 -28 ft 200.

STIONS G-12 -64 ft. 2200t,

G-11A -l100ft. 3500

(with 2 sec. reefing) 50

25.0 50.0 1o00AR

TYPICAL GORE

-- 0.* ~15t00 1O TYPE G-IIA CANOPYIIQO FT. DIA.#

200 W
150~ 10,000

UI TYPE C-9 CANOPY 120 FT. DA.)

02I -Ili TYPE G-IIA CANOPY (100 FT. OIDI., SUSPENDED LOAD- 20 0 LB.
r5000o SEC. REEFING).8 SUSPENDED LOAO-3500 L8.

WEIGHT (LB.x 100)

o 100 13202530

(R~ELEASE) SPEED V(KNOTS)
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05 1.0 2z5 5.0 10.0 25. 0 50.0 100

50 TYPICAL GORE
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A-A 50 10io000
100t

78 o TYPE G-IIA CANOPY (100 FT. 014.,500 2 SEC. REEFING)
WEIGHT (LB.X 100) SUSPENDED LOAO-3!50C LB.

0100 150
AIRCRAFT (RELEASE)
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1.2 SOLID TEXTILE PARACHUTE CANOPIES. approximately t30 degrees are common. u,

larger canopies, the average angle of oscilla-
F.2.i .LAT CIRCULAI CAMOpy. tion generally decreases.

1,2.1.1 Canopy Design , Tis canopy is co n- 1.2.1.4 Opepirog Shock. For infinite mass con-
structed as a fiat circular plate With a center ditions, the opening shock factor approaches 2.0.
orifice (vcnt), and consists of A number of//gure! s-:tehed together laterally, the joints
forming the main radial seams. 1.2.1.5 Application. Flat circular type can-

1.2.1.6 Opening Reliability and Speed Limita-
ofr de n. For.0 prelminary calculations, andrt tions. This canopy type is very reliable. Speed
of descent. For preliminary calculationss e limitatiorn for this type canopy are generally
average CDo of 0.75 is generally used. low becaus.ý of its rapid opening and excessive

opening shock. Deployment speed limitations
1.2.1.3 Stability of the Canopy. For small can- (safe) for several specific canopy and load con-
opies (below 32-foot diameter), oscillations of figurations are as follows:

Canopy Material Aircraft Release
Canopy Type and Diameter Suspended Load Lines (Nylon) Velocity

-9 -28 ft. 200 lb. 1.1 oz. - 500 lb. 275 knots

12- 64 ft. 2200 lb. 2.25 oz. - 1000 lb. 175 knots

G-11A - 100 ft. 3500 lb. 1.6 oz. - 550 lb. 205 knots

(with 2 sec. reefing) 4500 lb. 1.6 oz. - 550 lb. 195 knots

1.2.1.7 Remarks. This canopy type is relative-
ly easy to manufacture. Its oscillation and rel-
atively low speed characteristics make it un-
suitable for certain types of application.

TYPE G-leA CANOPYpO0 FT. DIA.,
2 SEC. REEFIN ..1 .
SUSPENDED LOAD-4500 LB.

4OPY(100FTTDlPE C-9 CAN00v i~a FT, DIA.
G)Y(O F.Oh. SUSPENDED LOAl- 200_L8.-
OAD-35Ou LB.

150 200 250

EAT (RELEAsLt SPEEU V (KNOTS)
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CANOPY.•
I.2.2.1 (Car•.v l)eigj (Fiat Ex
Canopy). This design is chara.
flat circular center, to which Is
annular ring having an cuter diam
the diameter of the central portio
designated as a percent of this
shown In (1). The-shape & theg(2). The nomenelature for this

__ •_• includes the size (nominal da

the per-ce. of the extension, in

fLAT 2full name. For example: 52-foot
PORTION / L h Iameter 10 percent flat extended ski

ANNULAR 2 canopy.
RING S \ 1.2.2.2 Canopy Design (Full

Canopy). This design is characteri
circular center, to which is added

l uring in the form c an inverted t
having a top diameter equal to the

---- I_..•- 2) the flat circular center portion, as
CONICAL I"The coie angle is sucl that thec
EXTENSION / the suspension li•ns is a continuati'
PLAT COICULAO I verted truncated cone extension.
.PORTION L , .the gore is shown in (4). In this

/3 is n, tý equal to angle 2, and m-
0) (4. mined, 1 order to meet the require

cone of lhe suspension lines be a c
.1. ý ~the cocit ithe extension. The n

for this type canopy includes thes -

Sdiam eter:Do) and the percent ci the•,
addition to the fuU name. For
foot nominal diameter 14.3 percentf
skirt parachute canopy.

)100.0 1.2.2.3 Drag Coefficient of the C
Extended Skirt). The drag coeff

averages 0.70; however, it will v
of descent, size, and length o( exte

0.ee preliminary calculations, a cD0
0o85 TOgenerally used.

Canopy Type
and Diameter B

MC-1 -35 ft. 10% extended
(nominal)

FLIG HIT PROFiLE •LiGiHT PROFIL. MC-1 -- 66 ft. 14.3% extended

FULL EXTENDEDD SUNT ;0 EXTENDEDSKIRT (nominal)

300
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2. '-X TEND1 ED s1Kj1joj PA MjjC]HjUTC- 1.2.2.4 Drag Ctoelficie nt of tile CAnOpy -

Canop y)-'i'y IXei, (iit Thteided desig ranges between 0.-70 and 0.8b, depending on ratu

Canopy) This design i., characterized by a of descent and size. For prelimina!ir calcula-

flat circlar center. to which is added a flat tions

annular ring having an outer diameter cauai to a CD 0 of 0.70 is generally used.

the diameter of Vhe central portion and a width 1.2.2.5 Stability of the Canopy (Flat Extended
designated as a percent of this diarmeter ' Skirt). Oscillation of the flat extended skirt
shown in (i). The shape o the gore - shown in canopy generally ranges between *10 and ±20

(2). The nomenclature for this type of canopy degrees, depending on design, size, and rate of

includes the size (nominal diameter Do) and descent.

the percent of the extension, in addition to ULUe
full name. For example: 52-foot nominal di- 1.2.2.6 Stability ol the Canopy (Full Extended

ameter 10 percent flat extended skirt parachute Skirt). Average oscillation angles for the full

/2canopy. extended skirt caaxopy are slightly less than

1.2.2.2 Canopy Design (Full Extended Skirt those for the flat extended skirt canopy, depend-

Canopy). This design is cbaracterized by a flat ing on the design.

circular center, to which is added an annular 1.2.2.7 Opening Shock. For infinite mass con-

iL ring in the form off an inverted truncated cone ditton., the opening shock factor is approxi-

having a top diameter- equal to the diameter of mately 1.8.

the flat circular center portion, as shown in(3). 1.2.2.8 Application. At present, the full ex-
The cot-te angle is such that the cone formed by tended skirt parachute canopy is rsed only for

i I the suspension lines is a conti.flation of the in- cargo applications and for

veried 1rui-cated cone extension. The shape of applications of guided missiles and drones.

the gore is shown in (4). In this design, angle The flat extended skirt parachute canopy is be-

/A is not equal to angle a, and must be deter- ing used for both personnel and cargo applica-

(4) mined in order to meet the requirement that the tions.
cone of the suspension lines be a continuation of

the cone of the extension. The nomenclature 1.2.2.9 Opening Reliability and Speed Limita-

Ifor this type canopy includrv khe size (nominal tions. These parachute canopy types are con-

diameter Do) and the percent -, the extension in sidered to be sufficiently reliable for all cargo

addition to the full name. For example: 67.3- applications. The flat extended skirt type can-

foot nominal diameter 14.3 pet.centfullextended opy with pocket bands is considered to be as

skirt parachute canopy. reliable as the flat circular canopy and is used

for persoimel parachute applications. Because

1.2.2.3 Drag Coefficient of the Canopy (Flat of reduced opening shock forces, these types of

Extended Skirt). The drag coefficient CDo canopies may be used at somewhat higher de-

averages 0.70; however, it will vary with rate ployment velocities than those of the flat circu-

of descent, size, and length of extension. For lar type. Deployment speed limitations (safe)

preliminary calculatios,~ a_ CD° of 0.70 is for several specific canopy ind load configura-

generally used. tions are as follows:- Aircraft Release
Canopy Type eoct

and Diameter Suspended Load Canopy Material Lines I AitR

F(normrinall lb. 350knots

MC-I-- 66 ft. 14.•q% e••inded 1800 l1. 2.25 oz. ilylon 550 lb. 275 knots

(nominal)

9A .•Z. nylon 550 lb. 275 knots

c.--. nyloll 550 lb. 275 knots

..2• 10 Remarks. Because of the lower drag

c Hicicnt, these parachute canopies are slight-
ly more bulky than the flat circular type for

ical rates of descent. i. a similar respect,
: t.ua.rig costs are slightly higher than

ior tlic "lat circular type.
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YA09On VENT UIA. APPROXIMATE PROFILE
I ABOUTOF INFLATED GORE

2-5- 1.2.3 RIBBED GUIDE SURFACE C
2.5/P 1.2.3.1 Canopy Desin. This can

55 cate in shape. It is constructed ofD -guide surface panels, and internal
4N- together to form the Main seams.

1.2.3.2 Drag COefficient of theC

FLAT PATTERNS drag coefficient cD ranges upward•0 For preliminary calculations, a CDv•

PROFLETPICA RI TYPICAL ROOF a GUIDE is generally used.PROFILE TYPICAL RIB SURFACE PANELS (LESS
DONE AT EACH SEA SEAM ALLOW 1.".3.3 Stability of the Canopy. This

canopy is extremely stable. Oscilla
air averages below ±2 degrees.

Canopy Diameter Suspended Load
D45* 6.5 ft. 4000 lb.

75 6D6.5 ft. 4000 lb.

,•., t33D

TO CONFLUENCE

TYPICAL !NFL,4TErA\\iI'I1
CONFIGURAfION \
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SYM. BOUT - IOD VENT DIA. APPROXIMATE PROFILE
*--- ABUT4 OF INFLATED GORE

D- -

100 wo1000 5000 IOpoo

VOLME CUIC NCHS)PROFILE TYPICAL RIB SURFACE PANELS (LESS

D UNE AT EACH SEAm7. SEAM ALLOW)

Ir D

t~ilk
.0 2.5 5.0 10.0 2L 5OW 100.0 TO CONFLUENCE

WEIGHT (POUNDS)

*T. bIA: - 9 ' Du D

3PENDED LOAD-4000 LB.

TYPICAL ir~-LATED
- ~CONFIGURATION

100 200 300 400 500 620O
!OPY DEPLOYMENT SPEED VS

(KNOTS)



AATE PROFILE•TED GORE
1.2.3 RIBBED GUIDE SURFACE CANOPY. 1.2.3.4 Opening Shock. For infirite mass Con-

ditions, the opening shock factor is approxi-

'C" 1.2.3.1 Canopy Design. This canopy is intri- mately 1.1.

t -r c e in shape. It is constructed of roof panels,
. guide surface panels, and internal ribs joined 1.2.3.5 Apptication. This canopy type may be

/ • together to form the main seams. used for stabilization and deceleration applica-
tions, or for other applications where extreme

1.2.3.2 Drag Coefficient of the Canopy. The stability, reliability, and precise reproduction

drag coefficient cD ranges upward from 0.8. of the functional sequence are required.

For preliminary calculations, a cDvalue of 0.9 5  1.2.3.6 Opening Reliability and Speed Limita-1.2..UIDEnin Selgeilty adlSpedused.a
a GUIDE is generally used. tions. This canopy is reliable. Safe deploy-

1_.2.3.3 Stability of the Canopy. Tins parachute ment speed limitations for several specific can-

canopy is extremely stable. Oscillation in free opy ýonfigurations and nearly infinite mass con-

air averages below ±2 degrees. ditions are as follows:

Canopy Deployment

Canopy Diameter Suspended Load No. of Gores Material Lines Speed

6.5 ft. 4000 lb. 12 7 oz. nylon 3000 lb. 350 knots

6.5 ft. 4000 lb. 16 14 oz. nylon 9000 lb. S00 knots

1.2.3.7 Remarks. This canopy type is somewhat

difficult to manufacture, and manufacturing cost

is relatively high. The ribless guide surface

canopy type will generally replace the ribbed

type.
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1.2.4 RIBLESS GUIDE SURFACE

"•-i'1 1 .2.4.1 Canopy DCesi. Thiscan
ructed of bell-shaped root

'3 - lace panels, joined together to

, Drag Coefficient of the

zoefficient cD averages be
'?4or preliminary calculatioi
.s jenerally used.

.abii',, of the Canopy.

V.py i3 extremely stable
"nping characteristics.
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1.2.4 RY9LESS GUIDE SUIRFACE CANOPY. 1.2.4.4 01wnftg 8hock. For infinite mass con-
ditions, the opening shock factor ranges be-

1.2.4.1 Cnopy Design. This canopy type is con- tween 1.1 and 1.4, depending on specific design
structed of bell-shaped roof panels and guide characteristics.
surface Panels, joined togither to form the main
seams. 1.2.4.5 Application. This parachute canopy may

be used for stabilization, deceleration, or ex-
.Drag Coefficient of the Canopy. The traction applications, and for other applications

drag coefficient cD averages between 0.?5 and requiring extreme stability, precise functioning,
0.85. For preliminary calculations, a cD value and high reliability.

1.2.4.6 Opening Reliability and Speed Limita-
1.2.4.3 Stability o the Canopy. This para- tlions. This parachute canopy Is reliable. De-chute canopy is extremely stable and has ex- ployment speed limitations for specific canopy
cellent damping characteristics. Oscillation configurations and nearly infinite mass con-
in free air is below ±2 degrees. ditions are as follows:

Canopy Deploymei*
Canopy Diameter Suspended Load No. of Gores Material Lines Speed

6.5 ft. 4000 lb. 12 7 oz. nylon 3000 lb. 350 knots

6.5 ft. 4000 lb. 16 14 oz. nylon 9000 lb. 750 knots

1.2:4.7 Remarks. The manufacturing cost of
this parachute canopy type is somewhat less
than that of the ribbed type. For most applica-
tions it can replace the ribbed type.

WAlDC 11Z !15-265
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;.. PERSONNEL GUIDE SURFACE CANOPY. free air are below ±10 degrees.

1.2.5.1 Canopy Design. The roof panels are 1.2.5.4 Opening ShocK. For infinite mass con-

identic&l in construction to those of the flat ditions, the opening shock factor approaches !.2.

circular type canopy. Alternate roof panels are
extended to provide the guide surfaces. The 1.2.5.5 Application. The primary application

guide surfaces somewhat resemble those found is for personnel emergency use; however, some

in ribless •lida •urface canopies, designs of this canopy type have been used for
recovery applications. This canopy has all the

1.2.5.2 Drag Coefficient of the Canopy. The advantages of the flat circular type canopy, plus

drag coefficient clo of this canopy type is only a considerable improvement in maximum op-
erational speed, stability, and opening shock.

slightly less than that for the very efficient
flat circular type. For preliminary calcula- 1.2.5.6 Opening Reliability and Speed Limita-

tions, a CDo value d 0.72 is generally used. tions. This canopy type is reliable, and can

safely be used up to 375 knots bailout velocity

1.2.5.3 Stability of the Canopy. This parachute at sea level for the following canopy and sus-

canopy is considered stable. Oscillations in pended load configuration:

Canopy Type D
and Diameter Suspended Load Canopy Material Deployment Speed

C-10 - 30 ft. 1knots
(nominal) 200 lb. 1.1 oz. nylon 375

OOF PANEL 1.2.5.7 Remarks. The guide Surface extensions

add only slightly to the manufacturing costI The

bulk, weight, and rate of descent are approxi-

mately the same as for a comparable flat cir-
cular type canopy.

ARP

"DTAIL-CENTER PANEL 
79

WARP

ETALOOF PANEDETA-E NE
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1.2.8 ROTAFOIL CANOPY. -{

::•,,1.2.0.1 Canopy Desl.g.n. This parachute was de-

wveloped by Radioplane Company, Van Nuys,', ' California, under contract with the United Statcs
F:;•Government. Construction of the canopy is

similar to that of the flat circular type. Open-
ings in each gore transform each roof panel in-
to a sail during operation, which causes rapid
canopy rotation. A swivel has tobe uedto per-
mit this rotation relative to the suspended load,

M. A while transmitting minimum torque to the load.

1,2.6.2 Drag Coefficient of the Canopy. The
drag coefficient cDe varies according to the

design. On types tested it has ranged from
0.63 to 0.90. For preliminary calculations, a
CDo value of 0.78 is generally used.

1.2.8.3 Stability of the Canopy. •At present, the
stabillty of this 'canopy type lisvery much a
function of the de!jign. Models range from

-(oS )stable to unstable, with the loss of certain de-
sirable characteristics in the stable models.

1.2.6.4 Opening Shock. For infinite mass con-

ditions, the opening shock factor is approxi-
mately 1.06.

1.2.6.5 Application. This parachute canopy may
be used for deceleration applications.

1.2.6.6 Opening Reliability and Speed Limita-

Uons. Most designs are reliable. Canopies
(7-foot diameterý constructed of 7-ounce nylon
and 3,000-pound tensile strength suspension

L •lines have been deployed safely at deployment
,FLYMG s \ speeds of 350 knots under nearly infinite mass

conditicns.

1.2.6.7 Remarks. This canopy type may offer
possibilities of specialized development for
specific purposes. The parachute canopy Itself
is low in bulk and weight, but because of the
required swivel (and lead loading of the canopy
skirt for several types), this parachdte becomes
bulkier ard weighs more than do comparable
ribbon, ring slot, or guide surface type para-chutes. i

S5-52ii
S WADC TR 55-265 2-1-13 ,
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1.2.7 SHAPED CANOPY.

1.2.7.1 Canopy Design. This canopy design is
similar to that of the solid flat type, with the

FLATD(VEOP~ITS FR rexception that the panels are shaped. Because
FLAT DEVE•LOPMENTS FOR dof the many variations of shaped canopy de-

S 9UACC OF REVOLUTION 3 signs, It is impractical to cite "specific per-
b FLUTED SURFACE formance" figures.
a. PE RIPHERAL LOSE

13 1.2.7.2 Drag Coefficient Of the Canopy. Many
TOP shaped designs have been tested; some have

achieved drag coefficients even higher than
* those obtained for the flat circular type.

/ h
A A 1.2.7.3 Stability of the Canopy. Stabillty varies

T with design. Some of the types tested have
shown very little tendency to oscillate.

4L 1.2.7.4 Opening Shock. For Infinite mass con-ditions, the opening shock factor is slightly.less
than those for other comparable canopy designs.

1.2.7.5 Application. Theme parachute canopy
b types may be designed for applications that re-

quire reduced opening shock and/or greater
160M. ostability than is found in flat circular type

V canopies.
1.2.7.6 Opening Relibility. ,eliability varles

d greatly with design. Conical canopy designs
Tb have been found reliable for moral application.

"AEG -AI, 1.2.7.7 Remarks. Shaped canopies generally
have sl•ghtly more bulk and weight than others
used for comparable applications.

:: •WALX TR .5-4 ,2 -1-14
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1.4 MISCELLANEOUIS CANOPIES- drag is sometimes higher than that of a flat
circular canopy, but packing difficulties are

A1.4. GENERAL. Many model and full-size numerous. The opering shock is generally as
canopies of shapes oher than there discussed, high ns that rif a flat circular canopy. Bulk -_

or variations of those shapes, have been built and weight are generally the same as, orP and tested. Some, such as the steerable para- slightly less than, the bulk and weight of corn-

I. chutes, compare reasonably with the type upon parable flat circular canopies. Some of these

which the modification was based. On others, designs are remarkably stable. Reliability is

however, insufficient data are available to draw equal to, or less than, that of flat circular
any firm conclusions about their performance, canopies. Manufacturing costs are higher. ½

142AI.RFOIL CANOPY. This canopy is de- 1.4.4 WAKO CANOPY. As originally designed,
this canopy is constructed as a hemisphere

signed as aptcomposed of a number of ribbons starting atthe
parallel planes and, as projected, takes the J

form of a circular plate, with the smaller .u- skirt, running tangent to the vent, than to tesmeter thopposite skirt, in opposing pairs. This arrange-
ment is repeated around the canopy as many

0.86. The maximum deployment speed at which times as required, and it results in a geodetir- -

little or no damage occurs is low compared to type construction. Its bulk and weightarehigher

those of other designs. In addition, the design than those of the FIST ribbon type canopy. 4
of the suspension line system is very critical Like all ,bbon canopies, it depends upon slow I'

and, to date, can be determined only by drop ooening for its low opening shock character-

test. This, together with the greater care istics, and upon high geometrical porosity for

needed in packing, makes this type canopy of its stability. A variation of this canopy, de-

interest only for very special applications. veloped by WADC, is similar in design, but is

Its bulk and weight values are slightly higher constructed as a flat circle.
than those of a comparable flat circular para-
chute. 1.4.5 STEERABLE PARACHUTE CANOPIES.

Steerable parachute canopies generally have

1.4.3 FLAT NONCIRCULAR CANOPY. Can- been derived by modification of flat circular

opies of this general design are constructed type canopies. A discussion of steerable can-

as a flat plate. They may be square, tri- opies may be found in Chapter Ill, Section 1,
angular, or of any other shape. Coefficient of Personnel Parachutoe.n

t+ I.

117

I-I
I+ I

Ii
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I 1. AVERAGE PERFORMANCE CHARACIER-
ISTICS OF PARACHUTE CANOPIES.

Constructed Shape Diameter Ratios Drag Coefficient OpeningStabilityShockt
Canopy Type Plan View Profile Dp/n Ave e Fctor emrk Aver. Angie iaView Type Plan(Prelim. (Infinite of O,6il.

Design) Mass)

SCDO CDo

Flat Circular .j10 i.oo0 0.65-0.90 0.75 32.0 unstable +S0oo

• :CD•Oe CDo

Extended Skirt , . 70i -.76 1.24 0.6C0.86 0CD0  '-1, unstable *200

C•D Cu
(Stabilizatio n) 0 gores

I,
CD CD

Guide Surlace .. 51 f0" 0.76-0.85 0.00 1.1-1.3 stable *10
(Ribless) 10 gores

!- . ... It
- Guide irace 

.,D CD
Gi(Per fael) .7 1.15 0.6-.0.91 0.72 -1.2 stable *70o

0,0 CD0  CDO

Rotafail .91 .*9 0.63-0.90 0.78 -i.0 • table

CD CDo

( ial) 3 -. 70 1.08 0.6W.0.95 0.80 ..4 unatable ,200(Conical)

CD0  CDo

FIST .67 1.000 0.45-0.45 0.50 -1.05 atable *30

o C•D CD0

Ring Mlot .70 1.000 0.45..086 0.55 ~1.05 stable ,70

WADC TIR 55-265 2-1-20
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CHAPTER II

SECTION 2

OPENING AND DEPLOYMENT OF PARACHUTES

2.1 GENERAL. Another method sometimes employed to close
and open a parachute pack is the use of a zipper

tiOpening characteristics of a parachute may be Installed along the full length of the side flaps
loosely defined to include all the consecutive at the edges where they meet at the longl-
motions of a parachute system operation, from tudinal centerline of the pack. Packs utilizing
the instant of initiation of deployment until this closing method are called "chain closed" A
complete inflation. Deployment is a term coy- packs and, to date, are still in the experimental
ering the extension of the canopy Lnd suspen- stage. Opening of the chain closed pack is ac-
sion lines from the stowed position to the be- complished by pirlng the zipper slider crm-
ginning of inflation of the canopy. pletely free of the zipper, allowing flat springs

installed in the side flaps to peel back these
2.2 OPENING METHODS. flaps, and disengage the zipper teeth in the
2 •process.

.2.1 STATIC LINE. Most small cargo para- . Ps e
chutes and troop main parachutes are opened 2.2.3 EJECTION. Parachutes are often ejected
by a static-line assembly, which consists of into the airstream by powder charges or
the following Items: springs. Deployment can then be accomplished

!! by a pilot chute. 1
a. Static-line snape erc
b. Static line 2.3 DEPLOYMENT OF PARACHUTES.
c. Break cord.

8.3.1 SYSTEM REQUISITES. A good deploy-
. Operation is as ollows: The statc-line snap ment system must have certain objectives.P

is firmly attached to a body whose differential if
velocity and mass will be sufficient to break a 2.3.1.1 There must be reliable deployment
pack open, or to withdraw ripcord pins. The through the design operating range.
static line, upon full extension, begins to deploy

the parachute canopy, which is attached to the 2.3.1.2 Malfunctions during the deployment must
static line by means of a break cord. Strength be prevented. If canopies are allowed to deploy
of the break cord depends upon the area of the as a result of their own drag, it !s possible
main canopy to be deployed before separation for the canopy to become inverted, or badly
of the canopy and siatic iine occurs. It is burned by friction. Deployment systems should
possible to withdraw rlpcord pins or break control the movement of the deploying canopy
packing cords; by static line, and thus free a to prevent side loads on the skirt area of the
pilot parachute for deployment of the main parachute before completion of suspension line
canopy. stretch and to allow orderly deployment of the

canopy in a plane relative to the relative air. d
2.2.2 RIPCORD. Personnel parachutes usually
are opened either by a manually operated rip- 2.3.1.3 Reduction of snatch force must be pro-
cor 4. or by an automatic opening device pulling vided for. Snatch force can be simply defined
the ripcord. In many models, this ripcord, as the force required to accelerate the mass of
wthdawing a set of cones, allows pack a fully deployed but incompletely open canopy
opening spr~ngs or elastics to withdraw the from its final ve'ocity at the completion of the
covers of a pack, freeing a pilot chute that is line stretch to the velocity of Uhe suspended
capable of deploying the main canopy. A newer load. Snatch force depends upon differential. 1method employs locking loops, which replace velocity between load and uninflated canopy at
the cones. Elastics are not used; the force of the completion of line stretch, and also uponthe

a collspring-loaded pilot chute is sufficient to effective drag area of the pAlot chute and main
snap open the pack and eject the pilot chute. canopy. For instance, a partially open canopy

WADC TR 55-285 2-2-1 f
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with a drag area of 20 square feet will impose are projected two retair-ing lo.p from the side
a considerably higher snatch force on a sus- of the cone. Into these two loops the suspension
pended load than a deployed but uninflated can- lines of the canopy are placed. The remaining
opy with a drag area of 2 square feet. Can- folds of suspension lines are placed in re-
opies with large drag areas not only impose a taining loops that are sewed to the outside of
pseudo-opqning shock snatch force, but also the locking flap. Thus, the canopy cannot leave
increase the ddfsrential velocity between load the sleeve until the last loop has been removed
and canopy during the deployment. Good high- from the sleeve at the completion of the line-
speed deployment must, therefore, present the stretch. This method has a number of ad-
smallest system drag area that is consistent vantages. Snatch forces are reduced, since no
with orderly deployment, until line stretch is inflation of the canopy takes place until after
complete. Thereafter, the deployment system deployment. Malfunctions are reduced con-
must provide completely reliable release of siderably, because of the correct placement
the canopy for Inflation. of the canopy in relation to the suspended load

before opening. Dlmage to the canopy from
'.3.1.4 Low bulk and weight are des'Arable and friction or from protrusions is reducedbecause
necessary, of tte protection afforded by the sleeve. One

disadvantage is the possible occurrence of
2.3.2 DEPLOYMENT METHODS. friction burns during exceptionally high-speed

removal of the canopy from the sleeve. In2.3.2.1 Simple Pilot Chute. Thin method Is certain instances, this can be overcome by useused with most ripeord-operated assemblies, of double thickness sleeve, where the inner

It is very reliable for personnel emergency portion of the sleeve can be pulled inside out[parachutes. It consists of a small canopy and by the deploying canopy to prevent friction

suspension line system. In some cases, the burns.
pilot chute is spring loaded for positive ejec-tion. It is attached to the apex of the main The deployment bag method is similar to the

canopy. Upon inflation, it withdraws the main sleeve type in that the canopy remains in the
canopy from the pack and guides it for post- bag until the lines are extended. When used
tive and proper inflation. with a static line, its reliability is very high;

with pilot chute deployment, the reliability is
2.3.2.2 Simple Static Line. Static-line opening dependent upon straight-line deploynt: n In
and static-line deployment usually are emn- some applications, two pilot chutes are used
played in conjunction with each other. After the simultaneously; one is designed to with!,;tand
pack is opened, the apex of the canopy is held deployment at high speed, the other for positive
until sufficient drag is exerted on the deploying low-speed application.
canopy to break the cord attaching the apex to
the static line. Unfortunately, the rate of do- 2.3.2.4 Other Methods. There are a number of
ployment at the parachute often exceeds the combination deployment methods, such as com-
speed of the dropped load. This permits a "sail" bination of static-line pack opening with pilot-to develop, during which inversions and semi- chute deployment; static-line pack opening with
inversions can readily form. The extent and sleeve deployment by pilot chute; static-line
duration of the "sail" is governed primarily by pack opening with bag deployment of mainpara-
the strength of the break cord. Strong break chute; static-line opening with pilot-chute de-
cords tend to straighton the sail. If break cords ployment and sleeve or bag; and use of jettis-
are too weak, canopies are not withdrawn from onable objects as anchors for static lines. This
the pack sufficiently for orderly deployment, last method Is used in high-speed drop test
and further deployment depends only upon the bombs, in which the decelerating mass of the
drag area of the exposed canopy. Statlc-line jettisoned tail is used to anchor a static line,
deployment of an exposed and uncontrolled which opens the rear-mounted pack in the
canopy Is not reliable or desirable at high bomb, and also deploys the parachute canopy.
speeds or with large canopies. The jettisonable tail actually can be classed as

a pilot chute. Pilot chute deployment by means
2.3.2.3 Pilot Chute and Sleeve or Bag. This of ejector guns, and deployment of canopies
method entails the use of a long cloth sleeve, with the aid of blast bags, are being used for
or cone, of a length equal to the constructed various applications.
radius of a parachute canopy, and of a very
small base. The sleeve is constructed with a 2.3.3 GENEfIlAL CONSIDERATIONS FOP. DE-
locking flap at the base, through which there PLOYMENT SYSTEMS. The pack and packing

SWADC TR 55-265 2-2-2
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method used have a great deal of influence inward toward the area o"en for
upon the deployment of parachute canopies. deployment.
Position of the pack in relation to the relativo c. A smooth, low-friction interior, free
air also is critical. Generally, it may be stated from protrusions, snags, orobstruc-
that consideration must be given to the blanket- tions to canopy or lines.

Sing effect of the suspended load on the pack and d. Provision for attachment and storage
pilot chute, to twisting: tumbling, or spinning of pilot chutes, if used, and for

* of the suspended load and consequent snagging pilot-chute bridle cords.
and burning of the canopy during deployment, e. Provision for deployment bag or
and to "wadding," in which the canopy deploys sleeve.
as a ball or mass. Usually, "wadding" is f. Provision for incremental retention A
caused by the uce of improper static-line of canopy and lines in proper ar-
arrangements, pilot chutes of insufficient drag rangement without shifting until do-
area, or improper positioning of the pack, so ployed.
that upon opening, the full pressure of the rela- g. Rapid and complete opening to pro-
tive air is directed against the entire folded vent damage to the canopy during
canopy. first phases of deployment.

h. Provision for the attachment of the I
2.3.4 PACKS AND PACKING. parachute to the load.
.si. Positioning of 'he pack to preclude

'2.3.4.1 PACKS. Prck serve the purpose of snagging on any portion of the sun- Is
protecting the canopy, pilot chute, or other pended load dirring deployment.
deployment device from disarrangement and j. Pruvision either for passage of the
damage during handling as well as operation. rv.. r-.sion lines or risers through
In some installations, packs are integral with p a ck to the main load-carrying
the suspended load, have flush openings, and members (which can be accomplished
may incorporate ejection devices to initiate through the base or sides of the

or aid deployment. pack), or for placement of main fit-tinge within the pack, and shielding

2.3.4.2 Requirements for Satisfactory Packs. these fittings to prevent snagging or
tangling with canopy or suspension

Sa. A nonrestricting opening, or an open- lines.
ing that is not exceeded by any in- k. For certain appucations, metal packs
ternal cross-sectional area perpen- are satisfactory, if they are smooth
dicular tothe direction of deployment. and are provided with beaded or

b. A simple design, without sharp cor- bevelled edges at the area open for
ners, recesses, or sides tapered deployment.

I'

•I 'O 6
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CHAPTER III

L" PARACHUTE APPLICATIONS

The advent oi high-performance Jet aircraft and missiles makes it impossible at the present time
to standardize on a low typos o: parachutes that will perform satisfactorily for all applications and

* conditions. In practically every applications there must be a compromise between drag, strength,
deployment, speed, stability, and cost of production. Present applications call for such a wide
range in speed of deployment, altitude of deployment, desirable stability, and drag that only in-
frequently Is it possible to select a par, chute used successfully for one type of application and find.
it satisfactory for another.

Types of Applications. There are five general applications for parachutes;
a. Personnel
b. Cargo
"c. Stabilization
d. Guided Missile and Drone Recovery
e. Aircraft Deceleration
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CHAPTER I11

1-'~ SECTION II

F PERSONNEL PARACHUTES

1.1 GENERAL. e. A pack without corners or protu-
berances, properly positioned in order

S Personnel parachutes may be used for emer- not to be subject to damage or snag-
gency escape, troop dropping, or air rescue. ging preceding or during deployment.
In this handbook, we are considering as per- I. Adaptability to automatic operation.
sonnel parachutes only those which lower an
individual directly. Parachutes for lowering a 1.2.3 CONSIDERATIONS. The designer of per-
capsule, platform, or other devices containing sonnel parachutes must take into consideration
personnel may be constructed on the lines of many design requisites. He must know those
those discussed under Cargo, Guided Missile facts:
and Drone Recovery, or Aircraft Deceleraton; a. Rate of descent desired.
however, reliability requirements must meet b. Ate od de mits.those discussed-here. b. Allotted load Limits. •

c. Amount of desirable stability.
he. REGUIREMENTS, d. Primary use - emergency escape,

troop dropping, or air rescue.
e. Bulk and weight requirements.1.2.u MANDATORY. All personnel parachutes . Speed range.

must moe t these requirements. With the ex-
caption of reliability, this list is not necessarily g. Altitude range.
In the order of Importance. h. Opening method.

I. Provision for or desirability of ejec-
a. Absolute reliability, both opening and tion seat stabilization.

actuation, whether automatic or man- In most cases, knowledge of a. through f. is
uaL. sufficient to make a quick and easy determina- Ib. Rapid opening. tion of type and size of paruchute canopy.

c. Rate of descent of no more than 26 However, it g., h., and I. impose unusual con-
ft. per sec. for a 300-lb. jumper ditions, it will be necessary to investigate
.(usually achieved by high drag co- futthei. For instance, ejection seat stabiliza-
efficient to keep bulk to a minimum). tion may or may not be a design requirement,

d. Low bulk and weight (refer toe. above), but in any case it will be a consideration in
e. Comfortable, light, properly designed design.

harness.
f. Provision for fast release of para- 1.3 PERSONNEL PARACHUTE COMPONENTS.

chute canopy from harness or person.
g. Tolerable snatch and opening forces 1.3.1 CANOPIES. Selection of one of three

at presumed maximum speed and alti- canopy styles, the flat circular type, flat ax-

h. Stability witin * 200 for emergency use type, nmeets or can be developed to meet the
and +100 for premeditated Jumping. majority of needs for deployment at subsonic

speeds. Where the characteristics of those1.2.2 DESIRABLE. Additional desiruf.le re- canopies do not meet a specific requirement,
quirements and features for personnel para- it will be necessary to consider the data avail-
chute systems are: able on ot~her types, as shown in Chapter 1I.

For deployment at speeds in the transonic and
a. Low initial cost. supersonic range, it will probably be necessary
b. Resistance to damage during use and to use a capsule or other protective device,

recovery, since present research indicates the probability
r c. Ease of rej xir. of injury from wind blast and/or decoleration

d. Ease of packing. effects at those speeds. For such high-speed
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emergency escape applications, the types coy- They are not used as personnel emergency
ered under Cargo, Guided Missile and Drone parachutes, because they can be used to ad-
Recovery, or Aircraft Deceleration should be vantage only by experienced jumpers. They
considered. are not used by paratroopers because of danger

of mid-air colltsion through loss or misuse
1.3.1.1 Flat Circular Canopy. (See Figure uf control.

3-1-1.) This type (basic diameter 28 ft., para-
trooper reserve parachute canopy 24 ft.) has a All steerable parachute canopies are no con-
high coefficient of drag, is relatively simple to structed. that entrapped air is expelled in a
produce, is sufficlently stable for most per- manner which produces a jet thruat. The jet
sonnel applications, i, reliable at speeds up to thrust generally results in a glide of about 6
200 knots, is relatively simple to pack and re- knots. Turning control is achieved by warping
pair, and is light and compact. It may be the canopy to deflect the jet. On some types
deployed by ripcord or static line or a com- it is possible to achieve a rate of turn of about
bination of both. Its chief disadvantage is the 60 degrees per second.

limitation of deployment speed and lack of
stability for certain applications. 1,3.1.4.1 Derry Slot. (See Figure 3-1-7.) The

E-1 parachute canopy is steerable by virtue of
1.3.1.2 Flat Extended Skirt Canopy. (See Figure itt slots (see sketch). The "Derry" slots are
3-1-2.) This type of parachute canopy may be placed "vmetricaliy aft of the center of the
deployed at higher speeds than the flat circular canopy an-' to the left and right of the fore and
type and has better stability. It is relatively aft center, , A pull on either of the two
simple to produce, pack, and repair. The 35-ft. guidelines tei, - tn deform the slot on that
nominal diameter 10 percent flat extended skirt side. The jet thru.it is then rversed, and the
type MC-1 is in standard use at the present canopy rotates toward the side 0f the pulled
time. It is an integral part of the type T-10 guideline.
parachute.

1.3.1.4.2 Slit Skirt. (See Figure 3-1-8.) The
1.3.1.3 Per'sonnel Guide Surface Canopy. (See MC-l becomes steerable with incorporation of
Figure 3-1-3.) This 30Nft. nominal diameter a V slot approximately 6 feet long in the rear-
parachute canopy seems to offer the most most goie. The skirt hem does not cross the
promise for a high deployment speed personnel open slot. Reinforcement at the apex of the
parachute. Present designs utilize a shaped slot is necessary. When the aft risers are
(for example, conical) canopy similar to the flat pulled on the side toward which it is desired
circular type, but with four gores removed. The to turnF the skirt on that side is forced to a
guide surfaces are created by extending alter- lower position than the skirt on the other side
nate roof panels. This canopy has excellent of the slot. The resulting direction of jet flow
stability for personnel applicatione. Opening causes the canopy to rotate. This parachute
shock is considerably less than that for the canopy has proved to have stability, rate of
flat circular type. Further development may descent, and ppening shock comparable to that
Increase its present mnximam safe bail-out of the conventional MC-1.
speed of 375 knots. Construction is relatively
simple. This canopy offers an increase in 1.3.1.4.3 Other Types. In addition to the two
performance without an increase In weight, steerable parachute canopies mentioned, there
bulk, or miduo manufacturing cost. It Is reliable, are a number that are or have been under-

going tests. The parachute canopy shown in
A comparison of average opening force versus Figure 3-1-9 is a standard MC-1 canopy mcdi-
aircraft release velocity for the C-9, MC-1, fled by portholes and slip risers. This ar- J

and C-il parachute canopies is presented in rangement provides a very rapid rate of turn
Figure 3-1-4. Typical force versus tinme his- Figure 3-1-10 is a Hart type parachute canopy.
tories of canopy inflation for these types are The extended gores are on the fore part of the
shown in Figure 3-1-5. Various character- canopy. Figure 3-1-11 shows an MC-I para-
istics for parachutes, including the three types chute modified with tilted extez,.ions. Figure
of canopies discussed above, are presented in 3-1-12 is another modification of an MC-l
Figure 3-1-6. parachute canopy.

1.3.1.4 Steerable Parachute Canopies. Steer- 1.3.2 AUTOMATIC OPENING PARACHUTES.
a0le parachute canopies are mainly used for With the exception of parachutes used in uer-
dropping rescue personnel and fire fighters. tain types of aircraft, such as liaison airplanes,
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AIRCRAFT RELEASE VELOCITY (KNOTS)

Figure 3-1-4. Average OpoWNq Force Versus Aircraft Release Veluoity
for 2)yes C-90 MC-1, and C-1i Parachute Canopies

helicopters, and certain transport type aircraft, speeti .elay and avoid high or exceesive open-
all personnel parachutes should be designed for Ing shock forces. Different views of the para-
the installation of an automatic ripcord release. chute pack type b-5, incorporating an auto-
The release should be mounted inside the para- matic ripcord releae, oxygen bottle, C-11
chute pack, soethat: canopy, and harness are shown in Figure

3-1-13.
a. Coinfort of the parachute wearer is

not affected 1.3.3 PARACHUTE PACK. The parachute pack
b. The release is easily accessible for shall suitably house, protect, and mount the

inspection, servicing, and installation parachute canopy on the person. It is manda-
c. Automatic actuation of the ripcord In tory that the pack open with absolute roliability,

reLtable both auLtuoatically and manually, at the time
d. The arming knob or handle of the the ripcord is actuated, and permit untnter-

release is suitably mounted and ac- rupted deployment of the canopy. Such opera-
cessible to either hand. tion must take place under the extremes of

environmental and handling conditions Imposed
The automatic parachute enables the wearer in service. The use of metal ribs or stiffeners
to escape above a preset altitude, arm his in the pack design should be minimized to re-
automatic release, and initiate parachute de- duce weight and maintain wearing comfort. The
ployment automatically at a safe and pre- pack should mount firmly and form-fit the body
determined level above the terrain. If the to minimize fouling on aircraft equipment and
wearer escapes from the aircraft below an seats. The integration ot the pack with other
altitude equivalent to the preset altitude value personal equipment the person may be required
of the aUtomatic release, parachute deployment to wear, and with the overall escape system Li
should be initiated automatically after a pre- the aircraft, is highly important and will in-
determined delay time to allow for sufficient fluenve the design and configuration of the pack.
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FORCE VERSUS TIME HISTORIES

31000
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Ffgun 3-1-5. Typical Force Versus Time Histories of Canopy Inflation
for Types C-9, MC-1, and C-Il Parachute Canopies
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Itit
Fgure 3-1-?. B-1 Stee,,able Parachute Ca, py Figure 3-1-8. Steerabl, Parachute Canopy

(Modified MC -1)

1.3.4 HARNESS. time, Is the separation of the harness from
the pack and other attached personal equipment1.3.4.1 Purpose. The parachute harness worn wheonternd.Btisaagmnte

jumpr I empyedfirs totranmitthe while on the ground. By this arrangement, theby the jumper is amp' oyed first to transmit the !

parachute opening forces to the wearer in such parachute and attached personal equipment is
a mannor that he is not Injured, and second to kkept in the aircraft. The pilot or other air

crew aekiber wears only the harness until he I
satisfafctorily support the wearer during the enters the aircraft, at which time he attaches
descent. The harness, consisting primarily of
webbings and associated hardware, may be con t[i con- ness. This system can be so arranged that theFnected directly to the suspension lines by useL' strap•s attaching the parachute pack to the har= :J

E of. links. It is preferred that risers be employed 'I aness also serve as the aircraft safety straps. ýi
to connect the suspension lines to the harness. ne aorseon as the ara. t systraps.
The support during descetil should be such thatS the wearer's vertical axis Is approImately ing in the cockpit at all times can be hooked

up for automatic disconnection from the seatperpndiclar o te eath'ssurfceduring an emergency ejection. Survival kits

1.3.4.1.1 On personnel emergency type para- and other personal equipment ran also be at-

chutes, packs and harnesses are usually main- tached to that portion remaining in the aircraft.
tuned as one unit. This necessitates the wear- -

er's carrying the parachute, harness, and at- 1.3.4.1.2 A series of drop tests have given an l,.
tached personal equipment when on the ground. indication of the maximum percentage of total
A more desirable arrangement, which is being force that may be exerted at various points in
given considerable attention at the present conventional personnel haknesses. Figure

WADC TR 5R-965 3-1-9
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3-1-14 lists these forces and locations for both in that seated position, the wearer
cotton and nylon harnesses. should be able to adjust the harness.

I The harness must incorporate a1.3.4.1.3 Many attempts have been made to method whereby the wearer can re-improve present harness design. One is the move the harness quickly and easily '

use of netting with low-strength Intertwining b o all connectors with one
strands. A big drawback- to such a system is hand. +, '
the difficulty of providing adjustment to deair-ablelimts, nd.of dsig~ng roud exrem J.The number of adjustment points re-.
able limits, and of designing around extreme q~t~t copihftigo he~on~tionq~rd to accomplish fitting of the

harness should be xept to a mzniium.

• 1,8.4.2 General Considerations for Harness Do- The adjustment points should be via-
sign. ible to the wearer when'seated. i

a. Harnesses must be constructed so k. The adjustment points must notham-.
that adjustment canbe accomplished per or prevent actuation of the rip-
by the.user and repairs can easily cord and/or automatic parachute
be made by personnel of operating arming knob on the accessible front
units and overhaul bases, area of the harness when worn.

b. A safety factor of 1.5 must be main- 1. The harness must be so designed
tatned throughuut all portions of the that faulty or carfelss adjustment
harness. TechnicalMemorandumne- w1ll not permit it to all from the

-port WCL•-53-292 gives guidance wearer's shoulders during canopy
-on the relative strength of the vari- deployment or qptning.
cue component straps and fittings of m. The harness must be quickly and
the harness necessary to meet re- ýeasily adjustable without roping or
quirement.. Jamming of the webbinga in the ad-

c, Design should be such that no tern- justment fittings. The size of the
porary sewing or tacking is neces- harness must be Indicated by a via-

mary. ible marking, so that the siue to
d. The harness must encompass the which the harness is adjunted will

body in such a manner that its basic be readily seen at a glance.
function of retaining the body at the n. Unless individually sized, the harness
terminus of the parachute canopy must be readily and quickly ad-
suspension system is absolutely mr-i jun-ule to a suitable fit for indi-
inherently secure. vidual personnel sizes; varying from

e. The suspension straps and harness 5 feet 2 inches to 6 feet 6 Inches in
must not interfere w.th normalvision height and 110 to 250 pounds in

Sor seriously hamper movement re- weight, with or without standard Air
quired for parachute canopy manlpu- Force winter flight clothing.
lation during descent or at ground o. The harness must not cause din-
impact. comfort to the wearer resultingfrom

f. The harness must incorporate a suit- limited area body contact and pres-
able connection for a parachute can- s'.re points, or cause uncomfortable
opy. On present designs, four risers restriction from bulky protrusions,
are attached to the harness to pro- which may invite snagging un other
vide proper suspension and suitable personal equipment or the aircraft
transmission of the maximum para- seat.
chute opening force, The connection p. There must be no strap adjusters,
of the ritner straps and the harness connectors, or metal fittings against

shuuld be located I to k inches the wearer's back when the harness
below the collarbone of the wearer. is worn. Metal fittings must not con-

.The harness should be simple in tact the weaer's face, 'neck, or
design, with an absolute minimum head during canopy opening or de-
of parts that may become entangled, scent.

Ij ~twisted, or interposed with one

another, forcing the wearer to re- 1.4 CANOPY DEPLOYMENT.
align the parts for donning.

h. The harness should be so designed There are four types of deployment used with
that an individual may don the assem- personnel parachutes: (1) pilot chute, (2) static
bly while In a seated pusitlon. While line, (3) pilot chute and quarter bag, and (4)

"WADC TR 55-265 3-1-12
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static line and deployment bag. Number (1) has Information on deployment systems. Figure
been used for many years for personnel emer- 3-1-15 shows the deployment of a type T-10
gency parachutes. Number (2) is still used by parachute and a correlation of static line force
the air rescue service, but it has generally to state of deployment. Note the deployment
been replaced by number (4) for other pre- bag and the smooth, straight deployment of the
meditated jumping. See Chapter H! for further suspension lines.

I U

S'F.
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CHAPTER III

SECTION 2

AERIAL DELIVERY

2.1 GENERAL. devise high-speed aerial delivory systems for
use wit h future dtsign cargo aircraft. At the

2.1.1 Aerial delivery systems require the use present timeI however, most aerial delivery1 (4 parachutes for aerial delivery of vital mup- systems are for operation at launching speeds i
plies and equipment in operational condition of up to 130 knots.

in support of combat operations and resupply
' mlbaiio. Present aerial delivery systems are 2.2-.2 METHOD OF EECTION. Two general
designed for cargoes weighing from 100 to methods of cargo ejection are used in today's
28,000 pounds. The primary objective of the cargou type aircraft.
aerial delivery system is the capability of air-
dropping a variety of vehtc~es, weapons, heavy 2.2.2.1 Gravity System. In this methodp the
Cargo, and miscellaneous supplies to any stra- cargo or camgo oont.ner (see Figure 5-2-2)
tegic locality in such a mainer that they will be rolls from the aircraft. It utlzl.ses a floor-
ura,- -,Um iti-,• minimum -amount of time -and secured roller-system. The roller conveyor is
With minlmum hazard to personnel involved, sloped * change of the attitude ed the aircraft

to permit the cargo to move by gravity once
2,1.2 An aerial delivery system must include the restraint is removed,
the restraining, releasing, and moving of a 2h
S of an aircraftin flight at the pilot's command. Lem Is-the power ejectln syptiet. Ofm typecompatible carg•o load safely and positively out....

o n r l h lutilizes an overhead monorail and numerous
The system generally consists (4'. a platform trolleys suspending individual containers up to
or' container to hold the cargo; a parachute 500 yond n rsswigt The toly r
system capable of producing the proper rate of pounds a n treos o. The trolleys are-
descent without damaging shock loads; a do- moved alone the overhead monoroi by acmetor-
celerating system to assure minimum damage driven cable, When the trolley reaches the re-
to the cargo at ground Impact; and, where ap- lease point, a trigger opens a shackle to re-
tticabre o platoroudim antitopp devices.A pan- lease the load. In this system, a typical load ofplieable, platform antitoppling devices. A para- tet 0-on uxlsmyb eesdi

chute canopy ground release is provided to twenty 500-pound buzales may be released in
prevent load turnover or drag of pnrazchuted a period of 7 to 8 seconds. A second type of
supplies during high ground wind conditions. power ejection system utilizes an extraction

parachute as a source of power for movement
S The aerial delivery sequence of a tpe of loads from the aircraft, as shown in Figure

bulldozer its shown in Figure A. .2.1. 323• 3-2-3.

2.2 AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS. 2.2.3 RESTRAUIUNZ SYSTEMS. The design of
the restraining system must be based on air-

2.2.1 .AXRCRAFT TYPES, At the present time, craft design load factors, Rs given in speoo-
the following cargo aircraft are ronsidered fication MIL-S-5705, which outlined general
suitable for aerial delivery purposes: the C-97, "g" values in all possible directions. When skid
C-119, C-123, C-130, and C-124. The C-119 is type platforms are used, the primary re-
equipped for overhead monorail delivery, as straints are removed manually by releasing the

well as for delivering equipment by means of tie-downs shortly before the drop (see Figure
extraction from the aft end of the cargo corn- 3-2-4). With stressed type platforms, restraint
partment using an extraction parachute. All is automatically removed by action of the ex-current cargo aircraft are propeller-driven traction parachute during the ejection cycle.

and are designed for relatively low dropping On the ovorhc•id bundle sydtem, Figure 3-2-5,
apeeds In the range between 110 and 150 knots. the cable controls the fore and aft movement.
It is possible that in the next few years situa- Lateral container movement is restricted by
tions may develop in which it is necessary to side curtains or similar means.

WADC TR55-265
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size, weight, and cost of the shock absorbing Wherever possible, parachute design should be
devices required prohibit their use for bulky simple fnr ease of manufacture. Low cost
or heavy objects. Shock absorbing devices on designs adapt themiselves to a high rate of
platforms and containers, in conjunction with production.IFI
parachutes, have great advantages. The sta- I
bilizing eflect of the pa~rachute canopy permiits 2.3.2.3 Criticpl1 Materials. At the present time,
the container to be so constructed that it need cargo canopies utili2e nylon, roayn, art cotton P'a-absorb impact shocks basically in only one muslin. Rayon is used in the 24-ft. diameter
direction. Piesent designs of aerial delivery U-lA, 12-ft. diameter G-7, and 8-ft. diameter [
systems strive to achieve the best possible rx-8 parachutes. Cotton muslin cloth is used in F
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th0-13 hemispherical parachute. Nylon ma- Overhead Btaidle System -
torials are used In the construction of the 64-
ft. diameter G-12 and the 100-ft. diameter simplicity. Aerial delivery parachute canopies9
G-ilA parachutes. are subject to damage not only by ground and

I 2.3.2.4 Reliability of Inflation. Aerial delivery obetcnathtlstrugjckfatnin
~ I arahut canpie donothaveto eetthe after completion of drop or through mishan-

' However, frr accurate dropping, they muzot be 2.3.2.6 Rate of Descent. In general, the rate
dependable, must have predictable inflatiun of descent of 26-ft. per second will be strived
characterisatics, and must be consistent in fo.Hwvrfatraesfdscnwllb I

P prfomane.used for cargoes that resist damage at the
2.3.2.5 Ease of Maintenance. Ease of main- higher' impact shocks and 'for special aerial

P tenance is principally a function of design delivery application.

WADC TR 55-265 3-2-4
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2.3.3.7 Stability. An oscillation of ±10' is per- 1. The provision for rapid exit to kt,
V. missible for mot cargo container drops. A dispersion drop area to a minimu°.

higher degree of stability Is req,.ired for m. The point of atlachment to the struc-
aerial delivery systems equipped with pneu- ture of the platform for the absorption
matic shock absorbers, of opening shock.

n. A deployment system so designed that

2.3.2.8 Opening Shock. For most aerial do- the load does siot get a chance to over-
livery systems, opening shock is not of pri- turn completely after exit.
mary concern, except that it be hold suffi- o. The stability of the load prior to main
ciently low and within the limitations of the canopy deployment. f

load criteria o the parachute system. p. Reliable deployment without complica-
tea deployment system.

q. Selection of proper material in rola-'
2.3.2,9 Bulk and Weight. Bulk and weight is of tlon to co.at and strength. 4

* particular importance for ease of handling by r. Ense of pa,,i:"g and handling.

bulk of the parachute Is not critical due to the
aircraft ei.ace available. 2.4 PARACHUTE CANOPIES.
2.3.2.10 Environment. Aerial delivery canopies 2.4,1 GENERAL. Sig,.e parachute canopies or

are often paoked rd stored for a c, ,derable clusters of them may be used either for ex'-
tisne in areas of high humidity, rohttively high
temertues or extreme cold. When the ol traction or for vertical descent. In general, itvironmental conditons for a spe,.ifc denign is desirable to have canopies with a high drag

coefficient., which has a direct bearing on the
to select, the proper material and/or make weight and bulk of the system.
provision for special protective packing.

2.4.2 EXTRACTION PARACHUTE CANOPIES.
"2.3.3 OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS. Extraction parachute canopies must be of sim-

ple and dependable design. (See Figure 3-2-3.)
a. Maximum tolerable shock loads ad A particular requisite is that they perform

the direction of those shock loads i reliably In the wake of the aircraft. Auother
requisite is very high stability. Parachuterelation to the cargo.relation tothetcargo. f dcanopies now considered satisfactory for ex-

Mxmulsb veoreticalifall d oitance per- traction purposes are the ring slot and ribbon
missible before terminal velocity is
reached. . types. Consideration is being given to a special

c. Specific stability requirements for the design of the guide surface canopy that has lowpartcula cago bingdropedoperiing shock. The advantage of the guide sur-
d. Rate of descent desirable during any face canopy lies in its rapid opening charac-

stRate of desentdesicably ondriong teristics, which would provide better control of
stage or reefed canopy condition.thtiesqncdungxraio.Teiz

e. Suspension design in relation to load the time sequence during extraction. The size
cg and attitude for landing, of the extraction canopy is determined by thef. Conformation to available space n time required to remove the load from the
aircraft prior to and during exit. aircraft compartment.

g. Anticipated range of launchbig speed
and altitude for drop. In general, the following extraction parachute

h. The anticipated aircraft to be utilized canopies are used for cargo extraction during
and its characteristics and capabili- C -119 aerial delivery missions:
ties in regard to load extraction or
ejection, a. For cargo loads between 3,500 and

I. The m'.nimum weight possible for the 6,000 pounds - 15-foot ring slot canopy
system, Including platforms or con- (ree!ed)L•taiLners and parachutes. b. For cargo loads between 6,000 and

Determination of whether to use ex- 12,000 pounds -- 15-foot ring aloLt
pendable '6r reusable containers or canopy or 16-foot FIST ribbon canopy.
platforms. c. For cargo loads between 12,000 and

k. The maintaining of the cg of the air- 25,000 pounds - 22-foot ring -lot
craft within controllable limits, canopy or 24-foot FIST ribbon canopy.

WADC I5



The force required for cargo extraction gen- 2.6 DECELERATION AND ANTITOPPLINO
orally ranges from 50 to 200 percent of the DFVICES.
load being extracted. The higher figure is
recommended for use when the stability prob- 2.6.1 GENERAL. Most aerial delivery systems
lems of the aircraft are important. Too high have teen designed to achieve a rate of descent I !
an extraction speed prevents the load from in the nalghhorhood of 25 ft. per second, The
rotating sufficiently to permit smooth canopy rate of descent may be varied according to
deployment from the top of the cargo. Too low the fragility of the cargo, the tactical situation,
an extraction speed may permit the cargo to the accuracy of drop desired, and the effi-
overturn. See Figure 3-2-6. Figure 3-2-7 ciency of the ground impact absorption sya-
shows the relation between indicated airspeed, tem. The importance of the impact absorption
reeling line length, and extraction load. To system cannot be overrated. -Ground impact i
insure proper inflation, risers must be suffl- forces of up to 100 g have been measured on
ciently long to minimize the wake effect, The platforms descending at approximately 30 ft.
system must be designed to insure that the per second, Various deceleration devices have
parachute canopy is so placed during and after been employed; the most successful todate for
inflation that there is no interference with the aerial delivery systems is the air bag type.
aircraft structure. Wind drift can cause damage by making the

cargo roll or topple at impact. To avoid such
damage, antitoppling devices in the nature of

2.4.3 VERTICAL DESCE.NT PARACHUTE catrigoerol ore tomploed aTon th-pavfoidmuc.
CANOPIES. At the present time, there are outriggers are employed on the.platforme.
four main types of parachute canopies uced
for aerial delivery systems. the standard flat; 2.T.2 DECELERATOR AND ANTITOPPLIMSYSTEM. The air bag decelerator or Rhoek
the hemispherical or baseball; the full ex-tended skirt 12 1/2%; and the 350 conical type. absorbing system consists of nylon rubberized
Some of their characteristics are shown in barrel-shaped collapsible bags that are ap-
Figure 3-2-8. Standard aerial delivery pars- proximately 40 inches high, with a major
chutes are presented in Figure 3-z-e. Typical diameter of 34 inches. A series of holes on the
force versus time histories of various diam- bottom surface permits the air to enter the
eter aerial delivery canopies are shown in bag, and a rubber flapper valve prevents es-
Figure 3-.3-I0. cape, A rubber blowout diaphragm inserted at

the top of each bag is designed to blow out
when a predetermined prcssur• poilt i•s

A correlation of parachute canopy shape and reached. On the side rail restraint stressed
force developed during canopy deployment and metal platform, Figure 3-2-10, the bags are
opening cd a 150-ft. diameter experimental laced at the top and bottom to plywood panels.
aerial delivery canopy is presented in Figure The top panels are attached to brackets fas-
3-2-16. tened to the lower surface of the plaUorm

skin. The bags are held in the collapsed,
S2.5 CARGO PLATFORMS. stowed position by the hinged plywood anti-toppling doors. These doors are secured by

means of cotton cords, which are threaded
Cargo platforms support the load or serve as through time delay cutters. On the center
a base for a load. Wooden platforms are gen- rail restraint stressed metal platform, metal
orally semlexpendable and serve as a base outriggers serve the same function the doors
for the load while the load is in the aircraft. serve on the side rail restraint stressed metal
After deployment, the parachute system is platform. See Figures 3-2-17 and 3-2-18.
connected directly to the load and the platform
function is reduced to ground shock absorp- 2.6.2.1 When the platform is extracted from
tion. Stressed type platforms are constructed the aircraft, the cutters are actuated through
of metal. They serve as a base and support a 10-second time delay mechanism by a static
for the load while it is in the aircraft, during line from the cutters to the extraction chute
descent, and upon landing. At the present time, fitting. When the cords are cut, the outriggers
two stressed metal type platforms are under- swing to their open position and allow the air
going extensive tests. One type (Figure 3-2-16) bags to extend downward and fill with air.
has side rail restraint, and the other type Upon contact with the ground, the air trapped
(Figure 3-2-17) has center rail restraint. See in the bags Is compressed. The top diaphragm
Chapter VIII, Section 2, for a comparison of is then ruptured by the air pressure, per-
different platforms and containers. nu'tting the air to cuape through the top

WADC TR 55-265 3-2-6
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A. TOO HIGH EXTRACTION SPEED-CARGO REMAINS IN NEARLY LEVEL POSITION.

INTEEFEIENCE MAY TANIE PLAC- B FTWEEN CARGO AND DEPLOYING SUSPEN-SION SYSTEM. UNEVEN AND EXCESSIVE LOADS MAY BE PLACED ON PARTS OF !

THE SUSPENSION SYSTEM.

I.

Ii

B. TOO LOW AN EXTRACTION SPP.'EE CAUSE'S CARGO TO ROTATE AND TUMBLE. i

.i C. SEE FIGURE 3-2-I AND FIGURE 3-2-3 OF THIS SECTION FOR AN EXAMPLE I
• ~OF CARGO EXTRACTION USING PROPER SIZE EXTRACTION CHUTE. '

Figure 3-2-6. Effect of Variation of Extraction Force
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130 - - -I.

125-----------------------

6 a 10 12 It4 Is is 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36
REEFING LINE LENGTH (FT.)

Fipu:1 re 3-2-7. Reefing Line Length Determination
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Figure 3-2-8. Comp.arison of Various Aerial Delivery Parachutes >1

- •! Rate of Descent 25 Feet -_

Approx. Load Opening I
Weight Bulk Capability Time Flat
(lb.) (cu. ft.) (lb.) (see.) Circular Remarks

620 30 12,000 23 200 ft. dia. See Figure
(Experimental) 3-2-11

325 20 8,000 19 150 ft. dia,.(Experimental)

240 11 3.500 10 100 ft. dia. See Figure I
(0-11) 3-2-12

120 5 2,200 1.2 64 ft. dia. Figure 3-2-13(0-12) ;

25 -- 300 2 24 ft. dla.
(0-1) j f

16 0.3 100 12 ft. dir.
(0-7)

45 2.3 500 5 Shaped See Figure
hemlepher- 3-2-14
levi (0-13) j

11 0.25 200 1 sec at 8 ft. dia. (G-8)
115
knots

opening. This action results in deceleration ing ground impact of a 15-ft. stressed metal
of the platform and, therefore, lower impact type platform with air bags and antitoppling
upon contact of the platform with the ground. devices Is presented in Figure 3-2-20.
The open outriggers or doors also act as an
antitopling device when the platform is 2.7 REEFING.
dropped under wind drift conditions. The ad-
ditional surface area helps prevent the plat- Reefing is not generally used on cargo par-
form from digging into the soft earth or sand achute canopies, because they are designed
and gives the platform a wider basa for in- to withstand opening shock forces at normal

creased stability. This feiture causes the plat- deployment velocities. At present, reefing is :
form to skid until it comes to a stop, rather confined mostly to clusters of large para-
than rolling over and damaging the load. (See chute canopies, where the reefing insures that Q
Figure 3-2-19.) The air bags and doors are all canopies reach the same stage of infla-
semiexpendable and may have to be replaced tiow -, kme time of disreefing, which
or repaired after the drop. in turn resujtLi in an even deployment (see j

F•gure 3-2 -1), and minimizes damage on large
2.6.2.2 A typical time history of air hag pres- parachute canopies. On high-altitude drops,
sures and platfor'm deceleration obtained dur- utilizing any size of aerial delivery canopy,

WADC TR 55-265 3-2-9 .
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8000 AERIAL DELIVERY CANOPY-32 Fr. DIAMETER (3S0*COMICAL)

SUSPENDED LOAD -550 LIS,
.6000 DEPLOYMENT ALTITUDE - 1500 P.1

- DEPLOYMENT SPEED150I KNOTS[4000 TIME OF DEPLOYMENT- STATIC LINE / BREAK CORD

TIME (SEC)

- 101000AERIAL DELIVERY CAOPYM- 100 PrT. DIAMETER
. . . . .... SUSPENDED LOAD* -000 LW.

-6000 01PL.OW0YuN A1.1TITM -10 IS* T.
DEPLOYMIENt SPEED -too. KNtOTS

-WOO TYPE OF DEPL.OYMENT -PILOT CHUTE f DEPIOMVT s00

5IESE)1 20

~~.500O AERIAL DELIVERY CANOPY-4TDATESUSPENDED WA- 20 LU.
-00TUO-00 T

Raw~IS KNO-3070TSTYPE OP DEPLOYMENT-STATIC LINE/
-4000BREA CORD

TIIME (SEC) 60III

AERIAL DELIVERY CANOPY - I5O FrT DIAMETER
-100SL'PEND~Fl L0OA - TRW Lb. j

DEPLOYMENT AWtITUDE- 1500 FT.IOOUI
TIMI (5C)

~250OAERIAL DELIVERY CANOPY - 200 FT. DIAMETER
25000 SUSPENDED LOAD -12000 LB.

DEPLOYMENT ALTITUDE -2300 FT
F-20000 DEPLOYM1ENT SPEED -130 KNOTS

TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT- PILOT CHUT E

1 I0000I

5 10 I5 20 25 30
TIME (SEC)

EliFigure 3-2-10. Typical Force Versus Time Diagram of Aerial Deplivery Canutpiesi

WADC 'PR 55-265 3-2-11 t
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2.9.1.1 A very satisfactory system has, beeni
devised. for forced ejection of an extraction
parachute by means of a spring-loaded tray
or similar device. This method of forced
ejection makes it possible to eliminate the
pilot chute. Tho tray, essentially a catapult,
may be mounted on the floor, side wall, orcoiling of the cargo compartment of the 6tr
craft (see Figure 3-2-21).

2.9.1.2 The simplest method which has been 1
extraction parachute is the F~endulum method.
In the present stage of develo. ment, a notched
arm or pendulum bar and Fm 8-1 bomb rack are
mlQunted as a unit lIn the top aft pa.rtiun Q! tWe
cargo compartment (see Figure 3-2-22). The
parachute is retained in a horizontal position
by the bomb rack, engaging V-rings secured
to the deployment, bag. A short pendulum line
-runs horizontally from -the deployment bag to

Figure 9-~2-11, Experimenital 200-ft.
Dia meter Parachute Canuly

prolonged reefinag may be employed to achieve
bettor accuracy of drop. In such cases, stage
reef ing may be desirable, In a majority of
cases where roofing is Presently employed, a ,*I

2-second reefing time will servo the purpose.
An increase in reefing time automatically'
raises the minimum gltitude at which the drop
may be accomplished successfully. Reef ing I
system design mid fabrication must be simple

Skirt hesitators are often employed on aerial
delivery parachute canopies to prevent infla- -

tion before line stretch is complete. This Is
particularly desirable in cases where snatch

2.9.1 GENERAL.. Deploy.ment of aerial delivery
parachute canopies may be by pilot chute or
by static line. Complicated deployMc~rt systems
are not desirable, since they increase cost, Figure 3-2-12. 1 00-ft. G -11A
maintenance, and rigging time. Parachute Canopy

WA4DC TR 55-265 3-2-12
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~~ AIRSAI.FROITLEFT
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xi AIR8AG, FRONT, RGT t

I20 I] IEr- --T L
I~'~1PL.. 2 ! AIRBREAR,LEF T  I

MTREWSD METAL TVPE
l IFT. PLATFORM WetWl L.
FOUM4 AIRBAGS
IIARMMWS, DIAMETEN, i INCH.

MUST PRESSURE 6P11
-15 ATE Of OMSENT*20FTIIEC

0.1 0.2 03 O4A 0.5 7 0. 8 09

TIME (SEC)

[t Figure 3-2-20. Deceleration and Air Bag
F.I Pressure Versus Time Histories Obtained
L 1During Ground Impact of a Stressed Metal

Type platform
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IFigure-3-2-21 Sprifug -Loaded- Trail for Extfraction Parachute Ejection-, The Position of the Tray
Serving as- a Back Wall Snaps Forward and Flad After Parachutfe 8gjuch .on. The Tray vn the Lefl

is Usgrd witk a Conventional Roller Conveyor System, The Tray on the Right is Used with a Center
H ~Rail Resatrainat System

FiV41e 3-2-922, Pendulum Systcm for Extraction Pueachute Deployment

WADC TR 55-265 3-2-20



CHAPTER III

SECTION 3

STABILIZATION A i

3.1 GENERAL. b. Minimum bulk to decrease fuel capac-
Ity penalty.

Parachutes offer certain definite advantages c. Reliable deployment system.
for stabilizing free-falling bodies, They pro- d. Sufficient dra to insure release of
vide a relatively large stabilizing force at a the tank.
considerable distance from the center of gravv a. Low Vaning shock or a suitable me-
ity of the object to be stabilized without ex- chanical arrangement to insure that
acting an undue premium in weight or bulk, the tank will nrt be xi'Wsv ",ol• t .-
They have -a particular advantage aver fin-type the parachute canopy in open and
stabilized objects, which are carried external- capable of producing the required sta-
ly on an aircraft, In that they do not contribute bilization.
to the object's drag until after the drag can nt f. A provision to drop full tanks (such

t longer-affect the aircraft'# per oramnce. as at takeoff) without the parachute
canopy imposing a considerable load
on the aircraft for an appreciable=Iif

3.2 FUEL TANK PARACHUTE li~ 11101VA
STABILIZATION.

3,2,3 FUEL TANK PAEtACIHUE STARILIZA-
83.1a CONBIDHRATIONS. The use of external TION SYSTEM DESIGN. Fuel tank parachute
droppable tanks on high.poertormance aircraft stabilization systems generally use na portion
necessitatea Investigation of tank aerodynamic of the rear code of the drop tank as a pilot
characteristica. The trend of modern droppablo chute. See Figure 3-3-1. As the forces on the
fuel tank design is toward an elongated cylinder reout cone may be negative, the cone must be
with fore and aft streamlining. When mounted upring-loaded for positive ejection. Tho tail

Son the wingtip, its angle of incidence is gen- cone section then pulls out the main canopy.
erally the sauu as that of the wing. When The present fuel tank parachute stabilization '
mounted inboard and under the wing, It is gen- system used on the B-47 aircraft utilizes an
erally hung from streamlined supports in a 8-foot FIST ribbon chute reefed down to 7 1/2
manxier that producer about zero degrees angle feet in diameter See Figure 3-2-2. It is
of attack at the normal cruising speed of the contemplated that ring slot parachutes will
aircraft. It has been found advisable to ata- generally be used in future instalatlons.
bilize tanks mounted inboard of the wingtip.
Any slight posit~ive angle of attack tends to 3.3 BOMB PARACHUTE STABILIZATION.
pitch up the nose of tha tank upon release. On
full tanks, the weight Involved overrides the 3.3.1 GENERAL, The use of parachutes for
aerodynamic lift and the tanks drop free and bomb, mine, or torpedo stabilization permits
clear; on empty or near-empty tanks, pitching stowage of a greater payload within a com-
of the tank can endanger the aircraft structure. partment than would be poesible if the bombs
It is possible to devise fins that will stabilize were fitted with fixed fins capable of pro-
the tank, but the additional drag caused by the ducing the same stabilizing effect.

_ fins will be high. Stabilization by parachute has
proven satisfactory, and the bulk and weight of 3.3.2 BOMB PARACHUTE STABILIZATION
the system is relatively small. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS.

3.2.2 FUEL TANK PARACHUTE STABILIZA- a. Rapid stabilization upon deployment of
TION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. the parachute canopy.

b. Constant or predictable drag coeffi- I
a. Immediate stabilitV upon release 4f cient for accurate computation of

fuel tank. flight pah-.

WADC TR 55-265 3-3-1
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3.4 DROPPABLE WHEEL PARACHUTE
PARACHUTE PACK RECOVERY.

SOLENOID 3.4.1 GENERAL. Installation of extra long
range fuel tanks or heavier than normal arma-
ment may bring the takeoff weight of an air-

S" Icraft above the designed wheel lotadlng of the
aircraft. It is therefore desirable to supple-
ment the normal landing gear with additional
wheels and tires (see Figure 3-3-5). This can
be accomplished by the use of auxiliary wheels,

END PORTION OF FUEL CELL which assume a partion of the load durinl
ACTS AS PILOT CHUTE takeoft. immediately after takeoff, such wheels

STAIC must be dropped because of lack of provision
"".ICNi for carrying them in the retracted position and

also because they will not be necessary once
the fuel or armament is expended. Such wheels
also can permit takeoffs from samipropared
or light duty runways. Recovery of the wheels

- may be accomplished by a small parachute.
The parachute serves to rapidly decrease the

_IG . .speed and distance the wheels travel afterdrop.

Figure,3-3-. r9Oppable Ftel Tank Parachute
""abilizatiai 3..•,4.2 REQUIREMENTS FOR A DROPPABLE' ~WHE~EL PARACHUTE RECOVERYT SYSTEM.

c. Ability to withstand opening shock
without damaging distortion at highest a. Rapid-opening canopy.
altitude and airspeed anticipated for b. Simple one-parachute system,
drop. c. Positive depInyment system.d. Stability at highest velocity of *2 de- d. Provision on the auxiliary wheol for
grees, housinfg the parachute.

3.3.3 BOMB PARACHUTE STABILIZATION
SYSTEM DESIGN. Bomb parachute stabillza- 3.4.3 DROPPABLE WHEEL PARACHUTE RE-
tion systems usually employ ribless or ribbed COVERY 6YSTEM DESIGN. In this system, the
guide surface parachutes. To decrease oscilla- degree of stabilization Is not of primary con-
tison the forces on the canopy are transmitted cern. The octagonal canopy shown in Figure
directly to the body of the bomb by means of a 3-3-5 has proved quite adequate. Accelerated
geodetic suspension system (see Figure 3-3-3).
The distance between
the bomb and the parachute skirt varies be-
tween 3.5 and 4.0 times the diameter of thef bomb at its widest portion (generally at the
designed eg). The shorter distance is prefer-
able for rigidity of the suspension system, but
the wake effect of some bombs makes the
longer distance npcessary. Deployment of the
parachute is accomplished by static line. Since
bomb accuracy is adversely affected by de-
"crease in speed, it is desirable to use the
smallest parachute that will achieve the re-
quired degree of stabilizae-. When a properly
designed adapter housing is used, the para- -1

L chute system adds very littip to the overall
bomb length. The ';yýL,. wn in Figure
3-3-4 achieved a decrease in bomb length over
tthe standard fin assembly lijmb of better than
20 percent and weight savings of about 20 Figure 3-3-2. Parachute Stabflizcd Fuel Tank
pounds. Dropped from a B-47 Aircraft

"WADC TR 55-285 3-3-2
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6'• CONNECT' TO % ";
P POINTS 1POINT , ..;l

4 _ /i41i i

__NA2U 8V4I

26

8126

SUSPENSION LINE ADJUJSTMENIT !.ACH4IEVED BYPLACING ONE i

•il• ~INFLA7ED PARACHUiF.) ANU A •EVONID DISC AT THE FREE ENDK; ~~or ThE SUPPENSION LINES. THE LOWER DISC MlUST IS[ WEIGHTED- ,.
•!AND "TH• TWO DISCS MUST BE PARALLEL,. .II

I Figue 3-3-3. Geodetfc •suafe~zson System i

4.01

openirg should be strived for, and may be 3.b.2 REQUIREMENTS FOR ElrECTION SEAT I.1
S; achieved by canopy selection and use of pocket AND 1EMERGENCY ESCAPE CAPSULE STA-• bands. Deployment should be accomplishod by BILIZATION BY PARACHUTE.T

i" use of a simple static line systemn from the
I strut tu the droppable wheel that is designed to ij

i ' break at the strut, a. Extremely rapid deployment of eta- II
" "•I bilization parachute to avoid canopy !S~~fouling on gyrating seat or capsule. •oSPEJECTION SEAT AND EMERGENCY TS- b. Rapid and reliable opening at sub-F CAPE CAPSULEN PARACDUTE STABi- sonic and supersonic airspeeds.

LIZATION. c. Positive parachute deployment; forced
F 3-3-ct3nn to dep'.oy parachute In anV

- s l e r d r nearea not affected by the wake of theA
ach.i. GENERAL. Seat ejection at high subsonic seat or capsule. S.A
and o speeds poses a stabilization d. Sufficient drag to check seat or cap-

S problem. Aerodynamic forces can cause such sule tumbling before parachute system_abrupt and rapid tumbling of the seat that is fouled. to

, physical and mental control may be lost. Many e. Manual control must be possible for
[ avenues of research ore being taken to over- any individual operation d~uring the. -.

brcome this problem, including aerodynamically sequence prior to the deployment of sa
SR •tahizged a-!e• or compartments, para- tho recovery parachute. If manual

5chute stabilized capsules or co GYpartments, and control is not used, automatic control
and parachute stabilized ejection seats. must take over. ca

proble. Aeoyai focscncueschsl ubigbfoeprcuesse

. wA,,C TR 55o.265 3-3-31
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3.5.3 EJECTION SEAT AND EMESGENCY ES- - 1
CAPE CAPSULE PARACHUTE STABILIZA-Ja'
7ION SYSTE.M DESIN. Because deployment
may take place at supersonic airspeeds, and
very rapid parachute canopy opening charac-
teristics are required, the canopy selected
must be able to withstand high opening shock.
However, the opening shock of the canopy shall
not exceed human tolerance3. Oravitational iv'
forces imposed upon the seat or capsule by the
paxachute canopy shall not exceed 20 g for a -. .

period of one second, and force rate of onet
shall not eace~l 300 S per second. Canopy do-
ployment must be rapid and positive, and muct Z WW WiT • AJ1E 14•04•,, £7U ,-
be accomplished in an aren wioi Wankoted by 1_.""
the seut or ouasule. Normally, powitivo de-
ployment requires forceful ejection of the
parachute by means of ejector guns, blkst baW,
or other pyrotechnic systems. The bridle must
be designed for quick stabtli.ation of the seat
or capsule widtout creating excessive snap or
-overcort-ection. Present designs consider the
use of a ribless guide surface type parachute,
which is automatically deployed by means of
djection gun or other devices, to stabilize the
seat or capsule. Recovery parachutes for final
descent are based on cargo type or missile
recovery parachute demigns. Projected ejection
seat designs allow for altitude controlled sepa-
raticn of person and seat, while on others, the
person remains in the seat all the way to the - - -

surface. On the latter type, a main recovery
parachute must be packed and carried on the
seat. Stabilization parachute canopy designs....... m
are basically identical to those used for first
stae missile and drone recoveries. A ache- Figure 3-3-4. Parachute Stabilsation System
matic diagram of possible stabilization para- on 2,000-Powsd GP Bomb
chute system operation ior a pilot ejection
neat is shown in Figure 3-3-6.
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Figure 3-3-6. Seque nce of Opcration; Automatic Accessories, Ejection Seat, Stabilization,
and Release
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CHAPTER III

SECTION 4

GUIDED MISSILE AND DRONE RECOVERY

4.1 GENERAL. The final design of a parachute recovery sys-
tern must reflect the best possible compromise

In practically every case, the recovery system between size of parachute, cost, damage factor,
tor a guided missile or drone must be In- and decrease in performance of the missile
dividually tailored to the particular missile or caused by weight and bulk of the recovery
drone. The problem of providing a suitable system.
recovery system for a particular missile or
drone can be broken down into three steps. The operational sequence for a multiple-slage
(1) overall design of the 'recovery system, (2) parachute recovery system is graphtcal'.y
detailed design of the individual stages and shown in Figure 3-4-1.
components, and (3) fabrication and testing of
the resulting hardware. The development and Possiblo approaches to recovery systemc ar'
testing of parachutes for applications other presentod in Figures 3-4-2 and 3-4-3. The mys-
than human escape from aircraft has been- tem.,showvndn Figure 3-4-2 consists of a three-
sponsored largely by the military services, stage parachute recovery. Parachutes are do-
Theoretic~l considerations and design criteria ployed rearward along a line parallel to the
in this fiqld are sufficiently fluid to permit flight path of the missile. The drag parachute
the introduction of new ideas, designs, and is deployed by means of forced ejection, After
procedures, provided they are proven by test. a predetermined deceleration period, the driag
It is recommended that recovery system de- parachute takes over the function of an ex-
nigners maintain close litaison with govern- traction parachute, deploying the main re-
mental agencies that are responsible for do- covery canopy. The smain canopy, which isaign development of parachutes, in order to Initially reefed, will infa.te fully after a pre- I
profit from the latest experience in this field, selected time interval. The landinr sviko has

the purpose of absorbliZ 1round in&v:,wt shock
4.2 OVERALL DESIGN. upon landing. The sytom shown in Figure

3-4-3 approaches the rocovery problem dif-
4.2.1 PRINCIPLES. The basic precept for de- fercntly. In this cas&, the missile, which is
signing any recovery system is to decelerate not equipped with a landing spike, has to be
and lower the recoverable body from the speed lowered in a horizontal attitude in an upside-
and altitude at which it is traveling prior to down position, however, to prevent damage
recovery to a low vertical speed at which to the power plant. A drag parachute; deployed
ground impact shall cause a minimum of dam- rearward, decelerates the missile sufficiently
age. for safe deployment of the main canopy. De-

ployment of the main canopy can be accom-
The designer must sttady the recovery system plished either by utilizing the drag parachuteand devise a system complete with number of for the extraction purpose, ,or by using astages, parachute types and sizes, parachute separate extraction parachute canopy. The

compartment locaticn and configuration, de- missile is turned over during the period of
ployment system and procedure, release and main canopy inflation. Landing 3hock-absorbing
control system, and landing shock-absorbing or devices are deployed at the same time.
flotation, as applicable to the type of body tobe recovered. The trajectories, which are provided in Figure

3-4-4, are calculated for bodies having zero
Before any one stage or component of a re- lift, and are dropped horizontally with the tnl-
covery system can be designed, it is necessary tial velocity vo. The effect of the.drage area of
for the designer to give consideration to the a body having the weight W (including para- A
overall requirements and conditions imposed chute(s)) results in an equilibrium velocity
by the missile design. Ve at an altitud3 with the density p. The

WADC TR 55-265 3-4-1
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H- STAGE 1 --- +-44STAGoE 14.-STAGE M .. STAGE IZs-'---STAGEz I --.
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w 00 and 3000f

curves. This graph can be utilized for bodies be noted that attd add~iy skp u
where the lilt or thrust aire close to zero or of the analysis by expressing the drag through
relhtively small in comparison to the drag. the tertninal velocity ve (in a vertical drop).

As an aid for the calculation or determination 4.2.2 INITIATION. Recovery is normally min
of body deceleration, parachute forces, and tiated by ground command; however, flight con-
other parameters, charts showing the decel- ditions such as engine failure, loss of u~ontrol
eration of bodies with a straight line flight •ignal, or loss of braking signal also can be
path, incompressible dynamic pressure as a used to initiate recovery. In most cases corn-
function of Mach Number and altitude, and binations of these reasons are •.s'd jo initiate
ratio of compressible to incompressible dy- recovery. The requirement3 of the particular
namic pressure versus Mach Numer are pre- missile or drone specification applies.
sented as Figures 3-4-5 and 3-4-6. For the .
calculation of curves showing the deceleration 4.2.3 RECOVERY ShQUENCE. Recovery nor-

• of bodies with a straight line flight path, tho really consists of', but is not limited to, two or
•_:?,drag of the body proper Is considered to be more stages involving parachutes or other drag
.!-•negligibly smalL in comparison to that of the devices to accomplish the deceleration and

S~ WADC TiR55-26534.
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"DRAG PARACHUTE DEPLOYMENT

DECIELEATION PERIOD

DELOMET OF MAI

M i1

RECOVERY PARACHUTE

MAIN RECOVERY 11
A •PARACHUTE REEFED

FULL INFLATIONAFTERt TWME INTERVAL.

IiI

LANDING SPIKE

Figure 3-4-2. Functional Sequente, Parachute Recovey System I

subsequent descent to the ground. Figure 3-4-1 which recovery is to be made. Con-
shows a plot of altitude and flight path speed siderntion must 1e given to reducing
for a typical five-stage recovery system. The th!a value by dumping fuel or jettison-
number of stages and the design od the para- ing parts of the recoverable body.
chute for each stage is determined by the
following recovery conditions: 4.2.4 GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS.

Given here is a list of considerations neces-
a. Recovery speed and altitude. The re- sary for missilo or drone recovery system

Squirernents for the first-stage para- design.
chute design are determined by the

. speed and altitude at which it is to be 4.2.4.1 Considerations ior Missile and Drone
deployed. The values selected shall Recovery System Design:
be the most critical that can reasona-
bly be expected during uncontrolled I. Possible range of speed at initial
tests or operational flights of the deployment.
missile or drone. b. Possible range of altitude at initial '

Sb. Recovery weight. The recovery weight deployment.
is the weight of the missile, drone, c. Type of recovery desired, such as
or part thereof, to be recovered. This (1) rapid stabilized descent, (2) de-
value can vary because of changing layed descent, and (3) free descent
conditions or fuel load. Therefore, it in which final impact is the only
should be the maximum weight under consldeeation.

WADC TR 55-265 3-4-3
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CRA0 PARACHUTE DEPLOYMENT

DEPLOYMENT OF EXTRACTION PARACHUTE

D naRAO PARACHUTE DISCONNECTS

�EXTRACTION O MAIN
RECOVERY PARACH-UTE

REOERY PARACHUTE..

MISSIILE TURNED

AIRDAG SMOCK ASSORSINO DEVICES EX(TENDED
MAIN RECOVERY PARACHUTE INFLATES

Figure 3-4-3. Functonal Sequence, Parachute Recovery System II

d. Space available for parachute and 1. Position of first-stage chute at in-

impact reduction system. flation, such as (3) motor blast ef-
e. Location of parachute(s), which may fect - heat and pressure, and (2)

effect the insulation required and wake effect.
type(s) of deploymeunt, such as (1)
pilot chute(s), (2) static line(s), or 4.2.4.2 Maximum Deceleration. This value is
(3) blast bag or other forced ejection required to determine the number of stages
equipment. required, the parachute sizes, and the timing

f. Bridle design, which takes in (1) of the recovery sequence. In the majority of
desirable angle for missile support, cases, the deceleration forceb developed at
(2) center of gravity of missile at ground impact exceed the parachute-opening
time of deployment 'Md descent, and forces, unless special provisions are made to
(3) force limitations of vehicle at reduco these landing forces. Not only must
load connection::. the limit of the missile structure be con-

g. Maximum g tolerances of vehicle s!dered in determining this value, but also
and direction of g's. the powerplant, the instruments, the control

h. Desirable stability and angle of system, and other accessories.
descent at final impact.

I. Shock reduction system to be used 4.2.4.3 Parachute Compartment Reliable re-
for final Impact. covery operations depend upoa a minimum of

j. Geographical or physiographical interference with the parachute during the de-
V area in which vehicle is expected to ployment procedure. The pack may be fabri-

operate. cated metal, but it must meet the requirements
k. Weight of vehicle at anticipated re- for packs mentioned in Chapter 2. There should

covery time. be nu projections or sharp edges in the way of

"" WADC TR 55-265 3-4-4



E~XAMPLE:-
Mv 1I500 FT/S Vo/y, v3.46

Wv2000L59
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Vey434 FT/S YA6My.. Cl1 ya7?OFT

0 .1 a .3 .4 15 6 7 .6 . 1.0

-21 0ý (FTS) ELOITYAT TIME 115CC)

3oo, VIF r/9) INITIAL VFLOC'v J

- - - (FT/$)0V/ff EQUILIBR.VEL
Q02, WN5) TOTAL WEIGHT

g* PliLU0(f177) AVER, AIR DENSITYy' COSIFT') DRAG- AREA

.3 - -4 9117/h ) I ELERAMIO 4 BY

RELEASE POINT.
I(SEC) TIME FROM RELEASE

NOTZ, ALL VELOCITIES ARE
.1w- - ~TRUE AIR WPED .*

FIgure 8-4-4. Ballistic Tralectories with HrMaOialal Initial Velocity

the deploying parachute. In general, the motion will then have to be designed for such special
of the deploying parachute will be straight aft deployment method as ts necessary.
in relation to the flight path of the body. The
best location for the parachute compartment 4.2.4.4 Stability of Body Prior to Recovery.
is, therefore, in the extreme tail of the missile As previously mentioned, consideration must
or drone. In many cases, however, the temn- he given to the ntabilIty of the missile, drone,
perature ad this location is excessive, because or portion thereof, just prior to the initiation
of its proximity to the power plant. In such of recovery. The recovery problem is greatly
cases, the possibility of insulating anid/ar cool- simplifiled in cases where control is exercised
ing the compartment must be considered. If over the body up to the time the first para-4
this is not practical, the compartment must be chaie canopy is deployed. Tie raeuuvery sys-

5 locaited in an area where excessive hest will tern, however, should be designed on the
not be encountered. However, the fArther aft premise that this is not possible. Therefore,
it is in the body, the better. It must be located in order to provide reliable deployment, it is -

so that the normal deployment path passes very Important to know the approximate atti-
between such protrusions as talil surfaces. If tude of the recoverable body with respect to
possible, the aft wall of the compartment its flight path,
should have a considerable slope in order to
aid in exttracting the packed parachute. The 4.2.4.5 Deployment. This process must be or-

router edges of the compartment should be denly and., ins-ofar as possibitr, there ashouild be
rotunded, so that nothing can snag or tear the no slack in the- connecting lines between the
bag In which the parachute canopy Is packed. parachute canopy and the body being re-
In cases where the misslic s normally ex- covered. Consideration must be given to tho
pected to be In a tumbling condition at the time deployment of the first-stage parachute or
of deployment, the aft position will not neces- pilot chute by some forceful means, such as
sarily be the best. The parachute compartment a mortar or gun. to ensure the reliability of

WADC TR 55-285 3-4-5
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parachute action during this critical period, assume that the diameter of the ejected para-
In addition, consideration must be given to chute pack is equal to that of the missile body.
possible detrimental effects on the deployed The diameter ashumed for these calaculations
parachute from afterbur~ners or rocket heat. is 11.5 inches.
Provision, must be waide to minimirse or eli-
minmate this condition. 4.2.5 PARACHUTE COMPO?4ENTB.

A paachte eplymen seuene fr ~ 4.2.5.1 Deceleration - Stage, Parachute Cano-

or~al shown in appl 34-.icato thisasy: caflopleb willbe used In initial deceleration
LI ~tom, both a gun-ejected pilot parachute and t05Ua blast bag aid the orderly deployment of the a. FIST ribbon parachute canopy in so-parachute. Ithe use of a pilcit parachute in cordance with Specification MIL-P-

considered mandatory for the deployment so-085
qune It tends to keep the deployitig system b. Ribless guide surfarm parachuto can-
along a line parallel to the flight patho An- 011Y,
aures orderly deployment, and eliminates ox. c. Ring slot parach'ite canopy in accord-cessive parachute canopy snatch and opening awce with Speciflcaion MIL-C-0401.
forces. d. Rotof oil parachute canopy.

4.2..5 orce Elctio. I c~o whre pra- Performance characteristics for these canopyi~a~ FocedEjecion Incase whre ~"- typies at subponia deployment speeds arc showochutes have to be deployed along a trajectory lP
vertical to the flight path cf the mie~sile, the ilt --. Tpclpromnedarm
necessity for forced ejection of the parachute aepeetdI iue349

can eadiy b soo, I man Intancs ~ FIST ribbon and ribless guide surface canopiemparachute -retarded missiles, the parachute, have boon tested in the low suporsonic do-or -some part of the raicovery system, is plynrsee rag.Cmatiedafo
expelled rearward into the wake of the missile.

The akeeftct end to eeptheexplle these two types of parachute "canopy are pro-
parachute component with the missile. For sae nFgr -- 0
this remasn, proper parachute deployment is 4252FnlSaePrcueCnpe.Gn
always an important design consideration for 4252FnlSaePrcueCnpe.Gnanyor ll tags o a issle ecoerysysem. orally, the parachute selected for final sVqe

any~~wl or all otr of alse misil rtcher sysem.looe-Figure 3-4-8 shows the relationship uf para- ~acutio h olw
chiate pack ejection velocity vrparachute

[ an misile eloity V. Tesea. Extended skirt parachute canopy.pack weight W, an isl eoiyV.Teeb. Solid flat circular parachute canopy
ducted by B. F. Hoerner ("Aero-Dynamice Drag't  or more to achieve the desired ata-

bS.F. Hoorner, Figure 7.1, Chapter V13), blt)

14
COVE PILOT -7---OL0,00.---..4

CHUTEH E orI

DEPL OYMENILT GUN OOO 2L000
PROJECTILE TETPRCUE 1DEPLOYMENT

BAG GUN

Figure 3-4-7. Parachute Dep'loyment Sequence
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_ __ _ -. shock, but also to afford protection of the para-
______chute during ground handling and extraction

from the compartment during deploybiont. 'The
bag must be made df a suitable material, with
necessary reinforcements, and a set of internal
flaps so designed that the canopy will1 be re-

41r, tained In the bag until the suapennion lines are
-~. p~- stretched.

.. ? U 4.2.6.2 Forced Ejection. A forced ejection do-
~ - ~W ploymont system must be deslibned to accel-

-AFYZ~~ orate the Parachute sufficiently to assure do-
_ 4~ ployment. Excessive rearward acceleration,

¾ however, may cause an increase in shock
~ ~ forces. (See Figurc 3-4-8 for the rolationsitip

A.-* 4., betee parachute ejection velocity, parachute
weight, and missile velocity.)

Figure 3-4-11. Typical AppliUcation o /First
Stage Parachute Cawwpy Guide surface opo~ 4.2.6.3 Pilot Parachute. Upon release of the

recoverv,-system compartment cover, a piloti
c. Ring slot parachute canopy in ac- chute should be resed to deplay the first-stage

cordance with Specification MIL-P- parachute. The design and placement of this
ribbon pilot chute must be such that it will quickly

d. FIST ribnparachute canopy in ac- inflate In the airstream and will not -be blan-
cordance with Specification MIL-P- keted by the parachute compartment cover or
6635. other parts of the recoverable body. A pilot

chute should not be deployod while another
4.2.5.3 Reefing. 61kirt reefing can be used to para'Iwte l~q funrttion11ng ontanvglement of theA
obtain reduction of the drag area when do- pilot chute in the lines of the inflated parachute
sired. Because of a maximum speed limita- may prevent deploiyment of the next-stage
tion of approximately 435 knots, roofing gen- parachute.
orally cannot be usad for first stage recovery.
Roeting rings, in accordance with Air Force 4.2.7 RELEASE AN CONTROLS SUBSYS-
Drawing 48A7095, will generally be attached TEMS.
to each radial skiam cd the skirt. A suitable
reefling line must be threaded through theseI' rings to restrict the opening of the parachute 4.2.7.1 Compartment Door Release. The open-
canopy. Diarcafing is accomplished by cutting Ing of the parachute compartnment door, or re-
the reefing lino. For final-stage pur~ahutems, learse rA the whole door, at high aircraft
the type M-2 cutter conforming to Specification specod, is coanntlal in a successful missile

MIL-C-10362 is available with time delays of or drone recovery operation. The problem Is
4.2..4 'latching Mechanism must function reliably un-

4254Risers and Bridles. At the present der various environmental extremes, such as
time, it is recommended that the webbing used low temperature (-650F.), high altitude, accel-
for risers and bridles conform to Specification ealn n irto.T.mcaimms
MIL-W-4088, except where such risers and not have an adverse effect on the performance
bridles are formed by bundling the extra-long of the missile, for example, by adding addi-
suspension lines attached to the canopy. tional drag. Generally, the space allotted inside

the vehicle for such a 'device is small. One
4.2. DEPOYMNT S9SYSEMStype of device that has been used successfully

4201Deplyniiit a~ Te prachtes sed designed for mrany applications.

for the various stages of recovery must be 4.2.7.2 Controls. The functioning of the re-
packed in suitably designed deployment bags, covery system must be controlled by time,
including the first-stage parachute. The bags altitude, or pressure, or a combination of ýmustbe esinednot nlyforordnarydepoy- thee, rraned n oderto dplo th vaiou
ment aW lowering of mteb fnrce =nd opening parachutes as desired. These devices may

WADC TBR 55-265 3-4-15



- Altitude or ram pressure switchee, or both,
may be used for sequencing the operation of
the recovery system, provided that a safety

timer system is also incorporated. A suitable

the Memo-s system on the final recovery atatge
ans that this stagewill- not be actuated higher
than 15,000 feet aboave mean sea lovel. This

-- - will prevent the large final-stage parachute
from opening at altitudids viiere opening shock
may become excessive, aor il loprvn
excessive- horizonta~l drift ad the recoverable
body while it is descending on the parachute.

___ 4.A.7.4 Canopy Disconinect. -All canopy Moe-K;. connects must be mechanical, and they must
- be actuated either by springs ur by pyrotechnic

devices, A suitable device must be incorpo-
M. ---- rated fur releasing the final-stage parachute

canopy from tle recovorable boyater '(ouh

or water impact to prevent the final-stagfe
16 paracehute canopy from dragging the missile

o'rnT the iirond as a result of suriane winds.

4.2.7.4.1 Pyrotechnic Devices. The use of
pyrutovhnlcs for powering releases, explosive
bolts, and other devices Is acceptale pro-

____ vided that two independen powder charges are
-1 osd, either nine of which will accomplish the

- action, In such devices, Individual po'wder '

-~ charges are ignited either by an electrical
1gniter or by a percussion cap.

4.2.8 LANDING SHOCK-ASSORDIOM COMPO-
NENTS.

Figire -4-2. 6-F. Nminl Dameer 4.3 4.2.8.1 Types. In order to permit a higher
Fiur -41. 6Full Notindad Dirmte 14.3p rate of descent with the final-stage parachute,

Percent F~yEtne kr aoythus reducing to a great extent the weight and
Lowering a Drone (1"lnal Sftge ReCOVeiy volume of the entire system, the use of landing

perform their function either by direct me- dclrto eie utb osdrd
chanical linkage or through electrical circuits. These may be penetration spikes, air bags,,

Wher elctrial ircits re tiliedtwo or crushable portions of the recoverable body
indepenident parallel-circuits, complete with itesuhavnrlfns

timer or thercontrls ad bateris, m 4.2.8.2 Penetration Spikc. This spike generally
be provided. They must be so arranged that loadontensofhemsi.Itut
the failure of one circuit Will not prevent the be of suficient strength to support the weight
proper functioning of the recovery system as o h eoeal oywtotbekn.Cn
a whole. sideration must be given to the horizontal
4.2.7.3 Sequencing. Sequencifng is usually ac- forces resulting from oscillation of the para-
compllshed by means of timers started with chute canopy, and drift caused by ground winds
the initiation of recovery. Mechanical, elec- at landing.
trical, or pyrotechinical (powder train) timers
may be used if they are adaptable to the sys- 4.2.8.3 Landing Bag. The cushion configuration
tern, and provided that they meet the environ- that has been the most satisfactory to date
mental requirements of the recoverable body. consists of inflatable pneumatic bags stowed

WADC TR 55-265 3-4-18



in underside recesses of the vehicle during the fabric strength and the diameter
flight. The bags are inflated from high- arrived at in b.
pressure nitrogen or dry-air cylinders stored a, One or several orifices or metering
within the vehicle prior to ground contact. The devices to bleed off the pressure
design of a landiog device of this nature must during the compression stroke in
allow for the following considerations: order to prevent the storoge of ki-

a. Maximum allowable forces based on netic energy in the compressed air,
the structural limitationp of the with subsequent return to the vehicle I

vehicle, in the form of bounce.
h. Minimum dimensions of bag (stroke)

based on the allowable overall struc- 4.2.8.4 Flotation Components, Flotatlon syse-
tural load factors of the vehicle, the tome must be capable of floating the recov-
sinking velority on the parachute oruble body for a period of roe hour, This can

2* canopy, i'nd on anounmnd Ptroke effO- be accomplished either by sealing compart-'
clency. monts in the body or by providing separate,

c. Maximum working pressure baced on Inflatable flotation eqvipment.

I5-

ii
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[. CHAPTER III '!.•I "='°"' ii
I AIRCRAFT DECELERATION ,i

5,10ENERAL. types of deceleratlo, parachutes: one in used
for aircraft landing deceleration and the other

B.I.I EARLY HISTORY. The landing decelera- for aircraft In-fllght control. An aircraft land-
i ties ota/rcraft by parachute t8 one of the latest lag deceleration parachute (dr• parachute) Is

and most important applications in the para- a specially designed drng-produc•n• device
chute field. The flrat known teat ualng a para- that is used to reduce the landlng roll of Jot

: chute am a landing brake wps made in 1033 at type aircraft, The aircraft in-flight control
McCook Field, Dayton• Ohio. A standard man• parachllte (•pp•'oach parachute) :,• Just wh•t

! carry/ng parachute wsm used to reduce the the name implies, It is a parachute that le
S !•zdlnq roll of a de Hftvllland biplane, Around deployed prior to lozdl•.g to produce added

1933, •yetematic lnvesttptions were conducted draE, which •n turn allow• a steeper approach
S at tse Aero.autical InoUtute in •tutt•art. Get- an•le and more engine power to be maintained.
S mLny• for the purpose of lmprovl• exieUng The advantap is that safer and more accurate

parachutes or developing a parachute which landings can be executed, General require-
S bad b=tter aerodynamic • 1 static qualities, ment.• for aircraft deceleration parachute sys-i During the development of a parachute featuro terns are described in the Specification MIX,..

lag annular slots and of parachutes made from D-9086.
porous materials, the "ribbon" parachute was !'•
developed, Early in 1939, a •unkers W-•4 air- 5.2 AIRCRAFT LANDING-DECeLERATION II•:
plane re.de the first landing •ing this pars- PARACHUTE(DRAG PARACHUTE), (i
chute an a iandinst brake. This and following
test8 proved, that the parachute is ot•ble, i•
opens slowlT! and uniformly, produces a mini- 5,3,1 GENERAL, Dra• parachutes are being:'l
mum openin• shock, does not interfere with used to decelerate airer•ftdurlng laJ•ling roll, :•
the controllability of the airplane, and is a Th,•y have proved successful for a |lumber of jl

•ood supplement for wheel brakes, conditions u.der whiuh the aircraft brakes, el- •
though functioning l•r.nperly• would normally be il

5.!.3 •ET APPLICATIONS. The most impor- inadequate. The dra• parachute has proven to •I
tan• use for deceleration parachutes, and with be a bi• asset because it produces the highest i!
it a requlrement• came with the development deceleration force at tl•e touchdown speed of !}
of h/•h-speed jet aircraft. High aircraft wing the aircraft, where the brakes are relaltvely

S lcadin•s resulted in h.•h landinff sgeeds and inefficient. During Ipn•!!,• on I,.y or w•t run-
S lonl[ land/ng rolls, and a means had to be ways, a large percentage of the braking is

° developed to reduce the landing roll. The accomplished by th• deceleration parachuteii ,
answer to this problem was the parachute, Jt
The Equipment Laboratory of the k!r Research There are other advantages besides a reduc- •)
and D o•olopme•:t Comm•nd's Wrlt•ht Air De- ties in landing roll obtainable with the utiliza-
velopment Center, using basic information oh- tlon of a dra• parachute. One major advantage
rained from the Germ-.n tests, has_ continued is the increased flight safety mxier emergency
research and development in the field of para- conditions such as during landings wi•b inop-
chutes for aircraft deceleration applicat|.on, erative brakes, during aborted takeoffs, and
Many improvements have been made over orig- during emergency landings on short runways. , • ;

S inal designs and variou• types of aircraft have Under certain emergency cQndittons, it is even
been equipped with parachutes. The 13-47 jet conceivable that the parachute could be used

S bomber is a good example of the efficient and for rapid descent. Moreover, a monetary say-

useful operation of the parachute as an aux- ings in tires and brakes is quite apparent.
tliary device for decreasing landing roll. In Using the parachute and the normal applies-

S this application, the landing roll of the B-47 is tions of brakes, the number of uses per tire
decreased 3,q to 45 vercent, There are two can be increased five or six times over that '•I i
WADC TR 55-•-t•5 3-5-1 '
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obtainable when landing regularly without para- Tht, parachute should never be released on the
chute. No exact tigures relating to the actual runway or on the taxiway, where it might
savings on brsakwa, axe available, hew~lver, it is Jeopardize otheir aircraft. Drag parachutes are
known that orake niainter'ance and replacemeriL used for the deceleration ef fighter and bomber
are considerably reduced when the drag para- type aircraft. The relationship between landing
chute is used. roll and parachute canopy diameter for various

11 facetors is ohown for a medium bomber type

5.2.2 OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE. In Opel,.- aicftnFgue3-2
tion, the pilot makes a normial approach and 3OV AL DEIN Tedsinoay
landing. At touch-down, or very shortly there-. da aahtesse utmotteecnt

alethe drag parachute in deployed (Figure da aaht ytmms etteecni
3--)b'movement of a control handle in theli d o

cocpit Arkesmayor may not, as the op-a.Hgdere0elbity
oratiornal conditiuno preacribe, be used to sup- bHigh degree of canopy saiiy(w
plement decelerat iion. In normal operation, the cillation not moro than ;t 5 degrees).
aircraft in ozmtdtoa cnkinte rolling to the c. Adequate strength,
turnoff intersection at a speed su~fficient to d. Low opening force of cat~opy.

keop the parachute canopy inflated. This speed, e. High canopy drag.

below the maximum safe turnoff speed of the g. Small bulk.
aircraft. It the canopy will not stay inflated, h. Not affected by environmental condi-
the pilot may apply br~ies &Wd maintain in- tions.
flation of the canopy by increaging the engine i. Nag of maintenance.
thruat. After turnoff, the pilot maintains cancpy j.Low cost.
inflation until he reachos Ft designated para-
chute release point. The parachute is released, During parachute deployment and steady drag,
and then is retrieved by designated personnel, the kirecrft must remain under full control of

Figure 3-5-1. B-52 Aircraft withi 44-Foot-Diameter Decelerationa Parachute

WADC TR 55-265 3-5-2
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j . F~i�F re 3-5-2.,, Lemdi Roll Versus Parachute Diameter anda Factorlor !
for Medium Bomber Type Aircraft

" the pilot at all times. The parachute must not types of canopies during operation on a medium
interfere with the normal landing attitude of bomber type aircraft are shown in Figuro
the aircraft. It must not affect the longitudinal 3-5-3. The ring slot canopy is preferred for
control of the aircraft. Provision must be made deceleration applicatinn because ot its lower
for immediate release of the parachute in case coat and ease of production and maintenance.
og emergency. There must be nopossibility of
"contact between the deploying or inflated para- 2 S C T e e•i para- .2.4.3 Size of Canopy. The size of the canooy
chute and the control surfaces or any other will be determined by the drag requirement.
part of the aircraft. Wake effects behind the aircraft tend to de-

crease the drag ccefficient, CD., which may i

L make it necessary to use a larger parachute
canopy than would be required for other appli-

5.2.4.1 Drag Requirement. The drag require- cations. Longer risers tend to reduce wake
ment is generally determined by the weapons losses, but they increase the bulk and weight
system manufacturer. The parachute system of the system and may contribute to the drag-
must be considered as supplementary to the ging of the canopy on the runway during de-
available deceleration components with which ployment. The drag coefficient CDo with regard
the aircraft is equipped, such as flaps and t osrceeto constructed canopy area for the FIST ribbon: brakes.

1- /and ring slot canopies ranges from 0.5 to 0.8,

5.2.4.2 Canopy Selection. Both the ring slot depending upon the air flow behind• fl- 4rcraft.

and the FIST ribbon canopies have bonn found For design purposes, a drag couaI., " 3DOD O
suitable for drag parachute application. Corn- 0.56 for ring sl-t canopies and 0.E for FIST
parative force versus time diagrams for both ribbon canopies is generally used.
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iguv'e 3-5-3. Force Versus Time Diagrans fnr Agrcraft DeceleratiA n Pa0achu5 e CanoFieA
(ApplicatEon B-4? Arcraft)

5.2.4.4 Riser and Suspension Line Length. canopy force line, when extended, goes above
Long risers tend to reduce wake effects behind or below the aircraft center of gravity. Such a
the aircraft upon the parachute canopy. Prac- condition can have serious consequences if the
tical experience, however, has indicated that parachute is deployed while the airplane still
the riser length should be kept to from 1.0 has flying speed. Even at lower speeds it can
to 1.5 times the constructed (flat) diameter cause damage to the nose gear by exerting ex-
(D) of the canopy. Length of suspension lines cessive pressure.
should be 1.0 times the constructed (flat)
diameter (1)) of the canopy. The most important 5.2.4.5 Parachute Compartment Location. The
consideration in determining riser length is the best location for the parachute compartment
proper location of the force line of the para- is at the very end or top of the fuselage, aft
chute canopy with raspect to the aircraft. The of the empennage. Such a location is not always
force line of the canopy should concide with possible, because of space limitations, heat
the line projected from the center of gravity problems, or interference with installed equip-
of the aircraft through the parachute attach- ment. The location (if the parachute attachment
ment point. When this is not the case, the point may also have some bearing on compart-
drag force tends to raise or lower the nose ment location, In some instances, it is not
of the airplane, depending on whether the possible to have the parachute attachment point
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within the compartment because the parachute Figure 3-5-4. Deployment bag and pilot chute
canopy force line must patm through the center are connected permanently to the vent lines of
of gravity of the airplane. Parachute compart- the canopy by means of bridle lines. The best
ment locations at the bottom of the fuselage and most reliable sequence of deployment of
are particularly undesirable because the de- the canopy from the deployment bag Is riser
ployment bag or canopy might drag on the run- first, then the suspension lines, and finally the
way surface during the deployment process. canopy. Each component is stored in a separate '1
Parachute compartment interiors must be section of the bag. If the parachute compart-
smooth, with no protrusions or sharp edges ment Is close to the ground, and prohibits the
that might catch or damage any portion of the use of this sequence, reverse deployment mity
parachute. The compartment should not be be used. This reverse deployment, however,
located in any seetion where battery acid or will result in a slight increry,. An optir.
battery acid fumes can penetrate. The tom- force, and may possibly result in uneven do-
perature in the compartment Phall at no time ploymente and contact of the parachute with the
exceed 2500 F. for nylon parachutes and 50" F. rnway, damaging both the canopy and the'
for dacron parachutes. deployment bag.
o , 5.2.4.7 Rqeeling. Reeling lie not recommended '

5.2.4.0 Deployment. To obtain a uniform a .i
for aircraft deceleration parachutes.trouble-free deployment of the paratchute, care o rratdelrioprhtei

•U1t be taken in tho delgua of a sultablu 5.2,4.6 Clusters. The use of parachute can---.
Sdeployment system. In general, the canopy is opies Jn clusters is ae~oamended if an individ-
packed in a deployment bag, which will protect ual canopy would be larger than 44 feet in dia-
the parachute during ground handling and ox- motor. Larger diameter parachute canopies I
tractiona and will enable the using organisa- tend to become heavy and bulky and present
tions to pack the parachutes in Rdvance. A difficult problems tJ maintenance, packing, and
pilot Chute is attached to the bag and stowed installation, along with the need for expanded
on or against the bag wheoi the compartment facilities.
door in closed. Initiation of parachute deploy-
ment in accomplished by the pilot. Upon open- 5.3 AIRCRAFT IN-FLIOHY CONTROL PARA-
Ing of the compartment door, the pilot chute CHUTE (APPROACH PARACHUTE).
is -Mleased. The :ully inflated pilot chute pulls
the bag out of the compurtmenl and deploys the 5.3.1 GIENERAL. This parachute is utilized
canopy. In the deployed position, the compo- for better control of the in-flight characteris- (
nents of the drag parachute appear as In tics of certain types of Jet aircraft, particularly

IR

~~C~LERAILON CHUTEUE=

,i1

!: k:RDE IE

SUSPENSION LINESS'•"~CANOPY '
CANOPY GROUND i

Figure 3-5-4. Schematic Arrangement of Deceleration Parachute
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during landing approach, Steep rates and angles of the wea~pons systawm. For the B-47 aircraft,
of descent are especially desirable for jet the drug of the approach parachute is of such a'
aircraft, as jet aircraft must operate at high value, that the aircraft, in landing configura-
altitudes, where their operation is m uch incre tion, is able to achieve a rate of climb of at

* economical than at low altitudes. In order not least 500 feet per minute at the optimum de-
to exceed speed limiltations, some modern jet signed landing gross weight at sea level. Fig.
aircraft must begin descents from high cruis- ure 3-5-6 shows typical climb performance
ing altitudes when atill. a considerable distance curves for a medium bomber type aircraft
out from the airbase. The same jet aircraft using approach parachutes with different drag

* can otart their descent relatively close to the arenas.
9irbrse when using an approach parachute. *
Use of an approach- parachute facilitates In- 5.3.3.2 Canopy -Selection. The ring slot canopystruinent letdown., particularly OCA as the should receive primary consideration in any
additional drag permits it rapid deceleration, aircraft, -approach parachute arstom. Testa
steepens tho glIde path, and also prevents have, indicated that it satisf ies desired stability
o ver'ontrol. Thie higher thro~ti ls ttiln, Pt$h rqieet.Iscs .d~s ''ct
may be used during approach by virtue of the and repair give it a decided advantage over
added drag, also permits a snore rapid re- the FIST ribbon canopy. The FIST ribbon
spouse of the aircraft in the event of emer- canopy should be considszrcd !or applications

* gency or go-around. The B-47 aircraft was the in which the deployment. speed requirement is
-i.st olircraft for which an approach parachute. higher. than the design limits ,of the rini, slot

- -y. 'm ws adptedAn pproach parachute on Canopy. The application .of gud suracetp
the . 47 aircraft Is shown in operation in canopies for. approach parachute systoms Is

Figurd '~.currently beIing investigated. Other types of
parachute cknopies are ruled out for reasons5.3.2 OVERALL DESIGN. The design of any of stability, Cost, bulk, or strength factor.

in light control or approach parachute system
paragraph 6.2.3 f or drag parachutes. ib determined by the drag requirement. The

5.3. D~1W CNSIDRA~ONS.At he pes- drag coefficient CD0 for the FIST ribbon and
ent ime appoac paacaues re tandrd n rial Pilot canopies ranges from 0.5 to 0.9,ent time, aiprcrhf oaanly. Som e oftheansdaira-o depending upon the air flow behind the air-

tions given hereafter are applicable particular- cat o einproeada ofiin
ly to that type of aircraft. Any systems design COo .5frrn ltcnpe n . o

foranohertype of weapons system may re- FIST ribbon canopies Is generally used. A
quire & further consideration, typical force-time diagram nbtaned during the

deployment and steady drag of a 12-foot-
5.3.3.1 Drag Requirement. The drag require- diameter ring slot parachute behind a medium
ment for the approach parachute system will bomber type aircraft traveling at an airspeed
have to be establish-ad by the prime contractor of 147 knots is shown in Figure 3-5-7.

5.3.3.4 Riser and Suspension Line Length. If
both !n-flight control and deceleration para-
chutes are used, the position. of the skirt of
the deceleration parachute Is the determining
factor for the riser length of the approach
parachute, as the skirt of each parachute
canopy must be equidistant from the aircraft.

- ~It an approach parachute only is used, the
length of the riser should In general be 1.0 to
1.5 times the constructed (flat) diameter (D) of
the canopy. Suspension line length should be 1.0
times the constructed (flat) diameter (D) of the
canopy.
5.3.3.5 Parachute Compartment L-icatton. The

Figure 3-5-5. AppIroach Parachute approach parachute compartment may be lo-
on B-47 Aircraft cated on the top, side, or bottom of the aft end
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Figure 3.-5-. Typh~al Force ver'sus Tlr, e Diagr'am for an In-Flight Control Parachuto Cat~y

".8.3.6 Deployment. In all installations, do- decreased slightly and a higher doegre of
ployment bagls and spring-loaded pilot chutes stability is obtained.
should be used. Deployment bags should be
used to facilitate the maintenance and installa., 5.4 DECELERATION PARACHUTE CONTROL
tion of the parachutes in the aircraft and to SYSTEM.
insure orderly deployme..lt. Riser-first deploy-
mont, in which the bag travels with the canopy, The control system for aircraft deceleration
should be used. pau-achutes must be designed to reliably and

repeatedly perform a number of functions, two
5.3.3.7 Roofing. Generally, reeftisg is not roe- of which occur in sequence in one operation.
ommended for aircraft in-flight control para- When deployment of the parachute is initiated
chutes. However, a permanent roofing line may by pulling the control handle in the pilot's
be instpalod to achieve greater stability or to cockpit, the mechanism must lock the para- -
reduce the drag area of an- existing• canopy, chute to the attachment point on the aircraft;
which unreefed creates only slightly higher then, after positively locking the parachute, it
drag than is desired for the particular applica- must open the compartment door. The attach-
tion•. For instance, the standard approach para- merit hook shall remain open as long as the
chute for the B-47 aircraft incorporates a control handle is in stowed position. This is a
15I.5-foot-diameter ring slot canopy which is safety measure to allow the parachute to drop
slightly roofed by means of a 27.5-foot roofing free in the event the compartment door is

IW

S line. This roofing line is permanently installed accidentally opened by means other than actua-
at the skirt of the canopy. Thus, drag area is tion of the control handle while the aircraft is
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NORMAL ATTITUDE

AXIS WHILE LANDUING
PROPER ATTACHMENT POINT

1. C(FORCE LINE EXTENDS C

ATTACHMENT POINT

I NOSE WHEEL DOWN)

Figure 3-5-8. Alignment of Parachutte canopy Forco Line, ParachutefAttachment Point, and Aircraft Center of Gravitv R

in flight. Jettison of the parachute from the operation. One dioadvantage of a mechanical
aircraft may be accomplished by using either Rystem is the difficulty of routing the control
a separate control cable or the same control cable in seuih a manner that it does not inter-
cable with the handle moved into a different foire with crew or equipment, yet will opersto
position. Experience has indicated the desir- with a minimum of friction and without loss
ability of using a two-cable system for bomber of reliability due to detrimental effects of
type aircraft and a single-cable system for environment. In installations where a mechani- '
fighter type aircraft. A mechanical system is cal system is improtfr~al, a hydraulic, elsec-
preferred because of simplicity and positive tric, or pneumatic system may be utilized.

L
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L ~CHAPTER IV

SECTION 1

PARACHUTE SNATCH FORCES

1.1 SNATCH FORICE. it will be noted that snatch force here con-
siderably exceeds opening shock. Reeling rings

All parachute openings create a force known as havn so altered the canopy that it is a low-
"snatch" force. 'It can be defined as the force shock design. The primary maximum force to

imposed upon the suspended load by the pars- be considered thus becomes snatch force.

chut toacclerte he assof the parachute

fror tufnat ely, itsnatc lorcestaretc (mor
oachtomph vleocit ofth suspesin-ied deloady-0

rapiddeceleinration of the dpoyn parachutei
relaionto te sow dcelrathero they sull-

pnelodA ifrnian weoity hu pexsetsOn' faSlna' 8FotPrczt'
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where and the highest snatch force thus is
IWc a weight of the canopy cloth area,

lb., Including the weight of the _We 2
suspension lines across the cloth AV P
area, but not including the weight /max
of the free length of suspension P max
lines

g s gravity
AV . diffroential volocity between the W

center of gravity of the parachute
canaf -before and Immediately Tm
after the snatch

1.3.3 11 no special shock absorbers arc In- 1.3.4 The last equations can be solved without
stalled, the Inreii davelnpMI musit be fraM- dlfkioty It AV is known. Th. ..... dsation of

mitted through the suapension lines. Being &V Is determinet by circumulance, @And some

elastic, the lines extend, and transmit a trac- suitable assumption must be made. Trerefore,
tivr force to the parachute canopy and to the the graphs at the end of this section, represent-

suspended load. Thus, Ing a number at solutions, are given. BY use of
these graphs it Is possible to -timnate the
snatch force quickly and with fair accuracy.am P do Figures 4-1-11, 4-1-12, 4-1-13, 4-1-14, Pwiit
4-1-15 show the time t required for two bodies
with varying drag llading K to separate for a

where certain distance d, provided both have alaurwh-

P a momentary tractive force in the ing speed of V and both are decelerated only
suspension linem, lb. by their dlnvi&ual drags. Knowing tWe time t, 4

# elongation of the suspension lines, we may calculate the differential velocity AV
It. by means of the following formula:

1.3.3 For normal nylon suspension line" it
can be assumed that the force versus Olongation AV 01 ....... :(n1

curve will be approxlmately linear. The follow- 0 0
ing equation can then be written:

To attain wider applicationm, the combined val-
Pam ues K and n have been used in both the graphs

p. _.__• and the formula. The following m implied In
max pTaVgraphs helow:

therefore Kb -ýB'lbrthe upned lea:•Wb,'

AE a Z - de where
Kb = drag loading of the suspended

0 load, ft. -
CDb. coefficient of drag of the sue-

where pended load
Z = number at suspension lines = specific weight co air, lb. per cu.

P ma breaking strength of suspension
l•ne, lb. W ei-, t of umspended load, lb.

eu maximum elongation of suspen- ab - aerodynamic area of the suspended
slon lines, It. loadCD 8o'Y

Revising the equation, we obtain Kp = . for the parachute2W"

[ 2 •whore
Z(P max/z) Kp drag loading of the uninflattid

parachute, ft. -1
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COo average drag area of the un- Kb a 7.85 X W4~ it- 1

C0.inflated parachute plus drag KP a 115 )( 10'4 ft. 'I
area of the pilot chute, sq. ft. n a 15

-Weight of the canopy cloth area d a 21 ft.
plus weight of external suspen-
sion lines, lb. 1.4.3 Figures 4-1-11, 4-1-12, 4-1-13, 4-1-14,

and 4-1-15 show the distance d in feet th;tlI a__ bodies with varying drag loadings K wil.1 travel1 b (decelerate) within a certain time t If launched
at various velocities. Using Figure 4-1-11, and

d n distance from the center of assuming that the K of the suspended lwad in
gravity of the canopy totheausu- always considerably love tha that of the pars-
pension point on the load chte the distance d a 21 ft. (refer to para-

graph 1.4. 1) may be measured on the ordinate
The present- calculating system is burnd on a of Figure 4-1-11 by divider. Since it is desired
few physical ausumptioiss and aim lificatlohn. to determip the time t corresponding to Kb
To Wh astont that it can be assessed, it give& 1.85 x 10%a d X 115 x l0-4 , and there ir.

resltswih fir ccrac. he ystm sunor no curve for K . 115 X 10"40It is necessary
continuing study, and it may be noteuuary to to estimate value of t using to curves

AVS6Ur tu N~UiiiVMii. some assiuptonas A Ii u amKaIAx101, ewe
Present assumptinna of ~the drag of -the un- which a cuarve of K 0 115 X 10- %ould Ili.A

inflted aracute plu lot chute, In Pauttieu- With the dividers, the distance al 21 feot should
ler ar no bsedon lesured data, andcaaanot be laid out parallel to. the ordinate, with tho

be cosdrddfnt.Until more accurate divider based on the K of the body; in this
data Is Available, howevar, such ansumptions case the value is 7.65 X 19-4., The seciond arm
must be made. of Toi divider falls upon the curve of Kua 122 x

10 at a value of t a 0.35 second. Rtepeating
14 IXAML! ~P %5A(H ORC D~~R- this procedure, it in found that 11 the curve

1 4 XMINATIOF MTJ.CC OTR K - 106. 5 X 10-4 in u ned, a value of t a 0. 375
is obtained. T'he required value of t falls 1
between theme two values and is estimated to

1L4.1 If It in assumed that the following con- be 0.30 second.
ditions exist, the snatch force for these con-
dltiomm can be Wcaulated. 1.4.4 For t 2 0.3p ascond and the given values

Xb-a 7.65 x 10" and n al1, the differential
W 20lb. velocity AV can be calculated by use of the

WP. 10 lb. (for parachute cmaopy) Thus
Wc a 7.5 lb. fOar canopy cloth area 92f.prec

parahut canpy luspilo chte) formula noted under paragraph 1.3.4, and obtain

elongation of suspension lines
(550-lb. suspension lines elon- 1.4.'t As already noted In paragraph 1.3.4, the
gate 40 percent maximum) assumption of the average drag area of the un-

VO= 130 knots launching speed inflated pa.ichute canopy is not reliable, be-
F! 0.07651 lb. per cu. ft. specific cause normal canopies can be partially inflated

weight of air, sea level during the stretching time. The snatch force
d = 21 ft. from center of o'ravltv of can thus be Incremsed to a great extent. Fort

canopy to suspansion point of example, iU the average drag area of the canopy
load noted above Is increased to 6 square feet, snatch

force will be approximately 1,900 pounds at 130
1.4.2 Specific values, after solution, are as knot~s and approximately 4,500 pounds at 2600
f ollows: knots.

WADC TR 55-265 4-1-3~~
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1.4.8 In practice, measured values will deviate lines. The remainder of the canopy begins a
considerably, both above and below calculated rotating action which distributes the total forceI

*values, if a simple, uncontrolled deployment over a longer time base, reducing peak forcoa
system is utilited. Controlled systems, su#nh considerably. Experiments have ~rroen that the
as t~hose employing bags or sleeves or other maximum snatch force is redIC~e by approxi-
devices, yield more consistent and predictable rnately 40 percent if roll packing and deploy-
values. ment are used. It is also poetsibie to roll a '

portion of the suspension lines in the same
1.5 MEASURES TO REDUCE SNATCH FORCE. manner. Experiments with the second system

show that snatch forces can be reduced by
1.5.1 GENERAL. The preceding examination 60 percent. The second system, however, is
demonistrates th~~t snatch force can rise to not reliable.
dangerous magnitudes. Methods of reduction
are listed below. 1. 5. 2.2 Bag Deployment. Experiments with

man,-carrying parachutes showed that very heavy
1.5.1.1 The drag area (CDS of the uninflated and undesirable snatch forces wore obtained at
canopy rawst be reduced Ito the minimum, and deployment speeds of 130 knots. A number of
any tendency to partially inflate previous to methods for reducing this force were em-
Uina~ stretch munt be eliminated. PlorYDA ))'I nnnef wan a~s successful, at mileeds

of up to 350 knots, ats bag deployment, Sequence
1.5.1.2 Thin may be accormpimhaIshd by use of a o' W~eration of the bag deployment is shown In
device known an a skirt hesitstot, which re- Figure 4-1-3. Ausemlly and packing details
sti'icts the skirt of the pitrAchute canop aW. and methods are Illustrated by Figures 4'-1-0,

of the snatch. Tests of the hesitator have been Figurou 4-1-4 and 4-1-5 are comparative force
successful at high and low speeds (100 to 550 versus time diagrams developjed by a parachute
knots). cennoy with an without bag deployment. It

should be noted that the recordings are average
1.5.1.3 Decrease of the distance d (line lenigth) and typical and are not isolated examples. The 1
will reduce mnatch force. moutli sections of deployment bags may be

closed by any one of several methods:
1.5.1.4 Usme of sunpension lines with high elon-~
gation will decreaze the poak force at snatch. a. Th iet~ mehd. lurted in f

Figures 4-1-6 through 4-1-10 In the

ofhghvlocityairitothbg
ispacked in a roll, rather than in accordion on sleeves, have been tested aue-

folds, the mass of the cannpy is not fully cesefully.
effective at the snatch. Instead, a portion of the c. Closure flaps have also been held
mass unrolls, and Only R fraction of the total in position by stowing suspension

mass is accelerated linearly with the suspension lines over the flaps themselves.

WADC TR 55-265 4-1-4
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SNaTCH FORCE

tNM SHOD

TIME (SEC) 4'

Mepre -4'.Force Versus. Time lwvram of FMT --. TeMIF~ur 4-17. he AainParachute Canopy isa 28-F4'1 a'lat Circular Parackula Can1opy Folded Normally, Then Folded Again ft the
Nc.~ ag D'loymanSAlwrnw; VJsown, As It1Is Packed inta th&Baog

4o1000

10, 1I 3 4
TIME (SEC)______

Figure 4-14-. Foarce Versus Time Dirarnm of
a 28-ftot Flat Circular Parachute Canopiy __

Li ~Using Bag Deploymaent Figure 4-1 -8, The Canopy Has Bee Corn-
Aletely Packed and the Mfouth of the

Bag Tiod Closed

Figure 4-1-6. Compionents of the Btag Deaply-i
ment System Are Showin As:

Figure 4-1-9. Suspension Lines Are Run
PilA - Pilot-Chute Bridle Line Through the Tie Fobrmed by Four Rein -
&-,B - Bag Bridle L~tae forcing Webbings, to Which tke Pilot-

C - BgChute Bridle Line Is Attached at A.

D- Pilot Chute Lines Are Normally Stowed in Line
E - Vent of Main Parachute Canopy Retaining Loops Under the BagWADCTR 5-2664-1-
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flaur@ 4-2 -0. Tie Loops on Reifiqorving Web-
&ivw. Avv $Juwv aut A. TAv&de 7wrtis of 5-Cord

Ml~md Ike Cowioy in Position Until Lines Are
Stretched and Pl~o$ -Chute DrtW Breaks

140 @3.4

j140  gal
.3.

alo

Ii

0. . 0. ! 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.5 0.9 1.0

vj 0.1TIME. (SEC)

~ -1- 41. Pslanirc of Travel of Bodies with Various Drag Loadings, Launched at 130 Knots
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Figure 4-1 -14. Distance of Travel of Bodies with Various Drag Loadings, Launched at 350 Knots
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¾* CHAPTER IV

OPENING S4OCK OF PARACHUTE CANOPIES

2. 1 0ENER&L. 2.3 CALCULATION OF OPENING $OCK.

termiatio ~f ~opý.g &l The various stages of the openingprocess
by mthenatial poceaesbese are shown In Figure 4-2-1, together with terms-

upon an analysis of the physical- processes of sdi acuaino peigsok
~ t an stisactry 2.3.2 The equations ot motion frthe openingdogre. Bsed n a implified theory, calcula- poescnb rte i O DIW.PP9

tin0opnn sokvalues carocessm 1
shown satisfactory agreement. maude for teices nd~ ravru

f illing, time.
2.2 CONSIDERATIONS. 2.3.3 If F0 is used to decnote the actual opening

force between -pairachut aRind -suspended load,
2.2. Undr nrmalcondtios, te ~and Fe the force obtained with a constant

velocity on thefulInltd-prcteexshock cl a parachute canopy depends uapon;pesefulInatd arcteo-

a. Canopy diameter and drag cofacet FI DO
b. The ruupondod load.
c. Launching speed or, more accurately,0

the speed at which the canopy begins jjfxdetsthrltinipbwenaul
to Inflate. adi eoo h eat hpbtenata

d. Altitude of inflation. t,,1,ening shock F0 and the constant force Fc,
o. Fiug tme o ~ ~expressed as

f. Increase of drag area fram the moment F0

of complete stretch of the suspension F0
lines to full inflAtion of the canopy.

22.2 The current method of determining open- thnteauloengsoc4
Igshock consists of a mathematical syntem

tat, Is exact U proper assumptions are made o U CD0SOlX
cocrigfilling time and Increase of drag wer adKaediesoesfctrfrp area versus filling time. Tests have shown that vaereou tye and Karachutens.ols atr o

altitude; and taantim re lain bewe ndrg 2.3.4 In most cases, velocity V. differs greatly
thatanoherreltio, btwen dag- from launching speed VW. V. can-be determined

area Increase adfilling time, isdiscernible. ytefrul

2.2.3 The system outlined has been applied 2V 0
mostly to ribbein canopies, btcnasbeap-(C S)gtoplied to other types of canopies. Comparatively CD S)PtV
little test dnta are available for high-altitude
parachute operation, but they indicate a relation 1 ~ 2
between decrease of filling time and Increase W
in altitude up to a certain altitude. ThIs factor
appears to be the major cause of the large where
increase In opening shoc-k within this altitude (CD S )B drag qrea of the body, inins-Li range. sile, or container, sq.It

ii WADC TR 55-285 4-2-1.
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t OPENING TIME
. STRETCHING TIME OF SUSPENSION LINE,"

tf a FILLING TIME TO SKIRT REEFED CONDITION

tr EAEFED TIME -

td td .tS+te DEPLOYMENT TIME

"RELEASE POINT

PACK OPENING OR j
PARACHUTE PI.R.AS.

DRAG EQUALS SUSPENS N LINES-
WEIGHT FULLY STRETCHED

•, , .j ) •R E E F E n •'
• " • . . .• ///IN F L A T IO N

•'i .- 8~~1TA 'TOF.. . .. - -
DISREEFING

CANOPY FULLY
INFLATED 1

VI V.TI TT

td

Figre4-21.Process of Parachue Ojpeultg

td deployment time, see. (See a. Solid flit parachute canopy AIC u 2.0
Figure 4-2-1.) (approx.)

b. Guide surface parachute canopy

i'hl.s formula Is usable for horizontal launhing, Stabilization K - 1.1
so long as the ratio of horizontal speed to ver- . R h
tical speed is not smaller than two or three to xK i 1.05
one (usually, within 3 to 4 seconds maximum d. Rotoloil parachute canopy xK a 0.9after launching). .Rt•i aaht aoyx .

For Infinite load conditions, the xK factor is a
constant for a specific parachute canopy type,

2.3.5 From subsonic tests with practically in- even during higher altitude deployment. Some
finite load and no velocity decreases during variation in xK factor may be expected due to
filling time (wind tunnel tests, aircraft decel- change in M ach mber.
eration, and other drops with a very high force change in Mach Number.
to drag area ratio), xK factors have boon 2.3.6 FILLING TIME.
measured. These xK factors should not be
used for opening shock calculation unless the 2.3.6.1 The following method of calculatingload approaches the infinite, filling time of a parachute canopy is suggested

WADC TR 55-265 4-2-2
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for bodies requiring -an equillbrlui Alocity factor A can be determined to approximate the

of approximately 100 ft. per socoiV ass. velocity decrease during filling time..

tooats chows that filling time is relsted to para-A CfSvpg
4/ chute diameterand launching speed, and, at D8 sPf

latfor normal loadings, it Is somewh-At re-
lated to the ratio of force to canopy draig si-ea. 2.3.7.2 Tie K factor, which shows the relation-
An empirical formula to compute filling time ship between various parachute canopy types,
value, based on present knowledge, is, given has the following value:

a. Solid flat parachute canopyiK = 1.4
S DO b. Ribbon and ring slot parachute can-

opylu 1 .0
Vs '0 ce uidesurface and rotofoil parachute

caaopyt Toot. data and records have
not been suff iciently evaluated at this2. 3.6.2.1. Fillling times determined by this 'ie atro prxmtlmethod agree substantially with valLuz'5 mas- 1.0 can be assumned, based on acoum-

ured for ribbon canopies and agree reasonably alsoad. kow acosatWntwith values for other #Tyea of #ranopies if a isnokowafatratiiie
coirection factor--is later -applied..However, itlod

for the calculation of opening shock~. Availablo latlons may be improved by evaluatiiun of clue-
informatop~ indicatf-s that ~ tm a a thaM6I11te ' nr nnmpl motion picture test cover-
up to 40,000 feet, approximately with the ratio age to determine actual filling time values.... e. Forre@@, velocities, and filling proress ahould

P- orvryhg velocities and very high bedtrie
ti1tudes, no test values are as yet available. 2.4 EXAMPLE OF OPENING SHOCK

It is expected that at very high velocities the CLUAIN
slolythn he ato oud ndiat, ecuseof 2..1fALCUATIN-c.yn tndr aaht

filling time may decrease with altitude more
the mass and the relative rigidity ofi the para- canopy with a diamaeter E6. 28 foot, n drug-Area
chute system. CD go 460 square feet, a sukipended load

2.3.6.2.2 The filling time of parachute canopies 20pudadiodrgre(D 3 0
can be changed by various meazw, ouch as &&.rt 4.5 square feet is launched at sea level mat
hesitation, reefing, pocket bands, and deploy- V0 - 20 knots, the following calculations should
ment bags. approximate the opening shook of the parachute.
2.8.7 INCREASE OF DRAG AREA VERSUS 2.4.2 For the time ta + t3  ~ ( egi 421
FILLING TIME. we rassume 0.7 second. 'The se;ed decrease

from launching speed V0 to the velocity Vs Is
2.3.7.1 It is possible for the value of Opening
at otart of inflation, but not less thtkn the

s~"'.ktobe es thn he heoetcaltedydag(CDSBtVo
instantaneous drag value at complete inflation. 1+- W
This latter value depends on the change of
velocity during filling time, and actually be-

J comes the opening shock force for a theo- V5 337 ft. per sec.
retical shockless parachute. In order to calcu-
lWe an encompassing value for x, under con- therefore
ditions other than infinite load, a decreasing =138 lb. peir sq. ft.p factor x can be robtained from Figure 4-2-2.

VJ In this figure, the decreasing factor x is plotted 2..3Tefligtmicnb eemndfo
El as a function of a dimensionless factor A. 2..Thfilntmecnbdtriedro

shown that the drag area of parachute canopies _J19
Evaluations~~~ of- caop op=n (rce)e hav 8sec.~ 2increass approimatel lineary with illingtf -= -~ , .2scincrasesappoximtelylinarlywithfiling r 033P70.9time. Based on this assumption, a dimensionless S

WADC TR 55-265 4-2-3



1.0
I USE CURVER
- IN THIS AREA

. . . . . ... . . . .... ... . - - . . ..

FA____1.2

U05 U1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 "9

Figurei 4-2-2. OýNmngqh ock Pecrevvmfrg Factor x Versus F~actor A

3.4.4 Factor Aremains to be determined 2.5 a0 (400) (138)(0.057)(1.4)

A a 0.0288 2.5.1 In Figure 4-2-3 are shown the results of
calculations covering various parachutes for

2.4. Th dereaingfactr, herfor, i In velocity V ,filling time t4, and altitude. In
2.4.5daThe dwraith f actor, t4erfo2e is in.0 examples P,' 2. 3, and 5, normal filling times

accodanc wih Fiure4-2-: i* 0.57.are assumed. In 4, 8, and 7, longer filling
2.4.6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ie Opnnahcteefrri qa oo eng established to show the decrease in

2.4. Opnin shok, herfore isequl toopeingshock. In examples 1 and 5, the lmunch-
Ing speed Is equal to the free-fall velocity of

0o C 9~x the suspended load. Thus, there to no lecrease
0D in velocity from launching to point t.

WADC 'FR 55-265 4-2-4
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Is No. Do (ft) (knots) Isee.5 (knots) ( . S eak

1 28 0 115 -- 115 1.76 0,072 1,680 8.3 Terminal
speed

2 28 0 260 0.7 204 1.16 0.064 4,800 24.0

3 28 0 260 1.0 186 1.25 0.062 3,960 19.8 Filling timeI ln rovo oc

4 38 0 260 0.7 204 2.5 0.03, 2,670 14.8

6 24 40,000 208 1.0 208 0.24 0,44 0,240 01.2 Terminal

a 24 40,000 _08 1.0 208 110 0,21 2,080 14.9 FillJniS timet n r e s s e d
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CHAPTER IV

SECTION 34

RATE OF DESCENT

3.1 CALCULATION OF RATE OF DESCENT.

In the following calculations, the rate of descent ALTITUDE (FTa0O00)
of a parachute is defined a a velocity at which 0 20 40 60 80 100
the drag of -he parachute canopy inequal to _1.00 - -

the total weight Wj (suspended lom4 plus wellht
of the parachute aystem). This velocity Is also
called equilibrium velocity V,.

For sen level oonditlons 09.

9M
33.724 Wt r.u(f aRADIUS OF THE

_ 5;' - ' ......

"TelD- EARTH

wherein Ve, equale the equilibrium velocity at REF, ANALYSIS OF THE ATMOSPHKRE
sea level. EXTENOING rO EXTREME ALTI- dTUDES,RAND RPT. R-105. !

For any given altitude the equilibrium velocity
is a function of denisity and gravity, and, at
h Bhor speeds %lso a function of Mach number. FipYre 4-3-1. Gravity Ratios
T'hus I

are PAROntWRly desifged to e InfloAte1 OhpP.
Ve Ve0  For this reanon, it is more practical to relate

e V°the drag coefficient to a constructed shape or

whereinz a S area in all cases except for the Guide Surface
go• Type canopies. In the case of the Guide Bur-

face Type parachute canopies, CD is basedupon
the inflated or designed maximum diameter.•- eraPO

3&3 DRAG COEFFICIENTS.
Graphs showing the relationship between-/7 and
V7 and altitude are presented In Figures Parachute caaopy diameter versus total load,
4-3-1 and 4-3-2. i.e. suspended lcad plus weight of the parachute

syntem, for various rates cf descent and drag
3.2 GENERAL INFORMATION. coefficients is presented In Figure 4-3-3. This

graph is presented for sea level conditicns.
A majority of parachute e•noplos are designed For other altitudes these values should be
as geometric sihapes which W~iler from theu 8omericshaes hic d~er romthe modified by multiplying with -L Values for

inflated shape of the canopy; the exception ou V
being the Guide Surface 7ype canopies which 4 can he obtained from Figure 4-3-2.

Va,
WADC TR 55-265 4-3-1 [1
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1/107 ASJ F UNCTION _OPALTI.TUO4 ___,130_____

I DENSITY OF AIR AT ALTITUDE --- 140
f. -.DEN 5ITY OF AIR AT SEALIVE L

-REFERENCES: NACA-TECH NOTE 3162 (MAY 1954) _ _150
UP TO 6,hOOQFEET -

6 - ABOVE69.e,00PU1T NACA 160O
TECHI NOTE 1120H1ASBEEN USED.17

.300

.500

.600

ALTITUDE, FEET
A'gure 4-3-2. Pressure Ratios

40
0 as ,,- - -.

0--

F0~ 9 4-LVL-p j ORI---I',,
FO-E-EE 0pa1 o 4024 (L, 11110014

- ONMCOEF1CIENTC 0 TO

______II li iI l

20 3 0500810150 200 300 500 1000 2000 30CO 5000 10,000
I 23040500 0 00TOTAL WEIGH4T DRPE Lk~

Figure 4 -3 -3. Diameter Required as a Funmction of Total Weight Drof4~ed
* and of thet Rate of, Descent
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SETOCHAPTER IV

PRESSURE AND STRESSES ONA PARACHUITE C'ANOPlY

4.1 GENERAL. occur during the opening process, which is theI

period of rapidly changing ship. and load. AtThe importance of knowing stream dritlbuttio present, the onl~y workable solution to stress
iII parachute canopies and Its relation to canopy determination In a parachute canopy involves
strength live in tlhe necessity for mnailmizing correlation of the commonly measured vani-
weight. In light weight design, whoilo Wtrngt ables into empirical solutions.

Is fct.rstess0ialyiSisRn ndep~ssle 4.2 STRUCTURE ANALYSIS.
element, The strusnes An a parachute coAnopy are
caused by aerodynamic loads acting OA varMous 4.2.1 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS. As mentioned
structural components and being transferred heretofore, - the load-carryn clement of a
between thorn. tresses in a parachute canopy parachute canopy is a material-unable to take
are both dynamic and static. Dynamic stresses bending loads because it has no stiffness. Con-
exist for a comparatively short timo, namely, aequently, loha.n can be resisted only by Ien-

duigthe transition period between- the trire alone in th curved members. There- remain,
the canopy is released into the airstream and then, three basic groups of variables: stress,
the time a steady staite is reached. Although Phape and loading. Pretiently, parachute can-
the stresses are not constant during the steady opy design in based on selecting a known load-
state, their variation to ~mmul In comparison Ing condition and then inferring the shape from

with h~u ou~~ ~ ~ ~.II',~a the opening anid descent characteriatics desired. t.
period, and they can-be considered as static. Based on these assumptions, the otresses in-

valved may than be solved. Theoretically, the
4.1.! A2 the r~nopy- starts to liftlate, the air canopy mnay be considered to be a thin flexuible
flow into and around the canopy causes a rapidly shell acted on by normal and tangential forces.
charging pressure distribution, which- in turn To apply tho eziuillbrium equatlonn of a =.W!

7:causes fth canopy to change shape. Consett Pnnttin of this mhell, certain other assumptions
quently, Wtrss distribution and magnitude also need to be nuade, the use of which removes the
change rapidly with the shape Itia load. Because problem and its solution, from the practical to
of variatiluw In the ope.ning forces of the the classical. These asisumptions are;

4 ~~~canopy, the factors affecting stresses tend toa.m ufc isorebyottna
vairy, even for ."identical" conditions, curve about a straight axis.

b. The aerodynamic forces are rotation-4.1.2 Knowledge of three basic items is re-alyymercl
quired to -conduct a stress ana~lysis: the char.Te-aeil sietesbe
acteristics of the structural material, the shape c h aeili nxesbe
and fabrication of the structure, and the mag- 4.2.1.1 On equating the forces acting on a small
nitude and manner of application of the load. section of a sh~ell in equilibrium (Figure 4-4-1j,
In -a canopy, thu load-carrying members are the equations of the well-known diaphragm
primarily of fabric, which has no stilt nesA and, tension theory, or theory of a thin flexible

therefore, can take no bending loads. Loads shell are obtained.
are resisted by tension in the fabric members.Many types of fabric are utilized, each having 4.2.1.2 A special solution results in the well-
and construction vary with the type of para- ber of lines over the canopy, an equal numberT
chute canopy. The canopy, which may be of of radial crinkles results and a shape is pro-
solid or grid construction, is the drag-produc- duced in which the circumferential. str~ess is

3Ing element. The canopy load is transferred zero. This shape is just on the verge ofl-
into the suspension line system by way of the laps0e and is the flattest shape possible. Pres-'
main oeams and ribs. Stress analysis is ex- sure distribution on the Taylor shape is ap-
tremely complicated, since maximum stresses proximately constant. See Figure 4-4-2.

XWADC TR 55-285 4-4-1
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4.2.1.3 i!A the foregoing analytical solutions, .. . ., -
many assumpons were needed to make the ___._.

solution possible or simplify It to a point where .
it could readily be Adapted for use. However,
many c4 these assumptions about loadinrj shape,
and stresses were not very realistic. It Is irm-
portant to know how those Assumptions fare in a--ca" ,M"WIM VINT

' •actual operation. .

4.2.2 PRU8URN. A common assumption Is that oS
pressure is uniformly distributed over the aur-
face. Comparloon W the pressure dis*ribution
at three velocities cc unvented models In shown
in Figure 4-4-3. T1hecurve shape is generally ,X.
the same In the upper portion of the canapyt 0 Or 4 01 @s I0
but decreases In magnitude with an increase in fi
velocity. At the highest velocity (130 feet per Figre 4-4-2, Pressure masfrlbutm over
second), the pressure at the skirt increases Several Taylor.,-S/uocd M'elo of
rapidly. 8-1ech Diameter

4C2.2.1 When geometric porosity in added, the being appri. bed, ,!nce squidding velocity do-
pressure in the uppior portion deoerase amd creases with i .- ,v' od porosity.
becomes irregular, While the pressure drops
off on the lower portlt* of the canopy. With the 4.2.2.2 The squidding phenomtnnn is better
porosity 'ancreaebdaUo more the ave effects demonstrated by Figure 4-4-4p which repre-
are Inreased. The decrased pressure at the sents teats -on free fabric models. Oquiddlin k
skirt indicates that the squidding velocity is ooirs whan the pressure at the skirt act;

inward, causing a collapse of the skirt. When
the canopy Is operating woll below the squid-

.. fding velocity, the pressure is more or less
/ * constant over the canopy. As the equkiddirg

velocity is approahed by either increasing the
velocity or decreasing the sunpension line
length, the pressure at the skirt approaches
Zero,

\ / 4.2.3 DRAG. Even when pressure distribution
is known, it must st4mU be related to drag. Ifthe drag -in compcied only at the axial com-

ponent of the pressure force, the drag will be

T, D -l .fAm prc dre

which, when p equals constant, Is equal to p8p.
This is the form most generally used, because
the pressure differential p is readily deter-
mined if the drag is known. However, this ex-

Th pression does not take into consideration the
Seffect of skin friction and the eddies arotmd the

mouth. Tests on porous fabrics and ribbongrids.
pi. Phave shown fair agreement with calculated

values, especiRaly with the ribbon grids. The
drag coefficient of the fabric, however, is

Tr~d somewhat higher in the higher porosity ranges.

Figure 4-4-1. Forces Action on a Small 4.2.4 SHAPE. The nextgeneralassumptionused1egment of a Flexible Siell in Eqwilibirum is that the canopy surface Is a surface of
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MODEL VEL.(fpe) DIA,(.) (
SOLID 120 12
SOLID 130 12

---- POROUS (rigid) 120 12

SOLID 30,8,40 SNvent)

POROUS(rlld) 120 12
- .. SOLID 30,40,50 a

3,0 FABRIC 3A40,50 8

210

j.i

N. .,- .. b " ,*S'% ,, -; i-.. ,.

,."*' ""- ....... -t ".• "

LO

100. 0.0. .

'0

r/ MAX. DI A.

Figure 4-4-3. Pressure Distribution over Taylor-Shap~ed Models
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NOTES' 1. GORE BASE WIDTH 9 IN,,D 0 IN.

2.SeOISTANCE MEASUREO FROM LIP ALONG THE MERIDIAN
4o.DISTANCE BETWEEN LIP AND APEX

1,2 3.5 IN,

1.0 /f/ "--

I&, IN.
">4/

S. 33,5 IN. /V/ a. . 3011
.... . . . . . I NI 2 7 I , -- - -V a. . . . . 4 0 FP S

O,,! .... ~........ Ain 1, •0 IN, 1 2.5l, IN,., . "
0 -- O-- - 16o 10. IN, V .... . 45FPS/ ........ Vff6O •PS, 33,-1NI

/ g 9.iN.i --- V4OPPS

0. ....... • IOOFP6

MAXIMUM DIAMETER

0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.0 1.0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 I4SI 0/S 9 So

FlAre 4-4-4. Pressure Distribution over Sut'face of Free Fabric MDdel of Taylor Shape
as Affected by the Change of Velocity and Suspension Line Length

revolution. For this to be realized, the load ThJoret Ically, there is no transference of load
from the suspension lines must be transferred frcm I-,, canopy to the suspension lines at the
uniformly into the skirt. However, this requires attik.lnent points and the longitudinal stress
a unique suspension line system. Because of in the canopy is reduced to a minimum.
bulk and complexity, this assumption generally
is not considered a satisfactory solution. In all
of the other types, the load is transferred into 4theskit a uifomlysp~ec ponts whch ally made is that the matcrial Is-tnextensible.
the skirt at uniformly spaced w In many cases where the fabric is nearly flat,
causes an outward fullness between the main as in the case of the vent area in the Taylor

reauto in know shape bot ah surfac arai heTyoradial seamr. In the case of a surface f shape, the tensions have to be very high torevolution of known shape, both radii of cur- support a load, as Is seen by the equation
vature are known over the entire surface. When t e
there is a fullness In the gores, both radii are
ce-
changing over the entire sore. Theories con- Tr Thsidering fullness have been developed. One P = F- + I
theory is based on a constant radial stress r n
and zero circumferential stress. The surface
of the gore is generated by a circle Of constant 4.2.5.1 An extension of the fabric under load,
radius, and It is assumed that the' suspension considering the edges fixed (that is, a constant
Lnes taxe up tme r-ay~ici sihap. The circle lies projected area), would tend to increase the
in the plane containing the normals to the pair curvature, and this in turn wouldi decreasqe the
of lines at points equidistant from the apex. tension.
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4.2.5.2 Still another problem is determiLing some doformatIon, the loads must be divided
how the canopy fzbric resists the applied load. between the warp and fill yarns.
In assuming a flexible shell, the material is

. generally thought of an a homagenaous mate- 4.2.6 EIPIRICAL APPROACKg. In the -pre-
rial, such as metal. However, fabric is not vlouw description ct analytica solutions, varii-
homegeneous but In a grid of warp and fll oua aasunmptions were made to simplify the
yarns. If the load is applied along the dIre- stress problem. The eolutionshave bonkimited
tion of the yarns, either wuiwdlally or bhiWi9ly, to a stely state condition in which sonm. ofSthe grid pattern remains undeformed except for the assumptions are more or -Ins justfied.
.itJ elongations, but If a uniaxial load is ap- Still, the shapes and loading are not very well
plied at mai anle to either yarn direction, a known for the various typen of parmchute can-

i delnrmauon of pattern occurs. When the fabric apies for steady state descent. Weon los Is
is considered to be a homogenecus 'material, known bout them durinrg the traIltion period
the loaD arte bA'oken up Wto CUomponents actin betwon release Into the airstream and steady-
along the undeformed yards. But since there Is state descent, Attempts are being made at the

present time to solve thes probloms.

S"I "

ii V
Pr

1 I.54
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S 4.2.5.2 Still other problem is determining some deformation, the loads must be divided
how the canopy fabric resists the applied load. between the warp and fill yarns.
In assuming a flre ibie shell, the material is
generally thought of as a homogeneous mate- 4,2.0 EMPIRICAL APPROACHES. Jn the pre-
rial, such as metal. However, fabric i1 not vious description of analytical solutions, vari-
homogeneous but is a grid of warp and fill ous assumptions wore made to simplify the
yarns. If the load in applied along the direc- stress problem. The solutions have been limited
tion of the yarns, either uWaxially or biaxiklly, to a ateady state condition In which 1o0m. of

* the grid pattern remains undeformod except for the asaumptlora are miore or leon juntLfluc
the elongations, but If a unioxial load is ap- Still# the shape. and loading are not very well
plied at an angle to either yarn direction, a known for the varlows types of parachute anA-
deformation of pattern occur@, Whon the ferricle opipe for steady state descent. Even lens Wn
is considered to be a homogeneous matlrial, known about ther during the transition period
the loads are broken up Into components acting between releme into the alistream Mnd steady-
aion the undeformed yards. But since there Is state descent. Attempts are being msde at the

prebent time to solve these problems.

LL•! I .i
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"CHAPTER IV

4 SECTION 5

PARACHUTE CANOPY REEFING SYSTEMS

5.1 GENERAL. Figure 0-2-1, was developed for Air Material
h Command by Ordnance. Devices with time de-

Canopy reefing is a term used to describe a lays In increments of 2, 4, 6, a, and 10 secods.
method by which the projected diameter of a are available. System I in recommended for
parachute canopy is reduced temporarily, re- purposes where the disreeftno tiryie in fixed,
sulting in a reasction (A the drag area of the an is not lonor thhn 10 ee..Canopy,.i

,33.2 SYSTEM li. Forlonger or variable periods,5,2 APPL.CATIONS. reefing System 11, Illustrated in Figure 4-5-2,

R' nin advisable. Any timing device that can actuateReefing may be applied to the following opera- it cutting piston may be used to part the eemt :;t
•'i Uons: line and disreef the canopy. This method in ,

particularly afnitable to designaten which On- *'

a. Limitation co canopy opening force to a reefing muot be a function of several variables,
predetermined value through opening at and requires a 'large and complicated actuating
predetermined intervals, called dioreef- device. Figurer 4-5-3, 4-5-4, And 4-5-6 show
lug, or through controlled continuous detailu of roofing line and reofing cutter in-
diarooeing. stallation on an aerial delivery parachute

b. Attainment of a temporary high rate of canopy.
descent by strong roofing to achieve
accurate drops from high altitudes. 5.4 FORCES.

c. Achievement of a tomporary low-drag
area with largo landing brake para- 5.4.1 The roofing IhnL must be designed to
chutes for planes and gliders. Roefing withstand variable forces, dependent upon the
also allows such parachutes to be used percent of drag area of the parachute canopy
as dive and gliding angle brake para- in the reefed condition compared with the drag
chutes, After leveling off, the parachute arp% in th, fully Inflated condition,
canopy is diereefed and becomes a pow-
erful landing brake. 5.4.2 Figure 4-5-6 shows the skirt opening

d. Use of parachutes as dive brakes, which force perpendicular to the axis of the parachute
can be retracted and extended in flight canopy, the force in the reefing line, and the
by means of reefing metho4s. force in the control line. All forces are plotted

e. Increasing the stability of a parachute in percent of the total drag developed by the
canopy, either temporarily for a par- reefed canopy.

r ticular application, or to adapt an avail-
able parachute to an application that re- 5.4.3 The reefing ratio is defined as the ratio
quires increased stability, of drag area of the reefed parachute canopy to

the drag area of the fully inflated crnopy. For
5.3 REEFING METHODS. example, a canopy reefed to 40 percent of its

original drag area will develop in the reefing
6.3.1 SYSTEM I. Figure 4-5-1 shows skirt line a force of 2 percent of the total drag de-
reefing System 1. A line, called the reefing veloped by the reefed parachute canopy. (See
line, passes around the skirt of the canopy Figure 4-5-6.) The forces in the contr•rl lines
through reefing rings located on the skirt at were measured on a 10-foot diameter FIRT
each suspension line. The reefing line is fas- ribbon parachute towed behind an aircraft at
tened at both ends and is cut with a disreefing 105 knots. The forces in the reefing line and
device after a certain delay .;p...od. AL least the skirt opening forces were calculated from
two disreefing devices are recommczded for the forces measurodoin the control line. The ]
reliability. Disreefing device M-2, shown in small amount of friction in the reefing rings

WACTR 55-265 4-C- 1
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I FING LINE ," "t .

A' \ LI;

REEFING RINGS DISREEFERS
ON EVERY j /
cwJSPENSION LINE I/

i ! 1
,' " \ '

_ 4
CROSS SECTION OF REEFING

Fvigure 4-5-J, Ceanopy ,•virt iReefIW R IN I
p 1 iIi REEING RIGSIAG

ri • FASTENING POINTS /

S, ,' REEFING LINE
I '

I

REEFING INGS ' .
ON EVERY CONRO LINE
SUSPENSION LINE -, CNRL iE t,

t •,D. FLAT DIAMETER-

DISREEFER -- , 0:p INFLATED DIAMETER

Don SKIRT DIAMETER

Figure 4-5-2. Canopy Skirt Reefing B with Control Line

has been neglected. Since reefing and control exceed the opening shock or the desired
lines are exposed to high abrasion, a safety permissible drag area, must be calculated. The
iactor of 2.5 for reefing and control lines is permissible diameter and drag area of a reefed
recommended. canopy can be determined ai the diameter of a

reefting line, as in the following example:

5.5 CALCULATIONS. CD 0  drag coefficient based on

otiCD d flat canopy area
5.5.1 If the opening ock of the requisite CDp drag coefficient based on inflated
parachute canopy is too high, or if a smaller canopy area
drag area is needed temporarily, the diameter D= flat diameter of the
of a smaller canopy, whose drag area will not unreefed parachute

WADC TR 55-265 4-6-2
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ratio cd reefing line diameter Dj,/Djl 1~o

various drag area ratios (CDS)lp/ICDS)p

-5,5.1,1 It a pachute with a C%. 1.05, of
D .,,20 ft., with Z a20 Gores, #9 a drag

a area (CDB)pn 148 sq. ft., has a porminsuble 'I

A - Reofins Lime
B-ROe/InuRings

C - Suspension Line

The Photograph Above Shows Point A on
• rure 4.-82 for ReeliSw System 1. -Two
Rings Are U6•4 al T!s P&I,;.' CGIy; All Re-
maining Sspen•acn Lines Carry- Single
Rings Attacked to the Skirt by Heavy Hand-
Stitching or elstiforvcin Webbing. I
ftqur 4-8-3. Attachment of Reevl•bnging. 1s

Dpq ainflated (projected) diameter of J1
the unreeled parachute (0.66 DO)

MG ( -l: drag area of the unreefed para-[-" chute (based on CDp)

Di i (theoretical) diam- I

otewuftherreefed parachute

.2

D inflated diameter of the reefed
parachute

=diameter of reefing line of the
reefed parachute

SDRO •diameter of the reefing line of
the fucly inflated parachute canopy 9

II (CDS)p1  drag area of the reefed parachute ill
A - Combined Reefing and Control Line

Z = number of gores or suspension B - Replaceable Cut-Line
lines C -- 60-Second Timer with Cutting Pistonc :ratio of reefing line diameter to ,

flat (constructed) cAnopy diam- Figure 4-5-4. Reefable Aerial Delivery
eter : Dp 6 D_ Parachute Canopy With Reefing Cutter

WADC TR 55-26D 4-5-3
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DI . 6.7 ft.
DPI a.3.06 DI

The data In FIgurea 4-5-'?, 4-0-8, and 4-5-0
have boon tested and apply for all types of flat
jp4rachutos.

5.6 REEFING RINGS.

5.0. 1 The use of flat cross section roofing
rings, as shown in Figure 4-5-10, Is very im-

vent anyhinging action In the ring, with

A -Static Line to Aftrcra~to for Opeune~
parackude Pack and Armft Ree/ftO
culter

B - Reef*,g Cutler OPENING FORCE (I) FORCE IN THE
Reefl'on(ie Amn ie ROVING LINE (11) AND IN THE

D - ealte Gtte Armng ineCONTROL LINE (111) IN PERCENT OF
8 - Slafti Line to Apeox of Parachute Campy THE DRAG OF THE REEFED PARACHUTE
F - Stafic Lime for Opo'*ua' Parachute Pack 3s

ftur 4-8. PckedReefbleAerialSKR

drng area reefed (C *~ 16 sq, ft., the dm9 V- ......jic
ame ratio then equals

(C)9  1 0.108 RATIO OF PARACHM TEE (c9--P

(CDS)pq 148 AEFN(ev 5

Therefore, for 20 Gores, C 0.61. (Gse Figure Figure 4-5-6. Skirt Reefing; Reefing Linm,

4-5-S.) Control Line, and Skirt Openiffg Force a

5.5.1.2 F'or a dMgm d at" Y0Of 0. 108, a .0. 194. 1
(s.Figure 4-5-9.)

.8RCH

5.5.1.3 With this data, the diameter of the 0
reefing-line circle may be determined: .0

DR. 20x 0.61 x 0.194 2 .38 ft.

5.5.2 The theoretical and inflated diameter of MVMN FCNRLUEI O
the reefed parachute cnn also be calculated..MiEETO ONRLUEI oFLAT DIAMETER

2 tf_16 Figure 4-5-7. Relative Drag Versus Relative
D, a Control Line Setting

WADC TR195-2654-4
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consequent binding ol tho reefino line between 54 - - .. _

the rin and h skirt of the paachute. Use d1i
rowid cross section reofing rings should be
avoided, as failures may occutr. 1

5.7 0KNERAL DATA. 04IPRA0"UP-
01NFLATED OINAM Vp a. ,tF MPFAY

To ptevent twisting, reefed parchuto canopies ,- A MINSn . L

should always be ulightly loflatod, since ata-
biy -will be incr ed mrkodly. The diam- 14 A

ettr of the roefhe ling l hoW dthus ber nolet i 16511n I
than 10 percent of the flat diameter for amallr
pachU*te canopiee, nor less than $percent of )FIgro 4.5-8. R•aiO e Versus
the flat diameter for larger parachute ca0opie. mumIber R Gores

ZI"

(C 0 8ý DRAG AREA OF RUVIFIP PARACHUTE.

S"!'O • *DRAG AREA Of FULLY INFLATED
"PARACHUTE. -

DRos DIA, OF REEFING LINE OF FULLY -

INFLATED PARACHUTE. - -

OR DIA, OF REEPFING LINE OF ACEEP.D
SPARACHUTE.

f'° - -- - - - -
, ,. .4- - .- - - -

0100

. .4 .- -. .
S.02 .04 .08 -12 .16 .20

REEFING LINF DIAMETER RATIO ,r i
DR

Figure 4-5-9. Drag Area Ratio Versus
Beefing Line Diameter Ratio
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CHAPTER VH

PARACHUTE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CHARACTERISTICS f

The state of the art of parachute design hia been advanced in revent years to the status in which
sufficient recorded experience exists to enable the parachute dealigner to take an analytical approach
to new design problems. IHowevor, the parachute porformance parameters are extremely complex

7 W detail and subject to conditions of application which, in the end, may be so random that the de-
termination of the success with which the design is carried out usually becomes a matter for
statistical evaluation over a considerable period at time, In other words, oven I1 a parachute de•o•ug
han been completed and the parachute manufactured, tests should be conducted to verify its per-

i formwie ad design characteristics.

13 A number of design criteria are avnilablo which plrmit the designer to determine st the outset, it
not a completely now parachute design, then, what mrdiflcallons of an eostablihed design can be
made to effect his purpose, within the limits of attainable performance. The knowledge of these
design criteria in largely due ta the more exacting requirements for parachutes applicable to a :

variety of deceleration, stabiliation, and recovery lnstilltilons on high performance aircraft,
supersonic mwiilem, and research rocket.. .

The purposo of this chapter in to present the most important design cwrteria for rie de•ign of
paraeh|te,% together with a variety of design details and details applicoblo to the fabrication of
parachutes.

I;
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CHAPTER V

SECTION I

k PARACHUTE SELECTION CONSIDERATIONS

1.1 GENERAL. or to afforid required cushioning; reof -

Parachute canop soloction for any particular or' drag variation; canlopy clustering or
Pspplicittion willb a compromise in nome re- staging; x'e.uirementu for special do-
mpects. High drag and high stability will not vi:n suha uoatctmr n

genealthe esin ofanyparahut min bethe parachute canopy behavior during
biwed on the particular application. Since there deployment or descent.-
is a large zrane ol applications adcnp
types, there is a decided advantage to being 122 LCfO FCA P.Phahtdo
able to narrow consideration. for any one appli- can enalybeftyselectiv. aAcation to two or three canopy typost. In miost qugers a, gnrly.bntb
caues, the performance characteristics required cnytp hthspoe e rac hrc
will immediately exclude certain types of curio- tells.ewndtertclproheae1.1 ies rom onsieraton, esirable, but the cost, development time andplosfro cosidraton.facility requiremnertu for testing are generally

1.2 -CONSIDERATrIONS PoR THE SELECTION poiiie
OF A CANOPY TYPE. As stated previously, a major coaulderation in

1,2. CO~l~RATINS.Thefollwin c'wi- selecting a particular canopy type will probably
deaio. mut2 1ie COSDR TIONS any follawings c be the purpose f or which it is intended. It is
tion. The considerations are not neceusarily therefore convenient, in order to aid in the
in- the order' of importance, since I 'the order selection of a parachute canopy, to clasnify

* wll h~xgo iththeparicuar pplcaton, parachute use.-% od appi1cations according to
Also, It Is not possible for any one parachute bscfntos nt~ auain w rmr

to e iealfor every consideration. Theref ore, of the banir functions appear in Most aPPlica-
tQ beidealtions; huwaver, emphasis Is, placed here on

good parachute or-sign requires the boatpossible iay w. TAIhgvcntesleio
compromise Im final product.ddei.

a. Chax :cteristics of the parachute canopy
itself, such as rate of descent; drag 1.2.2.1 Parachute Applications (Functions).
coefficient and change in drag coeffi-
cient with rate of descent; rapidity of 1.2.2.1.1 Steady or Controlled Descent.
canopy opening; squidding and critical
opening speed; W-_ ning shock; et~1ility, a. Personnel. I

Uand stability change at various rates b. Aerial Delivery.
of dosr.Ant; nnd maximum deployment c. Drone, missile or component re-

b.speed. covery, or both.
b.Limitation of space, shape, and weight, d. Aircraft dive and landing approach

as determined by the particular appli- -control.
cation. e. Mines, flares, and others.

c. Method of deployment.
d. Reliabii-ty requirement. 1.2.2.1.2 Deceleration.

[3f. Upkeep cost- a. Aircraft In-flight and landing roll
g.Sse alto osbltewhich cotrl

are: ground shock absorption devices b. Drone, missilie and/or component
to permit anincrease inrate of descent, recovery.

~~ WADC TR 55-2855-1



c. Aircraft emergency escapedevices, a. Gross load range. i1
A d. Auxiliary wheels. b. Deployment speed range.

.. 21c. Altitude range.!! 1.2-2.1.3 Stabillization. i

Sa. Miasiles, bombs, torpedoes. Is required to determine the strength charac-a. Aircitesrbombs torpedes. teristics of the parachute. The margin ofI b. Aircraft emergeoncy ecalie devi, es. safety of the parachute may be loosely defined,

2.1.4 tlon. in relation to these conditions, as the percent-
S•age by which the maxima and mirnima may be

a. Aor1W Delivery load extended beyond those specified without failure
b. Arcridt component separation, fuel resulting.

tanks,
c. Paruchute pack (by pilot chute). In addition to the conditions stated above, the

following operationa characterist!cs munt be1.a.3.2 aecondary. Functiona Requirements. The known to determine canopy type and size:
type of application an*, to a lessor extent,
the parachute canopy type selected, together may a. Rate descent.
determine the interrelation between various a. Rotate of limets,S~~~~other techniques, Com~ponlents• uitd auxiliary b giltoilmt.•

S P:• equipment, such as method vs relencu ejeton�, c. Allowable gravitational force limits-
method ou packing, typeo ddeployment, contrue -tion od -load.
ties of deployment bag (it required)u, iypo aml d. Allowable weight of parachute, .
size of pilot chute, and length and construction e. Allowable volume of parachute.
of riser and harness. These requirements, I
however, have little, if any, influence upW 1.2,1.4 Applicable Canopy Types. Canopy type
canopy design. The major considerations which selection may now he made on tWe basis of
will govern the choice of a method or comntrue- the primary functional requiremente and the
tlion of a c€oipunent are almolute reliability desired operational conditions•outlined above.
and serviceability, with the widest practical (Tanopy types and their limitations are lisited
margin at safety. in Chper II. Considerations such as previous

operatioasil experie -nce, drag efficiency, rel- j
1.1.2.3 Operational Condittions for the Para- ability, and openinS shock factor, may, however,
chute. For each parachute application, perform- further limit the choice. U the desiunconditions
ance requirements are generally given, which are not within the range of test experience and
must be defined quantitatively in terma of the available performance data for the canopy
maxima and minima. Generally, the knowledge type selected, further canopy development will
of: be required.

"WADC TR 55-265 5-1-2
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CHAPTER V

SECTION 2

PARAC4UTE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 DRAG OF PARACHUTE CANOPIES, Type Parachute Canopy Drag Coefficient

Tho drag of a bluff Shap•p such as that of an
i nflated parachute canopy, Is generally a. Flat Circular C a 0.75i 

ifDo

D , q S b, Extended Skirt CDC,, , 0M70

c, Guide Surface CD = 0.95
wherein CD 0 drag area (tbl~to)

d. Guide Surface CID 0,80
q a 0.5 1' v2 dynamic pressure. (Ribless)

Thus, the drug depends upon the size, repre- e. Guide Surf roe Cro 0.72
seated by a suitable area8, the dynamic pressure (Personnel)

and- t canopy shape, which essentially f. Rotuloll CD0 u 0.18
loterminou the value of the coefficient CD. B. Shaped CDn " 0.80

- (conical)

Two aroun are •getnrally ,epzrinontAtive for the
sise of- a parachute canopy, the area of the canopy h. FIST Rtbbon cDo . 0.60
projected in axial direction, 8p, and the developed
area ,i the material forming the cano"y, 80. 1. Ring slot CDo A, 0.58
The drag cc':.),tent C'U, based on the projected
canopy area, mr used for Ribbed and Ribless
Guide Surface canopies only, while the coeffi- 2.2 DRAG EFFICIENCY.
cient cDo, based on tho total area, is used for

Ut canopies, •rag efficiency of parachute canopy may be
all other types odefined by two expressions, depending upon

whether weight or bulk Is the critical design
"The value of the drag coefficient depends primar- consideration.
ily upon the shape of the inflated parachute
canopy and the porosity of the material Lused. Weight -drag: 77W " CDS
The shape is a complex function of the canopy WP
design, depending on parameters such as the
type of construction, suspension line length,size and weight of the canopy, and the speed of Ft-da:iVacD8

operation. The porosity not only affects the drag -- _-

directly, it also has an important influence
upon the dynamic behavior (flow pattern) of the Wherein Wp - total wsight of parachute canopy
canopy. Oscillating or gliding, or both, paracfute = totalvolumeofparachutecanopy.
canopies have considerably htgher drag coeffi- Vp
cients than the more stable types.f In order to establish a basis of comparison
Experimental values of the drag coefficients for different canopy types, it is advisable to•, are lis~ted in Chapter HI. For preliminary cal- assume the same structural wa_,rgin of safetyculations, the following values for drag co- relative to the opening shock under identical

efficients may be used: deployment conditions. It can then be seen

WADC TR 55-265 5-2-1
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that a parachute canopy with a good drag co- 2.4 PARACHUTE CANOPY LOADING.
efficient and a high opening shock character-
Istic may have a poor drug efficiency because Parachute canopy loading may be defined as
of the greater strength of materials required, the ratio of maximum force (Fo) to the drag
This method may facilitate the tselection of a area of the canopy (cDS). This ratio is generally
canopy type by determining which of several applied for parachute catnopy design coisidera-
different canopies designed for the same jpur- tion. Tie canopy loading under terminalvelocity
pose provide the required drag performimce conditions may be defined as the ratio of total
for the least welight and bulk of material, weight (F a W) to the drag area of the canopy

(cDS). Under terminal velocity conditions, a
Tho fact that otherwise equivalent par•ach, ute crancnp odnfwl•ly iccraz

canopies differ greatly in drag efficiency may rate of descent, independent of cano nizc
be attributed largely to the differences in or weight Involvd. Thin relationship can be

sTin by consiadring this formula for rate ofcanopy tSmomotry. This difference In canopy descentgeometry, which chang~es tho total cloth area
without proportionally ifnecting the drog, na•

efficieni, may be made for the purpose of effect- _W'ing Improvements in canopy pworformanice, ouch Vena- C- oy loadinsý
as; to increan e stability, redupe openiniW ahouk, C4 (•,',;1
reducec- rocal -fabric stresses, or gain better

The above formula In graphically prevented in
Figure 5-2. Typical parachute canopy loadings

2.3 RATE OF DESCENT. vernue. rate of descent are plotted in thiq figure
for all pprachute applications. For aircraft

When using parachutes In vertical descents, the approach and landing dectileration parachute
terminal vertical velocity follows from applications, these figures are of theioretical

value only; however, this graph gives anindica-
tion with respect to the calculation of parachute

V, s. 932,' canopy opening forces in that par~kchutc applica-i (c D)ttW tions having a terminal velocity of over 100
ft./seco may be considered as infinite mass

Wherein W, • weight of suspended load wW cases. Personnel, aerial delivery, and final stage
parachute. missile recovery parachute canopies have finalrates of descent from 16 to 50 ft./use. awd a

It is to be noted that generally the velocity canopy loading (-) from 0.3 to 3.0 lb./ft.2

Ve ic taken to be the vertical component of Parachute canopiep with canopy loadings between
the parachute motion against the earth. 3.0 and 25 lb./ft., are used in Ordnance applil-

cations for stabilization or deceleration pur-

For convenience, Figure 5-2-1 hasbeenplotted, poses. For all other applications, parachute
indicating the canopy diameter D required as canopy loadings are higher. These applicatAons
a function of the total weight W, for varioun may be treated as infinite mass cases.
rates of descent vt, and for a drag coefficient Whie differences in canopy loading under
cD a 1. Note that % and CD have to be defined
to be consistent with each other, referring to W
one and the same area (S or SO). For drag tD S)
coefficient different from 1, the required dia- considered in canopy design because they ea-
meter is proportional to 1I/E, as indicated
in the left hand side of the hrt, blish limits on canopy porosity, construction,

and stability, design strebgth of parachute cano-
pies is largely governed by the instantamneous

In case of parachute operation at altitudes higher FO
than sea level, the reduced value of the air canopy loading (0_•). r
density p is very important. The ratios of
p/p, and V have been plotted in Figure parachute canopies, the required strength of
5-2-2. The terminal velocity of a parachute ribbons for a given gore base width and in-
suspended load (as found, for example, In Figure stantaneous canopy loading is fairly well known.
5-2-1) is proportional to the root term. (See Figure 5-3-3.) For solid cloth parachute

WADC TR 55-265 5-2-2
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canopies, these dependencies are being easta- The major effect of porosity during parachute
blished, canopy operation in upon canopy opening. Suc-

coss or failure of canopy openings is generally
2.5 SCALE EFFECT. determined by the volume of air released

through the canopy due to porosity apd the limited
The absolute size of the parachute canopy is inflow of air due to the ohokitg effect of the
defined by the required drag area, when the canopy skirt. Therefore, in order to obtain
drag coefficient is know.. The required area may positive canopy inflation in the case of solid
be divided among two or more canopieo to fNbric canopies, a balance has to be maintained
form a cluster, This is generally advisable between air flow into the canopv and air loss

It the resultant canopy diameter is larger than due to fabric porosity and the vent opening(s).
is considered desirable or practical from the
.tandpoint of serviceability. Parachute canopies OGeomrtric openinge, in addition to the vent, I
in a cluster are unually of equal stai, are built into some typeas of canopies. These

canopy types derive their performance charac-
When parachute canopies are used in clusters, teristics from careful selection and spacing of
a small loses of efficiency in the function of openings. For these types of canopies, porosity
the canopies will be encountered. This decrease is defined as geometric porosity
in efficiency is believed to result from the de-
crease in projected area of the individual 1\9 100 ks
canopies due to their canted attitude during; so
descent, and also from a decrease in their

I Sgliding and oscillating tendencies. wherein 8I1 ,, total area of openings in canopy

fU the scale for a particular parachute canopy 0 area o canopy.
is increased, the following changes in canopy The effect of geometric poroity in felt, in
S performance wil generally roeult: proportion to its contribution to total porosity,

a. The drag coefficient decreases only when it is distributed uniformly through
b. Filling time of the canopy increases many small openings, as in the ribbon type
c. Canopy stability improves canopies.
d. The critical opening velocity decreases.

1.6 POROSITY. 2.V STABILITY.

The porosity of a parachute canopy arises from As stated before, good stability in a parachute
the openings In the canopy through which air Asstdbeogodtaiiynaprche
cantflow.hThese o tecningy are generchaly canopy is obtained at the price of reduced dragcan flow. These openings are generally of,

two types:
a. The air permeability of the canopy fabric
b. Openings deliberately constructed in the 041

canopy. a

No

Since the fabric is elastic, the pores and other ____

openings through the fabric generally tend to
increase in area with increasing air pressure.
It is therefore important to know the porosity
characteristics of parachute canopy material
over the full range of dynamic pressures to -, --.-. " !
which it may be subjected during application. -"..
This range extends from approzimately 0.5
lb./ft. 2 to 6000 lb./ft. 2 and corresponds to
velocities starting at 20 ft./sec. and approach- 25

ing Mach 3. Fabric p'3rosity is commonly
expressed as the volume of air flowing through

"a unit area in a unit time at a specified con-
stant pressure differential (ft.3 /min./ft. 2 ). Fa- .o 0 W L0 0 M A

bric porosity versus differential pressure for
three types of parachute material is shown in Figure 5-2-4. Fabric. Porosity versus

SFigure 5-2-4. Differential Pressure
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efficiency. Therefore, during the design phase, Generally, the shape of the canopy mouth during I
It is important to carefully assess the require- inflation is infuenced by various geometrical
ments of each particular application In terms factors, such as the shape of the Sore pattern
of the ratio of stability gains versus efficiency and the length of suspension lines. Since a cr-
losses. This may then lead to a revision of train a~mount of skirt slarkneis exists between
the possibly over-stringent Atability range i*- suspension linea prior to canopy inflation, it
quirenients. Is difficult to either control canopy mouth

shape or predict the afloat of such inflation
A near approach to abaolute dynamic stability protn decsa oiethnd.oct
Is, In most cameo, necessavy only for such bands are, however, effective in getting canopy

Ls bobinuflatin lation started by limiting the -invard fold of
par~lut appioaionsoscllatons the slack skirt material. It canopy izulatlon has

For vortnair pplW~tinnn, undamped Iniltostvweeeteor erra~ti gliding during descent may not be started, it will continue to a in*' hr eteobjectionable. For the great majority of first equilibrium It' realized between the volume a..
stag misil reovey aplfatluaa unampd sr flowing into the canopy through its mouth

oscillations of up to 49 can be tolerated. For adthtfoiguthr~hth 1rc rs
othe paachue arang ofor other openings, or where equilibrium Js

reached between Internal pressure and fitrue-
2 Ii ~While the objective for serial delivery.ytes tural tension.

final stage misoile recovery, and personnel
appieitiw~sis o rduc th inidece f Sveral methods of improving opening charac-

damage and injury caused by swinging impact teristles of parachute canopies h Iave -been triad
with the ground, stability ranges of between h at it ayn ere fsces

50 and * 90 are adequate, in a majority of coeR Amon those mothods are; adding pocket Q1nd
for thsatpiaios the canopy skirt -between adjacent skirt sea-

tions across suspension lines; lengthening sun-
Generally, gtability of parachute canopies do- peision lines; substituting canopy crown mnate-
terlorates with decreasing velocity. This te.ad- rial with low poro~iity fabric; or, adding external
ency may bo caused by a reduction of restoring air pockets to the skirt. In the case of the
moment of the suspended load, together with guide surface type parrachute canopies, and other

of an hicreased tendancy of the canopy to glide, shaped gore canopies, opening characteristics
are to a certain extent, P function of gore shape.

2.8 RI~CALOPEING ELOITYANDPrimarily, however, openting characteristics are
OPENING SHOCK. dependant upon porosity. Solid cloth canopydesigns with inverted conical, or inward curving,

skirts are more sensitive to porosity than the
WFor reasons of. safety, the critical opening riobon type designs. A small increase inporos-

velocity of parahute canopies having canopy ity, due either to opening chock damage or to
loadings under Lerminal velocity condition of variations In textile weave, can reduce the criti-
over 100 lb./ftAi must be somewhat greater cal opening velocity below a asaf level, For

thnthe anticipated deployment velocity. Others this reason, very little geometric porosity can
Umay have critical opening velocities below be utilized or tolerated in such canopies an

maiu anticipated deployment velocity, but the guide surface and extended skirt parachute
sufficiently higher than terminAl velocity for canopy types. On the other hand, geometrically

thtcritical opening velocity be approximately quired for statbility is close to the critical limit,j

eqa oor aoeanticipated deployment aesensitive to variations in fabrie porosity.
velocity.

te When considering parachute canopy opening
Withresectto citial penig vloctyshock, canopy filling time Is a major factor.

governing design parameters for a parachute Tef11~ " faprcuecnp a

of the caiuopy, or by mhaping the gores to
W.. lvotal puoit anp cr.e inward! t,!% retard the openjing rate of the I
b. Distribution of canopy porosity canopy mouth. Another method used to increase
c. Shape of the canopy mouth. canopy filling time is skirt reefing.
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2.9 CANOPY GEOMETRY.

When considering the effect of canopy geometry
upon canopy performance, attention should be
paid to the fact that canoples of large diameterI
similar to can oplem of small diameter, even
thuhteymyb of the namie basic design.
This may be explained by means of two factors
associated with the acale effect, namely, theI
ni~mber of gores varies, and the weight, and
flexibility of the materials vary. Thls consider-
ation, goves to point out again that @ven if
the geometry of a parachute canp has been
I oLind suitable by conatructing and testing small-
er scale modelp, full lsie parachute canopies
should also be drop tested.

The inflated profile of a typical circular para-I
chuto canopy is shown in Figure 5-2-5. This
profiloe is that of the radial seam, or nib,
and no attempt has been made to indicate the
profile of the panel bulges between riba. Be-
cause of the panel bulges, the profile shown
represents the limiting shape withi an infinite
number of -gores. However, it canopy designed
as a surface of revolution usually does. not,
because of the gore shape, Pull in appreciably fue523 nltdPoieo
at the Pkirt and so show the loant variationTyiaCrclrP ahueanpina profille with number of gores. ~PrcueCwp

The skir't lip will be tangent to the suspension Ihs prahn eofrvr ag aa
line, i ItIs ssued hatno endng treses chute canopies. Mtperlence indicates that thin

skirt assumes a negativo anglo of incidence. 8 t

neatv anleo incrid.T es e effects e appe rt naryioaInakddereigtepro eo
megres imotn t the pe lomngte of the cI sidbbed a flow s uiearto edgfae which carachtes

suirtaandto the surfigace tPeitaeasrn canopies. Hereera, the saerfeconthtoutanced thgerloughsth

redce, anoy ilingtie s icrasd, mpn- tnde toi)n r eltierto intenato ~a lugsdy egreOxth-

Igs hokiraduebhlaeagengeo performance characteristics mae.tent criiri untid y penti tof
osilatiniDCcesd TR 55-26ng chrce-2cnp.I hsecnpete8eaainln

istia ar Impoved an therati of p t
betwen rownandconial urfae cn becon

Ds s icrase. hes efecs pper nvayig sderd flw epaaton dg, wic crat



closely related considerations, namely, weight factor Is commonly specified in relation to the
ano bulk. These cons-Alerationa relate primarily particular application, either to limit the maxi-
to the selection of existing parachute canopy mum deceleration imposed upon the suspended
types of the weight class rejuired. What Is load, or to limit the structural weight required
more important, however, is to insure that in all components of the system. At present,
all detail requirements are so integrated that dependency is placed upon tensile tests to de-
a parachute structure od maximum efficiency atruction of structural samples, combined with
can be produced, drop tests of the complete assembly, to demon-

strate that a margln of safety exists for the given
The overall strength requirements for a par-. design conditions, Innotar an the suspended load
chute canopy and uther components are readily alone is affected, an additional margin of safety is
established by applying a deoign factor to the provided by the ability of the parachute to sustain
allowable mucimum opening shock. This design oxtensive dampge wd still function properly.
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CHAPTER V

SECTION 3

PARACHUTE DESIGN DETAILS

3.1 GENERAL. In relation to its radial dimensions determines
whether the assembled envelop. will tend to

The physical differences between the various restrict the diameter or allow the surface to
parachute types are primarily those of construe" assume a free inflated shape.
tion and detail geometry. For all parachute@,
materials and fabrieation methods are more In regular polygon surfaccs, the Included angle
or loes uniform. A tew parachute typefs falac of We~ gcre in conjunction with thp number of

mechanisms, which affect the performance char- surface will -be flat, conical, or merely have
acteristica, method of control, and installation additional transverse fullness in the gores when
requirements. Inflated. The tendency of an Inflated Ol1astlc

envelope to assume a curvature of uniform
included gore -angle (projectod) will always be

A parachute canopy, by definition, consists of equal to 350/n degrees.. Of course variations
the drag producing surface (cloth area) and the from this basic pattern of radial elements can
suspension lines. The more common typos of cause thie drag producing. surface to assume
drag producing surface are divided into identical any shape demired. The flat circular type of4
gores, which are, in turn, dived Into sections. drag producing surface which Is made in Ohe
The shape of the gores determines both the form of a regular polygon huilt uip from n
constructed and the Inflated shape of the drag triangular gores, is a special case In that nao
producing snifAce. The gores may be constructed preshsplmd atructural limitations are olkeed on
of solid fabric, or of soms geometric pattern the free developmeont cd the surface. Assuming
of fabric strips or ribbon. The gore. are joined that the suspension line length in groat enough
by a radial searn running from the vwi~t to the to have only a negligible effect un thle irflated
skirt Because the 'suspension lines are, in profile, the skirt will tend to pull Inward to
a majority of cases, attached to thIa okirt at an equilibrium position where each gorm holly f
the radial seams, additional strength along theme his a semi-circular cross section. This canopy
seams is required. This strength is generally profile is shown in ~Figure 5-3-1. Hf the number
obtained by seam reinforcement with webbing of gore. in a flat circular drag producing our-
or tape, or by extending the suspension lines face in large, the ratio of thesprojected dia~meter
along the radial seams. In some cases, It (measured between opposite panel bellies) to
In necessary to add reinforcements to critically the flat diameter (measured between opposite
stressed portions of the drag producing surface. corners) is approximately 0.'7. The ratIoDp./Des
The most common form of reinforcement which 0.7 represents a good average value for pre-
In found on nearly all canopy types, consists of liminary design purposes.fJ bands along the skirt and the vent. Additional i,circumferential reinforcement bands are some- The free inflated shape of the drag producing
times needed at intermediate locations on the surface is not readily predicted from the-shapeJf drag producing surface. of the gore, except for those pattern types

3.2. DRG PODUCNG URFCE, he on- that def ine dbrf aces known to f all entirely within
2.2. DRG PODUCM SURFCE, he on- the envelope of aeroelastic equilibrium. There-F structed shape of the drag producing surface fore, in designing a new parachute canopy for

varies widely between types. This difference a desired inflated shape, it is usually necessary
is mainy effected in the layout of the gore to estimate the gore pattern on the basis of

however, al"r differ as a result of their sym- and testing the first experimental model. The

metrical gore construction. For rotationally other approach, which is the more commnnnone,

symmtrial urfaesthewidt ofthegor is o bse he gre attrn o soe esil



defined or aerodynamically desirable geornetrie One mmthod lor determining the approximate
shape, such as the sphera or cone, and evalu- forces acting in the plane of the fabric in tjhe
ate the performance of whatever inflated shape drag producing surface is eing used. This
might result from it. This method, however, method assumes that the pressure differektial
also may not produce a desired shape or certain between the internal and external iabric surface
performance ca-racteriatics during the first at- at zero degree pitch anglo is approximately
tempt, and may require additional modifications. the same over the entire surface, and that

radial forces are so small that they may be
neglected. If one assumes a small strip of

3.2.1.1 Strength Rlquirements. At the present fabric takea from the drag producing surface
time, no widely applicable system exists for and curved only in a plane illuatrated in Figure
a determination of the strength required to 5-3-2, then
prevent failures In the drag producinl aurface. P P -b .b

and lP/2
andTh si d

Since da is a very small angle, sin •can be

substituted by t.q The force traveling in the

fabric up to the main seams can thon be ex- .-

praised a s

1/2 p -rb -da

bor orTh P rb

The farce Th is constant in the reage between
two main seams, since the pressure on this
strip of fabric acts only vertically to its sur-

- " face ftnd the strip -remains flexible. If it is
pruisiffild that the pressuro p is c=taut over

.the entire drag producing surface, then the
radius rb Is also constant and the fabric between
two main seams forms a circular arc. The
value for the radius rb depends largely on the
pattern of the drag producing surface. Repre-
sentative values of rb for several types of drag
producing surfaces, including the flat circular
type, are in the order of 0.5 to0.OD. For Ribbed

and Ribless Guide Surface types, maximum
.values for r6 have been determined to be ap-
proximately O.2D.

A second method for the determination of the
approximate strength requirements for a drag
producing surface is based on the strength of
the suspension lines correlated with the strength
of the drag producing surface, assuming that
a fairly constant proportion of suspension line .
and fabric strength exists if a certain choiceh of suspension line and surface material is made.
1"or FIST Ribbon type parachute canopies, a
balanced relationship between suspension line

Figure 5-3-1. Inflated Profile of a Flat and surface material may be assumed to be
Circular Type Parachute Canopy as follows:
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a. Losses of strength in suspension lines
due to sewing and attachment of fittings

I and reinforcements generally amountto
V, about 35 percent of the original strength

of the material.
b. Parachute deployment and inflation se-

quences cannot, at present, be con-
sidered so perfect as to allowassump-
teou of ideal and equal distribution of
load throughout the parachute canopy
during the opening process; i.e., someHpwtlour of the canopy receive loads
disproportionately high in comparison

rb with the loads imposed on other
portionst dU i

Teot data show that flat circular, Extended
S- Skirt, FIST. Ribbe Rng stlnaot, and OWtde Sur-face type canopies begin to fail at roughly 40

percefit WA the -theoretical- suspension line
strength, or, considering- Wages due to sewing,
Sapproximately 60 -percent .of actual suspension
line strngth. Batisfactory operation may con-
tinue above 40.porcent, or failure- may occur
below 40 percent. This figure In approximate
only. It is recommended, howevor, that U Cal-
culation of openingahock shows a total force of 'd
approximately 40 percent of the assumed totalF 5-3f Force A n on atheoretical suspension line strength of a certain
canopy design of a given class, the next stronger
class of the particular dosigibe utilized. 1 -

Suspension Line
Cla Maiterial Ribbon Material For FIST Ribbon type canopies, a more accurate

method has been .1tained from test data' for
I 375 lb. T.8, Nylon 100 lb. Ribbon, Nylon determining the required strength of the horn-

UI 050 lb. T.S. Nylon 2u0 lb. Ribbon, Nylon �.ontal ribbons for a certain ratio of -opening
Au; 100 lb. T.B. Nylon 300 lb. Ribbon, Nylon shock (Fo) to drag area (OD^ do) to skirt gore ••
IV 3000 lb. T.S. Nylon 500 lb. Ribbon, Nylon width. This relationship is 0shown in Figure

6000 lb. T.S. Nylon Ribbon, Nylon 5-3-3. If the required strength is- above theVI 12000 lb. T.S. Nylon 1000 lb, Ribbon, Nylon curve limit, the nent higher ribbon strength or,
R in some cases, reinforcement, should be usedwith the horizontal ribbons.t

For all other types of parachute canopies this I it g fabricotension arelationship may be assumed to be as follows: Flat circular type drag producing surfaces showincreasing fabric tension alon the gore surface,,

Suspension line moving inward from skirt to vent. Although
Class Material Surface Material various construction techniques are employed

to provide fabric fullness in the vent area,
I 375 lb. T.S. Nylon 1.1 oz. Nylon it is well established that opening shockdamage

U 550 lb. T.S. Nylon 1.6 oz. Nylon usually appears first In the area around the vent.
M 1000 lb. T.S. Nylon 2.25 oz. Nylon
IV 3000 lb. T.S. Nylon 4.75 oz. Nylon Little can be done with canopy geometry to
V 6000 lb. T.S. Nylon 7.0 oz. Nylon relieve stresses imposed by whipping action

VI 12000 lb. T.B. Nylon 14.0 oz. Nylon end opening shocks occurring at high velocities,
but the gore pattern can be proportioned to give

Assuming that parachute canopies are con- minimum fabric tension under conditions of uni-
structed in accordance with the classes outlined form pressure loading. A good example of this
above, and that a fairly constant proportion of type of design is illustrated in the geometrical
suspension line and fabric strength is thus proportions and gore pattern of a typical Guide
assured, the following assumptions can be made: Surface parachute canopy.
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area (8 .Sý, be at maximum, land that the total
porosit be aminimum.

)Is ijiI;I:' One promising line of approach flppare to bA

wli' !!!! 1: I 5I the solid sae-gr'type ofdragprdcn

10 J, to om pertineant to the determination of the gore
coordinates. The drgprnducin.q suracema

1000 first be treated at; a surface of revolution
900 generated by the desired profile. This is illue-

trated in Figure 5-3-4. When a suitable number
me A of gores has been assigned, the gore width

7P M4 at any radius is defined as the length Of the arc

TO Ali 11:

.... ..... ",-b and the ordinate at distance ali

ii~
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variation of effect occurs from type to type, line and riser. These attachment points are dis-
Lit is good practice to determine and specify cussed in detail in Section 4 of this Chapter.

the optimum length of suspension line to be '24CNPY DCJNFCTR.Dsg
usedwit eah tye o drg poducng urfce factors for parachute canopies may vary for
in rlaton t th speifi funtio whih i I. different applications. Since every effort should
to peformbe made to dcnign a balanced canopy, identical

3.2.3.1 Strength Requirements. The suspension design factors apply to both the suspension lines
tine system can be considered as a group of and the drag producing surface. The suspension
tension members which extend from the skirt line is selected on the baoin of its static break-
of the drag producing surfaue to the riser Ing strongtli, Although the actual breaking
connection point. Prior to line stretch, the lines atroagth is oil. n larger than the minirnunvalue
are extended-by the drag of the drag producing An the. apeelfi tion, the strength 15 commonly
surface and assume many shapes other than based on the latter value. The breaking strength
straight. An the drag load Is inaroaned to a of each suspension line may be expressed by
maximum, the lines are so straightened that the equation4
the only load considered is the one transmitted ~
Assuming that the load Is uniformly distributed
ramoteda rdcng su.nuferce toes the lodpriser wtrenge F ~ ~ i a maiu opnn forc
Is determined by the geometrical configuration s aafety factor
of the structure and in Z a number of suspension lines

load Dra c itfcorltd to suspension line
conergnceanglo

line ' 0aly u factor involving the strength loss at
c T the connection of suspension line

This Is true at any time during the -descent' n drag producingsr ceoie
period as ltoig an the lines are assumed to be a u factor elytdt teghlaei
straight. In service, the maximum line load may m actori fromlatedosreandt loster
occur-.at a drag value less than minimum, vatoriabsorpton ae n ae
since it is possible that the mwucmum drag VU, e ufactoir related to strength loss by
and maximnum confluence angle y, do not occur abasy
at the same time, However, the severest con-
dition wouald be a line load based on a maxim;.a k factorguelae.osrnthls yI
drag and maximum confluence angle. The maod aige
mum possible angle 'is that based on an unex- The value of these factors varies for different
tended suspension line and the mouth diameter canopy appllvatlnnw. Design factor values are
In the fully distended position. This distension tabulated in Table 1, The factor c, which to re-
beyond a ateadly-itate position is common in lated to suspension lino convergence angle, will
many types of parachute canopies, such as the change with suspension line lengh Fo I
flat circular type, while in others, such as the the factor c is approximately 1.05;.
Guide Surface type, it is not as severe. This
distension is commonly disregarded and the 3.2.5 FLAT CIRCULAR TYPE CANOPY. The
confluence angle is based on the unstretched cir-cular canopy may be generally described
line length and the skirt diameter Ds, or the as a regular polygon of live or more sideb.
inflated projected diampter D ,in the steady- The drag producing surface is made up of a
state condition. Because of the Atremevariatior, number of triangular gores, which are stitched
in opening characteristics, the ideal case, in together. The joints form the radial, or main,
which it is assumed that the total load is uni- seams. The central vent, which is provided
formly distributed among the lines, is s.'ldom primarily for convenience of construction, has
achieved. For all practical purposes, however, an area of less than 1% of the total cloth area
the load to be expected in the lines can be pro- (Se). The skirt and vent hems are reinforced
dicted, and a suitable textile material can be by rolling a tape or webbing inside the hem.
selected. The method of attaching the suspension Each gore may be made of it single piece of
line to the drag producing surface greatly af- cloth (block cut) or of several sections cut
fects the atmount of strength available. The two on the bias and joined selvage to selvage, f orm-
major attachment points are the juncture of the Ing a star pattern of diagonal seamis in the
suspension line to the skirt of the drag produc- finished assembly. Bias construction is pre-
Ing surface anid the juncture of the suspension ferred because ofIshigher structural strength.
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TABLE I

Saf ety Factor Decreaning Factors Design
- - - i- Factor

u.o.e~k *1

Application J su Nylon Silk Rayon e k (Nylon)

Paratroop Use 2.0 0.8 0.95 0.8 N/A 0.20 0.95 2,915

Personnel 2.0 0.8 0.95 0.8 N/A 0.95 0.95 2.915
Emergency Escape

Aerial Delivery of Cargo 1.5 0.6 0.95 0.8 0.5 1.00 0.95 2.080

A/C Landiag 1.5 0.8 0.95 0.8 N/A 0.95 0.95 ,AR5 J
Deceleration & Approach J1

Missile & Capsule 1.9 0.8 0.95 0.8 N/A 0.95 0.95 -2,770
Recovery, Deceleration

Mi"t4le Capsule 1.2 0.8 0.95 0.8 N/A 0.95 0.95 1.150
Recovery, Final Stage ' ___-

Figuw 5-3-6 shown the planform, shape, anid Number of Gores o {
goro of a typical flat circular parachute canopy. 3.000
The suspension linen are generally attached 12 3.062

to the skirt at the main seams -ad so are 20 L,90
equal in number to the number of gores, Afterpassing through) the channel formed by the main 2 .0

Ream, the ouspension lines are again fastened i-
at the vent, pass acroas thea vent of the drag 3.2.6 XXTENDiD SKIRT TYPE CANOPY. Orig-
producing surface, and follow inside the channel inally, the extended skirt type parachute canopy
formed by the opposite seam. Two uumpeitslon was made by modifying a flat circular typei lines are thus formed by a continuous line. canopy with a restricted exiended section at-
Generally, the radial length of the line is made tached to the skirt hem in such a manner
approximately 5% less than the radius of the as to slightly decrease the normal convergence
drag producing surface, providing fabric full- angle of the suspension lines at the extension
ness to relieve radial stresses in the gores. hem. In present designs, the gore is created
When the number of gores Is less than approxi- by the construction of a "formed gore," which p
mately twenty-four (24), the total cloth or de- includes this extension. Extended skirt lengths
sign surface area may be more accurately de- in the range of from 10% to 15% of the major
tormined from the formula flat diameter of the drag producing surface have

been tested; however, the trend of development
So =_a D2 is toward the 14.3%, or "full", extended skirt.

"4 The planform, shape, and gore of a typical
Wherein, o ;% polygon shape factor for number extended skirt type parachute canopy is shown
of sides. in Figure 5-3-7. In other respects, the design
Verof this canopy type parallels that of the flatValues for the polygon shape factor as related
to the number of sores in a fiat circular drag circular type canopy. For most efficient canopy

sa t ld loperation and performance, a suspension line! producing surface are tabulated below,.egho s=095D srcmeddRI__ _ ___length of Is = 0.05 Do is recommended.
Number of Gores 'no 3.2.7 PERSONN1EL GUIDE SURFACE TYPE

S5 2.378 CANOPY. The personnel guide surface type -

6 2.598 canopy was developed to obtain a canopy having
8 2.828 a drag efficiency equivalent to that of the flat

10 2.939 circular type canopy, with improved stability

WADC TR 55-265 5-3-7
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form the guide surface and flow separation edge
required for stabilization, ribs are plai;ed be-
tween the roof and guide surface sections and
the suspension lines. The roof and guide sur-
face panels are made of low porosity cloth
cut on the bias at an angle of 450 to the central
axis of tho gore. Little or no vent opening

A.q ,riwidod, The planform and shape of the
typical ribbed guide surface canopy is shown in
Figure 5-3-9.

__DID Layouts for the roof panel, guide surface panel,
" •- --- and rib for a stabilization type ribbed guide

.urface parachute canopy are illustrated in

3.2.9 RIBLESS OUIDE SURFACE TYPE CANO- A,
PY. The ribless guide surface canopy Is a
refinement of the ribbed guide surface) canopy
and in dosignod, as the name implies, without
ribs. The planform, shape, and gore 0 a typi-

TYPICM. W9 cal ribless guide surface type canopy Is shown
in Figuro 5-3-11, Dimensions for roof and
guide surface panels depend upon both diameter
and gore number of the drag producing surfhce.
Dimensional factors for 12 and 10 gore rilhess
guide surface parachuto canopies are shown in
Figure 5-3-12. In other respects, the design

Figure 6-3-6. Flat Ctrcuar Type
Parauchute Canopy

and lower opening shock characteristics. ThI,
design goal was achieved by improving aero-
"dynamic stability through shaping of the ex-
tensions to form guide surfaces. At present,
the percentage of skirt extension onmnot be cal- artL
culated and must be experimentally determined 0

for each particular application. Normally, evey7 T-
second gore is equipped with an extension.
The present personnel guide surface canopy,
Type C-10, is based on a flat circular drag
producing surface that is 23 i.t. diameter and
contains 24 gores. Thn rmultd portinn of the 0
drag producing surface As sligtly conical by
virtue of the fact that 4 of the original 28 gores OM PWL

have been removed. 'twenty percent interfer-
ence extensions, shaped to form guide surfaces;
are added to each alternate gore. The inflated
shape and gure layout of this canopy type is
shown in Figure 5-3-8. In other respects, the
design of this canopy type parallels that of the : "
flat circuWa canopy. T 011

3.2.8 RIBBED GUIDE SURFACE TYPE CANO- SIDA

PY. This canopy is made of solid cloth with.
a relatively flat roof section and an inwardly n ,,PC WRE

sloped conical shaped surface extending down-
ward from the roof along the suspension lines. Figure 5-3-7. Extended Skirt Type

S In order that the drag producing surface might Parachute Canopy

"IWADC TR 55-265 5-3-8
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M?! PANU producing surface and, consequently, stability.
Total porosity includes both geometrical and

L by ribbon spacing, and the Latter by weave and
W ,•ozNIL composition of the ribbon Itself. Varying total

porosities are required for FIST type canopies
of varying diameter and for different applica-
tione. In general, as the diameter increases,
achieve a constant drag coefficient, constant

stability, and relativcly constant opening char-
acterlatlcs. Figure 5-3-15 shows the relation-
ship between total porosity \ various canopy
diameters, &ad different applications.

f

Distance between the vertical ribbons Is goner-naly determined by the filling time required
for the canopy to obtain a certain opening
"shock, or a certain minimum altitude loss during
Inflation, or both. The following vertical ribbon I

0YAJ-CINTEI WL spacings are recommended:

a. 0 - 6 inches, without center vertical ]
ribbon for parachute canopies of low
opening shock.

0K1'AILROOP PANIE 0Ti- $101 MIL

Figure 5-3-8. Personnel Guide Surface 6 MID
Type Parachute Canopy

of this canopy type parallels that of the ribbed
guide surface canopy.

3.2.10 FIST JUBBON TYPE CANOPY. The FIST
ribbon canopy in enmpnmnd rf eoieentric ribboN.
supported by a number of radial ribbons, which M (Igu
transmit the loads to the suspension lines. The 4
planform and shape of a typical FIST ribbon , .
type canopy are illustrated in Figure 5-3-13.
As in the conventional fiat parachute canopy,
the gores of a FIST ribbon type canopy are o
constructed as flat triangles. The gore construc-
lion is illustrated in Figure 5-3-14. The gores
consist of wide ribbons running parallel to the
skirt (horizontal ribbons) and of narrow ribbons
sewed perpendicular to the skirt and the horl-zontal ribbons (vertical ribbons). The horizontal ,
ribbons atre the main drag generators, whereas 1
the narrow vertical ribbons serve only to space
and control the horizontal ribbons. The gores
are interconnected by radial ribbons which ex-
tend from vent to skirt and overlap the hori-
zontal ribbons of two adjoininggores. The filling
time of this canopy type may be extended by tCO NFL,•ATE

increasing the spacing of the vertical ribbons.
Th• This will also reduce Whe opening shocicapprec-

-ably. Variation In the spacing of the horizontal Figure 5-3-9. Ribbed Guide Surface Type
ribbons will affect total porosity of the drag Parachute Canopy
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porosity of a FIST type canopy may therefore
be expressed as ft

ini

COWIM or t 27.4

If it is assumed that the total area of the drag
producing surface is a ribbon grid from which
one elentent may be separated, the geometrical

1 porosity of the grid may be expressed as
hg ,0-0 bHH av 10o

Sw(av + AWe bil. THR)

- eorn. A ribbon grid element is shown in Figure 5-$-l1.
_ ,,Thu goometrical grid porosity is Increased by

the vent opening and decreased by the praR -

ticIally impermeable radial ribbons andthehori-
"'AM uoitai ribbors at the apex. The vent itself

should not be more than one percent of the
WiWal area of ýhe drag producing surface, UI

FILL porosity calculations are tobe correct. Primar-
ily, the purpose of porosity calculations is the

- - -. deternmlnation Li the spacing of horizontal rib-
-.--- bens on the basis of given factors such as

canopy diameter D, vent opening d., number
ci goros u, ribbon widths AVR and BHlR, and

Figure 6-3-10. Layoutfor Roof Pwmel, Guido
ftrfpce Pawel, and Rc60for Stabilisation Type

" Ribbed Guido Suface Parachute Canopy

b, 4 - 5 inches, for parachutecanoples used 1."60

for aircraft approach and aircraft decel- -
eratiwo application. M OF WA"

c. 2 - 4 inches, for parachute canopies
required to open rapidly at low altitudes.

For porosity calculations, the influeuce of ribbon
porosity must be taken into consideration, if
porous ribbons are used. The total porosity / .W FOU

of the drag producing surface Xt is expressed in
percent and is determined from the ratio of
the porous area (including ribbon porosity)
of the drag producing surface to the total drag
producing surface area. Normally, mechanical,
or ribbon, porosity Xm is expressed in cubic
feet of air forced through a square foot of
ribbon in one minute at a pressure of 0.5 Iiches
of water. A ribbon porosity of 27.4 cu. ft./sq. ft./
min. is equivalent to a geometric porosity
of one percent. Therefore, mechanical porosity TYPICAL GUID(•. SAC

mmay beexpressed in percentage after
ion of actual porosity by 27.4. Geometric

po.rosity X'a. also determined in percent, is the
ratio of that area of the drag producing surface
not covered by ribbons to the total drag pro- Figure 5-3-11. Ribless Guide Surface Type
ducing surface area. The required geometric Parachute Canopy

WADC TR 55-265 5-3-10
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8 GUIDE SURFACE PATTERN ROOF PATTERN 4

'•' ~MAX.

FLATTEN OUT

_ ti FX DIECTION

DIRECTION OF OF DIRECIO
WARP OR FILLING j OR IILLING

NUMBER OF PANELS-12 AND 10 NUMBER OF PANELS"12 AND l8
I'SEAM ALLOWANCE NOT INCLUDED SEAM ALLOWANCE NYINCLUDED

ONE'SLOT IN EACH PANEL
OID MAX. WIDE (IF REQUIRED)

W GUIDE SURFACE PATIERN XO 0.23 D MAX.

X/ .o5 I0 ,Io. 30 40I, 1,5 .20 . 0.70 ,0 .I03.91 L005 1 O

I,4.33 3.21 2 .58 2.13•1,8 1.25 I .- . .722 A .61 " 1 o

12 PANELS ROOF PATTERN XeO 0.50 DMAX.
IX/Kal .10 1 .15 1 .20'1 .30 1 .40 1.50 1 .o 1.70 1 -00 1.75IS 9 197l 11.0 1T~
Y/X .3941.39#4 .*94.4071.qiO l.4161.4201.441 .4951.678 .5271.261 1.16251 0.0]

GUIDE 3°.. UID E YT.UR•FAC•.S.FA..23 DMAXI

• •g'.rowP5-3•-12. Pattern Dimon sion Factors for 12 and Z 6 Gore Ribless Guide Surface
I ,I3.85 .77 1 ROOF PATahTER 0.a0oDMAs

.3-3.3• . 6 ..2 2-3-10
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Aty, actually, and indicates what tho porosity
?Xg of the ribbon grid should be to compensate
for the impermeability of the radial and lateral
bands. Following determination of ribbon spac-
ingg the remainder of the drag producinugsurface
devign may be completed. It will be found that,
once the width and spacing of horizontal ribbons
are known, tho gore dimensions may vary from
the ideal dimensions because the addition or
subtraction of one ribbon may not provide the

planned diameter or vent size. After ilie above'1 ~ da4a have been determined, it is recommended
that the actual geomietric porosity be~lip 10 Ow" checked as outlined below lat

I.githa (0 -ho

[so

gnaot.' V 4 -10

/d\2
WO5-3-13. FIST Ambon njpe- (1) a)

teseigaVjR of the vertical ribbons. In
orde todetermine porosity, the following

gnrlsequence is rcmedd
The equredtotal porosity i\t o heda

prodcingsurface is determined from Figure
531,Utilizing the data contained in Section .. MOIZOWtAL FRIOM

5 o this chapter, which gives the mechanical
porosity x~ of ribbons recommended for use, WRT,"M MIBOM
the reur geometrical porosity Is determined
fromRAILRU

fnorin the reqirs ofmeria porosityxefcedbgherda
a cribb tons factoven fribos n thdimtrof cthe fora
theduinc sreaserqied porositye obtained fo h et
from thgue new17 dTa, vgalu fo xg s .Ahecuald
geomdedtria th~ei maylbe onver toedompnstoei
bor sthie lyose of Fooigyafrced 5-318 ine whdiah
vribons possibensaigsoteria ribbonsadtcortfr

gemetrica porosity. The factor niseried Ino roibsbnTp PrcueC
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VERTICAL RIBBON uR Total area covered by radial
ribbons

B -I ToWa areaaof horl- -- " aribbons
at the venit not covered by
radial ribbons

i* Polygon shape factor; see tauba-
HORIZOTAL WWIn, Paragraph 3.3-.0

R RIBSONS In order not to endanger canopy Inflation, the
H Iuse of pocket bands is recommended. Use of

pocket bands raise; the criticni porosity of a
718T type camopy between 8 aid 10%I. Figure

5--19 shown the gnewra -configuration of the
poce kt bands and values for the free length

Av~ '-of the pocket band for any given number
suspension. lines. Otren&t of the pocket

%Z4UNCOVERED AREA bands should always be at Ilouta 50%, of that of
the suspension Hont used.

8~I~COVEED AEA3.3.11 RIMG BLOT-Typs- CANOPY. The drag
FAguro 54-16. Ribbfi Grid Blemevut producing surfaceo aa ring, slet canmpy-consists

of palygonal cloth rir*gs joined together by
wharoifi, XB Ribbon grid porosity required radial tapes to provide pnsae or sloth

for the drag produc lug surface, between rings. TIe planform a9d inflated shape
assuming the, whole camy Is of atypical ring -slat type canopy Ii Mhown in
coistrueoled of t a rid (per- Figure 5-3-30. A typical gore of a four-slot-

ceont) ted ring Eilot parachute canop in shown in Fig-
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Figure 5-3-.19. Pocket Band Design/or flat Parachute Canopies

3.3 VOLUME AND WEIGHT OF' PARACHUTE
CANOPIES. FR F

Volume and weight of parachute canopies can ZR - u 0 o 0 k
be calculated from the dimensions of k known
canopy design, provided the weights and volumes F aiu pnn oc
of the materials -used are known. For conven- wherein P aiu pnn oc
lance, the curves shown in Figures 5-3-23 j u oaf ety factor
through 5-3-29 have been plotted to show vol- ZR = number of individual webbings

*ume and weight of different parachute canopy u w factor involving the strength
types. These curves are based upon a balanced loss at the connectimi loopsII relationship between canopy material and sus- o = factor related to strength loss
pension lines as o'itlined in paragraph 3.2. 1. 1. in material from water and

water vapor absorption
3.4 RISERS. e factor related to strength loss
The riser system is commonly composed ofK byarso
one or more members of heavy webbing which X factor related to strength loss r
extend between the lower end of the suspension Acuayale fortigeefatrmybeoaid
line system and the Imid, and of such metal from vlus o thes tafain aragrsaph be.2.4. ne
interconnection fittings as may be required. frmteablioInpagph824
Since the individual webbing members are The weakest point in the riser system is gener- [
considered parallel while tinder load, the maxi- ally not the webbing itself but the junctions
mum load carried is simply the drag load, with other parts of the assembly. The pre-
which again is usually considered as the opening vailing type of joint is one In which the webbing

'I shock load. The general equ'~tion for the load is looped around u circular bar of some form
on each riser is then of hardware and stewed to Itself. The diameter

~; WADC TR 05-265 5-3-16
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plications in which the suspension lines are
SYIN AW ex~elnded beyond the confluesace point to form
SY) ASIIT the rimer, a different type of keeper to re-I

quired. A typical keeper for first stage miss ile
recovery applications in shown in Figure 5-3-31.
This arrangement of keeper and suspension lines
provides for a generally equalized distribution
of the loads being transferred from the drug

BMTM producing surface through the lines and mini-
mizes elongatioln differences due to unsym-

CAL OMmetrical canopy loading. Most significant, per-
haps, Is the total elimiuaiuton of relative motion
between keeper and linas, which has often be'gn

__ found to be the initial cause of line failure due
to subsequent frlintion heating and material
crystallization.

FWJSI- T _n3.6 DEPLOYMENTWBAG5.
3.6.1 aUNHRAL. Siuce a multitude of different
types are known -to exist, -and since. there are -
limitless variations Within typee, ho general
desicription, nf deployment. bags in te rms of
usie or- shape can be attemptcd. Deployment bags
may, however, be described in terms of func-
tions, namely;

a., Deployment bags primarily contain the
drag -producing surface of a canopy;

FNgsre 5-3-20. Ring- slot Tyos Paa~ .they may or may not provide stowage
Canopy positions for the suspon'sion lines.

of the metal link has been found to have an .

effect on the efficiency of the joint. Ini general,
the efficiency decreases an the bolt diamneter
webbing loops as affected by the bolt diamellter
is graphically presented in Figuria 5-3'-30.
3.5 KEEPER. RADIAL. TAN

The necessity for, and advantages of, utilizing
a keeper in the suspension line or riser syste&A VERMtAL TAPE
can be described briefly as an inteora unit bI
required in the system to maintain the desiredF
suspension line length to diameter (IlSSCTdM
ratio for optimum parachute c~anopy perform-
ance and reinforcement of the line confluence
point. The keeper material generally consists
of the samie iype of material of which the
riscr Is made; however, it has a lower rated
strength. The strength of the keeper material
will depend upon the construction and applica-
tion of the riser. For a majority of applica-
30% of the rated strength of the individual riser
webbings Is considered sufficient. The keeper ____

the riser webbings at least 2-1/2 turns and YL IOS CR

then stitching it to the riser proper. For first fue5-3-21. Core Construction o
stage missile recovery applications, and other Ring slot Type Parachu~e CatepY

WADC TR 55-265 5-2-17
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"b. Deployment bags control the sequential systems of webbing reinforcement are used,
operations of deployment by means of depending upon the forces involved in the use
a closure or control method which locks of the deployment bag. For personnel para-
the canopy in the bag, and which may chutes and lVht aerial delivery parachute
depend for operation upon line deploy- applications, straight-through reiaforement is
Ment, pilot chute drag snatch force, normally used, Figure 5-8-12 shows a view
or operation of a mechanical device, of & basic trapezoidsa container with its rein-

forcement webbings, which also form the bridle
In general, little difficulty will be encountered for attachment to a static line or pilot chute.
in shapAng a deployment bag 'o the space avail- Cylindrical bags may bo formed in the same
able. Opace, however, def! 'tely affects the manner, as 0hown In -figure 5-8-38, using
line placement and closure mi,.hods used. whatever number of longitudinal webs anr re-

quired to achieve the desired strength, LeWeral
3.6.2 DEPLOYMEINT DAG DRION. Deployment webs are usually of fairly light materials, On
bag design may be divided into two general bup for very high speed equipment, however
groups; methods used for stowage and place- it may be necessary to provide uddltionai
ment of the suspension lines, and methods used lateral webs to prevent bursting of the basic
for control and operation of canopy mouth container. On heavy bags for large parachute
closure. The chief oouaiderstlonsIndetaileddo- canopies or for very high speed uses it is
sign of bags are .bag strength and smooth. considered good practice to use eithur X or W
working surfaces. Deployment bagn must be lingitudinal web design, sarno much strength
able to contain and control the canopy through- in added to the assembly by such construction.'
out the two most difficult conditi•ns of deploy- In addition, lateral webs should be considerably
mont. These conditions arise at lift-off or increased in strength to prevent bursting of the
ejection, of the deployment bea by a static liWe, basic container. Fiure 5-8-84 shows a typical
pilot chute, or ejection device, and atthe opening heavy bag for First Stage Misuile Recovery
of the bag for release of the parachute canopy. application. Locking loops should be reinforced
Smooth. working surfaces are zoquired in all heavily, since the full weight of the accelerated
areas of the bag adjacmit to the drag producing canopy bears on the locking loop flap and fall-
surface during deployment and in the area ure of material at this point seriously affects
adjacent to the suspension lines. The basic bag performance.
enclosure for the canopy, whatever its shape,
should, if possible, be sufficiently tight to prevent Bags designed for use at high spe"ea, or for
extensive movement of the csnopy withinthebag the handling of heavy parachute canopies, are
during high accelerations encountered during constructed of fairly strong materials. Heavier
lift-off or ejection. If bags are underuise or cotton ducks are suitable for this purpose,
require extreme effort to close, however, fric- but are usually so rough that canopies arebadly
tion burns on the canopy are probable. A well- burned during withdrawal. It is considered good
designed bag will allow the canopy to be extracted practice to line such bags with cotton material
manually with very little effort once the bag of lighter weight and smoother finish, particu-
closure is opened. Further compression of the larly if the construction and reinforcement of
bag for packing purposes may be accomplished the basic bag have provided a rough interior.
within the pack or container itself, since the Generally, linings are assembled to the bag
materials and construction of the bag render it after the basic container has been cut, and
leos sensitive to frictional damage than the longitudinal webs added.canopy. !

Bridles are either integral or detachable, de-

Normal layout and cutting methods are used In pending upon conditions of use. Bags subjected
the construction of bags. The basic container to severe operating conditions, or to constant
is usually formed in one of three shapes, service, particularly If small and cheap, are N
cylindrical, trapezoidal, or- cubic&!, hramanner equipped with integral bridles. The integral
to obtain maximum strength from the material bridle is normally an extension of the main
along the longitudinal axis of the bag. Wher- longitudinal reinforcing webs on the bag. De-
ever possible, seams should be faced away from tachable bridles are designed to attach directly
S the areas• adjacent to the canopy. to main longitudinal reinforcing webs by suitable

hardware. Bridles for large or heavy bags
Most reinforcing webbings should be added to normally provide an effective length, from bag if
the basic container before sawing the container to common connection to the pilot chute bridle
in its final shape. In general, two basic line, of at least 75 percent, and preferably

WADC TR 55-265 5-3-19 :A
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~11-- -- - - - 7Covers for line stowage aremas m"y tv iurmed
very simply on the top or side of a ely

- ~ mont bag, an shown in Figure 6-3-36. Since
- - P~Y j suspension lines are not as sensitive to fric-

ONi WlflhV tion burps ase cloth material, less attention
need be paid to the sm;;thns admaterials

TWO adjacent to lines. Nevertheless, no particularly

f0 FLAPuw a

j~j .TOP

*1, - ~ Jr~o 80C

&glr#I4 cC4UAaIkk o t.. ..

tin MONO6uIKIN A8EMt BEFORlE ASSEMBLY4

F~gre -9-0. ffIiewc~,of ar~us ,00 lb Figure 8-3425. 'ra.*eaoidal Basic Cussattu~r
Figuro ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W 5 -3.EfvdyofVyo 300bwith Straight RelQ'orce meet

Webbing Loop. as Affec~ted by thi
Boll Diamfeter

100 percent, of the longest bag aide adjacent
to the bridle.
Lino locking loops and permanent retaining BRIDLE
loops are usually construacted of actton ma- A.ERLWD
terialg, or of Nylon fitced with-cotton it high -LTRLWB

strerigth lo rayuired. Since locking loopa are LONGITUDIN4AL. WEBSI
subject to high forces, it In usual to attach
them to main longitudinal reinforcing webs. ? awlvdLocking loops are usually formed with theWES ITCLURLOP
same webbing used to provide retaining loups ESWT LSR OP51 or loops to which breakable tapes -may, be
tied. Webs provided for tying breakable line
retaining tapen are formed in much the same
mannier as permanent line loops. Figure 5-8-33. Cylindti cat Bag Constructioni

I 11C ASS RCIIO CMINCIFERINCE ~ OAC ALWWA JIC!
NYLON ?NIRAD NII

Will IMT'L SAWASL SIAEMWIN L114C
.6' UIK OTAIL

LINES,LOCIPI M OEN INOWS ANOUNDMO IWEACICCPING MAILf mCCD. AIND
ALIRN FAEA

-~NOTE ALL STITCHIN~G
4-6STiTCNOEtWCM
RCS'KI¶CN I INCH
WAX DCIP ALL haOs OF

SEtTIOE AWJ AlAA EWN kOLINtS.

Figure 5-3-31. Ty~c1Keeper Desifgn for First Stage Missile Recovery Applications
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prprdepoy n for any parachute applieft- and the vanes of the pilot chute are constructed
'io, tith cxceptlon"1ynt of the atatic line, aL deploy- of the same material.

motbgmethod in which a pilot chut Ie is not Of course , any of the conventional parachute
employed. canopy designs can be used as a pilot chute;

of plotchut tyR hve ben sed however, a balance must be, achieved between
Anumber fpltcuezpRhv enue the required stability and drag. Thin in, to a

experimentaiy, such as flat octagon, flat square, certain extent, alao true ior weight and vce.-
a~nuiunn~hufrwi~ Amostall ume, Fo:' example a Guide Surface type para-

cA thao~~ typeo were equipped with some stort chute canopy will have excellent stability but,
of spring or' sprinos, to insure Immediate due to its lower drag coefficient, It will re-

opoing ~Fe eandrd ilo chte sedfor quire -a larger sized canopy -for it given force
personnol, aertAl delivery, Aircraft decoeleta- than would be required If the stability of a
uont wAn Wiuer applications, waA derived pri-

nirly£ru hefattpoplo hue ring olot or. %lat circular type parachute canopy
marly ron th fltoctagon typ pio ht; Were acceptable. On the other- hand, . how-vor,

however, vunes were added to obtain theofollow. # Ilgtices nvlm n egtms

lIqg aidvantages, be tolerated. Drag coefficient an4Woeniig shock :
factor data for the most commonly used types

a. The addition of vanep prevents the lines of pilot chutes are listod in Table 11.
from entangling inaide the parachute TBE1.PLTCUEDT

pack. TBE1.PLTCUEDT
b. Moculd the pilot chute strike some object,

the vanes would tend-to slide past it Drag -O-pening

father than wrap about it or permit the Typ Coefficient -Ohuck Fuctur

obec ttopapa between the lines, Vane cD' 0.15 2.5

directed into the'pilot chute -adct Flat Circular cDo 0275
as a -mail to aid-in the deployment of
tie ---l~ot chute from the p~ack.

d. Ithe addition of vanes decreitsem the Ring Mlot 0D-a0.615 1.. 5
possibility of pilot chute canopy con- 0
version. FTRibn D 0.51.5

A typical, pilnt chute, typo MA-I, is ahown in
Figure i3-37. Basically, pilot chutes used Ribleuik Guide
for personnel, aerial delivery, and aircraft Surf ace D 0.02.0
deceleration applications, have a hemispheri-
cal canopy and are constructed with a conical Ribbed Guide
coil spring and vanes. In general, the canopy Surface CD a0.95 2.0

WADCTR5 265Figure 5-3-37, Pilot Chute, Type MA-I
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The size of the pilot chute is of the utmost effef'ta, and breaking strength of ties, have to
importance ior positive ana orderiy deploy- ue taken Into account. It should be rememUored,
ment o! the main canopy. No definite method however, that a certain energy Is required to
has as yet been established to determine the fulfill all the functions of a successful para-
required pilot chute size for any particular chute deployment.
application; however, experience has shown
that certain ratios of pilot chute drag area For high apeod applications, pilot chutes of
to main canopy drag area perform best. These the Guido Surface type arc commonly used.
data are given In Table Ill. Because of their high speed applicationp these

pilot chutes should be packed In separate de- '1
TABLE IN. PILOT CHUTE TO MAIN ployment bags In order to separate snatch I

CANOPY AREA RATIOS and oponing forces of the pilot chute. II

Pilot Chute Fabrication methods for pilot chutes are idea-
Pilot Chuty tical to those employed lor all other types

Deployment Spcod cDl Ration ain anopy of canopies.

Up to 200 knots )A, . 0.03 ' % The bridle between the pilot chute and the
200 to 100 knotes lAS 0,02 2% main cinopy bag or the apex of the main
O~ver 300 knots IAB •" 0.01 •. Icanopy must he of sufficient length to prevent

the suspended load Irom blanketing the pilot
chute action. On the other hand, if the bridle

These data are only approximate and may have iH too long, the maximum snatch force or
to be modified a@ determined by the particular opening force exerted by the pilot chute will
parachute upplicattitw. For high speed miasile greatly increase; i.e. the opening shock factor
or captueo recovery application, for example, will be greater than that given in Table 11.
in which it is important to extract the main In general, the bridle used should be of such
parachute canopice out of tight compartments length that the skirt of the inflated pilot chute
and to inure orderly deployment sequences of will be 5 to 6 diameters of the suspended load
the main canopies, pilot chuten of higher drag behind the suspended load. The actual strength
area ratios than thoso listed in Table III design of the bridle depends upon the mmxi-
have hnnn u•d, For the dctrrnil•iitlon of eor- mum pilot chute force and the efficiency of
rect pilot chute saies, several other considera- the bridle connection. For shLength calcula-
tons, ouch an deployment speed ranges, wake tionw of bridles, sue pariagraph 3.4.

I.ii . •.>

J!
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CHAPTER V

SECTION 4

PARACHUTE CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

4.1 GENERAL. Ing the continuous attachment of tapes, web-
"bings, and circumferential bands to the exterior

The methods by which the parachute may be surface of the cloth, uniform distribution of
Rasemhled from its component parts are limited cloth- fullness along the seam is difficult to
in number and 'variety, bof.h by avallable Pquip- achieve. It is frequently necesetry to provide
moet, principally #owing machines, and by the numerous intermediate indexing marks on both
physical .propertito of applicable materials, tape. and cloth surfaces to guide the sowing,
While thin is of major importance to the eco- and tacking or basting may also be required.
nomliaeof parachute manufacturing, fabrication The main seams provide indexing marks for
methods also have considerable influence onthe circumferential bands so that only the tape
strength. elasticity, and flexibility of the struc- need be marked for each intersection. Radial
ture, ThOne constitute design crlterin relating dimension marks, however, are needed on the

-mainly to'detailse i assembly At enom, joints, drag producing surface for reinforcing bonds .
and hems, the types oi which depend on their at intermediate locatluws biiteen -skirt and
location and function. vent. The problem of distributing fullness along

a seam arises, even though the measured
4.2 LAYOUT AND CUTTING. lengths of cloth and tape are the same, be-

cause of the great difference in elasticity, but
The large number of pieces of material that this difference .diminishes with increasing
must he handled and assembled to form a canopy weight of fabric.
mAkes it mandatory that layout_ markings - and "

indexing points be- hel to a minimum. Since 4, SEWING AND-STITCHING,
section edges can be cut accurately enough to
serve as mating points as well as seam and Stitching with thread by means of a variety of
hem ban@e, layout marks are not usually re- sewing machines, and sometimet by hand is
quired on• the fabric in the construction of large the 'traditional method for joining textiles.
parachute canopies. Bome dimensional varla- Strong, efficient juints revult wheo the corect
tiona will result from -lack of uniformity in the number, spacing, and pattern 4 stitchnris are
lay of successive layers of fabric during the employed. The strongest type of stitch is the
cutting operation. The flexibility of the weave two-thread link stitch formed by most sewing
pattern makes this a difficult factor to control, machines when the proper tension is applied.
unless some form of temporary filler or sizing Zigzag stitching, both single and double throw, 1
can be applied to the fabric. is valuable In parachute work primarily be-

cause seams and Joints so joined are capable
Lines and tapes are measured and marked of great elongation without creating excessive
under sufficient tension to assure uniformity, tensile stress in the thread itaelf.
A force of 20 pounds is commonly used for
suspension lines, but tensions as low as 5 Several difficulties of varying importance arise
pounds are satisfactory for short lengths of in the stitching together of parachute compo-
heavy or unelastic materials, such as tapes and nents. These difficulties must be watched s.tubular webbings, closely. The tightness of the stitching resultingfrom the necessary thread tension has two , '
In constructions where the suspension lines effects which may be undesirable in certain
pass over the drag producing surface, the skirt types of seam, namely; because of gathering
and vent edge intersection points are marked betweon each needle penetration, the finished
on the lines. Since the lines are stitched to length of the seam is shorter than the cut
the cloth surface only at the skirt and vent, length of the material; and the binding together
the Intervening fullness of fabric represents of the material creates friction, which reduces
no problem. In all types of construction requir- the flexibility and elasticity of the joint. In
WADC TR 55-265 5-4-1
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machine sewing, differential feed can occur remain flexible with age. SuCCO"eslO cEMMeA
between the upper and lower pieces Of Mft- pppt* on ihv same scam must be as widely
tonial being joined, thus causing ei4 mating spaced an practicable. Cementing, used pri-
points to pull out of register as the seami is marily in the babting of ribbon type canopies
sewn. Yarn filaments are broken by noodle for machine sewings, is considered undesirable
penetration, thereby weakening the basic fab- bocause of possible deleterious effects en the
ric. The thread itselft may be weakeiied or ribbons, particularly at elevated temperatures,
broken In thick joints and at saam intersections Typical examples of unsiatisfactory seams are
ats a result of Increased friction of penetration shown lin Figure 5-4-1.
attending. the superposition of, successive rows
of --stitches. - High speed sewing may weakeun 4.4 STRUCTURAL JOINTS.
nylon matenlaF' by frictional overhoating.

Thea many types of hem and seom omoloyed in
When differential -feed or creep of materials the construction of parachute cannopien have
can not be overcome -to -the exitent required, by certain geometrical properties in common. Te
Pie dimeabuona), tolerances of the structure, width of an intogral reinforcing tape, and the
basting may become necessary. Whereo tho use number of rows and spacin of stitching, is
of -cement is permissible -for basting, the determined by strength and other 'functional
q'twnt ty Of cement applle4 tQ one .point must requiremnents. The width of hem or seam al-
bot carefullv metered so that the arica ct fabric lowmnce is governed by the type form. The

affectedIsvry inmall, in diameter (generally, PIT lept-typen of henm and seaM are generally
approximate!) ".1 Inch). All of the thickneoses used where thip fraying -of -an exposed out edole
ot material (At _ ser~ni or joint should be is not objertitonable. Othezr~1e, an additionial
joined by. one. appllcm.luwi on the center line or turn of fabric Is required to place the cut edge
midpoint. The- cement.-muit setquickly and inside. The rolled hem and French foill seam!

___ TUI.

Lti

Figure 5-4-1. Typical Examples of Unsatisfactory Scams
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are commonly employed for this 'maqnn an b. Lino~s tied to loops formed at the end of
well as for slightly greater strengeth. A b6und each main searn rib as sh1ownIin Figure
horn is used occaslonatlly, such as on the skirt 5-4-5.
and vent of the Ribless Guide Surface type c. Lines formed as continuous extensiove
parachute canopy (Figure 5-4-2). There, a of malin seam ribs made of narrow
narrow st~rip of fabric or webbing is applied to webbing.
the cut edge and rollaid undter on each side. An
Integral reirforcing tape maiy also be bound
into the hem at the mama time by this meoans. Joint reinfrreientn at the skirt, made of
A typical joint of roof panelsi (f a Riblese short lengths of tape or webbing, include the
Guide Surface type canopy-in ahown in Figure following arrigetmenta;

Geoetrcaly prou cnopes aveman ~a. The common "butterfly" tape shown An
ditinalfreeedgn tht mst b homedex-Figure 6-4-06

ditinalfre edes hatmus behemwdox-b. A single lapped doubler.

anaton lopdrbexeaos

In- addition to the common practice of sewing The denign objective,-with respoet to economy
tho suspennion linem tu the drag producing our- of fabrication, In to obtain optimum joint off i-

facriý at kir andven wih dublethrw sg- c.c n seorvieceaobilrty with~ mandioum, aimd
sag atitches, tiltsAJ are such practices as: plicity of construction. The number -of parts

adoperationsa must be the fewest 'Possible
a. Linen lapped -over -and stitched to the consioitent with functional r~equirements, ,and

ends ai main seam ribs or reinforce- preference is given to operations. that _caulbe
mont -tapes at the skirt. This arrange- performed to advantage on high speed ma-
mont iB shown in.Figure 5-4-4. chines.

THR.4

SLO WACC I'IN ACING TAPE

VW10[ CLOTH SYMP

VENT SEAM CONSTRUCTION

SIZEWSON COR THR

C.SUWVACE 16REINFO NO TAPE ,-' -F

40'-lot CLUOtafflRp

SKIRT SEAM CONSTRUCTION 9

Figure 5-4-2. Skirt and Vent Construction, Ribless Guide Surface Type Parachutei Canopy
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8 CORD ?MREAD-

L op

F~qurq 5-4-w3. TPical Molt, Conestnuctlon of Roof Panelml Ribless Guide S4?rfaceType

*-4.5 STmINOTH OF JOINTS AND SEAMS. - Failure can occur In one of two ways, or a
Combination of both. The first is tho failure of

*When joiniig. fabric components into one com- the stitchingj thread, and the second, the failure
plete struture', it is important to ma~ke the of the materials being joined.' Thread failures
junction in such a manner that the strength of should normally occ-ur in" theI effic~iency range
tJd. joint "is tact below that of the componontq of 0-100%. The upper limit designates a fabric
being Joined. This Ideal is not Raiway realited. failure. The f abric is moi e likely to fail at the
A: Velationship can bo Iset up between the Ma- joint at a lower value then if the failure wore
fWrial and jWat (joint efficiency factor), w hich in the Iimobstructed fabric. The probable c ause
Is defined an - for -this is the weakening of the material by

Strengulcftting, or damaging of the yarns ua the needle
Stegt7f on passes through the -fabric, or a local reduction

layers caused by the tightness of the stitching.
The strength of a sewnA joint depends on the
Nhlowing covered in the paragraphs below.

4.5.1 TYPE OF STITCH. There are many dif-
RADIAL RIBBON ferent typeoa of stitches, all described Iin the

~ORIZONTAL Federal Specifications for.Stitches, Seams, and
111111M INSRIBO Stitching, DDD--71 The most frequently

I1i ISO used are Type 301, which is formed by two

BAND

SUSPINGION LIKE

A-J SETION A-A
SKIRT

SUSPENSIOM % PREI 1POAINS LDOP AEMWIMACEWg
LIE

HOR-I~f IZONTAL RIBBN WW4O

=Elift 8-fl

Fipure 5-4-4. Suspension Line Connection
to Skirt, FIST Ribbon Type Figure 5-4-5, Sus~penzsion Line Connection

Parachute Canopy to Skirt Loop Attachment

wADC TR 55-265 5--
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in actors. However,1 the strength of the .
cIlot 18 reached, the adition of more stitches
cannot make the seam any stronger. The de-
pendence ofc seam efficiency on stitches per -

inch for various canopy cloth ~iritoriais and
rows of stitches is graphically illustrated in

~.iOO~Ai.5~5 Figure 5-4-7.

4.5.4 SEAM CONSTRUCTION AND TYPE OF
BE~AM, In general, the type of the seam is

TtMLYIN~OCM~N ~ ~ SANO dictated by the Dumber and eoiae of materials *an hdrenorcements being joined. The cmo
flat fabric eeame, are Illustrated In Figure
5-4-B8 The -seam type ban an effect on the

PXgure 5-4-6. Joint Rurn/orcqemetot Tesulting utrongtib -
Bu~efj,~4i5.1 STRENOTH OF SUSPENSION LINE

threads, and Type 304, which is similar but In SEAMS. There are three different typell ofT
a siguag pattern (single throw)- The elasticity joints which occur- in the suspe"sion lineo sys-
of A. seam,- which depends on the type of ntitch, tern, the line-to-ukirt type, -the line-to-rieer
should be tWe same au the elasticity of the, ad-w type, and- the -ýline -to-line .type. In the 'usu-
joining material, pension line-to-uitirt joints, the suspension

line Joins the akirt periphery at a point where
4.15.2 TYPE OF THREAD. Usually, the thread the main radial ocan, joino tho wkirt humi. Thet
matorial is the samie as the fabric being joinid. a uspennion line can be either a continuation of
Nylon and cotton threads are extensively used all or -part of the members that make'ý up the
&Wd arec-aovred by Military Speciticationa. It radial neamn or it can be a separate member
is logical that, as the strength-of the thread In- that is attached to the skirt. The former in
creases, the seam strength will inerpimp, up mlwayft .Rwed to the canopy In. the skirt band
to a point of 100% efficiency, area with reinforcements optional. The latter

can 6of two general types, a loop connection

Ll STITCHING PATTERN. The stitching pattern the looped joint in more efficient than the com-
depends on the materials W~ing julned. 71as plately sewed joint, with 77 approximately 60%,
flat fabric searas consist of parallel rows of compared to 80% for the entirely sewed type.

4 zigzag stitching. Formed fabrics, such as lines The method of construction of the joint is
and webbings, employ patterns that are corn- partially suggested by the size of the members 1
binations of straight, cross, and zigzag stitch- being joined. Other than this, a type Is selected
ing. The number of stitches per inch used which has proved satisfactory In, the p"'i. ~
depends an the strength required and the type ceptions to this selection method are the pa~ra"-
of material, but is restricted by the working chuto canopies constructed according to spedl-
range of a given sewing machine. Both the ficatlons, such as the FIST Ribbon and Ilingslot
number of stitches per inch and the pattern types.
(nurnoer of rows) are varied to achieve the
desired strength. It would be expected that an In the suspension line-to-riser joint, two basic
Increase in either or both would Increase the typo~s are usod: a completely sewed joint, and a
strength, up to some point where the nearness combination loop and sewed joint, sometimes1
of the penetrations might possibly cause a do- with a metal link. The latter is the more
crease in strength. As the breaking strength common. The line is tied to the link and the
of the fabric is surely not increased as the free end attached to the line by various means.
creased, it can be assumed that the thread The suspension line-to-line joint, in its most
failuires, not the cloth strength, are contribut- common form, is a stitched lap joint.1

16PWD R55-265 5-4-51
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CHAPTER V

SECTION 5

PARA0I-ULE MATERIIALS

5.1 GENERAL.. 5,2 HEAT PROPERTIES OF MATIRIA1 1..II. ,

Rine, the parachute designer ham little or no
f control over the actual detis of textiles, he Heat Properties of the material must be ,on- .4

mo' hivm a% ediable the LWormatloan necessazry uidered, when the parachute stowage arot. a&no
for the evyIuaton ofr the proper maiorlIA for n4, be properly insulated or ventilated. Oen '
his specific application, orally, compartment temperatures should be

limiteu to 960 F, for nylon, and S0 F, for
Selection of the most suitable material for dacron materials. At temperatures above 280o ,
parachute 4esign is Imperative. Not only Is F. the rate of strength- loss in nylon inee'sses 1i
the strongh of the parachute determined by rapidly with Increase in teerAPOture. Also,
the strongth of the textile material, but also the percentage lose in tenacity at l0o F.
the actual paiachute performance characterts- varien roughly a. the logarithm of the Une.
tice. Properties such as porosity and blaxial exposure. The melting point of nylon NO
orientation of the lod-carrying yarns must be dacrnn In air is approxtmately 482' F.
taken Into conoiderstion.

"The properties of the basic fiber, yarn, and Detailed properties of natural and man-made
final textile form, all differ to mome degree. fibers suitable for atilization In matorials for
The material specifications given under para--:, parachute design are presented in Trable i.

-graph 5.3 reflect the properties of the final Physical properties of these fibers arc listed
form. in Table U. I

Sit

II

WADC TR 55-265 5-5-1
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TABLE 1. PP WiFH'lFS5 OF NATURAL, AND MA

PROPERTY COTTON 9111K VISCOSE RAYON PORT WAN NYLON

highly reoltatant Botoins to decom- Lo~vti rtrw'isth Ovorulivp In Iron. Yellow" cl1ikh'iyto dry heot-, yoeowx pome At 2'IOuF,, above 3004'r., rtt - w criao obout 20"C. 3000F. when VA-
Effect of Heal at tol,:dcm~rpd diointegralon COMPO~elf At 300"F. higher than cotton, poned for 5 hr,;ponaeaat 302@F,,. aboyt, 3000F.: i'u,'ni to 400"F,: burn"~ oftrwirne absout aeolt 4820p.,burns freely In air redily rapidly Illocl votili, viti. mlt

come rayon

Little or none allghl yellowing and blight Li11ttl or niine' Virtually none
IEffect of Age loaa of tensifle

-- -. - -str engith

Loos of strength-, oi~n to lonpi La tensile Losem strength;, Losea otrength w~formation oa axy. sstiqpgth. affevted mtrengith Niter prow. lenda to colur prolonged oloposivcaliulosa; tendency more than cotton longed exposui 0: no dinceloratiOn;
Fffect of sunlight to yellowing very littl0 din. bright yarn more

*coloration remistant than

Disintegrated by Fairly re"sistant to similar (1atton similar to$ cotten; Bolling In SW. MCIhot dilu. P acida or weak o.Iaisdnsle Io Wi4e reoi dilule (or rold utiaoycue
cold coni~ntratod by stroung aeids ex. concentrated ditsin- ivonevair'sed dIuIn. uiisintegrntion: dii

* .Effect of Acidso aulids; unAllected by capt nitritc which tegrate the fiber tegrataithe fiber active* with at lea
culd weak Alilda only yellows still partial decomposi

tIla in cold cone,
solutions of aulfut

- ,. or nitric acida

Sholls (marceripta- hotl uensitive to strong gioluticoeuj Briro caustil lwbealontially mena
tIlnancutc, oleakaiu- cause swelling and shrinko; as In

Mfecio le~i but no damage un- leas hot; dissolves reduce the strength mercerizingEffectof Al less proioa.g~d dx- In strong alkalis
posure in presence above pH of 3.5,
Of sir

Bleached by hypo. Above pH 11 and Attacked by atrong Resistant to Generally good
chinritox and below H 3 the ala- oxidizing agents; bleaches, phenols, resistance

Effect of peroxides, oxidized bility &ýeaa not damaged by and dyehouse
other Chemicals into omycelluloeo by rapidly hypac'hlorite o~r reagents

strong oxidizing peroxide bleachs
agents, disinte-
grates in cupram-'I monlum hydroxide

Resistant Resistant Generally inholu- Unaffected Generally mato..-
Effec of ble; soluble in ble; soluble in

jpic Solvet cuprammonium some phenolic
*1 Ogani SolentsCompounds and In

-~~ooacentr. formic
___________ ______________acid

*Resistance Wholly Attacked, but par- Wholly Wholly WhollyJ ~ ~to Moths tically resistanit ________________ _______

Reitaie Poor, unless Poor resistance AtakdSame as for Wholly
-- ''I:>lle bleached or ftaedcotton

U)Mildew acetylated-

~ ~ WADC TR 55-265
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CHAPTER 5

SECTION 6

SAMPLE PARACHUTE CALCULATION

6.1 GENERAL. From this equation the deceleration is found
to be

This sample calculation hps been included to p9 • I - v
tierve au a Kuide for steps I' the f n to denigin c) C o ( .

a parachuto canopy for a particular application,
For- the purpose of this sample calculation, Replacing the drag term bythespeeddifferential

t FABT Ribbon typo parachute canopieg are con0- / 1
-Aidered. 1

6,2 DEC6LERATION BY PARACHUTE.- The deceleration in. maximum-at the beginningof the mamtuvor, where v a vl; hence /
An pointed out in previous chapters, decelera-

high I1poed _-aircraft in came of -emergency, '(v U lvavR
--during. aircraft approach and landhin, snd in

the first otnao of missile and drone recoverien. The -maximum force corresponding to thin
Al In level fliht,. the -mechanism el.deceleration -equation-I- important for the structurarltrlngth

Is ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~o-bt anf1o, h dclrtn orceul he parachute canopy -and the aircraft: is as• follows: The decelerating force eqdala or miosgne. It. is to be. noted that the lat two
the -drag developed by the parachute canopy. equationa are lotlependent of altitude and den-
•Hence . .ty. The chart In VFIure 5-0-1, by present-

2 WIng numerical solutions of the last equation,
Do S _,. v a- - a / W serve@ to determine the maneuver to be per-D I u92 g dl 9 formed by the aircraft, Theoretically, the ac-

coloration of gravity g decreases with altitude.
2  However, at 70,000 ft. altitude, the value of g

wherein ODego 1 -V represents the drag term has only decreased by 1/2 percent. After
tho r oselecting value mtd time of deceleration, the

ad W/ Is the mat of the aircraft to be de-follow
celerated. It should be yoted that the decelera-

iP tion av/dt in ft. per sec. is a negative quantity. W / .i\
The absolute value in considered, however, in 0 02 1"i(
the above equation. Solving the equation for cD 7 L t9
time

The corresponding parachute canopy diameter
dt W is thenco 0i

10 2

wherein a p = p a density at the altitude con- Do W 1
sidered. As ratio o is plotted in Figure Y8Fgp 0 t tcD o(2 v I
5-3-2. By integrating, the time to decelerate "1
from the initial speed v, to the final velocity wherein the first root term is equal to 1/6,5
v2 is found to be and the value for 117c may be obtained from

Figure 5-3-2. The chart in Figure 5-6-2 pre-
t - W (1 1. sents a solution ui iiWe last eft1ktion for a FIST

" ribbon type parachute canopy having a drag
C P_ \2 v1 coefficient c = 0.5. '1

WADC TR 55-265 5-6-1
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43 IMmOrM JIMw
LAJ GIVEN: INITIAL SPEED - 438 MPH 380K

FINAL SPEED- 250 MPH 220K
DECELERATION TIME w 10 SEC.

j, 1!1: !,ill1iii I A FIND MAX. DECELERATION (g's),1!ý ;!:w 0ý1' I PROCEDURE:
Uhl 11111ij 1. LOCATE POINT "r ON TRUE

ir AIRSPEED SCALE
2. MOVE HORIZOWALLY -10 POINT "B"

(FINAL SPEED - 250 MPH) 217 K
.. ....... 3. MOVE VERTICALLY TO POINT 'C'..N Hit (DECEL. TIME - 10 SEC.)

4. READ DECEL.- 1.50 AT "D"
KNOTS MPH ....... ......

FINAL 'PRUE AIRSPEE 17 K)ýffij 200 (174 K)
700- 800 300 0H (260 K)

600 7

............
600

500

...........

500 -
6

400 Is '4-
A

400 2 101151220125 40 so 2.0

300 NC 
60

0-ft
300 70 . is-

son

200

200
Mi

_WJ'12
too

dc

0

ECELER ION TIM. SEC.)

......................... .......... ....................

Figure 5-6-1. Deteeminatton of Deceleration Maneuvers of Aircraft
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6.3 SAMPLE CALCULATION FO'R FIRST wherein CD So a Drag Area 29 123 ft2)
STAGE MISSILE RECOVERY APPLICA- 0
TION, x~ a Opening Shock Factor a 1.1

For this sample calculation, the following char- Fo 29.123 -0.37'- 0,001189 - (1182)211
aeteri~itlo were chosen.,~ 19688 lb.

Weight (including reocovery 6.3.2 INSTANTANEOUS CANOPY LOADING.
parachutes) - W 3680 lb. F0  1968 2Speed at insta&nt of 1u0/ft6 76 1/tpengion line stretch Va R700. knotts C) So 2912

a 11821t./tiec.oIAltitude (constant" H a 30000 it, 0.343 REQUIRED CANOPY POROSITY, no-,
Deceleration lIfmit g R 5 qutred total porumity* for the drag producing

- surface is. choson--from Fijure 5-13-15..For
A desired para.huta canopy typo is selected thia -low sulpersonic brak6 applicationi and a
from C~hapter 11 govtoravd b~y thc. following cmncpy,, diameter Do - Ai.01 ft., the total poronity
factors: required will be approximately h t 19%.

a. Capable of operation at low 0..roi 53.4 -REQUIRED SUSPENSION LINEZ
deplaoinont "p0eds STRENGTH. From Table Ip paragraph ,123,

b. Reliable operation Chapter *V, the'-design factor, for- miss~ie and
a. Good stability ipsule, recovery, deceleration stage 4ipplica-
d. Low opening shock tiu.. '-ýumnended to be
0. Minimu-m bulk and weight
f. Minimum manufacturing coat. Denign Factor (Nylon) i27

Maximum parachute packing volume available ~ ttldsg teghfralsseso
Ift approximrately 2500 cubic inches. Based upon Thtoadeinsrghforllupnin
these factors, the choice is made to use a FIST linen in therefore
Ribbon type canopy for this application. Not
connidering any possible influence of comn- Design Strength of
prsossbility, the drag coefficient of this para- Suspension linem F01. c -Design Factor

chut canpy tpe i CD 0.5. It will also becht aoytp sCO wherein c a 1.055 for an assumed line length
assumed that the deceleration essentially takes ratio 18/Do .a

* place at, constant altitude (of 30,000 ft.) with F0 i Opening Shock Force m 19688 lb.
Sa N0.37 as found in Figure 6-3-2. Using equa-

tion Design Strength of Suspension lines
!jdv/at*1 c So' P 2.. 19088 -1,0855* 2.77 -, 57535 lb.

g W o Oa va .3.5REQUIRED NUMBER OF GORES IN THE
D~o~DINUA PRODUCIN SURFACE. No systematic

the maximum deceleration in found to be approach has as yet been established to deter- ~
mine the number of gores required In any par-

1 -7 6 05- .37 - 0.002378 -(18) ticular type of drag producing surface. However,
v~~i dt . 112 experience has shown that the following ap-
9 3580 -2 proach will yield sufficiently accurate design

data.

The required area of the canopy drag producing As a first approach toward the determination of
surface is then So 58.246 ft.z' and the diameter number of gores required in a drag producing
is' Do = 8.61 ft. saurface, one may add the value of the deter-

mined canopy diameter, ini this case "18", and56.3.1 OPENING SHOCK FORCE OF PARA- the number "4", which gives "12". Every effort
CHUTE CANOPY. should be made to arrive at a figure divisible

by '4" in order to balance the forces trans-
F0 a 5~~'~2 ,mitted from the drag producing surface to the

-- oD So su'spended load and to mak~e suspension ine
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connections to the risers easier. An increase and the height of the gore (to apex)
tin the number of gores will yield higher canopy D 8,81otability, decrease strength requirements for h6 a .-cs•=• 0.9059a 4.25 It. a, 51 iACh

individual linea. fabri:, or ribbons, but may re- ,T c
vult in increased bulk and weight of the canopy. For this relatively small parchute canopy the

Here, a compromise will have to be made. total vent area is assumed to be 1% of the con- q

For the purpoce ot this example the gore num- ructed area oi the drag producing surface.¥or he urp~zea• h• eampe te gre um- This relatively large value was chosen due to_•

her selected i"12", ince only limited pisk- the fact that a major portion of the vent will be
Slng volume is available mnd canopy stability is covered by the vent bands. Therefore, the vent
considered sufficient, The individual aunpenaion diameter dv s 10.57 inch t 10 1/2 inch.
line design strength required In then

-Design Suapension line Strength The gore width at the vent is

4790 lb. •go a dv sin 2 ri 10.57' 0.2086 2 2.73 inch
1202

A webbing suitable for suspenolon -line use -2 /4 inch

having a breaking strength at 4800 lb. is not In order to relieve hith strees in the vent
etandard; consequently, a somewhat stronger- I orer, ruln e o hiho. rense he vent

lin, wichis tanard 'illhav tobe honn, area, fullnes in added. Experience has shown
Jline, which Is standarda will havo to be chosend that for canopies with high instantaneous canopy
From Section 0, Parachute Materials, one findi loading, fullness In the vent area should be ap-
a woven nylon webbing, Specification MIL-W-
4080ýB Type XVIII having a breaking atransth proximately 10%; thus

of 6000 lb. This webbing iv chon,a ev F1 1.1 eo a I. 1I2.7.3 a 3.00 inch

6..0 GORE, DIMENSIONS..Having established Shortening of the vent lines re-ltive to the vent

the required canopy drag area, the canopy di- diameter creathe vnt effective fullnet on the

&meter, and also the number Of gores, the upper Weral band and reduce@ the load $n the
overall gore dimensions can, noW ho established. upperhlte bndandredue. tle load inb .-i,.•h!,h is desirable. A vent line reduction i

o f 14% in recommended, again due to the in-
Tho constructed diameter Do of the drag• pro- tended canopy application. For lower instan-
ducing surface ifl taneous canopy loadings, vent line reductions

Ias low as 7% are used.

D, Free vent line length a dv - 0.14 dv
ffi ~Oa10.57 -1.48

n 5 9.09 inch % 9.0 inch 4
wherein 8- 8.246 tt.2 - 8388 inch 2 A

"o - Polygon Shape Factor * 3.00 Now the actual constructed height of the gore I

(From Table 11, par. 3.25, Chap- can be determined. It is 4
ter V)

4, 58.246 ha-hg'- cosT
3.00 . 8.81 ft. * 51.0 - (5.285 0.9659) I

a 51.0 - 5.10 = 45.90 inch b 46 inch

= 105.72 inch % 105 3/4 inch

Li Te ore base width is then 8.3.7 GORE DETAILS. (See Figure 5.6-3.) The
first step in definitizing details of the gore is -

0 eto select a suitable horizontal ribbon. Accord-
eg=D sin - Ing to Figure 3-3-3, and based upon an estab-

lished gore base width eg = 2.28 ft. and a cal-
"wherein = "6 30- = 300 (enclosed gore culateg instantaneous canopy loading of 670

lb./ft. , horizontal ribbons of 1000 lb. tensile

angle) strength are required. Therefore, nylon ribbons,Spec. MIL-R-5608B, Class E, Type II, 1000 lb.

ge 8.81 . 0.2588 = 2.28 ft. 27.36 inch tensile strength, are chosen. The width of these
S27 .1/8 inch ribbons is 2.0 inch.

WADC TR 55-265 5-6-5 A
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Based upon the above data, the gore detailsi
can now be finalized. Knowing the widths of the
horizontal and vertical ribbons, the vertical

" 7i71~' ~ribbon spacing, and the actual geometric por-
1* Iiosity of aribbon grid:

BIJ. .2.0 inch

AVR 0.825 inch
aVpo 3.0 inch

9 ~i*The horizontal ribbon spacing bun can be de-
termined from Figure 5-3-18 thio b1~a a 0.7
inch.

The number of horizontal ribbons required may
be determined from

haist(HR +bNO bH1f

or ha 45.9
o 0.7 . Pl

This. will r~equire a redetermination of the
Figure 5-6-3. Gv,'v DdWlap FIST fithon actual gore height:
Ty#&. P"Y"Uhato CunoIyl 8.61 ft. Di. malor

since the miechaailcai porogity h~ of 1000 lb. at(BR4bii)-IHInylon ribbons can be conslderea to be ze~ro, a 17(2.0 + 0.7) - 0.'? 451.2 Inch od4 5 1/4 Inch
the required geometrical porosity Ag Is equal

to he ofa poosiy rquiedAUl gore design details have no% - oun deter-
KS isX mined and only material for the radial ribbons,,

~ ~t skirt, and vent bands, has to be selected.

In order to compensate for the loss ol porosity 6.3.8 RADIAL RIBBON. For this parachute
effected by the radial ribbons, vouat ribbons, canopy, 'tho suspension lines will be routed
and to correct for the ine~ressed porosity ob-i over the apex. The weight and bulk increase
tatned from the vent, ". correction factor for as compared to skirt' suspended suspension

th s obtaired porosit iguetrmie d T-hi valuaded fore toelgbe , lfatte costutin detrongbe, readial
the required porosit Figutrmied.-3 Thisvalde, lin tes ineligbe at aldte osrcin tablge, beause,

to the established value for xg. For a canopy tapes or ribbons have to be used, since these
diameter of Do 8.81 ft., the correction factor tapes or ribibuns trwwmsit the forces to the
Is Xa 2.45. Therefore, the corrected porosity suspension lines. In general, the combined
(actual) is strength of the radial ribbons, reinforcement

tapes, and suspension lines should be at least
X g = Xg+ ha m 19 +i 2.45 =21.45% that of the individual suspension line. For this

Vertcalribonsa~ dde manlyto ainain sample calculation, radial nylon ribbons of
Vertcalribons r,?addd minlyto ainain identical sperification as those selected f or the

Spec. M111-T-5038, TAPE, Nylon, Reinforcing, bons will be used as radials in such a manner
is hosn.Since this parachute canopy is to be that the horizontal ribbons are sandwiched

usedforfirt stge issle ecelratonand between them.

ticl ibonspacing of 3.0 inches is selected 6.3. 9 UPP ER AND I.OWP.R LATERAL BANDS
ii(according to par. 3.2. 10, Chapter V). (VENT AND SKIRT BANDS). In general practire,

01WADC TR 55-265 5-6-6
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the strength of the vent band should be at leastr 21equal to the strength of the upension line used 1 10 5

for canopy constructions in which the auspen- A , 21.45 - Ii
sion lines are routed over the apex. For con- [act. 21-4 10 .72
struction in which the suspenhion lines are
conMctod to the sirt, -more strength should be
built into the vent band. Consequently: for this + LV 1 (100 - 21.451
sample calculation a vent band, 6000 lb. tenrile L10' '
strength, Spec. WIL-W-4088B, Type XiiM, Is
selected. I03 j5iact. •l.0

The strength of the skirt band should be wp- T1is calnilatlon shown that the finished pars-
proadma•tly equa~l to that of the MUSIP~na~na chote canm• will have P alornatrical porosityline chosen. Oenerally, however, for FIST Rib- very close to the value initially determined to

bon type canoples, a double ply IL.rt bat. is insure satisfactory performWco.
usedo so that the ribbons again may be uand-
wiched between them, For this cemopy, two nylon'
rilbnw, 3600 lb. toenie strength, 1 3/4 inch 6.511 POCKET DAND•. Pocket bands Will be
wide, Spec. MIL-W-4088B, Type VIII, are -e- added to this canopy in order to aid canopy in-
beted. fliatli�,fa Blaze the troength of -the pocket band .:

must be at least 50%- of the- suspensics line
I: 0.8.10 RECALCULATION OF GEOMSTRIC ntrengtk a nylon webbing, 8600 lb. teOnsile

PnROBi'ITY. Bince all gore diameonoinno h.avp now strengtki, Spea. MIL-W-4081in Type Vlii, is
been eotabliahed, a redetormilnation of the ac- eected. Dimensions for the po, ketbads awe
tus! gometric porosity of the parachute -canopy ogtned from-Figure 5-3-10. The-free legth
should be- made. This is accomplished by meana tb- ag
at the following equation proucing surface, in

2 v(1 :La nla • 0.14'27.30i3.,•3inch

g o8S 13/10 inch

6.3.12 CANOPY DR5OMN AND CONSTRUCTION
+ L& (100 - (Percent) DATA SHEES. After all design data have been

established, sketches or drawings showing de-
sign and construction details and a guide for

wherein conatruction steps should be prepared to aid in
2'n 1.45% vg 1 gtores Dc, alO5.72 Inch the aktual canopy fabrication. The following
J 10pages 2have been included to aid in the prepa-

9BR 2.0 inch dv.. 10.57 inch ff on 3.00 ration -of a canopy specification.

Si5
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6.4 CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE, FI3T RIB- EM -PLWDTTUL SUO7AYC

DOM TYPE PARACH4UTE CANOPY. ______ MuTo"___

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o itaf* ~b~ 00l. MILR40-Ub

1. Asserablit Gore (Figure 5-8-6) 1.RdiAl RPb= A all 1000 lb. UIL4.NOGS
I 0W, 000 111/1ba 500 l0.

2. Sew Vertical Beam (Figure 5-6-7) -- 0

3. Saw Radial Beam (Ftigre 5-0-8) bore IN webismq__-

4. Construct Vent with Reinforcing Band (Fig- 5 Wr aIntelorci 1 i.I/4 50b.2 MIL.W-4WNN

5 YOMt Re~rdweolCI A V, 4W0 lb. MIL-W404S
5.Construct Vent Reinforcing Band Overlap ___

(Figure 5--S10) 5 o su~ua* Ib Al" OW lb, MULLW-410

(Figure 8-6-12) 14o 1

B.. Layout Gusponsion Line MRtartal and Cut to Iqlai..n.sm, - -W

0. Attach Suapongion Linev (Figore 5-6-14) AmI. VqIVmn. oiGs~ 0 vanI 11o um# tee

10. Layout Pocket Band Material, Cut to 81ino Ap.Wih mu~

anod Attach (Figure 5-8-18) vue--4 Marait otIS

11. 'tie slid Hear all '£ig-Zag Stitcihlrn Ribbon Type Parachutle Canopy

VINY nR,.~rOAwNQ. BAND

SKIRT REINFORCING BAND

RADIAL RIBBON *

HORIZONTAL RIBBON

VERTICAL RIBBON

SUSPENSION LINE

Figure 5-6-5. Compc'*:etot Parts for FIST Ribbon Parachute Canopfy
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I
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Figure 8-6-10, SNPItRein/ordig 5lando Over- Figure 6-6-13. SM~nOOM0 NOL. and MOO'
too WHIAIc~t Dotalp FIST Riboen Type m kirbleffe FIST Pdbbeu T?4e Parac~ule
Parachute Can"p 8A6 Fl. Diameter Canopy OA6 Ft. Diameter

F.. .....
ini

~iUU $ CPVl -1pwImoal

L ...... ..

^p~re 5-6-14. Suspensioan Line Allachomet, Figure 5-6-16. Pocket Band and Stitching,
FIST Ribbon T!yoe Parac'Ade Canopy 8.61 At FIST Ribbon Type Parachute Camupy 8. 61

Dianwter Ff. Di.ameter
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CHAPTER V

ACCEPWRIFS AND CONTROL DEVICES

During the past few years, the scope of parachuk'e applicationsand the range of speed and altitude
at which parachutes must operate have inc resaW treniendously. In maniy cases, high-altitude high-
speed parachute applications require the uae of automatic opening devices, 'which Iitidate parachute
canopy deployment atutomatically aftsr the recoverable body has decelerated for at predeterminod
time int~wval -or has descended to a desired altitude. High-altitude high-opeed recovery may Wloo
require the 'use af deayed actuating devicesp Often canopy reeting systems are used, requiringii electrically, mechanically, or pyrotechwillally operated reehing devices, Multistage recovery eye-
toern require amtomatte, devices to initiate or o ontrol. deploymenet at each stage. Automuatic devices
tire necouuiary, to release parachute canopiess from the load after mur~acO contact hii order to pre-
vent dragging or toppling 91 the load. Many aerial delivery and missile recovery systems require

deceleration devices to decrease ground Impact shocke.

The dasign mWi manofacture of parachute hardward and autoniatic dfrices Is governed by many.i [
factors*. -Automatic dovices -used an personnel -,parachutes Wut. bw odsge htmna p
oratlio may- be employed at any time during tihe operation. All deyv~es must aperate properly
over a wide -rane of environmental coodition, if) gena"aI tall devices must be offlall aMW should
require only nogligiblo malatenmnce or nervice. Al auto' aha devices and hardware must be able
to withstand, and continne to operate after being subjected to, high Imposed gravitational forces.

till I WADC 'JR 55-2656-
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CHAPTER VI

SECTION I

PARACHUTE HARDWARE '

1.1 GENERAL. disconnection of thosio straps in not required.
Some adapters incorporate alidlin friction baro

pdeinplace. wholre 11hape, type of itetloHrsriga gnelyt-
* Wy ~ a t ghi ri w e n o n it a t e o p c a O p v 'i -c n a t .ý W e j o n m a i ý .o i a n a d eh

vidc'ratllone.: In gonera), parachuto hr~r
material Is determinad by the particular appli- 3r05 ritao~ genterallytrdinend. hstripg V ting
catian." uing the period o1 paracliute4evelop- )Drn.eerlyoiotrutaedshy
ment, certain hardware items' hav.e- becpmo aug hons Or' QUICk relesaing ho~Iw, 0

Vig r rings are also uui at atcmn
chute hardware are -outlined -in Specification otsorteeev pacueraceor
MlL'11-?lg5. Metils In contact with textiles eupet

kept to a minimum consistent with the strength mnaphoeks are operated or opened by depressing
and safety factors required. On Items to be a hibiged guard which allows the ring ,to dis-
used in quantity, cost of production must be a engage from the hook. Special typebs of sap-
consideratioin. Of utmost importance, however, hooks employ safety locks on the pard or .-

is- the ability and reliability of the particular ejecting type guards which facilitate quick
item to carry out its function. disengagement of the hook from the ring.I
1.2 PERSONNEL PARACHUTE HARD WARE. 1425 D3LEASES. Releases are the most comn-4

plicated Htems of personnel parachute harde-1
Personnel parachutei hardware may be placed ware. %%ere are two- basit types of releases,
Into iiae following general categories: the harness release and the -canony release.

The harness release, sometimes called quick
a. Links. release. bri, i! used to collect and -attach the
b. Adeptfira. rentraining straps of the parachute harness I
*. Rings. tacetaponontebd.Manual actuation
d.Snaphooks. -af this release bim enables the wearer to si-

. Rleas. mltaneasly reloesveral strop*of the.
1.2. L2 .Hrnes lnks re eneall caled release in used to jettison the parachute canopy
11onecorliks" he frma retaguar from Its connection to the harness to prevent i

are sedto cnnet th hanessstrps (ises) drin laningin hgh inds Ty icatems of

nector links now used are separable to faciitate are shown in Figure 6-1-1L Other items of
quick harness or canopy replacement. hrweasoitdm tlwthpersonnel

one~prcht hares stra toerll faother, whrerotiemsdpins
1.2.2 ADAPTER8. Adapters are rectangular such as ripcords, housings, stiffeners, mount-

WADC TR 55-266 6-1-1
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C, 10

Pi 1) 5 7 o _2

___ ___ ______La

I:f

_____=T

_________ _________________2__

P~~~~~4urc ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 6- 2C y~a e! fA'liDeieyPvtI~ ~rwr
to '27

lbs. - ypcl tm o 2. Aei lDelvery strachti linargo pracue.Pr
1. Snap assemblyctgenadperal puipofe, paroofloadino. sharwbB6719n -19 icrf

5,000 lbrnsspofla.,0 b.Ue 1:Oapasm ,cneo
5. Snap coeblnit l n eeprchtor 2o- 3. A2641s1tclne aropraht

Rector, y pro ud500ls Pr o 9 ig arachute, 24Dlvs ml . Part No. 49B 21549 se

6. Snap assemblyo general purpose, proof load W/o-. aeIaldeivryki
2,000 IA.2.Cei, ttclncag aaht

250lbs. 25. Clevis, M, not standa~rd
7.Link assembly connector, replaceable para- 26. Clovis, parachute aerial delivery kit. Part

Lchute. Part No. 5OB6869 No. 51B6096
B. Link assembly connector, replaceable para- 27. Link assembly, C-1 aerial delivery kit,

chute. Part No. 52B6660-1 single. Part No. 60B7466
G.. Scuff board hook and screw, side buffer 28. Line assembly, aerial delivery kit, dual

assembly. Part No. 5IB6595 cluster. Part No. 50B7457
10. Ring, parachute accessory attaching. Part 29. Cievis, aerial delivery. Part No. 51B6245

No. 44A9361 30. Clevis, aerial delivery. Part No. 4DR74en
U11. Ring, V, quick fit. Part No. 48B7055 31. Clevis, large square

12. Load, set weblock assembly 32. Plate, link platform aerial delivery. Part
13. Cutter, reefing line No. X51B8301 and X5BIB330
14. Ring, C-119 tie-down 33. Diaphragm, Air bag
15. Ring, C-119 tie-down. Part No. '4160528

WADC TR 55-285 6-1-3
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CHAPTER VI

SECTION 2 :.

PARACHUTE RKI'ING LINE CUTTER

2.1 EINERAL, is ignited by the powder train, causing the pis- A:
too (5) to move, The reofing line is inserted

The need for a reduction of parachute canpy into the housing (1) through a hole (2). A
opening Ohocka Md fur canopies with controlled mnatlW plate- (9) with clamp (10) is provided
drug mean led to the development of reefed to facilitate Inhtallation r4 the device on the
paruhute ocaopiett. A' tho sam z tWact 4-,dee. parachute canm, The arming wire Isgeneral- I
had to be developd which would accomplish the ly connected to a auipaion llnI, When the
diroeefing sequence. For this purpose, a hum- pariahute in depluyed, thin wrimbi'i wire i§ re-ber of dinreefinig devices were developed for moved, ntarting the cutting sequence. In order
different sppllcatioos, Theme devices are op- to eliminate the p"Oibility of premature re-
orated either by meane of pyrotechnics or by loase, the arming wire Is designed With a nalety
Means of electrical impulses. dovice requiring the application of 35 pounds ot

tension prior to release, and also for some frae
2.2 STANDARD REEFINO LINE CUTTER, travel before the firing pin actuatoes the dviceo.

TYPE M-2. This disroeflng device is deilgned tocut linen of
up -to 1,000 pound. tensile strength. TIme do-

The curroit standard method t0 diMrefin8g a lays are available for interval@ P1 1, 4, 6, 8, or
parachute camopy, when-aktrt reefin; Is tF41, 10 seconds, In general, thin d•v•he ri he used
Is to out the reefing line threaded through reef- only once, unless the entire assembly in return-
ing .•rings around the skirt of the canopy. In ed--to the- manufacturer fur reloading and- ire.
general, pyrotechnic reofing line cutters are work.
employed for thin purpose. The reefing linm !5
cutter, type M-2, Is Mhown in Figure 0-2-. &3 STANDARD RIEFINO LINE CUTTER,
Removal of the arming wire ('7) allows theflrn TYPE MC-4. .
pin (5) to initiate the time delay .power train For oprration in reeoing ayftout sutfllmiiWheavy
through. P percussion cap (4). A powder charge reefing lines having a tensile otrength of up to

T

Pigo~e6-21. eefing Lfte Cutter, Tyje M-2

:14
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14,000 pounds a heavy duty device, ty;pe MC-11 mont. These devices either are actuated byhas beon developed Pnd, standardized. This de- electrical Impulses or are completely meochani-
vice In shown in Figure 0-2-2. The type T-2 cal, In designing a reefing line cutter, par-

* ar~tuator and a d~elay powder trAin are; utilized ticular nttention mutst be paid to the detvilfl
to atetu&ate and governk the cutth4. ;ý&4~iicja. I v.1--i
Cutting of the reefing line Is accamplishel Wy
nmeans of a knife which le propolled by ,he~ 2.4.1 The knife-shaped piston of the device
powder charge. Actuation of the device Is must be longer than the ciimnwtor of tho roofin$
accomplished by the removal of an armiing wire, line holn, in order that powder pressure cannot
This device can be reused merely by changing escape prematurely. Accurate dimensions of
Whe time delay powdler train, Time delayo for the cutter piston are importont.
intervalo of 0075F 11, _2F4, OF OF luti 10 Hogan"d
are available. 2,442 Sufficient space must be provided beyond

the reefing line hole for a full stroke of the2.4 EXPERIMENTAL RIZEFING LINE pirn ota h u ~ fteerofing line can
CUTURS. lear the remainder of the reefing lino.

A umber of other typion of dlsreefing devicen 2.4.3 The powder charge must, I* well IWIuked
hAvoi been uoed in the past or are tinder develop- off from the fivring mechaniam.

Figuvo 6-2-2. Reef tug Line Cutter, Heavy TDuy, Typo MIC-2
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CHAPTER VI

SECTION 3

AUTOMATIC ACTUATING AND OPENING DEVICES

"3.1 GENERAL. chute from the rest of the vehicle. The bolt
Instalhii0n io shown In Detail A of the drawing,

Automatic actuating and opening devices are in and is also shown disascembled, The barrel,
general use Wo, the operatiom of parachute the squib, and the plug, whicli is hold in place
systems for nearly all parachute applications,. by the rivet, are attached to the airframe. The
Actuating and release devices aro primarily acraw is Wnsert'.d throwkh a hole in the 0ne
iequlred for mhpalle wn aircraft deceleration that in to be Jettisoned, then screwed into the
parachute application@, while automatic pars- plug. With this type of inotallation, the Ieald of
chute opening devicen Are now commonly em- the bolt is flush with the akin of the fuselage.
ployecl in personnel and enlerjeney ebiapet When the squib fires, the plug shears the rivet,
perachutes. and the plu aid screw aro ejected, thus reo

. ~~louing! thie parachute. i,

3.2 PARAC4UTE COMPARTMENT DOOR 3.2.2.1 In tigure 0-3-2l the hody Is secured to. RELEASE. the airframe, and the piston Is hold in place

The, opening of the parachute coanpartnient by the shear pin. The parachute comp riti.entdoor, or releae of the whole domr, at high cover is then held in place by the screw. Thisdoorrt relea, essenof theiwhole doo, airt hh particular device iW provided with two squib",
airoraftio speedsute uppntieain anrcrft~ due- wired electrically in parallel for increased re-
coloration parachute application and for a auc- )gf~y fol n qi ienfiia

Scosaful missile or drone recovery operation. liability. It -bly we squib firoal aufficientpressure to produced to shear the pin and elect
The problem is usually not as simple as it ap- the piston ap screwd Toe dual thuib nrrm -ejc
Imara. The unlatching mechanism must function pis aidered e dual or ranle-
reliably under various onvironmental extremes, erations.e f r l
such aa low temperatures (-O5* F.), high al- eif
titude, acceleration, and vibration. Thi nio-

chansm mst ot hve a aderseeffet ~3.2.1.2 Figure 0-3-3 Illuutrateas another dualchantom most not have an adversr offset s n the squib explosive halt using the shear pin prin-performance of ths aircraft or missile, such cpl.Tipatuarbtissd nawn

as addin extra drag inthoairstream. General- dpi, . This particular bolt Is used in R wing
ly, the space allotted inside the vehicle for this tank jettisoning system.
device iW small. For aircraft deceleration 3.2 l EXPLOSIVE BOLT-FRAhIBLR TYPE.
parachute application, aftuating devices based Figure 6-3-4 shows 'his bol.ý bot assembled ion mechanical or solenoid principles are cori- Fidurem6-3-4 This artiula bolt p ro-eb

monly used. For missile applications, ex- and disassembled. This particular bolt pro-
plosive bolts have been used successfuily. video for only one squib, which is considered

safe only if a large number of functional testsThese bolts have taken various configurations, are male te prove the reliefty; however, Itdepending on the particular application, and illustrats a principle of operation. When the
have been put to other uses, such as opening squib explodes, the Internal pressures came
landing bag hatches on missiles, or releasing the bolt to fracture and break away at the see-
wing tanks on a piloted aircraft. One feature the tht fac an reake away attie s-ft tion that has been weakened by undercutting.
which is common to all explosive bolt designs This releases the item that was being retained.
is that they are actuated byl one or mor'e
electrically ignited explosive squibs. Two of 3.3 PARACHUTE CANOPY RELEASE.
the principles which have proven successful re
during actual operation are explained below. Canopy release devices are commonly used for

S.2.1 EXPLCSIVE ROLT, SHEAR PIN TYPE. aircraft deceleration parachute and drone re-
Figure 6-3-1 shows how an explosive bolt is covery parachute applications. The purpose of
used to separate a tall cone, containing a para- this device Is to separate the canopy from the i

WD 5f¶' WAD T 5-26i63
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MAIN PARACHUTECONTAINER

DRAG PARACHUTE
CONTAINER

.9-,-, - -DETAIL A

LATCH CLOSED
AFTER

LATCH IN OPEN POSITION POSITIONING

~.SCREW

=-PLUG

DETAIL 8
ýPLUGIBARREL

DETAIL A

<"•SHEAR PIN

Fiure 6-3-1. Exl( tve Bolt - Shear Pin 20e

vehicle after the landing decel.claun or re- Fjgure 0-3-5 shows a spring-actuated hook
covery miissioi has been accomplished. A type release that ham been used In drone re-
variety of release devices have been tested and covery. While the drone is in flight, the spring
used, of which the most generally applied prin- S pushes ring R against pin P hmiftng_ the pin in
ciples are described below, place. As the parachute is deployed, a load is

placed on the ring and the ring and spring mcv'
3.3.1 PARACHUTE CANOPY RELEASE AS- to the position shown in Figure 6-3-5, at the
SEMBLY -SPRING-ACTUATED HOOK TYPE. same time relieving the friction between the

WADC TR 55-265 6-3-2
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by eloctricaiiy ignited explosive squibs. This
lo considered the most positive means of Re-

COVER,, SCEWcoplishing the release action; however, anaddtioal evca s itroucd ito heopera-Ii ~tion. In ordor to fire the squiba, an electrical4
7PI$TON circuit must be closed when the vehicle atrikee

the ground. This has been accomplitshol in the
most satisfactory manner to date by actUating

-iIHEAn PIN a switch through the action of a feeler wire,
which projects 3 to 0 In~ches beyond the bottom

of.~r B-3" vhowhacleib

~B0Of 3.3,21.1 Parachute C~anopy Rtelease Ansembly
PLUG actuated luttch typo parachuto canopy relelise

assembly. The parachute canopy in attached to

Mogro 64-~V21 Inxplaio~lied DI -~ shear PI'l Type' lath. 1Actato ithe he acopihdb
timor owitch compotifltta. thA nquib circuit, an

ring and pin. rho pin iW donigne4 tiu fall free Impact tswitch, a& normitlly cloned awitch that is
of the cylinder, when In a Vertical ponfilon, kept copon by the load? a feeler wire switch, or
Rp~rernlMately 10 neowo1s after roleane of the an tliori "Witch eritrralwoutit that may be ra-
friction of fth ring. When the vehicle toucheit qured for tho Particular 1applPi1ation Firing Of
the grnaeuit tand the, lead IA partially relaxed, either (one of the nquiba forces pin P tG move
the spring forces th@ rinp of f the thin undii- the armi that rotatoti about 0, breaking ohear
btructed hooki, dinconaicuthIg the parauitut' can 1111n N and releasing the Ii~teh,
opy. Disadvantages of thin ihrnign are that
lerelgn mattov in the cylinder meay eautiv Im- 3.3.2.2 I'azoehuto Caunopy Hlcooasee Assomblv
proper oporationI tif the pin, antd that the ro- Hicik Type. Figure 6-3-V sh~ws a squib-op-
laxeatiun of lhe load caused by air currentu may orated hook type release. Wheni squib S fires
reault in nir separation of the load and palra- tho gas icrotmures e)xit through holes (1), travnal
chute canopy. down the air Sup (2), and reenter holes (3)0

forching the plateun (4) up against the spring. The
4.4, PARACI"UTF, CANOPY RELEASE AS- latch L is then released, permitting. ring R td
8ZMBL=E-EXPLO6IV% SQWI13 TYPE. The fail free, This device is still undergoing de-
following three igrousW releases are actuateo velopment,

REAM THROUGH
PINALUM ALLOYSETO

AA j
Ii Figfure 6-3-3. Tank Retaining Explosive Bolt Assembly

WADC TR 55-265 6-3-3



FELT WASHER..

ASSEMBLED VIEW

E~FL0IVE.CAP

- '~UNDERCUT SECTION

F11ure 6-3-4. Exploatve Beat - Franglble Tyfie
3.3.2.3 Dieconnect Swivel - Squib-Oporatud. a pruset piauhbuuu ~ilutk4 ,Zvi 'ILIA441 A.JWS

Figure 13-3-8 showis ar~quib-operated disconnect Timer actuation may be manual or may be per-
swivel. The left 1a411 of the drawing shows the formed automatically during operation of omor-
plunger Pi~ n the unf ired position, with the shear genIcy escape systems. Performance char:
pin 8 in place. In this condition the load Is acteristics for the automatic parachute ripcord
traw.,mitted from the cage C througfh the ball release are outlined In Military Specification
bearings B to the outer race It. When the squib~ MIL-R-5335E. The automatic parachute rip-
fires, the plunger breaks the shear pin and cord release, type F- IA, is shown lIn Figure
moves to the positiuns shown on the right half 6-3-9. This release is housed in a case ap-
of the drawing. This allows the balls to move proximately 2 1/2 by 2 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches
inward, and the cakge slips out ci Lhe outer riace, and weighs slightly over two (2) pounds.F ~ ~thut lisconnecting the parachute canopy. 342OEAIN h yeFl ees

* 34 asembly consists of an arming cable assembly,
34AUTOMATIC PARACHUTE RIPCORD an aneroid mechanism, and at coil-spring-

-:RELEASE. operated timing mechanism, which also is the4
3.4.1 PURPOSE. The advancement of operation power source. When the knob to which the
of aeronautical equipment Into high altitude and arming cable is attached is pulled, it extracts

:1supersonic speed ranges has added require- the arming pin from itz soat against the trigger
meaats f or automatic devices in emergency assranbly. The trigger assembly, which in
escape parachute systems. An automatic para- turn is sealed against the weighted escapement,
chute ripcord release, type Y-lA, was de- is blocked by an inclined cam on the aneroid
voloped and standardti~ed. When installed in a assembly. When the preset altitude Is reached,
parachute pack, it pulls the parachute ripcord the bellows contracts sufficiently to allow Ihe[after elapse of a preset time interval and below trigger assembly to spring free of the Inclined

WADC TR 55-265 6-3-4
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-• PARACHUTE SUSPENSION LINES cam, thus releasing the weighted escapement.P S The weighted escapement assembly, no longer T-
restrained by the trigger asnembly, permits
the timer mechanism to operate. After a time
lapse, proset on the timer meac.anism, the re-
_maInIng energy in the spring Is roloased to the
spool and cable aspembly. As the spool ij
wound, it pulls on a cable, which Is attachd to
the parachute ripcord cable, thus opening the
parachute pack. The timer nMechanism is
wound -by a special key. 6lnco the automatic
ripcord releae withdraws the soam set a* rip-

SKEEPER cordt pi.0 as the manual release, there is ao
interference in any respect with ordnary, man-
uad operation, ripare a-s-10 shown measured

~PIN ~ energy curves of the type F-lA automatic para--PINchute r ord Movelse a meurSe ivnergy
.4 curves in actual parachute pack operation.

PARACHUTE SUSPENSION4
iNES

F~gure 6-3-5. Parachute Cawpoy Release
Asuembly - S•r•-Aetuaed Hook Type 2 2

It

-' ' 'I

AFgure 6-3-6. Parachute Canopy Release LOAD
1A'...embly -- L4ch 2ype Figure 6-3-7. Parachute Canopy Release

Assembly -Hook Type

WADC TR 55-265 6-6-5
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Qf Flaeu6rp 9 Autionofc M'rachuto.RiworO
MRReleease$ 2)1(99 F-A - Coea'r R.7MWfJd

F'Mguv 6-3-8. a~acoumcj Svivel - Squ~b
O(9eraed
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CHAPTER VI

L SECTION 4

PARACHUTE CANOPY GROUND DISCONNECTS

4-1 9OSNIAL. comopy. A ground disconnect baWe on ex-
plosive actuation iliA Ineorporating time delay

Most typo. of Raerll delivery anA finlo "itwo is shown -in Wigure 0-4-2. propamation of a
rwcutoy por&4ghuati canopiem ~main irliated mechanical hwv-aaiy - rval dinewaOat
Woler moftrito wind volocittea (10- knotsor at oq to-0 commoction with type 0-11A parachute. '
abore), siid tenil to drag or overturn -the nue- for-aerial delivery ip pihawn in Figure 0-4-3,
assidkJlua wA- id roi'and. im~pact. Pineoflnecto Disconnects are desipnad to operate at a rftte of

are used'o tmmlal separate the parp' lono -descent af up to @kpoietl So fact per
chute qao-upy or cwwoptes from the load1 upm n ocond combined with a horlsooWa whindvlocity
ground 1mwiat,,Iliorehy elimiunating damage, to Of up to 30 1knots.

the ad after landing. Wlaval disconmecta cmi
be ntanatflaA int 1;4 gnerai donign types: FMOI

binatkan of moobaniami, emploolve, mWaiw l~u-

4.careeao DEON DSONET SIGN AND

OPK5IATION.__

ieveral types. W grtund dhticoanect damigns,
'aleic have ptiua application for final i
Mtap recoyowy parachute systems, are die-
cumned in ection Sl abova. For m.orlal delivery
paachute, systems, standard diecomuects used
at tho present time ara of tWe mechanical typo,
ouch as that shown in Figure 0-4-1; however, ____________________
for upecial applications- an explosive or elec- --- --

*trically. actuited ground disconnect may be FUIW6 6-4-1. Parachute Camopy Gropud
found more suitale The avoidance of pro- wicnet-Mcafcl v~l~siry
mature midair release during parachute can- PrcueS~a
opy deployment and descent as well an a high PtI
degree of reliability of release at ground im-.
pact .ane of prime importance for any die-
connect design. Integral time delay devices of
various types havo been fotuid effective In
eliminating premature load reflease during can-
opy deployment and descent. Standard dis-
connects depend upon the' principle ot load re-
laxation for separating the parachute canopy
from the load after ground Impact. Ground
disconnects with a capacity range of from 200
to 500 pmunds are available for aerial deliveryII of containers, and with a capacity range of from
1,000 to 5,000 pounds for aerial delivery of F~gure 6-4-2. Parachute Canopy G~round
heavy cargo. if clusters of parachute canopies Disconnect - Explosive Actuated, Aerial

are used for aeriga deltveryP2.rachute avatpma, -Delivevy Para*chute System, 500

WADC TE 55-2656-1
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Figure 6-4-3. Parachute Canopy Ground Disconrnect - Mfechaair~al, 5,000 PoundsP Capacity - Preparation for Aerial Delivery
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CHAPTER VI

SECTION 5

0Rt4"0 SHOCKC ABSORDINO DEVICES

*5.1 O4ENRAL. the load Platform tIRll free ot the aircraftP- Wd
Geneall, mssie o drne ecoeryann aeisi the platform doors or antitopplizig nOvices ox
00noalll mantl ordroo rcoveyannaral. tend, the air lUg decelerators distend by gravity

delvr ntems htrive to achieve a rate of and inflate with air that paenso throcph chock
de=en of 25 to 80 1"Pit per second. Howevr, valvesl located- at the bottom of the air bag. A
there an*e advantages in using the fastest raie diaphragmp coverling an orlilce ait the top of the

of dscet a whch adro ca beAccmplithed bag 'preventot the Escape of air while faling,
successfully. Increase in rate'of descent will, Figure 4-5-3 6hows the air bag itecaloratorp
otf course, increasethe surface impact shock extended. At ground 1impact, the check vulvoW
force. aNy systems are (hotgned for the beat' vlose, tedahambrtadtesre'
possible- coaiproolaee between the descent and capes -through the orifice. - The rattc at platform
the. ground Impact phook Absorbing systems. deceleration Is dator m ned -b-y- it; rate rif air
M- pome oawwe, 0h re"alatwwe toutamage 0a-t th Ilow through the orilice,

droped ojectat ii. esird orothe6#2.1 5 .1 Due to th" rat# of doncont, theA A
able rate @fdee n ~etlln to dairegard psennmieceeg.Ti nry m

an Ipac hok asoringsysem.mvZ 2/5, must be absorbed by the ýair b"g doe
celerator, The air bag accomplishes thip fnac-
tion by exerting a resi1t000 force@ upon the

forcs Ipared ponthe oadcanbe edued, bottom of the load over Pa vertical dlatance,
Tor@ are manl way# in wnhinchs Impct declora- heg#o h i u, hoelulal

ticl tme etwenIniialconac ofthesyse whaich 1# Saeomesweat 1@91; thooft -eliedo
forc tes surfa @ d coplt can ben deblrae to+r eoit na

Pndor te Piirbton-o the Imp etfo ce ove
atc reter l!a l hearioinitiarla contuctno h ytm hvn-art fdseto 0to ern may

null.. betherto tonplu They maycit be- paddedt
wiahtial asurbfapctfoee and bupedclocedation
moOwdistributeo o the Ipc force. oeeel over tela

than would otherwise be the case. 'The same
prs'noipvev apply to platforms. Crash frames or i
padding (Vigure 6-5-1) may be used to absorb
s ome at the force and thereby increase do-

fi the impact forces more evenly. Onheavyaerlal Wdelivoryv systems and on some drone recoveryj
sstems, ground shock absorption by means of

air bags haa proven to be a satisfactory method.
in acme cases, ground penetration spikes have .

been used on missiles to absorb ground Impact

5.2.1 AIR BAG DSECLERATOR AERIAL DE-
LIVERY SYSTElM. The air bag dlecelerator 7
in a collapsible, barrel-shaped rubber bag 1
mounted at the bottom of the Watd platform Figure 6-5-1. Utfiization of Crash Frames and
which Is to be lowered by parachute.. In its Padding Mate at for Heavy Aerial Delite~y

E stowed positica, the air bag is collapsed. When Systems

Ni WADC TR 55-265 6-5-1
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nfvyr 6.-9.) Air hog Decelara for on Load Re~aring Platf1107%Air Bgog Ruiended

mately 17 Inches distance With a uniorm do- to a predetermined value and then dissipate
coloration of 10 timca tho force of grav ity. the energy by blooding the air continually
Hiowevor, In practical application, this Id im- throughout the remaining compression cycle.
possible, since It means assuming that the This is achieved, within limits, by covering
deceleration begins at the instant of bag ground the orifice at the tape of the air bag with a
contact aMW is uniform during the entire do- diaphragm of R certain blowout pressure and
coloration period. Duriiq practical application, diameter.
bag height Is lost in developing tans bag prcz-*
sure to a working value, since it is developedIstimply by polytropic -volume compression of 5.2.1.21 Two different air bag decelerator types
the air inside the bag. Furthermore, additional are presently being used, one designed to de-
bog height is lost by using air venting as a celerats a load of 1000 pounds and the other
means of limiting force of gravity values. Un- to decelerate a load of 2,500 pounds at values
less the air inside the air bag decelerator is not exceeding ten (10) times the force of
rapidly released at the instant at which Aero gravity when. striking the ground at a rate of
velocity is reached, the compressed air volume descent of up to thirty (30) feet per setuond.
wini act as a spring and will "bounce" the load Figure 6-5-3 shows the effect of orifice di-
upwarda. This rapid air release, however, is ameter, diaphragm burst pressure. and weight
it"PUS5i~ 1Vu In~u~ Practical Ap"Ir;tan. por air bag upon air bag pressure for an air
Therefore, means must be explored to build bag decelerator designed to decelerate a load
up the air bag pressure as rapidly 'rs possible of 2,500 pounds.

WAIDC TR 55-265 0-5-2
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EFFECT Of ORIPIdf OIAMETtR 5.242 AIR SAO DECELERATOR, MI58lLF AND
01AP'llft MY "SM1911 WDRONE RECOVERY SYSTEM. Air bag decel-

20 AII-5U AAI LMR -erators for Wei~le aind drone recovery oya-

01AUC gRINIO tenis are designed eauentially along the same
basi principles as IJIoSo used for serial do-

15 ivrysynem, heighpeofthee irbo/ ~decelerators may be other than barrel shapedJ
because of the missile or drone configura-

r --- tiww. Generally, thoe st ir bags are propree-
aurifed and filled with nitrogeon g~a or dry air.

___________ _____________Preprouburisation will incroaso air bas of-Atrg otloao cmrsos i a5 fialency; however, it will also require gas

fAAW~rg,4 I INCW- Inflation to automatic vaid may b's part of the

OO~ 01 ~ raecwery 9yotem sequence control. '
OR1

TPEOIWA 0M9 WiIt Pr~~q

WOW# $111l 1 PS

Is

5L 4- -

ftmuro 6-5-4. Shock Absorptionw
o~ ~ by Ground Parnsdralium Spikew

5.2.3 GROUND PENETRATION SPIKE, Ground
penetration spikes, rigidly attached I o the nose

OP~o a!4 missila provide a good ahuchk o sorption
tJFEIMT O 1HTPRARA system whon used under prul-or conditiona

ofiAl4"A0 oIAMeIT097 IWCH (Figure 0-5-4). The advatntage ox Wei method,
20~IL compared w-Ith Inflatable air bag decelerators,
t is that higher rates of load descent (for ex-

ample, 50 to 60 feet per second) can be used.
~ -- -~- ,~,In fact, the greater rate of descent is needed,WE*Mle 5r M s that the vertical component of the force

will enable the splike to penetrate the ground
10 _ - ' to a depth that will prevent the missile from

falling over. This uikethti4 of shock absorption
is advantageous when the volume available in

- - the missile does not permit the stowage of a
WEIGT4TR0O7 lb larger parachute or air bag decelerators. The L

__0 ___ WE(cu1A bdsadvantag4e of thts miethod is that Meo netual
do" -effectiveness of the spike depends 1a-gely upon

0.06 0.1 0.1 0. the hardness of the terrain on which impact

Per Air Bag upon Air Bog Peres.s: pike

Air Bag Capacity - 2,500 Pounds --

.- 1
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CHAPTER VII

SECTION 1

PARACHUTE DRYING TOWER

1.1 GENERAL. hang freely, without touching the floor, when
suspended from the apex. In order to draw the

Parachute drying towers are used to ventilate canopy to the ceiling, hooks and pulleys must
and dry parachute canopies, to provide a place be provided. Canopy suspension hooks are
to allow creases in the canopy to soften, and generally spaced approximately 3 feet apart, but
to permit shaking out dust, dirt, and the like this distance may be varied if the canopies
picked up after use. Availability of a parachute generally hung in the facility require more room
drying tower is a requisite for the maintenance to hang clear of each other. Areas likely to
of personnel type parachutes. come in contact with the canopy should be

smooth and free from nails. Walls should be
covered with polished hardboard or equivalent

1.2 DRYING TOWER REQUISITES. material. Warm, filtered, forced air should
be provided, and dehumidification is desirable.

A drying tower can be thought of as an over- The area should not be subject to exhaust,
sized room, sufficiently high for a canopy to solvent, or acid fumes.

WAUC TA± 55-265 -1



CH4APTER VI1

SECTION 2 I
PARACHUTE DRYINO CABINET

2.1 GENERAL. 2.2 CABINIT.I
Parfachute dryfrig cabinets are used tor the The dryiNg cOinot (Fi'gure 7-a-1) W an 41-
accelerated drying of all type. of parachutes. metal sabinot capable of being tnravipovted in
Drying cabinet,, wore first iveloped as a thn alir. It -"10a"uree 0 feet by 0 feet by *3 feet

* ' renuit 0f ik iortage 4f lirae'iiuko drying tower in the erectvd state. Tbe cabinet in designed
fatillition at banep where a large nurobei c4 ko allow a~aearbly or dinannembly in the field
strcrmft dcieleration parachute@ were in use, by two men utilizaing tandArd tools, The heat-
mWu alrio frnm fk relmitred fr"qiaenry of rstra- ing tinores tor tho cabinet awimJots of a Her-
ellwth uneo. Decauue of their application, air.- aean Nelson type FIT-400 or equivalent heater,
craft deceleration poirarhutets tend mos't to be- which is capable of delkvering 400,000 DTUo
nome wet end collect dust, tar, and othor per hour at nit am~bient temperature cf -85F.
contaminantn. Thwie parachuteit should not be The heat ig transferred from the heater to the
hung in a dryini; tower xdjftcunt to personnel cabinet through a 12-Inch-disaeter duct, l0feet
parachutes. The drylu# cabinet in now used loug. Temporaturo within the. cab110,INe he auti-
pimwaar~tly for rapid drybia tit pavaechutes for matics'3y maintatind at a level of 20011F. The
aircraft deceleration apolklations. Ito use, inieof the cebteet in snmou'h ruid Without aity
however, doon not rend~er the drying tower protrulenna. Dual racks, provided with easily
obsolete. removable and replaceable c~ater wheel@, hold

the canopy In Place during the drying cycle.
-. The. eidhwt. e iu dry two' thoroughly wet 44 -feet.

dianieter FIS3T ribbon type eantpioo or their
0o11ulvalont in throu houurti

Ii Figure 7-2-1. Parachute Dyfrm, Cabinet,
Portable - Interior View
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CHAPTER VII

SE.CTION 3

PARACHUTE PACKING AND INSPECTION FACILITIES

3.1 GENERAL. come in contact with manterial inuvt be f roe of
Thereqireent fa a ~r~hiir'anything thst could sinag or pull the material.

inspection building are rolativoly simple. The 3.4 BINS,
building Itself must be sufficiently large to ~ ~ioiein i h ~kn
pormit free atovornwot arowid tlia packing and Bins shudb oaevnoifnts)t pki
Inspection tables. Lighting In the vicinity of the and inspection tables, Thoy must be able tuay"
work~ing areas, both daylight and artif total, munt commnotate unpacked porachutoo. The hiii am.r*
Ie very good. Washing facilities for canopien faces must be smouth, and must be freef from

are esiabl. Aparachute drying tower moot, cracku, nals or other objecto that might anon
be a part oft the building, or be attached to It. (It pull the material.
Opecial furniehiiigs Inclade binti, imou big coon- TAEPCLTR
toer, and storage facilItioo. 3.5STRG ALTI,

3.2 PARACHUTE PACKING TABLES, Storagfo liacilitieti reqiiiremieant~ vary with the
contemplated length of tirne of atoraige, th ll-

Varachut's packing tables may be of local mnanu- matic conditions, and the type of building con-
fiietoro, Thoy ohouild stand about 30 inches high otruction. Slome fabrics are particoularly sjus.'
anl phould 1W of sufficient length to accommu.- eeptihile to mildew damage In regloni hWing a
data the full length uaf thte eiiwlpy and the 14111- warm, humid climate, Parachutes should be
penalon lines -extended. A width of 3 foot Is dried thoroughly before packing, and then stuord
tiotfiuviont for pernonnal parachutes,. Rlim-loot In a dry place. They Mhould not be stored In
width should be used for ciirgo parachute ckno- dirout contact with concrete floors, Wooden
pit# lariger than 20 fact In diameter. The top racks, protected from the sun's rayu, are de-
iat the table Mhould be of pollnhod hardboard or Hsirable, Cleanlinewst is important; grease, oil,
nimilar niatorial. The top and other aixrese or fther contaminantn must not be kept In, or
likely it) come Ill contitet with material tshould used oaa thu surfactio of, the storage ares.
be free L4 anything that might snag or pull the
material. Thu table should be equipped with a 3.6 PARACHUTE PACKING TOOL.
suitable device to place the suspension lines
and canopy under an evenly dimtributed tension The following t~ools are generally considered
in preparation for folding tho parachute. necessary for pack!ng and inspection: (See

figure 7-3-1.) :
3.3 PARACHUTE INSPECCION TABLES.

a.'Lino Soparator: This is z small, slotted
Parachute inspaction tables may be manufac- stand used to hold the suspension lines
tured Woally. They may be Ironing-boom~d in their respective group for packing.
shaped, approximately 18 faot long, 3 feet high, b. Shot Bagts: These are cloth sacks, up-

S and tapering in width from 3 to 2 feet. L. light proximately 18 Inches by 4 inches, filled
is inset in the center of the table and extends with about B pounds of shot They are
the full length. The face of the light is smooth placed on material or lines to hold them
Plate glass and is sot flush with the table sur- in temporary placement. They are used
face. During Inspection, the light passea through particularly for holding the folded half of
the canopy, revealing damage of yarn, appear- at canopy while the other half is being
ance of edges in radial and -diagonal seams, sus- f olded.
peisslun lines in channels, and threading midway c . Folding Tool: This ib used to automat-
between surfaces of the material. A hand-held Ically make and fold the correct width or I
ultraviolet light Is used to detect stains in the length cd canopy so that it will properly
material. All portions of the table thot might fit the pac k.A? '1WADC TB 55-265 7-3-1
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SHOT RAGS -

LINE SEPAOATOO
I'

6 b PADDLE

TEMPORARY RIPCOR

Figure 7-3-1, ParachWe PabckiW Tools

d. Ripeord, Temporary: A temporary rip- shears; needles -- harp, blunt, aid
cord consiets of a short r'pcord with curved; hammer; packing paddle; six-
pins. In use, It Is Inserted into the lock- inch steel tape; hook, palm.
ing cones or loops of the pack tohold the
side flaps in place ao that the end flaps 3.7 SEWING MACHINES.
may be placed in position to Insert the
permanent ripcord. Machines suitable for parachute repair and

e. Press, Seal: This is a hand operated production are covered in P'edoral SpecUication
device used to secure the seal applied by 00-5-256, "Sewing Machines, Industrial Type
the packer or inspccto;' tc eu the pack- for Textiles," Rnd Federall fecification C-0 .5-
ed parachute again.t tampering. 225. Many att~ehment innovations help inpara-

f. Assortment of Small Toots: Long-nosed chute production. Needle coolers and thread
pl!ers: knife; six-inch shepsrs: ten-Inch lubricants are used to overcome needle heat.

01

[5
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CHAPTER ViII

TEST EOUIPMENT AND TEST METHODS

In the development and itvdy of parachutes, it has become increasingly evident that accurate
and reliable testing equipment and methodo are a necenoity. Instrumentation and teoting have
bai'n prime factors in determfning the deolgneharacteristicp of parRehutes fnr a variety of applica-
tions. The use of proper toot equipmrent and testing methods makes poasible last development
mid ealuattonj fast correction of design deficienwiea, and the most oxpeditioup development to I
the pt•ge of actual application. In the following nectiono, experimentl teot vehicles, pepialtmed
,*rachut. performance data racording oyatema, and experimental parachute teot moethod are
dencribod. Thit description is given to proenot a comprehensive piciure of wavailable equipmett
AMi fei'tlttten, RpecifIt capabilitteu, limitations, performnce chai'acterletti_ of eqOpment, methods
of tWst0n% @xparlmental parachutos and parachute systems, and methods of obtaining desired por-
t. frmmnne¢ chlira~tpd~tics.
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CHAPTER Vill

SECTION I

TEST EQUIPMENT

1.1 DROP TEST VEHICLES, listing io a summation of sensing Moemenlta,
recording fiynteml, mid data reduction nyotoma

A number of drop tent vehicleIs hovtx hmnttn do- available and used in the field of parnehute
veloped and ares being used for the purpone rsenvrch and developmeont, No attempt ioi mado
of teating experimental parachuteni and para- to furnish a complete listing of all inotrumonto
chute systems for a particular application. that M14y be u0ed, Only t11190 1 rUrnent ArO'
Figures -0-1-2 through 0-1-0 show the typos menitioned, and their performance charactvraip
of drop topt -vehicles 14vallabie Ito their 04- ti14 lisedo tha t havo b&9n developed especially
pacitles and linsiteAtioncI, for applirnatiwum In the field of piurachutest and/or

hays proven their aultab-ility during a largo
1 .2 PARACUHUTE PERFORMANCE DATA number of parachute tout applications.

RECORDING INSTRUMRNTS. .. 53810LMETS

1.3.1 URNERAL. The proamj of Riipiind 10.
search tar, the fit 1. of parachute sroynaunien I. F).A Force flonoing, F.10nwnts

Ileuesita~sthe d~veoqpn16nt of opeol~ipln'ýd In-
otrowsintt, and intriiwwnt hyotema. Since the 1321aVariable Itnsifitance (Strain Gage)
'donipra of now arac~lAuto and the improvement Type, (Beet Fipure 8-1 -7.) Varivouts t3,pti of
Wf .Motng. pasachiutem n i largely dependent variable rohustance typo tonniomevtor links have

mon the knuwledge of Individual performance been developed and are come~rcially available
Caharattretlergtitao different typeo of rhutes irn capacity raengen .om abeut one to0 IDD,000
do@44nod, tho- availuability Wf accurate and re- poundo. The dimnoh",loflI, wsighto and volu'me
liable data recording ttyotemu an instrumento are dependent upon tho aiso of tho link, The
cannot lee overeniphasieied. For a majority same io truo for natural tr@quency. Typo anu-
of parachute tests, parillcularly during the bero may be found In manufacturers' catalogs.
experimental stage~, only the hwqlOvltd of ex- These variable resistance typo tenaiumotora
ploratory information on paraeatuten or Bya- are usied in connection with vacillographs, topo
toem io required. Therefore, for thin tenit recording aystems, tolemetoring systemo, and
phase, an Instrument should be used which direct reading insiaujawarntb. Thid~y &&A a utwd for
will be oeutmical in us: utd capAble of ron- all applications whore knowledge of foroovaluen
daring refiults with satisfactory accuracy. 'rhe in any part of the parachute or of the para-
soil-recording Instruments are placed in this chute system is desired.
category. It a parachute system has provon
its reliability during the experimental testing 1.2.2.1.2 Variable Reluctance Type. (Seefigura
phase and more accurate data is desired, or 8-1-8.) The variable reluctance type of sensing
if during any one test various different per- elements are being produced commercially by
formwice data are to be recor~ded versus a number of manufacturers. They are generally
a common time base, either a telemetering uaod in tolemotoring systems. Link sizes
system or a magnetic tape recording system capable of measuring forces from 0 to 18,000
is used, depending upon economy of test and pounds compression, or from 0 to 16,000 lb.
accuracy of data desired. tension are available.

During the initial stages of parachute develop- The element itself is relatively expensive com-
rnnnt andj fnr' Applieod pararhute researeh, stat- pared to other types of force sensing elements.
Ic test facilities, such as wind tunnels, atre Its application Is limited to use on risers,7, used to a large extent. Vv.rious types of in- suspension lines, harnesses, and other appli-
strument systems are available to measure cations where bulkiness 18 not of importance.

-F and record required par~itchute phenotnena with A disadvantage of this type unit is its sensi-
a high degree of accuracy. The following tivity to temperature change.
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Z CAMERA OOD ATTA4CHEL (,pERMA, #N r/.y) 4 T-esT PqRqCHwrE MUST BE pqec
TO~~~ ~P 840/C Mu0n INBrT/OE OR rESr PA RA CHarz

CO1PAqRrMENT. (AMAY NOT OUP4.'CATEr

aENERAL INA,4 1PP41CAr10A1.)

I TST PARA C1HUTE Cc)APARTMENtr H/1-10 .5" a~VERALLr R&QL//R&S- /Y/a# -S/Eep,
TESTr PAPA CH(ITES UlSED FoR p,6Cej.eRAT/O'Y H/4WIA -ALTITUDE .41R.'RApT AOR
STA GE CHUTreS FOR M/SSILEJE OR AOR TypE OF 7r'S7 IN wy/d;'H Ir /v
H/O2H SPEED TARaETS Aivo gjqov,-$. YAPL0 P.

Figure 8-1-3. Drop Test Equipment -- Disposuble Load -- Transonic Test Vehicle
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loc Soo. ~U -r,?no

MAXMU __________MACH__ 1O #~ 400K fWOOK
MAX/4W i'~ ______ _-- APR0~ O/il?4

8,4S~ICf' ,IT MICN4 COP~?TflV ___

Foc r- oRP- -i-- - resrpowo

u$I/4hCAR#YNeA/PC.94P _ A4/p WR OiN OF//t1# VP~ C9 0MB

CONCEIr RECORD/OJ 0"C X&OWNC PM4NO
~qr,woctN ^Ai P /jO&FROOVN 4y ori~u

APOWdNrUES: t7SAOVPONTAES:
1 N/48 SPEE.0 MAY8~ BC TeAIt/EP AT #/G# A #/0/ /N/T/4L COV7

2.c, COIrlcScE rEsr INFORMATION MAY BE 5.COMPIEZ $YfrEAI, RE011/RES' S(//LED
OB',4/Nfio By rEiB MErtER/AG. TECNICAL MA/N TMANCR.

3, PARA CHUTE SWsE4n CAREP/ /A'TER#& L + ms rES PARA elluTe MUlsT or PACKED IN
eAo TAILvoRE roR TEsT PA R C//U/i.

SYSrEM REOARDLESS OP ope/f~4 7oN orIA dP/APO~

S. s'EY SrABLJE 7RAJfCCTO.'K S. #/iV OPERA rINO CO~rr

C. 1AfS RS/MENA7/Al'O iS CARRP/P lIvrERA'ALIX

ti GEMER4.1
4. Tyes. 6 AA'o roarV No0w 08$olfE.
2. OTHER Velf/CLES 4,?, (/A'DERPE! II&OP

MEAN7 POR &1UPA:R6ON/C 7TESrt.
kve/Gwr RAA Ns9 IS 800 TO 2 000
48. 44Nd OO TO00 6,000tga.

Figure 8-1-4. Dvof Test Equipment -- Di -f osable Load .-- Suevsonlc 'Test VeJhi4c
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1KDUJCK DDUPP-pAP, ]O:fJO'. COTTON DOC"K ,.'. '•I. -pAlr'~;-A4UL',ht tT U,"' 'T 1 I~ '-- !'U: ... ." - '

r AKAA".Aa TYPE '~ I~'~I A 0-) p.: ' " ,

4!!70Rý, 10* C.S Yrq O"F.D T O M MCK .1471TN -P
.-..- Lim, N A-*x14 CF.P A NDK ,• VFEY MIE"T.,"

S A IR i.CNAUIR'rV , QUONO IC. O- I ' I,

" -0 M_,M TM- AE"IAL

PCND 0l . NOLL OV rOrPO• .' "ADONO, "' 4 Ll 'D TO' '!A. "?f 01 ,lit iw WH' "" P -p
-w"'I. CA07 "O'rD' WIM TAION'. P014 'OIJOKAI' t A '. ii , : AN " l NI ) ", - .0l ', 'C,

)RIEIVERY. ,TF`"N AGAINi' (KT !A A~lO "10 O' W !_H'" r'1 lh~iA
)I.EN",•.N: A"WTh Io •.E W M 3•*0" .Ao . 1.DUN' ,",

U ZD O'*'''.. ' O F~ *O"INUM A U IN1,1l±'JO P1~FYfK I ,,n! -0' !1 - I_- C-
O•,IT'.' O ASSE L Ys 1' POLAIOD.-1 MAY - U . f' 1!n; !C ' %G -

'ANCIIITEAIEPIC~lipTYPE a-)5~~yr~W~ftAL DI:.YO O 'U!

MMARqIKS, AIISPFICBLY r'EDXNYD TO N1EPLArP. A--.
ig.e-1 A8PIAI-1- Containers

V9N AFRIAl ýFLSVEH4Y PHCK NCINCI'(AII,. T4l
Ml~DPAY BE W-E1'.

-Viz

%1

P'ACKING P,1T. U4 IN. WIDE. TOCýJ. HA~'F.:.' OFN 'TO HO': ~ OP I 'Q11"I P-' I 4 Ior~lI :rR;M3 ADJU'3TABA-ý VOtON MPIAINO
AltD CAPS W-11? ADJIC:hTAIILE I'' Y. WFL1+40 :1RA A~'. .N" ý '4.1Gm "G!, "~' !L1 V1NGWA EIt

1.2.2.2 APr o m e Icommony OW P ' 0'"!7 '40 WE MIT O i A eldCOHLY: 2 a/r1 PODC t n
4T"'C Do'.A Xp,1!'~A4 '01, lrl

4
1wv ý'.T 'O TYPE 0-1

--r 0- x ". .1 ... FT- MýrI~ os'F3' FOR !'.IVFI'Y GP .ýO.
IAL OIVFstm OF ttnAsEthe varia -?,esisPITTOan type

WW21..21 VAND WEAPONS. SUCH A:! AMMsINstanc (OtraiG aceermte.Ths senin elemen WMts a
SUILL ARM.. AUOIGATAIr WTAPON;ý AN!) tOhF"II' .:!'. "

TyApeI FR. CA(e HAVE u1re 8i-'=9 Almost ltye be ob d ca. a a
oW5Wft aeKACtIoP n picup cosIl !:.: -a7 mas o ' in v'ariou ses 0 01d

CrelI sINC g AY !,F Asua'. c1 v
D~~~~'TONPD~~Mj-,. 'TI' :I' r'lriFD O"P4 0hP"' I '-V K- ?IN;

Figure 8-1-5. Container.':

1.2.2.2 Accelerometers. commonly used ein the field of parachute in-
strumentation is the variable resistance type

1.2.2.2.1 Vari-able Resistance (Strain Gage) accelerometer. These sensing elements may
Type. (See Figure 8-1 -9.) Almost all types be obtained commercially In a wide variety
of acceleration pickups consist of a mass of ranges and in various sizes, weights, aud

aoidsprng ouse Ina sitabe cse fld volumes. depending upon these ranges. The
damped. When gravitational forces are im-A
posed upon the sensing element, relative move- rnegnrlyue ntefedo aa
ment between the mass and case is produced, chutes is between ± 2 g and ± 200 g. The

and a transducing device of some sort, which natural frequency will depend upon the par-
is incorporated in the instrument, is caused ticular range and may be obtained from man-
to produce an electrical signal proportional ufacturers' catalogs. These variable resis-

to the displacement or velocity of the mass tance type accelerometers are used in con-
with respect to the case. The mass and spring nection with oscillographs, tape recording
system in these sensing elements has one systems, tele-.metering systems, and direct
degree of freedom, because the mass is con- reading instruments for the measurement of
strained to move in a straight line inside the gravitational forces. They are often used to
case. A variety ol accelerometer type sens- measure ground impact shock of platforms
ing elements have been developed. Most and other cargo loads.
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I ~~CANVAS CONrAINER, WUNSNO Msf5T,

CO~l TAINR A ~ 2,00 4p. MAXI,4MUM i04A0, MA y
a00 NNOTS FMOM CARGO - MEP

'1 000 TO /0,000 18-, MAY Dfi
RZ* rFA? Woko*' ATr sp'tps oIP ro

*~~AN r$Y MWPOM CANCO .- rYrf

ITNEsEDý rYPE Mgrft PtA TPO4Wi
* ________ NOW WWPROVING EVA4(1.470N, -144V

oi'wo~iwOR Wig~ FOR 10ARN Ws" ov 100
PA AFORM ANIP /go 000 10. , PROP SACP TY6 XN07W

Af R~i~tV FROMcs-rp G0 iNcRAFr, #*q8
______________ OVrOPLUiGPFVIA/A .AMO,

NrRITAIv Al PLATFORM, NOW UNl#M#A* f OO/~V4IffVAT/ON10. CA9N M8 EISEI
PLOWFORbI ZOCAWEFP #0R~0N POVO ~v no Ab9CM00T,

i.E PROP spepPSJ /50 KNOTS AROM
Ar- 740PPS/jYG1 LkV&ItL' #4NSI

IRAPVA Be FMLL Y

NUO'BB09 000~M Y f/SeP FOR TE$T/dYG
FE $oNNiVE AARA covres oND
8YSTeMS, CENTER , AI? M p 4ND ieO

TORSO .... TM09S PRO V/Of SPACE FOR
DUMMY ~ .. INSRvMeNrAr7vON WEIOHT ,R4AOet

/70 TO 3*0 LO. PVACMIMh IS
MOUNTrED ExTEdNA14r, PUIL

1#SR11MENrAr10# O~SSILE.

AND LEG MOVEMENT COMPAR~siLE
If7 TO UMANS, PtA TORM /N BODYA~

SIMPLE * IHTERNA & ,NTRS4ENTA IDO, WEI&YrSIMPLEAPPROXIM"ArELY -500 48., CAN OE'
AND PROPPED OR EJECTED By CiIRGO-

COMPLex BOMBER - OR 01CI'rER - TrPE
.4RTUlzATEA AIRCRAFr. PARrICULA4Re rOESICNE

PUMMies FOR TesT OF PERSONNEL. PARAeHUTE
SYSMMS ro DETERMINE POSS/B iLI
OA 41IM8 FOULIN#G OR INtrERFERENCE
OF SYSTEM, ALSO IISED FOR
EdfCTON SAAT resTr$' To DETrERAjiAN
TUMOLINS ANeP OMHER ACTIONS'.

L ~ ~ ~ 0NTANERS, 954 TFORM , DUMM IES

FIgTure 8-Z-6. Caxitainers, Platforms, Dumnmies
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Pf

Ffp~ro U-I.'. Variable Roiyative 7VyPe Force figuro 0e., .1 -) variable Refiviia"Ve TyPe

22222Vprifible ltaowmlecoTypa. (fleo Figuro and other differentiasl or abool"Ite P1011surels,
41..)Variable reietanCO type accolorom- pressure trasdiucera xro twed, .Again..it wide
-@or ao omoriulyavatlakle. For Parant. voriety 44A.NM r ~ 011peiiy#aijiso

chute ayateuwl ýtestd, they are USed ini non- In th 21.14 of parachutitto, pro oure trana-
/ action with tolginetering systems. They ra- ducorn le, metasuro differiential protiouve in

tipone to accelorAtion ch"ane parallel to one tie tango of 0.1 to 8$0 pot and preavure tranja.
axid only. Variousi ranges are available. Oucern tit measure abiaolute prcusuire in a

range of between 0,. 1 and 20 pal are used,
A disadvantage of thin type. nenaylvg elemenit Dimieusshsvs, weight, and volume vaxy with the
its the necessity of anafitaining unifurmi tons- range of the tranaducer, an draes natural Ire-

prmtret istaciuacy.quicy. Type numbers may bo obtained front
mmnudactsarpra catalogs. Theon variable re-

1228PrOUsUrO TfAiWdUUers. ettstaniep type transducers arn used In icoannee-
1.2..3.1VaribleResitanc (Staintion with oecillagraphs, taiso rucording oyetensis,
1.2..3. Vatabl Reistice(Strin Ities) talumetoring systems, and direct reading in-

Type. (Beva Figure 8-1-11) Yor the measuro- atrumento for the. mfeasuresment of differential
ment of velocity, altitude, rate of deseent, and absolute preaeure.

q. i

~A20

F7

Figu~re 8-Z-8. Variable Reluctance Type Foi e Figure 8-.1 -10. Variable Reluctance Type

Sensing Elernenfs Accelerometer
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in~'rhng How~tmU Tranducer The a range betwee
QA ~tt~ ~0 *ii ar bein used n par.fhut thefl. tmila tinibtur Dirnineand weightu

oreliuabiiy Thf mtrwia iduc n1w ifft'u atdiu prruuuI: Adieavanage n th~ ncessty o mart~ui~tfitl VairI prointue and the arou itut an Wee-
coneant empastut fo uccritoindiatioh signalwhich cannu be utilized bay present-

opd y 'avalable measuraing vi U~ompdw, equip
II - et~ih',Nw Jre. Thro agoo iffretialwpressreLnl

embierry toe *mal5 psnib, nn and weo10pi.ght
cremuencyrsurate wit ~ipalo-accuac aesnd ie

freliuenliy. Thalsning tedlermenses a6 kiffom-

Th tilairnpearit Ins betrthano 1.t pecnt of~ fullc
tscale Isil whyseeish cin bete uthiin 0.y perecent-

~o ful sectaThe. rItgs otedmferauerntga prssfrom
_ - -*7 traucr were devItlopedsit0vty is 100ger

an itsrzury o lte Is plesads than 10.0 psi. The

ceto of frquency response , wfhi-rnch iesn 300-
- _metis20cycles per second . The na t 5piturals

Fioe 8 1 12 Vaiabe Rlixan* Type linerit an00cs btter than t 1.0 peircentsf-ul
Trwsdce scaer. ITshyserdaeisbeter o theeain 0.ercment
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toi 3/4 Inch midi Ito thickiness is 3/6 Inch. 1.2.2.4.2 Miniature Rectilnear Displacement
The transiducor may be applied to the para- Trangdticer. (See Figure 6--8)For the
chute cloth by moans of a clamping ring, purpoene of ma asurliug atrestioa in parachuteITho parachute vlo~t i a~w4 i", clPampod ba- cloth, nunperulion lines, or webbings, a mini&-
tween tho stowinK oloneimit awid this ring, The turn rectilinear dipplaoment; transdocer was
unit in senaitive to differences of preosure cliwelopod by Colvini LaborAtorlea~, I~ao
applied to the two opposite aides, Opening. Now lersey. Thin displacement transducer
on each of the flat faces perait the pros- has a nominal Wtoke of 0.20 Inch, TtR re-
aure to be applied to An ntetrnal diaphragmi ulatanovs meaouron 1,U0Q Ohms. The diaplace-
which deflects In proportion to the differtil- mont tramft~cer in linepar within a vory emell
tist pireivure, A0i the diaphragm movwes due percentage of full Peale. Gravitational forces
toi - differestial -pressure - acting upon ito it of up to 50 S's applied along tin axis paallol

inismeti slg ataciedttholapragmchagos to the plunger axis, and of 31) ii' appliest along
tho roluctonce of the two magnetic circuits, Uny ails4 porPendiculr to tOO [I'lwfl~r ails,
fly atiliuino thin unbalanced effect heiwoon not cause electrical discontinuity, dam"O" totho two floilai in the prujwir electrical cir- thot Instrument, or change In ptcikoff repitnanee,
emitry, it iW postsible to meafluro tile current, The sensing element may be either glued ol,
which In propfirtonato to differpntial proti- sewed to the tn.Iifra to 1.1 toated. 1101lativo
su~re, moition between the sensing eloracnt vwu% andj

the plunger in t&'snslated Into a resistanvo
Oonorallyl ho 011wi'rompit its used In a bridge change and iP prrcporlionail to, the Pl'ngtidisn
urrtitf, wi'o'ro the i-hang in Imupe'dance oif of the material upied, It In pliamnd to une thin
the two colls io the transducer unbulancou Pentiliig #l0100t 00 PArIAchutA 4!%rWpie to n101Mii-
the Orcult. TIidn vircuit unbalance cutivis urp Wonogatilo (if p~urticla' types lif cloth
14 eurrent flow which its easily meatsured. during the opening snequence of the parachute
Errorts originating from impose~d siccelera- canopy, or to dvterminel elonoation in riserI
tiois uopn the sending: elemont are lena thon or nuapension linO?4 during force npplicaliun.
().2 poerent of fuli scale per it. Thene diuuplacenivat tssiueMmay lbe used

in f'o sretion with oncillographsi, tape record-

1.2.2.4 lbitplacenient Tranoduceu'a. ing systems, feloetotring oystomno or directI
1.2.2.4.1 Ueneral. (DAP Figure 8-1-14.) All
Misplacemennt trsonduvern tuseti for the mena- 1.2$.9, Hatoi of Deucent Trsnesiucora. (Bee
urement of displacement In the field of para- 1tigure 1--0)A rate of descent transducer
chutes are busied upon reulbtance changeti.
Various types of rectilinear traosducers are
ecomfmcretally uvailable, ranging for stroken ___________

between 1/4 in. and 3 in. The relative motion
between the intitrument ease and the plunger
attarhed to the suspension line or riser will
change the pickup reaistance of tho poiten- W
tiometer. This sonsing element may be con-
nected in a bridge circuit or used us a pO-

tentiometer.

Figure 8-1-14. Rectilinear Displacement Figutre 8-1-15. Miniature RectilitiearI
Ttrizsdus'cr Displacem'ent rratzsducer
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..... 1.2,2.6 Oscillation Transducer. (Bee PigpreI
8-1-17.) In connection with the magnetic tape
recording, two iypos of oscillation transducers
are uned. Firgt, rate gyros modifiedt with In-
ducwtive e~~lomentfi, anfdf3occflc, position Wyron with
resistive elements. liotutypea of Syron arec iom-
nioerally avRilatd6e In varlinto rangtes. The rato
S yron premenkly Uited will req.idre ak 24-.volt, 400-
OP6 power oupply to drive the gyro, while tho
position myrn iW 4-. opeviited. Rlothi Syr", are
rather bulky and can only be iiaec f or applications

inhaycargo load drops. They are not outatle
Fltur.p a'-j-ia. fif4iq4 $Y4~i'PWMEfi 7*14FE#fI4IPF h' ̂ ='Y p Pt pc

restrietiono.

wiai deve~loped In coiitnrtin with tho msiptWie p , )J F-B tI B1Ar( JgR F.T
* ti~11411 recording oyaltem by VMRo Ileswarch l.41' (WQ Tl-

"oratorlos, Rkokto, Imioln. Tho rato 4 p1 on
transducor connsitst of a m hatl-)trc L RA 1..31 onorat Poll-recordloo Instruments
merhantoni whleh trAnslormn vairyin? iir aprea- aro usaed for it ma~jority of paraclauto tests,
ouro4 rhiangrii into termss of vin'ying d-P vtftage particularly during the early fit"ges of Para-
e'hastgon. Themhnismsolsto oitwiutst of A vemilW chutv itielopmont, Thi.~ use 44 thaso Inalru-
opped In4tafatot workliffng tMm AOltino y with iefits Is eovoomical, and rocordinoo within
at mottor-drivon goeai~ragoe The varti' 1141ttsbwtory lwl-raexy limits ean be Obtained,
cal-tpord indlientor oporistei* un the prinniple, The followhin typeo of melf- recording inutru-
sit vistying a~ir pretwure dvie to ehonoe in WlIF' menta have beon developed and are being used
tutle, prwoul'no is prommure In the indicator for paraphut" hqijdiistlotia.

ingmlaging bohind the irt-spure in this din-
phsg.Th lgIn-pressutre-ts is toet by h 1.2.3.2 Tonsierneter. Knowledge of magnitudo

vapillary r~fentlion In, flow (it iW intis and and duration of iharcer during partiehuto deh-
out 1f the rase. Thio rowulting diffisvntiall ployment and descent io of the utmost value
iwenmost r actuates§ the mocho"14m prtlahwin in Parachute FreeArch sail ciovelopinvint, Par-
a pointer ddeftetilun. The, pointtr In thi vatie it"uiWh~lY duving 4UukiititAttvetOtiti, arnc'chanicnl
In of iluminum., tin the end sit which Its is plati- recourding tenulumeotr hats proven to N' maor
nont, cat vhigker mounted oin a dottI bettrlng. tmdvmtn~~LW.emim than any oelctruuide repording
The cat whinker in muuntvd betweeni four devivo usied. Two typeti of tnionismetors havo
platinum w~ro torninlsd to whieh aro connected been developed and are being uaed during
two voltagoto of opponite polarity. Under quies- parachute test progranto.
cont conditiono, the cat whinkor ruatu between
terminal coststnet. However, when a pointer 1.2.3.2.1 Tmbsasing Stylus Type. The mag-
deflection oecurn herause of decernt, the cat nitude and duration of tureen, as well as P.
whiskor Is driven to two of the contacto com-
pleting a circuit, which closes a relay, which __

in turn puts a voltage of propor piý.arity to a '

d-e motor. This motor drives a shaft and
wiper, which revolves about. a helipot. Any
change in hellpot resistance produces a cor-
responding d-c voltraet output change. WMen
the vertical speed indicator pointer deflects
in the opposite direction because of loss in
rate of descent, the drive motor io also accel-
erated in the opposite direction, producing a
corresponding voltage chanige. Thisi d-c vol-
tage isi applied directly, either Into the input________________
of the tapo recording system or, ii an oscil-
1nwarnh 04 iined. Into the arilvanonieter circuit.
The ;inr.ang of this rate of descent transducer
is between 0 and 100 feet per second. A
24-volt d-c input tat required to operate the Figure 8-1-7. Gyro Controlled Positio7'
sensing element. Transmitter
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tinm@ tHcaU,J are recordedi on a moving strip 0. The chArF drive machanworn, con-

* of polished alurifnum foil by omboisaft atyli. sisting of the recorder sassembly
The force eitybin fnilmsw the movnment oc'cur- RWi the chart drum~ assembly.
ring wheni the force transmitted through the in- d. The time marluer nuechanigot, con-~
aitrumetat deforms tho individual units of a btating of the oscillator and the
colusmn of radially taperrd dine springs. The titne, niurlr.

{. overall ansembly view in shown in Figure
0-I1-1. The dummy IoMd $n ottached to the The casing for the i tfrumeof to made Mu of
lowor colevs with awi appropriate harness, while rWOu Istock alwainum, capablo of supporting a
the upper cdavis to attached iii the parachute radial loW d t 16,000 ooorulnd Tlhe uppr and
ausPORnnIOU point or rigor. Operation Is 141416- lower clevises arm attached to the, caning anm
ted'by ia pull cord; The componient parts of the pull rod. An acceas window In the c~aing In
JimntrometA can~ be' prouped Into four opera"- provided for easy removal of the recording unit.
tii..vat "Itlte Tonsion applied to the instrumerAtoi trame-

uuitted tbhrouuh the ang CAIndM the pull rod from
aArud isluminuni easino tn which teceica

two aevise arm Rttached,
A column of raidiash tapered steel disc springs,

b, A coltimg of ateel dioe sprians en mtounted on, the Pull r(Od, Is hOUsed In the lOowe
a pull red isupportirqg the force portion of the In'~tunifint, Whan ronprsanedl
Fityllos. these sprillon have nearly linvisr deflection for

eUCILLAlof AfiR"V

7 T_ RA NU G

mjom[i AIRY

WIN ___t

"I-E

Figure 8-1 -18. Rmbossi'Vg Stylus Typ~e Tensioinmeter
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maxim~um rated load. Tfo prevent any loose- The time marker io a simple soleneoid magnet
ness In tho aprin(I annembly, whichi would carrying it pivoted armature. On one end of
disturb the &Pro-line, a 1proloat! to Impoued this armature io a epring-loaded stylus, The
on the spring system, A bar, aujportlnp the time marker solenoid ito connected In nerito
forgpe A4y1HA, In nere'#cI io place In a slot with the oncillator tiolfnoid, Thom, @ach on-~
across the head of the pull rod. The project- cillattoo of the oscillator disc couses the time
lag oinda cot the bar are uried as suiclca to pro- marker armature to move up and down, The
vent any rotation of the pull rod due to angular time marker atylus Is located slightly NI)%VO
atccolorationit Acting upon the lowitrumant. The the force Ptylun Wn'itd the Instofoo lin "5O.
force stylus lae mounted In two cantilever Tho foree nousing ayntem to calibrated by
springs, which are sipdereil Into plots peor subjectIngi the tsuitrunignt to kxwwa forces and
the and Wf the bar. The rstylufc must deflect recrdino th'o positio'n of the alyluo an the re-,
alfghtly when the chart drum in placedl In poWi cording medium. The delloetlen of this tipping
Witn; tht", Iti location Is aomvwhat U4.tlI4*10 colAIM11, W1100 0*bjucd to 14 lfsA4 of 1,009
O snto 1 itiw ylus must- alwayo act with only a painAsn M pproximately 0.014 Inch.

* stliht force #Aganst the recordlop medium.
Thn natural frequency oft thlis Weis~s rerording Froi tho purpose of evalusting the recor;1ed
siystem fit oppioximately '1W) cps, I"feirflatb.n, It s Peoenpary to magnify the

Therecrde asemby cnsits f te ecap.. recortled tr..ce. A toolmukola' mitcroscapop
Thu aeodor ssebly om~ts # th Pocpo- in natiolactory to evaubmte 1#d1VIdual farces

merit mochaniam ari the chat drum assembly. values, To oblain force vornim time hilatrtes,
Th. esCAPement mw.11hanis v.unatructionz In Wothr cwo~lulr o.A04aclu dvices "IRV
much more rUIg wi4 d shockproof than that W~ utsed.
cOmmonlny utiod lIn Ppring powered clack non-
-struuetion. The aewappment to astarted by tho Thu ovitrall iength W. the Instromenito 0 .0
MOVement (f it slidur barp which io actuatpni inchoti, and the dikioia..et (f the Instrumrnot
by a plld cord4 DINaTtY CUrrent to the Mnill- enase io 4 Inehes. The weight 44 the Inatru.
Watr In. coonnetd by tho ownie motlion. After ment In 11.2 pounds.
one ecomplete turn rit the drive ohaft, the oeolmo
meat In itepped anid battery current diacon- Advimtugem (A thine Intrume~nt arp:
noeted. Thu usiget. of the. recorder base plate
are beveled to fit Into the dovetails inlilled into) it. Thio record of thts forcess recorded
the guide plate of the inatrument. The monviwuA nity be. read ovon alloy olmopt
(f Inertia of the foaiting system to sufclcntly completo dotru4ctiou of tho In- I
low whon compared to that of the torque opring. strument.
This Is essential to prevent any slowing down I

of the clock as a result of angular accolora- b. Rtelativuly inexperlenced pornonnel
lions which might We liiponed on the system may be o:~ed for Inntsitlttion, IOnti-
externally. The chart drum is designed to hold Ing, and unloading of the lnntru-
shape. The vprnnwdng position ts made of po-
lished aluminum fuil approximately O.003--inch Disadvantages are:
thick. It in preformed to a cylindrical shape
slightly samaller in radius than the drum surface a. The adjustment of the force stylus
and firmly hold in position on the chart drum. ts critical in order to produce a

visible record and avoid guuglag.
The function of the oscillator is to interrupt
the battery current periodically to cause the b. The frequency response of this in-
time marker to record the desired time Inter- etrument. io relatively low and,
vals on the recording medium. The oscillator therefore, the application of the
toi of elect romechianica1 design and particular instrument is limited.
attention Is given to ensure that it be free of
inertia an~d acceleration effects. The frequency The following types have been developed and
of oscillation depends upon the moment of are avis-p
inertia of the two solt iron disco, each mocnnted
on pivot bearings to rotate about its own axis, Trype 1 - Capacity 1,C600 lb., 10 seconds
and the value of the restoring torque of the recording time
straight wire springs connecting the two discs. Type 11 - Capacity 7,500 lh,, 20 sepond.a
The nominal irequency ot the oscillator is 20 cps. recurc!ing time
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Type 111- Capacity 10,000 1)l., 20 mecondm rovording the ponition of the deflected light
recording hiuoe boatt on the film atrip. An applied maximnum

rated load to the force easning Fiystem of
Thin self-recordlng tensiometer wam developed the Inemtrument correoponda to a light beam
by Wxine Ungineoring Co., Tulsa, Oklahoma, deflection an the recording medium of approxi-
and wan anogigned the Model No. D-104, mately 0.75 inch.

1.2.3.2.2 Ph~otographic Type. The magnitude The reiodingl may be reproduced for ovaluwfton
and doritt"5I of foroirn, am woll am a tWoo ovale, by Moann of a Photographic reproduection do-
are racorded an a movying ,Ntrip, of 35-mmr. vie" wWiai4 printfs the recording tritooc P4d s4

i=po-tanttivo film by means of light beam cidbration grid on at ptwaifard oMae sihoot of
neordn. The fiverait- Raneenbly view In shown phoorphivi pW~t1'.

In I'iloro 0-1-19. The utie of thin Instrumeont
etA the Matating procedure of the recording The ovorill length of the WInitr ont Iii It
PY0141 Kro WFiOetMa ttos WN4 4100iboid in tho inchm, sand thn dwiaater Wf the inutrisiont
provicion paraor~aph, The force enosing and cano is 4 Inch;-Fl Tho weight of the Inatro-
recordina ayntem uoprates am fullaow: An meet tit 11.45~ peumoia*.

loaid, -nc thin dsflletioin eguienP an p"1I1JF~r Thine tewaimiito allowt the recordin of forcos
rotatio of- 01 a~~ mirror. The image of an Wf vary ahart durittion with greut accoiacy,
iiliuhitiItod slit hi fI.AUm*$ on it )aariw iaportuaFo Whiln it does wit require highly okilled p4ro
tn front of it mo% o trip of pholo-monsitive sionnet to maintain thia inotarowetor, the record-
film ofter roflocin .'nIvrtaigmrrIng ncoeracy thAt may be obtained to suhtn
Am thits mirror rotates, o~w imago to eavW~e to tially higher than thot Wf the omboenlivq titylon
111ovo lengthwiNe along the aperture, eta that typo t01101ieauaaotw. Thim hostruniont won Nino
the doveloped film ohowte thro .lisplaweaaisi tit doveloptA by the 19mlineXo nopng n'eriig 4o,Tulmf%1
tho imakp ## A enuived line, A fixed mirror, Oklahoma, Nnro its being manufactured under
elonoly aidjncont t(o thtt r~otting mirror, provideo Model No. lX- 101. Tho following types are

doelpd im.Te aartfrq en rftuhe viale
of till'recording time

fore v~n~g ad rcoringoynem itapproxi-
mately 1,20UO apa. Tp t-Cpct 0 b 0eod

Type111-Capacity7l01b,2 eod
The recorder asmembly contains a commwier-'odigtm
tiaily availablb 35-mm. film magazine and toT~ V aaiy1500l. 0wod
na~tened light-tight to the insttrauent eise ye V Capcrity 160Wim ,20ecod

window. Upon reaf-order tinertion Into the In-
strument, a gear on the takeup reel of' the re- 1.2.3.3 Accelerometer. (See F'igure 8-1-20.)
corder n ushes with the drive gear of the spring A self-recording accelerometer was developed
motor and the instrument io ready for opieration. by Oulton Mfg. Co., Metuchen, Now lersey, for

the purpose of measuring and recording gravi-
The drive motor for the recorder is a Neg'ator tational forces during exploratory parachute
type spring motor of sufficient torque to pull drop test. This self-recording accelerometer
the recording medium past the aperture with io designated as Olenite Tape RecordingSystem
constant speed for a minimum period of 20 KAT-1. The Olenite Tape Recording System
seconds. Recording time may be changed by has booen designed to provide for the instan-
cdjusting the governor on the spring motor. taneouB recording of gravitational forces in

moving devices whero direct or wireless con-
A small neun, bull), lucated near tMe aperture, nections between transducer and recording sys-

V is caused to flash with a constant trequency tern are not feasible. The system consists Of
from a vacuum tube oscillator., Each flash two basic devices, aL completely self-contained,

r lilum.......tes the aperture. The developed film selfI-recording accelerometer, which provides
then shows a series of lines across the film, a coded acceleration versus time record on
the distance between any two successive lines magnetilc tape, and a tape playback unit, which
representing a time interval of 0.04 second. can drive permanent recording devices., such

as aL light-beam galvanometer, In applicat on,
* The force sensing system is calibrated by sub- the tape record is made within the accelero-

jecting the instrument to known forces and meter. This is folowed by removal of the
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tape, which toa then played back In the play- theO electronic circuitry, aNOtilte tape tranis-
back aysteni. The oeUt-recording acelerom- port lflechaflhm. The Emlf-recordtag armolaor"

eter constats of the solomic tralmducer, Oin~tor providee aL 3O-0eeond :ista,*anhloum

'77

ij1 JjJF1
j SS.t S~Sa~i.A..iU

Film towPP

~,. -, Synteum

Figure 8-1-19. Photographic 2qpp Tensiomater
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1.24 3.1 Seis ic ran duce . T e s lami upict4 rec rds up t 1,00ft. The in samntA-
tranducr i 9.diferetia trnsfrmo do acma iltredoutput of the playback unilt iw led

vice utilizing R spring sunpenoiMa. The unit to standard recording devices, ouch as 014-I

to*1 l.The undamped natural (resonant) 1.2,1i4 Oscillometer. (see Figure A'- 6.
freuecyofthe twndue In oput 000 cyclon self-rocording clnolliompotr was de@veloped by

Per ROCOnd. Fliud daitipteg to 0,707 (it pritical ~L'Xinit Hogisoerino opnTlagkaoa
lit 260 0. enarmoef fiat Iroieqoney reAponso front for tho parpono of nonsing sid recording the
0 tfo 300 cp@. Tho seismic tranadveor In amplitude and period of oscillation of a para-"
mfounted to the inside of the -too plate of the chute, Panpeiadad Woad during descent. The on-
accelerorneter and produces a carrier modu- 01iliaorntr incorporates two anpulav -position
lIted Output prp11)0Attl too tito Inatantaneoulls pawNIiltil "lsalins to aense'Osciiillaton In two6
aecceleration. mutually perpendicular SAX08 thesePosition-;

F SWleftf lenens a1mo"Pro Oseaetially IVICtioriloas
1.2.3.3.2 Il.uctronle Circuitry, The entiropvcc boarinaga caged in a g'oro or neutral position
ironic vircutt, cvat In rrsin (fir istINYMO ruo- situ, tatter a prodoteouninod time interval, re-
00#1n19s iii foatenod to the Inside of the' cover leaned, The relative position between the rotor
plate. WI'h eloetronic circuitry in rompletoly mWt ~titutr of the sensliqn elements Is recorded
trannialoriued -to reduce ials and weight, to on * moving 10.wwi, filmstrip. Operational
mintoitmo, bAtt($ry power connumption, and to j4nc0nf of thin instrument is InItiated by re-
obtain Inatpitanvow; latating. A phase modu- nmval, of an arming cable. This action aris
Intitin tachniiquo has been developed for thin In- his accelerometer type sensing devlca Pot to
&Iutaw..ent. 0440 of tho foatume's is thit bW11 actuoto 4.4 a slevi'td value tit ravitalatiwifor'oo
rofervnce and information nignalu arc rcourded impoacd upon the element. Tho aoprsing o1iock
on ts tit lIv track of tisitc. While both rare ousua of the p'erachuta *111 actuate tNo sensing don-
to _deco~a tho duta lit the playback s1yatem, vice and arm -a tiue -delay circuit. After -a
III"' reteaelwes *Oalna may alfill be used lie a preset time, thq time dolay Oircuit will caons
tisubing oignal too the final playback revord, angular position tiona-Iin elemenits to uneago*1 anid, Bit the msama titile, Mtart the 10-mm.. film-1.11.3.3.4i Tape ksctording Mechanismsi. The utrip contained within a U.B.A.P. camte'ra, which
tape tranupot mechtanium, electrically driven is modified for a 0-volt d-c drive motor. After
by a nelf -cuntained battery, iii designed to drive a premelected time interval, the camora, will
t~ho magnvtic tape at a speed of 15 in~Ies per Mtop and the angular position sensing elements
second. Thia provides it rising time of 30 become caged again. Two types of self -record-
seeoncms usingl 800 inches of 1/4-inch-wide tag onctllomotorn have beon dovelopad and rnre
magnetic tape. Thu entire mechanism toado- availablo. Type I was designed for use during
signed into a housing to withstand high external routine, low-altitude drop teats. The range of
forces, and the system io designed to operate this Instrument is & 45* and the recording con-
with lens than & 10 percent speed variation at tinuous with adjustable recording periods of
accelerations up to h60 g'a,. The tape transport 20, 40, and 60 secon~ds. Type H was designed
mechanism to normally supplied with a pull- for high-altitude testing of experimental para-
wire starting switch designed to energize the chutes. The range of this instrument isk 600.
complete accelerometer with 10-lb. tension. The total recording time is divided Into four
Othei starting devices may be used, such as recording intervals of .30 seconds Penh. Rac
relays or acceleration switches. For normnl recording period is Initiated by one of four
use, an automatic stop mechanib~i Is provided, aneroid switches, which are preset to Initiate
which breaks the motor battery circuit as soon the Individual recording periods at certain al.
as the last portion of tape passes the head. titudes. Altitude selections may be made with-

in the following pressure altitude ranges: sea
1.2.3.3.4 Playback Unit. The playback system level to 25,000 ft., 25,000 to 5(0,000 it., bo,Ouu
is required to process L.he phase modulatcdtapo to 75,000 ft., arid 715,000 to 100,000 ft.
recording to obtain a signal containing the re-
quired acceleratiozi-tiiuie t-iIurucverlstices. rnts The entire insirument, with the exception of
unit consists of two components Loned in a the power supply, Is housed in a container
single rack, approximately 22"1 x 18" x 28". A approximately 19 1/2 inches long and 4 7/8 inches
high-quality playback transport device prnwides in diameter. This instrument may be Inserted
playback at 15 in. per sec, and will handle into the center tube of a parachute drop testt_
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dummy. The power supply io housed In a a. Signal convertera are electronic cir-
container approximate'ly 0 inches long and r~uita used to convert the tiignale ob-
3 7/8 inchoo in diameter, and contains a talned from vartoun typeni of nensing
battery power supply nufficlent for the opera- elemento to variable audio I requen-
tion of the nolf-recoirding oieillometer and clon, which are recorled on the I
heating clomento located In the Instrument magnetic recording tapp. The audio-
proper und the power oupply eontikinor, Thits frequency nihift thus obtained io pro-
power supply cntatner may Le Inserted tato portional to the output received from
ORO 41i OW 4-41 aiUii tu', j it, V04uA11 ii4ji ( .;4 the Pnnin;t clpm.,nt. Two typ-!4 of
dummy. signal convartoro may be mood with

hthIn liyatem, the a-c type and ho
All inetrumotta mentioned itbovoe are demigned ti- typo. Tho a-c signal conve rT
to irccord d~ata on, a aingle vhe~mel only, with pte 1 ,400-apti warrier voltago

teepltolCfthe. Wu Willn;:rltliwI and il cceopt sign30als low a
racord two ehannalo of onillation in two axen. 0.000 volt, At 1,400 c 'm from the
1.2.4 ~L ~l'lINOTHUMENT OYR. Slertion for' a 1,000-cyole sWit, Thio
TEM14 (DWW TIRT), circuit to Apecifiualiy dealglied for

popration with "sei ni elemeOnts hav -
l.R.4,1 "enorol, Theme Inntrument syptemu In# a lowoutputvollage, Thod-ciovon
arn used for tho eati enrfoent aniM recordinqg Ve*'ier to. deed with 8ensing plemonte
of variotim pihtrelto w11tw15T1P014 vorksmu a room. having In the neighboirhood (it 5 vedis
m66n tiih wi&boo, The tiaitrumovit oyotei~en avai ~ of 4-C output. These unita require
able faill Into fwwo general catogoricea, the max- approxtimately 4.3 volta dci for full-
sitlie tape data roenirding Pytitonv, and the telo.. icitle deflection.

I0. lefornen frequency onctlister sup-
1,1.42.4. Magnietic Tape Data RecOrdingRyntenw, pit@# a fixed frequency of 4,000
The oiagaptie tape data. rvemrdtn Aynitm wasi eop to a ainolo channel on the rnng-

* devoleaped andt constructed by Cooks Hviearch netic tupo recorder. Thia Anignal h;
U:Lboratorit45, Mttluke, Ilinois, The purpogst suboaquently used ats a reference sig-
of the data recording system to to take ampli-" nol in the playback mytitem to coxnpen-
tuqtp-ndotitwltel toignalas, either me or de, from sate for variation in tape spoed and
varlious typea. Wf se"ninitg elements, convert to control the aimed of the playback
them Into frequency -modulated audio signals unit so that it tit identical to the speed '
between 3,000 and 4,000 cps, and record these of the recorder durirq lthe time of
signals on magnetitc tape. The tnagnbtic taptm rocording. The onillatoroutput am-
data rL*Lurding nyhtem provides a compliate plifier circuit io Identical to that of
meaus of recording simultaneously the data the signal converter.
supplied by a number of sensing elements., The
equipment is designed to accept Information c. Magnetic tape recorder is used to
signals from such Instruments as accelerorn- convert the output of the various
eters, tenstometers, pressnure transducers, signal converters into a magnetic
altimeters, and airspacd indicutors, and to con- pattern on the recording tape.
vert these signals into a form sacceptable to
the magnetic tape recorder. A fixLed ireqtiency di, Power supply andi motor alternator.
of 4,000 cps from a reference frequency os- The Inotoz alternator contained within
cillator is also recorded on one channel on the the power supply component is used
uawkip'stic tap-_ !--r the purpose of error comn- to convert the 24 -voit nominal battery

pensation and tape speed control in the play- supply voltage to a 40--volt, a-c,
back system. Auxiliary equipment provided 1,400-cps supply voltage for use in
with this system consists of a field calibra- the power supply for zero adjust3
tion unit that allows the accurate adjustment voltage in signal converters and as
of the Individual converter channels as well R voltage source for bridge type
as reference frequency channels. The comn- sensing elementu. The alternator
ponents of tho equipment generally consist of. delivers approximately 11 watts with
sensing elements, signal converters, refertince an output of 38 volts. The power
frequency oscillator, magnetic tape recorder, supply furnishes the plate voltages
and power supply motor -alternator. for all the electronic circuits. All
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oscillator tubes require a well-regu- gondola to preaeleact the time of tail L~. -ption
lIrted plate voltage and a wal-rep~- frow. the gondola and to preselect thv at
lated filamont. supply. Plate voltage which the oscillonmeter channels will be ~ i
regulation is accompliahed by neans ed Into thts ayatems. A ji~mber of differeis,
of an filectranler voltage regulattor tail enfigurAtiona have been designed for tho
which tIllizea both Aections of it duai. test go.n~ola and have been u~ed. In thop pant
trtode tube. The filament voltage to in order to make it poaaible to toot pairachutes
obtained from a tseparate 12-volt utiliping different deploymont matheds. OAS-.
power supply. All amplifier tubeis inelly, the @jpoted tai acted as pilot chuterroquira 140 volts dc for pluto voltago, to deploy tho niain partwhute or fteat parg-

In aditontho power supply also chute# which wim stowed in a deployment bag,
1"1461 athsrqie values of volt- ftrachutest In Aso#e up to 38 toot mqy be

agoAt ,40 oufor sional converter, tested, Hlowever, since the system Ws re?.'
gero adjust, arA earrner voltage, lively eXpensi1ve, the -tont gondola 18 used
C.arrier -voltalles Inay be furnished oily for drop toots in pa~rachute 'systes
between ang 14p v4it a that havis previously proven their relltob~l'

L A numaner of miagnei tapet recording ity, Two 24-volt. power supplies are corried
systomp bay@ boon avoloped and con- internally In the gon4dil)a, Poto Is recorded
struclod In the poot for various ap- on on#-i'nch-wide magnetic tape. - The oivr'.
plications, They are 01,i buli kirwind all recordlinig time of ihim recordeir In. AD
tho basic compunent described almos minutes. Operation of the entire oyatenthas

been tL.-OW4 at ground impacto up to 75 gla,
1.3.4.2.1 Drop Teat Gondola. (See Viguwe In torder to provont damsge to the Inatrit-

0'23)This Item lo a drop 1"aFt bomb which Meont System, a efushable 40 nosefscinis*I pro.
contains a: numbor (4 aseswlog oloineiits, Con" Vlded, which way h~e raplacmt aftir each drop

p verters, power supplies, and acwarderu it order teot,
.1 to measure and record vartijau' para~chute ph.-

numen" versluo 14 V11nion tinte ljoee during; one
drop. The Kondola weighs aplroxintattelY 230 1.3.4.2.2.fis- -Channel Mageetto Tape RtecordingYp~tand when fully loaded Including toot para- Bystom (Universal). (goo Figure 8-1-23.) This
chute. The test paracliule W generally packed system coossteti of Individual components codt-
In. a deployment balf and otored in the Wnalde prising six signal converters, each individually
tit thoI. tall cection of the gonduol, which may bet housed In steel contalpern 3 19/10 inches in
elected -forcibly alter a predetermined time. diameter ani'f 2 'T/9 Incheo high', a power -supply
The gjondola may be carried either externally and motar-afternatoi uset, together withi three

* or internailly In an aircraft. Tho following para- VaAr ~iewilomUAC type cewvti, hC
chute phenomena m~ay be meanurod: &Ar housed In a, steel container 4 I1,' inches

In diameter mand 9 inelhes high, a auagnettc
a. Parachute force versus time. tape recorder and reference frequency on-

dilator housod In a ateel .conitainler 4 '7/8
'4b. Gravitational forces parallel to the Inches in diameter and 9 inches high, and two

longitudinal axis of the test gondola. battery unliti, each containing two 6-volt load--
aeid batteries, mounted In a steel mounting

O. ravitational foz~us in both the X- 3 15/16 Inches In diameter and 3 0/8 inCsI
and Y-axes, that is, 900 tothe longi- high. This particular system to usea tir
tudinal Wsl of the test gondola. cargo aprlicattons or may be installed In the

different internal tubes of a parachute dwnmy.
d. Airspeed. Six different phenomena may be recorded ver-

sus a common time base. The overall weight

may be extracteed. pounds. This system, too, has been tested
under shock loads of up to 75 g's.: The tbug

Uf. Oscillation of the parachute system netic tape recorder accommodates tape ioe-
In twoaxes.inch wide and has a recording time of 3In~owies.minutes, with an average tape sp~eed of 11

Generally, oscillaticn In both axes is recorded Inches per second.
alter a predetermined time has elapsed frubt
the moment of parachute deployment. An intri- 1.2.4.2.3 Six-Channel Magnetic Tape Record-

cate timing system is provided in the test Ing System (Single Unit). (See Figure 8-1-24.)4 WADC TR 55-265 8-1-20
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?4iiiwt1' Tape Recorder, T~ypo MJR-3 Jata Migm'i Convrive~ti

Power &q'44yi Recordor Covetaltser
Ffprur 8-1-23. Six-Channal Magneioc Tape Recordftg System (Unithirsul)

resistors into the sensing element input circuits, clunnel, While the other consists of six data
The titpe recorder in this~ systemn Is built par- channels and one reference frequency channel.
ticularly rugged In order to record under The overall dimenstion of this sysitem are ap-
sustained high gravitational forces 0 up to proximately 5 Inches in diameter and 23 inches
75 g's. The overall running time of this long. The auxiliary equipment required for theIrecorder to three minutes and the average operation of this system consists of a power
tape Epeed is 30 inches per second, which switching unit, calibration unit, and power sup-
results in a much smoother playback record- ply. The power switching unit may be installed
ing in the right-arm tube of a parachute dummy and

T~p~Rte~ozti:~ByIem. has as its fumction the switching from externally
1.2.4.2.4 Miniature TauRcmigS~n. tu internally applied d-c power. The left-arm
(see Figure 8-1-25.) Only recently, two min- tube of the dummy contains the calibration unit,
lature tape recording systems were developed by means of which it is possible~ to simiulate
for Installation Into the Internal tubes of a full-scale sensing element deflection by switch-
parachute dummy. One system consists of Ing a known resistance Into the input circuits of
three data channels and one refeorence f requenicy the data signal converters. The two leg tubes
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speedr ofl fo t n hes opers tiond For- the thrtem- inteitIand apidatouhmouaorcruto

isused while bee coneh-wtd onp thiuse systhem ap otrugittlnte entr nal h signal, w ich recovenre-

tox-canntuel' ofy 00t 00m. r bnd teprae groundt sato a errercivletr, whcopveratin s
downto ~S~ F +hetaperecodersin b th e ofM Ithe stignard fInto r a d copoieveloprent

Teoearetionalchriacteitc and h tv e arcordi- voltage. (IDadp fitr sub reprbande the Indtput

timent of th~e magnet'8witc a ~rg tape plltaack syte thl subearriv ortaoes ciloatorhae compoit
sped o 11inc persgcnd.l. Thetre- bedadplidt fi there n oulator sircuitls ar

is ae, hied u -nderid ' rtape Instrumeeforth atan itigntnaTesgalircord

Systems." fed Into subcarrler frequency doesriminators,
which produco a varying d-c output voltage.

1.2.4.3 Telemeteriag System. (see Figure The current output of the discriminator Is the

8-1-26.) BEssentially, telemeterlng is a means electrical equivalent. of the original stimulus.

wherroby Intelligence data are measured in This output may be fed into a galvanometer

flight and transmitted to a ground station for trp" I.. - osciilogrflph to convert theelec-

record and interpretation. Many systems have trinal swj... into a permanent photographic

been develope-d, but for nwnottparn chute system record. B~y the use of a conversion or call-

tests, only miniature or subminiature systemsi bration chart, or by automatic data reduction

can be used. equipment, the information mw,' be converted
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teman are commercially available, and dotaitled third to tho light-beam o cillog'ap. its~elf,
peaZrormancIv data may be obtained friom rnanu- A val~ of mt~te and dynante ritratn ro-

Cactr~r ~ifltCB.cordinis tinytotm ar'e commn htily a'vailabWo,
and detpllvd performaince datta mnay be ou-

1.2,ti JJA1ORATO18Y INOTHUME?4T RIYRTEM). tainedc from manufiteturora' cata*loipi,

S... tatic and flY14ICiamtv t~irs R000rding 1.2.B.2 Mckpotiv, Tapo Platywtk SynAtrn. (floe

4yna'nila rtrain recordling eKyiterts to widely ayatern coriverta tho f 'n~-ui~t4ag

recrd honoenca Ini the range of 0to 000 ahsut g lat"[Wal frcqiw'aiy O .4 61welo
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-an ampifttor, which furnt~heo the power fly"-
pliicaionnecoriear to drive a galvometor

or 111~om ogaloraph, Since the Opeed
of recording of recording may not be constoat

4V playback at constant epeed would not result
In fitithful d~ati iuu~ Thorefore, a
variable opeed tap trall"port to wnd, lot Play.
back. This tape transport r#ocolves Otn cmnttrol

* enignal from the r eference Irequency channel
-H ~on the recorded tape. A 4,QP-cpa M fr~dto -

qme~ncy In rocordod On thIA ChtAuuel. Tape Slut" .e

i ter and wow appoor im a freqooncy mo iletlon
of the 4,000-cps carrier frequoecy. T1)in ainl
Ito dotected In a iknnev AWImir to thAt Used
in the data tdiniuriin~i~or. The PISWa to ampit'-
find and umod to 'watitrol the c apotfo drive speed,
where It' romorrye the I on-erm isp00d varif
tion Probloin. The larigoinerti N1'th" Fyotoni
provents lWtantannwus action, Therefor#,,-thin.
rlrfonee,4' mftrosl in m.Ino used to control tho

*WR hhi.0 onthe pOb height 111114t"n Mois& Of the
data dimprimlimtor vire"its, The reflullto ft
eianctllftt io n oIf this noise -at the output ofthei

ita,,dirlrlstir.Tho retwit of Nis a#-tioi
I" it faitkfntl nlinalo reproduction of the dtgitrsl

- - ~ Input dat%, The nim-Phannel playbikek iystoirA
f=, W compipttely cont~ind in f4 70-inch relay raek

vithnint Thin Meay raek eabi,.t he~unes tho

POT#, rpferoeiw reeowivrtor, preamplitier* Mo-n
-~ -tor ientrol, iandtji n datta. r~eonvortern. Tho

coraphito Ayntom Ill powered f rom a Igo-volt4
line through it nolar reguluting trwnufrmer,
The tnpe drivu mo~rhantim iW powered by d-a
miotor"t for th-' ravnrtan drive avid the tapu-iup
~tpoo1i. The unit io deoigned for two-speed
operation, Tho nominal tape upeeds in this
iulayhack operation uro approximately 11 wad
30 Inches par second. The unit will accom-
modate either 1/2- or I-inch wide tape. Aux-
iliary equipment for this UIRgntIe tape play-I ~back sydteni conuiste of either a aix-channel
direct writing recorder or R six-channel light-
beam oscillograph, which converts the output '
oigpals of the data reconvertors into parma-
nefit reo:ords.

1.2.5.3 Three-Component Balance, Mechanical
. and Electrical. (See Figure 8-1-29.) This bal-

ance was designed and constructed for the
purpose of measuring drag, lift, and momneits
on parachutes or parachute -vehicle combina-
tions in a wind tunnel. The three -compoanent
balance is a precision Instrument capable offt very accurate measurement of forces and mo-
mcnts on a test veh~cle or parachute In an
air stream. The load capacity of the balance

- is as follows: Drag -t60 lb.
- ---- Lift 1k5 lb.

Playbck $~temMoment -;L 12 ft. -lb.
Figure 84-P.2R. Magnetic Tape lyakSse
WADC TR 55-265 8-1-27
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Strain aORO fl0WORe are inatalled in the lb*J-
ago system of each balance In order to allow
for conIilflud m-echanIcal or electrical meAOX-

urfimOet.

17 1.3.8 A8W0VAATED L IUPMET,

1..0150 Poulitl Cord with Trgmmtsintwon
Leads. % Saoipound flylon cardi with four iW

-~ Muiitod trrwm iaanisif leads is wied as am
peaniuis li11P to rai~nplen on whic'h prox-ure
or streon phenomen okra Intended to be Mean-
ured. 0)I porlimay Isotta nv)t~id~ during such

- test" to the moatittenlance of eomtws.M iaent-

corty 11oed. of the 1.oAA of thec~p iha
elongiation ofi up to WO pervont. ThintnBe
complishod by umbeitca building angle, which

ed the decimani in himounter of thvo tv"Miwnlei
1111111 line~ ho'dnO braid W~ 1014" thsin thait ofi ti'
co- ntrol hylo" (!Or@; csqtnyIt beoonwl
tili~ghtly 100140 andI nn Htm54moh1 14r* plobied %m
thtct Omr braid. Tha type how in Unes has only

ntrwnent OW9con "M t t an6 poptial AIeri

the ~ ar bao e record tome filmh ad elevpation recotod
Figur H-1-89.The suppor~it rod is there- parachtaen at hei.of 10hi pe behavord.e htak-

fritio in alythe ntrument anisno are ued and o arem so-
Themasurng ystmlowe haile uof the oler placdyn thatfu thei e r rerpctivangle mdpofteo-

minres I a utr al jontloafted, the~ i ashel recrdtio mea , azimuth# taknd evation. sPhctoc
in th up oritin y stand. Thfupr rd hree r tiken aipit wthe ratremo1er accond. Theaco-

fore mvable bracktet piso m ointet eiactly Inis accomplished by hiBM cptrsnig forom-th
univeip~ljoinuwih a tinimu rod fridtionVIn allythreeinstffrdmedt byrte fusmd Thae photo
all drectons. Trasfwerring o the loat ter thaeod ltea thcelin repctiveangle of trjetor-

tn ostio b baleaindgsdhat sallow rThe spmee, ranoite oft dextcent, and uac dri e meaur-
rolat o th moelartiprtansfer by Ah forces oen th.Fie 8-1-30re howsect.e Dista rdceian

to te pise eigtBsales. A counter in- object may be tracked under good visibility

and herfor alowsan accurate reading of
thefocesacingonthe test vehicle or para- 1.2.8 PIIOTOCIRAPHIC CAMERAS. For the

chute. Provisions are made either for aim- purpose of obtaining photographic coverage
ultaneous measurement of all components or of the parachute deployment sequence, flying
for "freezing" of each individual component. shape, and other characteristics during drop

WADC TR 55-265 0- Z
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.test, cameras are inatalled .. drop test ye- r vacond and equipped with wdei-angle lenseshtcleat In general, G.SA.P. cameras are used, 167mm), If high-speed movies are required,
modified for it film speed of up to 100 frames Bell anid Howell or Fastax cameras are used,

G

4

IT -I R JCT- Pr' vlgoo

J~gv~ #1l~~*Thoodoeito *4ampI.r etf (Thfrof V.Iraiea MGalmue Tracking DWMe

W5-
oI"

i! i
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CHAPTER VIII

SECTION 2 4
TEST ME THODS

21 OE?~RAL.Aircraft Mequiremefite

Ilfusaoy toont program Iip inittatedo a careful a. Drpp W~raraft typ
be made, Fiueh on onalysto can determline ouch h, MIOjpfI0I Alre'rolt tPe

~ ~, . opecial Purpose aircoraft type

a, eriope 0~ t*At program, A hor'MI FAC1111t011
b,. Juvairlblltty of aniflo Mod"I r~rare1lutee,

0,. Noetworsry ltwal mtknisokfitir" or riltern- h. aragun

e. Toot ronalto anticipatod it ~tatIa t faiflot~itt4
1, Deoniro.. PhetI~~ltIe. te . Aircraft tow
K, ieqi rf.wora for utealtrtion of topap

MOMt t~WM t04t4 dturifg 90urset oftontu, Inatruwgentatto" i40qui~reffivta

)'r~sm the. It*orminaon thius patined, a pecgiram .MgeictvrcV
114001"X the Iolliwln IS m1de' Out. h'. Iontctporrl

~c44~n~ te t li.teteo , 0oilu~r oelf-recordlng
Paracute~) Hal ACVSSOIOSN.- rropline I

h. IPhatotImudehita
a. 81tauard typon i tw
b. Toot types.

a. ipetl yps .3. PARACHUTE TESTING Mi # WWS

TI ae~vil Suportng Euipmnt . 1 GENERAL. The inathuds of testing which
Transpotationhave. been and are being employWr intlie evalua-

a. ~tion of ppapehut"m and pmac~hutit y.~tamrnuh~r~me
b. Canesteriatics and performance may be chlwtifietl

a. Trucks, radio jeep, etc. nflos

Photographic Requirements a. Drop tents
(1. from aircraft

b, Ground-to-air b.Wnd tunnel tests
c., Airera~ft-to -al reraft c. Laboratory tests
d. Bombs-to-ikir d. Whirl tower tests
e. Special vehicles e. Aircraft tow tesits

I. Projectile gun teats
Test Equipment Needed (bombs, platforms, etc.): g. Rocket sled tests3

hi. imnpact tes"Ing --- 1tn!!nd te!.# !rMe44Y 1
J Test Performance Rtanges for heavy47cargo equipment

a. La~unching speed Each of these tests has its own particular
b, Launching altitude advantageq. In some Instances, the only worth-
c. Total drop weight while test will be actual aircraft drop tests.

WADC TRt 55-28.5 8-2-1



In many other instanuen, uav of other typos of aimulate the forcon encountered in certain
tests will reflect grent navingii In cost, much cases in which acceleration and deceierptioii

*move rapid programming, more accurate and m easurements are deaired. Full tolemetering
complete instrumentation, better photographic magnetic tape recording, or direct recording,
coverage, and moro preeise tent control, V'on- to available at the alte, It can only no used for
Mill~e utili&*tivil of AVRailabl too.t facilitien MWd load drops within weight limitations; it cannot be
instramentation to compiled In Figure 8-2-1l. uned to teat oanopies. It may be used til test4
This tabulation to baged upon resultsa obtaibwod dynamic streA90A in parAchute harness and
goringi parachute test ApplicAttion; howevor, it rimors, f
4ueol liutl imit Ih'-, %till~4idl(n C4 althor tent
facilities- or tnstto'moniation to thoos 1109e4, nor 2,.3. CRANK OR fIST DIIQATNUP. Cranesour
dbies It restrict possible iain@o oh hoists provide an aeonOMICA1olmethOdl Of making

satitti drop tests, Thrly are pArticularly valul~ble
243 DROP TESTS. in testing Impact reactioin, ThenbJect usidrtent

2.3. (T~gAA, Te grat ajorty t paa- y be hoisted to a height which will Rchieva an.
I)MHII ~ sytem usitugl eqalt imatient o" I ntsucfit do-s

- -C a0, f rom a flixted popition Ill the Idr or In platform eclrtw 4prnrawithinth"
an onecloood Miellor a~ir lipki slay be measurod, and mouving picturen

Is, frolm 60 "trirlafft In flight. will reetird Platform hehavior during groutd
Imanpct, Mes dIw~pnt,vqtmjP oii thin type of toot io

Tho gro~livat oinglo advapntagii of the froo-foll that tearrain and drift ronditions may ailo dupli-
drop A1ethoil In the 411HP10 ofitI Tanyretraint on eklt. actual drop,f
lh~ nillot thf cwtru pand meutoentof sytem, Flas-
teup mtl"cutrl8 "ituotvt of theprahtelt s ~e on- RAG0 2..0 V V9410 EI U V4M AN AIICH4AFT IN4
ditlone, Ila well4 an ibeprvktlw. iti 11w. iothin ofi FUflIT. (000 10104re 0-3. a.) brop tiloto from
the@ parachute oyoto.%A, are diffieult 10 frou sils, aircraft hWe the advantage. of ot~aIningj oetitul
th" oh"lteed parachute drop test~s Iwaveiwenthe ulnaecniin at pe ds anditwttes upIts'
moot productive of aerisro.ts quuntit~.tiva data. aboot 4301 isnete at 40 000 feet. Two gonoral
In on.oral, uirohop docks and pftraehteiit 4rying types4 (f toota aret pao~ried: functional testes

Vallophip.functional drop toot is to detormifne whotherR
II sornareuse furindor est oateaniipareand ut perormanc trstaraThue puroer wif tbe-

BAR. rnuOW TUBTU IN ENCLOSED HHELTHRO. hAve as predicted when oubjected to a known set
(SeeVipe V2-2) Anumbr o pa~ehtetnt f conditions. The performtance teait, is made fer

programoa have been conducted lIn onclotted the ~pulonc of @valuating the various mechanical
ohaeltorN, ad waccurate performnance charar- end aprodynamic characteristics of a parachute
Leriattee: have been obtnined. During these test design or parachute system. The following in..
programs, model parachutes in sizoi of up to formation may be obtalaswul durlaiq! Lhasa tests: j
12 feet III, diameter wore used and performance (1) deployment sequence time, (2) inllationtime, 4
dta, such an drag coefficient, osctilation (am- (3) opening shock and force time history, (4)

piueandi frequency), upwitagI ahok, anid drift, average drog coefficiont, N~) stability (average
have been obtAilned. angle and frequency of oscillation), (8) gliding

(averagte flig~ht angle and path), (7) flight tin-
2.3.3 USE OF MOTPhL Pi4.RACHUI'ES. Model jectory and rate of descent, (8) strength, and(91'

means of determining trends In parachute de-
sign. Model parachutes do not have the same During these drop tests, aside from describing
drag corffiic.Ant as~the .rft!i-,slre rounterparts. the paraqhute system, Instrumentation, droptest
However, any change in a model parachute that vehicle type, and weight used during the test, the
shows a drag coefficient change will generally following vital data should be recorded to assure
achieve a change in the same direction on it the usefulness and generality of reported drop .
larger chute that issomodified. The anite holds test results and allow for their close evaluatl'on:
true for design change3 affecting -stability and (1) launching velocity, (2) launching altitude, (3)IIto a certain degree, opening characteristics. static line lengths, (4) timer used, (5) deployment

timne, (6) opening time, (7) filling time, (8) reefing
2,3.4 SM~iY-F07OT DROP TOWER. (See Figure timp; (9) disreefing timie, (10) extent of diamage,
8-2-3.) A CO-foot outdoor tower Is used to (11) rate of descent, (12) drift, (13) oscillation

*ADC TR 65-265 8-2-2
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reetraint plaved ;)a the freedom of motion of the
- nyotem in the wind tunnel, and limitations placed

on the maximum dynanirn pressares that can be
- applitid. A number of teat problems are on-

- \ countered during wind tunnel toato, of which the
moat Im prtant are: (1) wlind 4 unae1 wall a
blooitng Wefect, (2) tooting below the ftriticid
Requalds number, (5) direct moaaaremont of
canopy atide loads, PW t4) inuntino of the modals

a. I-k . to miinlisonn fleparation effects.

bIlocking fiffteta anoni when the ratio of the moiqll
diameter to the throat diameter iM large. Tho

mnsu~nsw ruiwu M rmlo iaimulneutowwind tvane
lot diametor to In the order of IC to 25 port-an if
lMocklug Moffin aro A* lie mintinmloo. Thin dia-
motor ratio tapplite tit shmikfui'aiueiiei
w~ily, uA i4 ait to furv,00 o0baumbiisis~Ilaitba~ 114o

V ~In 04l~AMl, flow s1ql 40s"41, ;;I" hAA) jedW4 Nt11
0 th: Iflam rmpyshouild not exceedl 15 per-
c~n ofthotunel hrtilarea.

FiUstrE 0EJ4-9. or* T0111 $1i LaJV'.t 4IVAMP$ Dtw
Wind tIne)I tests are ctmducted above the critical

onijle and frequency, (14) gona4ral Impression of Reynolds numbeir. whenever pomsibla, to ardor to
parachute behavior, (29) wind ve'locity* (10) air minlnimie scale effect, As in aircraft work, an

tmeaureý (1'7) barometric pressure, (10) attempt to made to achieve Ileynoli ra mbert
r~Jativo humidity, (10) generul atmospheric equivalent to actual lull-ocrilottat canditiona, but
runditiiina (visibility, *410, itl (90) type ul this has seldom been feasible, because of the
terrain. Oat speoial high-alfitudo tests the large asio of the parachutes.

i mU1wled*e of the Piosition k4 the Run "may be* of
* value, The aystem for mounting the model in the wind

tunnel should ho sufficiently rigid to prevent
2 .4 WIND YUNNEL TEMY. vibration from causing excessive fluctuation In

the anglo of attaek.
2.4.1 ADVANrAU6t. The use of windi tunnels

*for the Mieasurement of aerodynamic charac- 9.4.3 ACKtW RIWANCH C1IA1ACT~IhISTICH. The
terlistice. andl the acquisition of performance data following parachute performance characterts-
applitslile to parachute design has been one of ties way I*0 determlined to a wind tunnel:
the most productive testing methods for the ad-
vanemnent of parachute designs. (lee Flipire a, Aerodynamic force and moment co-
6-2-6.) Alth~ough wind tunnel testing Is rot well officlarA varaus anil;a U afttck.A
adapted to the atudy and daterznination of all of b. Geometrical properties of the inflated

* the aerodynamic characteristics of parachutes canopy.
and parachute systems, the method presents c. Critical opening and closilng volocttics.
certain wevmftagcs that balance out the short- d. Dynamic stability of missile oabtniiiung
comings of data obtijaiiad. The advantages of the systems.

widtunel method relative to othenr parachute e. Opening shock and other inf lation char-
test methods derive mainly from tho following reteristics.
considerations'. (1) the test conditions are sub- f. RUtatiusLIa Velocity Of Aa-itu0tatithg Para-
ject to close control, (2) measurement of maxi- chutes.
mum precision may be made, (3) many test data g. F 'orce and Inflation characteristics of

Fcan be obtained In a short period of time, and (4) reofed parachutes.
comparative relationships usually carry overtu h. Other pertinent data.
full scale fr' anditiwws, within tertain
limits. 2.5 LABORATORY TESTS.

2.4.2 DISADVANTAGES. Disadvantages arise 2.5.1 GENERAL. Laboratory tests include tests
mainly from the small models required, the made on the component part rather than on the
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Fiur 8-4.Pa=s- ro es V-c

apcmn Th -.iidmt# a ent e idho h pcmnfrWbigtps

moar lwI em fcbc otprmnt n ibn; e p1ansae rawt

specimen btheen tafixed methd hoasblesento e i of iiamnc~then s mat forF wabnd s tapesen

easore jaows ind tuber fcting fit to pe r menionut relaribebumdny.Th p ro- per~t grape orcam with

pher louaren foat of impoed withe poinct of wr- fsimport, ant s thea, tendil cors;~ Instrpernth

preure drop analssrosaue The fabriIfth specimen, wiot not tele caeO corBrecgtlyerrrswillf
enery aborpion an e deermied ndmn rsurt. undermany udifereont aodtionsil des-

some3 istRneNGTH Thptenet gtahe diecl fro mustit havei p the ltudy bpleduifgrmlye Butnorml-

th Instorument i esl trnts usually ex-rlbycnpn~ ~ speieo ae teareeding aterms of rsut.nar Tht'

Theesloadin term be ipounsed tiogrtmeporn gram is tprtan reardes the thensile tosf instrument.uL
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isup 8--. Airrq, Prop TeS

M.4 EARRESSTACE. earresstace I beomean mpoiantproart of arahuttex
conodord i essntil carateriticof ara tils. he eneatio ofhea byfricionhasalschut tetil faric nd s aphyica tes reuir- mde I imortnt o kow te ceffciet:o
mot utirtlIný,aacutfartsecfiatoni. ficio o te a-rc.Fo dtan'lin te tai

ThIsa esl etn ntu et r sdt ofiin fsiigfitoteIcie ~i
pullthespeime ontst.Twometods re sed typ ofappaatu Inhesmplet~nonarucion

2ie..4TEAi RSITAC. Thtrpzi eahr eIs staned for coefficient ipof tantif propey of whatvrmahteriea-
htettlefabricsta havundequhyal tast orefirelimn d isnth bmloktand tolknow thae. cioefficient

strengultnsl etngntueths Ire measurcedt of meadng ofrictionrtheincal efixed pav

metho andthe rapeoid mthod Thetong ehlnedt thehoionctlined paneuataknowen disance
2. ErADFITO.Bcueof woven fabrim thathv pxmtl h egn rtoatiddownacetro the plane. Thitngeto
saen teaighstreng apitions heoth wrpsisande halling ithion crtca ange tess desribed eqal vaityof th

WDirelos The trape2oi mehdi e -o2offceto-tai rcio fwavrmtra
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flon r iCC- -19-. tower Parach~ F~u ut d4;u Jraloyent WIs~ effete ial

medtately after relcae by meavis is( anelectrical

8A ML.6E T33 #qulb and a short static line attached to the tent
vehicle. Since the &ieottu of centrifugal furce

9.61.1 G1ENRAL. (goo Figure 8-2-7.) Scientific ceases at the Instant oi relcasu, the h'eo-fliyng

development and rigoroun test evaluation of parachute-load uyatont folluwa a prediiterminl.W

parachutes have been retakhded by the difficulty cournsi similar tri the trajectory encountered In

of Conducting iond obaerving controlled expert- normal 6rops from aircraft. The height of the

moatti.vl'th laige ur full-neale niodels under nor- release point generally is sullictentto enable We

mat or near normal operating conditions. Consi- canopy to reach the stabilized, fully Inflated con-

deration of this problem led to the development ditlon of normal operation for a brief interval

of the Whirl Tower Test Facility at El Centro, prior to touchdown of the test vehicle, Because

Calf ornin. In addition .to providing precise the f light trajectn'ry is short and its direction re-

speed controls and predictable flight path data, producible within narrow Ainiltz, very complete

the whirl tower provides freue fall 'Lest data and fixed Instrumentation coverage Is possible.

evaluation of largje-scale parachutes by permit~- Str%)rturally, the parachute whirl toiwerconsistfi

ting rees ltAprcut odsse o all of a truncated steel tripod erectpd to support a

restraints during the test. Thisis made possible vertical central drive shaft. At a p.oint 121J feet

by mowlnting thp test vehicle with a parachute above the ground, a counterbalanced boorm Is

WADCTR 55-265 8-2-10



scrdto the~ cent~ral drive ohft From th c.Ror tatic lie onro kep aee

arm of the boom, 50 feet outboard of the central decay to A minimum,
drive shaft, a 114-fool long flealblol ,teai cableI

IN Iualondd. W140embis pppo-toa atearli . Rean~o popition may be controlled or
thied missile which Incorpoatex provtaoimn kort cotiatatt.
for carrying aund releasing tent vehles(10 and the
Parachutes to be tested. The whirl tower with e. Ver~y exaet duplivation W toolsefor com-
a wsaxia inuui wprking rai&4um of 172 feat andt a parritive nirpRw~ei 0i prtspil~le.

A 20-pouAd dummy lox4 to a rsatntaiotat voiariiy f. Beal 'down chute# may be "!led to do-
of 05 knotp, At 485 knotr4 the 0 force in Of.$. iormiap. tronda.
The fallowing types of parachute tests* V(J*-
dutod ti* n thia teat facility arts do!find %a: D.isadvantages are:

a,# It'4"aIity; the t!%*tmlibtflw an utd" a, olisltively 9hort. ftplqay nt jayotem
formlly of deployment AM~~e " ,sg" prO- must be unal.
Coupes over a largo numbeitr ofi twitnj

b. filze and wiutght Priq itmitf'd, M~aximum~
bi. Funcittuat 11eeral behavior ofi isMrý woight of vlrachute14om lo~battonIll

chute. 230 pound-., (Boo fiture 0-2-0 for rv-
IUCtion 10i AfPOOd MCIWIRRAr W1114 IA.

c. Ierfomsuv ev~o~h~.& ~s~'Ateri*- ~aae In weioght.)

r. Drop time In vory "hxit and rokof do-
it, Htrs'ngth eim witioai (dontruacion tvatn). scent testa ar" ivA POsible. (see

F igure 0-2-9 for height above Proond
is. 11"1ie frqosoacli tests tit support of versus tfine after release -- the longe'r

thooret~ial PAWIvae time at high-spood release in due to

The whirl tower sievet can be suitable fore riitoein
* Complots study Wf a Msriwute'" behavior, li@- 9I.0.2 iil1JADJUTY TESTS. A daitortaiuution of

vause, the mxiumum drop Mltudo In. fixpd itt the rcouwitoncy and uniformity Wf parachute
120 feet by the towor'n haight. In One present opning overm as satintiusily significant number of
M'sato, the foriify io not nultsijlfor performance operatiukt require3 very little inntrumulAtiont.~,

It so tat tot that re-quire speedu beyond 435 knots, Accurate data may be obtainedthwoughthouneof
-' load weights WK morn thwan 390 pouads, or par&- otopwatchou andor photographic equipment. It

chutes larger thav. 32 fedt In diameter. It in 100.1 posaible through use of the Correct
appears to be pnoo~lbei to undertake and accorn-
plimb a running atmirage of nix drops an hour,
OXviouuay, this iyrnibor will be reduced by oc-
canional, normol delays, and will be leas for 4UN
more compiical.cd tests employing s~pectal in-
Ptrtaments and/or unusual proccdurvas. Besideti

and different applications, such parachuto atc- M
cessorieas us huarnesses, fillings, doployment
bngs, Static linrm, sAnd pilot and extraction chutes, I-
devices associated with doploymcuit may, beI
thoroughly tested. The behavior of parachutes
In the reef ed condition may also boobserved and
measured. ...... _"

The whirl tower provides these importan~t ad-0
vantages:

a. Rapid programming (up to sixC drops W~l W.
per hour).F ~~FI~pre 8-2-'8. Design V~eed Versus Weight for

b. Cheapness. Whirl Tower Tests
WADC TR 55-265 8-2-11



-- 2.0.4 P"KIFORMANCE EVALUATION TES~TS.
A comiplaet evaluation of the performance char-
a~ctoriatica of parachutes cannot be made with
the Whirl Toweor Tout Facility. Hiowever', with
the axcoption ofI ocmillatluai, gliding, SVKIBImi1'dI
charactoriatlca -aaaociated with ateiady dencent,
all of the baatc datit r~quired can be obtained.

1*all datik racardrA vosrus x raommon time bane,
Pithoe4 t'ole:toing ohr mfafnotia tapis jreswc'dno

- ~N asystems may ba unand In1 connoction with fuitnbie

P.i 2.0.5 OTJHENOTH NVALUATJCWN Trfrri.
- -- ~strength avaiuatiorl tests of- Parschutes,

commonly. 1relrred to ma destruction tstoo ofn-

* ~~,4-tietio(ilfn ' tho 1papneh.,tt raosiIls. The openinp
Ahck hire" ýmay he mOeatiaed mnd. reeutrdadvery NMti0(actaxily by moana of F~IFine1-typa

opreuordlo tnalomptoro.

9.0,6 IIABKQ 1191EARCH, A variety of para.huto
teats in support -of- general theorel~~lf.andM talk-
pirical studios may be performued effetilvoly

.1wih he whr tower, Fabric wurkers van mako

Varltw* mathud~i of packing may be tried and
TIN[IN S MMM u parcd. Inu-trurnonted tests :ould ylelAvalu-

H ~able dgida on all aspects of phrachate deployment
and opening pr. eounea both for further utudy of

j ~th phy#4cal 11-wo Itoverning parachute behavior
and for nubrlntmntiatno theoriess and mnethoda. de-
voloped on -such Pubjects a# atressein In Para-

r~r 8-2-9. Moilght Abute Grmewd Veraus chuto canapies aan the effect of Varying design
Time After Release parameters on parachute purformance. (see

lengtha of stafti line to reproducewith atifficient R a.
accuracy the cmnditions of tent dropts from MTv- 2.7 AIRCRAFT TOW TESTS.
craft, Alhough the height of the tower to less
than the drop height speciE led for opening rell- 2.7.1 GENER~AL,. The towing of parachutes be-
ahility anwi tentfs of parconnel piarachutes with hind aircraft has proven to be a satisfactory
twisted lines, a preliminary izadication of the method of testing parachutes, particulirJly for
ability of the parachutato paaa much teats may be applications in which the parachute to used in
obtained. The height of tho tower Is alsoo less conjunction 'with aircraft In-flight orlandingde-
than thut moew.iflvdi for inidiawum iltude opeiiling celeration. SIince It Is becoming ftnfdard prac-
reliabiity teats, and tUwe provides a ilevere tice to equip jet fighter and bombexr type ai rcraft
minimum altitude test for parachutes of allitypes. -with deceleration parachutes, the parachute aye-j

tern for a particular installation should be tested
2.6.3 FUNCTIONAL TESTS. A general dieter- behind the designated aircraft. In this manmer
mination of the characteristic behavior of anew only, the performance characteristic~s of the
or modified parachute can be accomplisehLd with parach..te system can bit accurately dt.4ermined
very little instrumentation. With the exception under actual conditions. This is essentially
of stability and rate of descent, the significant true where wake effects are encountered.
information needed may be obtained with stop-
watchem and minimum photographic equipment, 2.7.2 B-26 "WINGLIESS WONDER" TEST yE-
such as a 16-mm. motion picture camere Rnd a HCICL (0ee- Figure 9-2-11.) The B-26 "WINe-
4 x 5 sequence still camera. less Wonder" has been, and is being, used

WADC TR 55-205 8-2-12
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j.raw 4hr mrOeoea
extesivly o obali poformnet dam Imvar- ad reordpgrchut focestrond pow4 m
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depiiij andto valuitothiiper

formance ~ ~ ~_ of paaht 
4sesfrarrf aet It~dlttets otlToei

Im~~ing deelraio aplctos Paacut -A th __olt proiaoy3' N

depoyen chrc-oite ca be.4.eda

rutwasioy, t Parachutt pxof m~n diaeesuto3 feet Uan-12.) T.'ow p onijr pc cprachute oc, rtn i p er- ii
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AviaPro H-M'*t.4 )I-EAi~criqf1 Usodfor I'riarwhrnI. Toot

pnptogti 01u14 teo 6yViuate the petorfrminct wfi Pari'a during the dativent jahaso, 011" oil the Majo diis-
1ihutf' "Voltwslm I"), avro'lat In-flight (A'ppiiationop avifivtav jif thim tent mswthod It thitt inthe oveost

i ~t~4 typeatW~lft 111 1144% iw@i 11 U RnIv or low aupersonlo. p i~ehutodfs
g~ t~ ehiete Paracutes, in 1110,1 ifi Top to ploynift Itis dsrd h ege ~ h etvhi

10 frot In 4Iiasftwift May be ituplekyed at nvewtis ban to bt e .1tOYy light, W14' ro41wlino Mes toot
oif ult tis 19 kotui" without Imspairing~ thts tilduity imrohkets it nI~II(rate Eta". (i"ursat l4.)
of HIight, 'rTh 11-4'1 aieatrit I". ei~piml with Onoi of the probirmt, oneontirnsd hithodavaliials-

I~iItruwnttiwto iiat'ukitrv and revord parm- inw~it tif the paraehuto gun sybtem Ito thiAt ot tos-
..hutt foewees, hireraft njsied, stat other pu'tt- tiurirng rapid andi rliab',e doploymmet e44the para-
vhut.'lhnapu vrisuo tinme. Thawolightoftios ghutat utfior the projectile In eleroft titl bthirrol.
airc~raft during test In approxittifitoiy 120l,000 Tbhips hiomplicatedbythe proionev fthe drlvist

~rnuta~e.plute, which must separate from the hane. of the
* projuttil' firtit, when deployment from the #Ide

2.0 PROJRCTILE GUN TESTS. of the proseetiie Its not feasible. Amnothr major
problem I" mean in the development of an I "tro-

2.0.1 PAR.AOUN. W~ee Figure A-24.3.) The
* projectile gun (Paragun) for the testing of model

parnehutrig provides an economical riethotl '(I ubttalisiln both qualitative and quantitative per-
0 forniance data over a widerang of dynimimrrnn-

ditI'ion. The, Paragni Is usnentially at amoutia-born mua~io.ý having a 2-foot barrel and a 10-hich
bore. The prcopulsion pressure Isatchieved by an ..

air pump pressure built up to 1,400 psi in a
cloged pressure chnmber behind the projectile.
This 1,400 psi ts then Increased to 2,800 psl by
calredt heating units. Discharge Is achieved by
a hydraulic pressure release system. Thin de-
vice is we'll adapted for the execution of a series
of test shots with great rapidity. The type of tra-
jectory desired can be obtained by varying the
eleva~ior of the gun and this in turn determinesP
the location of some of the range traitruflnenttition.
Low elevations are best for close observation of
hIgh-velocity deploynirnt. while high elevations
permit the close observation of the parachute Figure 8-2-13. Paragim

WADC TR 55-265 8-2-14
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1.3

Ike
IsP- 11 I nit t

mosnt Aytmthot will e obtt too t'Me'nm a too erd Thor" eerie hoWevor, mosevrnI iudat so
ia~rhoitute phe'nonlonj ondor 13uIhesneeA thie teeit nIfthudi Isuch atet the Ucitualusib1e'teat

phaes f te tat uA umber of lprujeictile' Rue by the trar-k length wool by thue tinetzeurlng which
det4 huve ben WOW~ts in the' pant. te aled can We maeintained ott reuqired N e

1tititen; u~no, consideration must beigiventuthe
2.9 ROKE LED TEST. tlffects of lateral #nd vertical vibrations, ac-

coloirationIi and crosn winds. Two different types
2.9.4 09NEIAL. Free air test facilitlen are of rocket Vwereti ultd tent vehicleu are pre-
being uzit-d sacoaem~uily for detormining the aoro- sently being uned for the testing of parachutes
dynamic e'harartorlaticH and perform~ance oi k Vanirarihuto tiynteraiu. (Sao Figures U-2-15 and
parit'ehute's mid piaraohute systitms at subsonic, a-2-16.)
ticlinuuslc, wlid isuprsonlek ispedq. Blasically, a
free air tv.4t facilitty consibst of a straight, pre- 2.D.2 SOLID-F UEL PROPELLED P'XKET
rision-adtjgnc 4ack along which powered te'st BLED. The overalloemdi gurt ton and dimensions
nleds aro moving. The parachute or systemn to of the vehicles are shown in Figure 6-2-17. The
be tested is mounted to the teidtvehicle. The free teat vehicle is a greatly modified IB-2 launching
air test facilities have a number of advantagon car agssmbly designed to operate onthe 10,000-
over other test methods among which are most foot track of the Edwards Air Force Vi'ase f'ree
important. Air Test Factlity. Two to five TIO-E-3 or

X102(C1 JATO units are used to power the vehilce.
I'a. Large size or evenfull scale parachutes The maximum speed of the test vehicle withnfive

or systems may be tested; thus, dimen- JATO units is about 480 knots; with fewerJATO
sional scale factors need not be con- units time maximum speeds are correspondingly
sidered. less. Intermediate velocities for parachute de-

b. There are no tunnel blockage problecas. ploymunt nre obtained by allowing the sled to
coast for a predetermined Interval betweenZATro

c. Conductance of tests Is relatively in- burnout and parachute deployment. The basic
expensive. weight olf thp test vehicle or sled is approximately

WAUC '1' 55-265
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lnld fU (ftentoentA ihfxOop ia h

lag auiutuekaami rpoa nm- rear The fv-n --pr. emi uIu~

On,400 piwn.'ft.The bairon-ebr a1. lre mounted of'a it h-pe aurosw ntrgnk forthe engine uontrol th

arealuminum auture to bul oan srthe 1rn le toa oerlThed liquit wprpellan rocert longtudinaeful

provwide cas paacuteisu atchmaentmpoint10 Inhsu frp-i movettor r comnixurettit 1row ters ,!hrinkag

abortie th ratiacls. The casueatrte top'nlm of the tlohlanks5p~en ae. The tuu'raoxldiuzert bi-

structure con twoa~ionsa mathet itclnsro tapwrcodig iquthxe 7nt Af gaheou mixdJthre ofnirognrhutiat

On the end o the paroao-me rnberartent mountehluIssed hih-resr niroen foriz the uengin otrol

veart lpeswhiche tde ohw naclun thgue rais2A-18 te. The thlus is adusabefrod 30yW ao g-pOin-

aluminu structureL PRPELE ROCKlt tnthrulld o strd iquidppropiaely 4.t rocet otor. The welgh

proD.vidgu prace B-ttacshwsrtet point 10 imnch ofr this motor tea vehiclue isapofximately~n 4,000t

-bohe thmainstrcua mhembsuer vt the slopI ate 11walyoo a7 50 penenowte. The thrutdiamer bodso

sth-ructure cnitains tank whneichi t10 Incrdin lihui oxygien Aiasoitr of novnioaeitrgenwt ad

weltemt eacend ofthepfrfchtromprientan. Th~etalt he~luf3.m t 1 h i njectd or prauiisn o the ulytriple

100ons and coniguratioxgn pofphieledn teskt arehiclpngngye. lbIgdtnaimumn ispd attainabedwt twpoxin-

inches in diameter and are attached to either side tegral alcohol-oxygen igniters which are fired by

WADC TR 55-285 6-2-18



Pir 8--6. Morat Test Ne

alreratt ___ _____ (*Mrk 1-um l avnaeppo rdce htti es pe ilocr h

* Ii arocket syped separat jaipperi. whic valv a are res crhduted thaenio hins, teitsersd wiaor. "Thise

rails, are mounted on the enda of the front and Iin a canvas bag during ejection. As the packc
rear cross-members. A comip&rtmsent contain- travels to the rear, tha riser io deployed

ing the parachute is mot~nted to the top of the from the bag first, suspension lines second,J
sled structure providing a parachute attach- and finally thft ranopy. With this typical de-
ment point 108 inches above the rails. In- ployment method, the peaks of snatch force

'f strumentatlon, consisting of a multichannel and opening shock are separated and the over-
data tape recording "ystem, Is centainud In all maximum load 15 reduced. The riser
a separate compartment located on the side is connected to a tensiometer at the front
of the sled. of the parachute compartment. Tensiometers

with full-auuale loads of up to 100,000 pounds

2.iQ.A TRý-.r 1.rl'P I)PIMATION. (eFiue may be used. As the sled decelerates to
8-2-20.) The parachute to be tested Is packed appiroxlmately 85 knnts the riser is dtarnn-
in a suitablP container on the sled. Rocket nected to allow the parachute to drop to the

L. motors are ignited front a blockhouse near track. The duratton of parachute operation
station zero, and the sled accelerates to the during which data may be obtained is usually
required test speed. A knife blade is mounted between 5 and 10 seconds. A water trough
on the track at the station where tt has been between the rails of the last 2,000 feet of

WADC TR 55-265 8-2-17
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Figure 8-2-1 9. Supersonic Test Sled - Dimensions
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track eloryon tam a btalking r.'eth.O to hItpP the 2-1 INCLINED) T96T FACILITY lVft &IMU,
toot vehicle in CPA"~ Wf pa~racht Iwt$fAiuv. Tho LATINU LANDING CONDITIONS ON
t ritek over this ltngth Islopen dw ard #proid - HEAVY AIERIAL DUMMVKY EQUIPMENT.
mutely 6 Inchnn. A mcoop projecting boluw the
vehicle entere tho watero at the beginniing 04 the Tho1 intilloIt t1nt fuellity erected at WAtIC
tivogh, The wator pleked up by thin atcoop to (Ifigure 8-3-1) iW uueii to simulate tho roadl-
divehauged in at forward filrectitwi from both Ilona to which edrilo platiornme and othor heaVy
Modn of the tesot vehi.'lo, iThl Imparta @Porgy aerial delivery aqulpotent are subjerind upon
to tao water and providom a braking force an a landing, The Inelined teut facility In trapabl@
reaction an the trot vehicle. The water Intake taf lifting a loadad~ catio plaitforml or other
ahape and the track alope are designed to pro- heavy aerial delivery contaliner Walsh-
vido u conatant braking gorce an the vehicle it. intl up to 211,000 pound. from a vehicle
dacclerated. Tho Plippers, fabrieated of oteel or the ground and accelerating theme to pro-
and lmind wIth stellito to reduce wear, are vide, upon ground Impact, any desired combina-
designed so that they Cannot be litted from ttan of horixontl~e velarity up to 90 ft. pier set:
the rall but have to be taken off or Oiut Oil by and uny vertical. 'reln4'ity d~mitred between 20 and
oliding from the end of the rail. Thus, the 35 ft. per asee. The facility to capable uf
vcettcle too hleid captive to the track regtirdlestm retrieving a load that has been dropped and
of the titraction of the fureýi3 excrtrAt on the repeating the cycle without such additionAl
slippers. BmaI! permanent magnets are bwotined equipment as trucks or cranes.
at 50-foot intervals along one aide of the track The inclined test facility structure consint ,

3Md R coil- Im mounted on one of the olippers of columnsa and beams mounted oa relinforced
In such A manner that it pann~ev close to the cionereto fcootings, whichouppuilac~eat;almono-
malTgnets &a the sled moves alu-ng the track. raii ior a cargo aMt control trr'key. The
The resulting puz1nesx are recordeii on the control trolley shad viea purpose, ti of '
magnetic tape, uA,4 wh'on compared to the the c~argo trolley up the Ineline to a pro-
time base, give a measure of sled veblocty. determined point from which the cargo trolley

WADC TR 55-2135 8-2-20



Wn roleaaeod to accehlerate dowi the incltine. ta eqlwitu On round impact may bo
The countrol triolkey therefore ip oquilpped with iA(ocisrtely m. eatired atiu recordod,
anl automaiietc coupler thAt con be ctuatod
by an electricia Polonotd. The vorgo trolloy
carAlea the platform or coatalnwr to lIm t014tod AdvarARROI of thin toot Jmwth4)d:

lease aetualva by CAM# on the Monorail in it, Accoleratod tonting of lie&vy aerial
tMe drop test vete. An PANAJOtl sprina' dolivery oquipoiont and voitopments can
loaded braaephoo worka tni conjunction with hocsie td
ti.rhe WOWU 90 tIbM PpoO feAn# Of tOW 1n*4,
tOe trolley broaba n aalnM tho mooorall SOd b. The Offoct of varioun not) composit lour
comeai to atMop on OWe remiainio Portlon of in tho Impact area upon equipment
I&VILA fail, mayii~ bf atuWle.

raho toot facility io comipletely InutruwteNited 0. Paroiiftoraw@ca ratdita can bie

ptavitattcnai forego, prssi'lvea in Air Owun, Italy higher Arouracy thanis PUIn l
blvtbh 14 I load arrouitori wal witioppiilg during Afferaft drop teat, WAa Ouperlur
"(it~ooe sm well ab i'meral performanc of Wloorpl toerge avatilabe,
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CI4APTEP IX

WALC( TfK 03-711, Vt4utvw I - Biblitogji'~y and I-'ummrnny atf tiractI (Cc, Idoiit! 1)
(All p~lilbea~t~itf rotated tu Paracuteos

soot! Acceasories iip 0" 1053')

I-) I TEHNICAL MWIMOANDUM RV"OWV (WA0W) 1

Title

=Qumlitim,~ Pradriote Aa~aonbly, Able F'urnliurl ('OM any
WC1"Z"f k~.Ii~~z 44law i Riif &va, Type [12 A

W(RJw~1 4iwIt~ttmn;('1anopy Aseerobly, 1V.fgiuwa4l parachuiut, 6qeurity Pgrgivhut#

liftIII,; ~rvhis A"Ne~ibly pera"MMl, ?4Illr antl "I"a, Inc,
QulileIMfrtii #4 permwinal Pil 4:114t& crnstoiy

ft 404K (aQlfirittlon Tombs W4 Quick~ Ieloune Ijuxeop Typo 03-A

WGIX011~-1ti8 Uui~tiot~a io; Park Atinatottly I'o~srtonl 1nruehotol Guild Prt4--uehte4 Jim4.
WCLU-Ba-1)1A Typ# 0011 R'suia.imuto, Mloptymernt "Yatems1 Tests ef
WCASK 8545?7 (PmpeaIaivo 8trongtbt of Tapo loiutitu 81tttiicd with lNyluii and with Cottuas

W42l'uI0448 Ae'rial Polivori' W4 1avy lZqolpmwnt lerorn teC-119 Type Airplane
WCLH-US-141 Heavy Privit fromt U-110 Alrsernit

W4CLIC0-2S91 Autowiatt. Paraelliuo RtP.eor byatain, Inotrtamontoi Tests W4
Wesa-5503392 Force. Distribuation In a Paruchuto Htif ausoa (interim Ilepot)

WCLU-0-307Fereownl rarathoto and (smffpts'nena, Quawitihd 04iarvoisn for
WUL19-11-324 Parachute Doliv~ry of a 7600 Pound and 11000 Poumd Wuight 0A Various

we'lm53341 Parachute Delivery of750 10,00t 25,000, 30,000 and 49,O000 Pound Weights

FtVapor s Speedlc ins'DrnthDpomnPhsofTeT-O1a-

WOLU-N34Aeibal Declerytr o 4- 1750 G llon Fu lTank rnd lintrAssoiated Teuta o

12TECHINICAL NOTES IWAt"14.

Number Author Title
WCLE-52-16 Engle, H. Jr. Canopy, "~tended Stkirt Uoiegn, Test ta!

Ir WCLE-52 -22 Oakley, R. L. Troop Parachute - General Textile Mills
WCLE-52-23 Oakley, ft L. Rato ý-f !'et,ývit nt Standard 28 Foot FlIat Circular Parachuto

WCLE-52-26 Oukley, R. L. High Sp~eed Perscariel Canopy

WCLE-52-28 Oakley, R. L. Canopy, Paeudc.-Ribbon, Test of

WA1)C TR 55-2011



Numrber TitleTil

Wt~H'~-2P u~klay, R., L. Friedar PiagebollfP mxwhotat C~rtplem
WOT-02-0 BT11E-47 Drag~ Dalevc Inveat1oAtton

0impbaii, W. T.
W(44_9 KtlwrpI, 1.W. 4avtiutoa of Froveh ~i~~oi1~aht
WOT5-12 fte', T. H. COderena' Ropork wi Pisnteilt~a to be Ope iled anti fitoint

WCRT-52-105 awuuc 1. H. Thtud Us4o flacruin OilM In% pU'#vhI KrAcue Clot

Fl WOCT'-Q2-12 M111060d, X. L~. The Effect 41 Tarn TwIpt oo flturanatd Parachute V'abirlrA

WCUTI52-18 Owl 7. !I dani-Annuol Repowi, Rvol~ation of Shook Absorbing Teoutiloe
WCRT131 Rfis Y~~. H flomit-Aniutil Report, A Study of tihe fftectij '4 VWcitcar mn

Parathuto matorial"
WGUiTh"O-11 m.w'(00r, 114. I. fltatli 91wlv4iiy In P roiwtuta Matertiaa
=11111%,l -3123 Corry, W, A, FQlon (Ifteryratji ai onl CertinMI (eombriam Aspeclma (4 ynrno.

WOUT-64-44 I4#we, 1. W. Hepwitu (4 fl4y ofIYlo0i arud Dorren at 1114hI Teniperatoiron
W1ItT'S3I411 M01181 1. W. lavaoilgtalitr'im Nylar-Typui Polveuiter Tritm is o 1lnp hit

Parahue tUpmwjiol
WCU43DO MeLeod, M. L. New NUy wi olhbinw

WGIT-53-11 No""? 1. W. fpaimc*014R P)Iseuit for Faw"p4hutta Fabric"
WOLN-58-14) 1(iuerl J, W, sifeonthi TOMe of Typo V-1 J~ueleration pavithm to letao "4

D-0o4 AiwiFJaft
IJ WftLd4-5341 MWs#4ffwa' MA. C. Xvolustion t A Mrhn Vocalarator by Drop Tesaty Wllox-9-400 Alehh.~ew, 0. H. 'valualtioo of Parachute ltwentila~ by Marcel biwi;F Anivoorp,

Belgium
WCUT4I13aO0 Luarryi W.i, U# Upatktlrpmn 14 Fabric 4Apcnitry Wi4 It" IteIatiowhip I., Air

W01AT453404 Mums, s.W. 19aullw Damag" tit Veowot6ni1 lamroehutes
WCUT 5-233 Mugap J.W valuetll.q t4 Nylon 1Pgrwhis rut, bric Afterto mar't

WCII~S3-44 Mn#, W. Awrlificial'bun Light
WOUT6844 Moet I W. Material bsilure on Air Force," Pwramtto Canoptile

WOLN.'S4-4 Afrhli~thot, (i1. X. Zaluatlonoaf tMe Parachute Recovery dyatosm of the Wlrlikon
Ourfoics-tu-Air Missile

WVL.H-54-11 Mnait~ r, Z .. C. Rvaluation of Three ypae td AIrMSa D~eceleration by Drop
Tout

WCLE-54-14 Parker, C. 0. rack-P'arachute, Automatic Opininai 4uivii Attachable Cheat,I Tent of
IVCLE-54 -16 Moeae, C. N. Parachute Aerial Delivoryl WAi Pound

Engel, Ht. Jr. Capacity, ill P~od Square,, Performuance Toole of
WCLE-54 -10 Klkex', 1. W. B-47 Approach Control Parachute
WCLE-54-19 Ingersonl H. IH. Bwediah Expendable Paper Parachuto
WCLET54-90 Carroll, b. H. Patwuwllute, Canopy Release
WCLE-54-34 Ingersoll, Ht. H. Nlon-Expendable Reefing Line Cutter
WCLB li-30 lageinoll, H. H. Piarachute P'ar~k Drop Slkig
WCLE-54-40 bpgrsoll, H. H. The Demign and Fabrication of Aerial Delivery Sling Sue-

penawion from Woven Nylon Webbing
WOLE-54 -53 Hegele, A. M. Evaluation cif Iehlmazi Parachute
WCRT-54-164 Lerra, M4. vl~vaiatinn of Parachutes Manulactured in 1943
WOiRT-64-181 Corry, W. A. Some Principles of Parachute Fabric Construction
WCRT-54-167 Rose, 1. H. Study of Temperature Affecting th!ý Strongtih of V'.100 Drag

Parachute Materiala
WCRT-54-188 Stanton, P. Y. Evaluaticas of Nylon Webbing and Ribbon
WCRT-54 -200 Stanton, P. Y. Imprwied Nylon Webbings for Parachute Textilos
WiCLE-55-0 Engel, H. Jr. Bridle Line - Pilot Chute, Personnel
'WCLE-55-7 rsngel, H. Jr. L.oop Attachment, T-10 Deployment Bag, Tests of

WADC TH. 55-265 9-1-2
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1.3 TEC"4NICAI. REPORT3,

AF'T1 00~53 07w*4 Roeitroih Lab Aeouirery 6ystwna for Mif~iallas and Target Air'craft, Phais
VOL I Skokie$ III LA (lSubauc)

* AVTR 51153 CJook~ Rasearch Lab Recovery flyotoma for Miaaln eanid Targot Aircraft, Pbahooe
VOL U1 Okoklte Ill. In (Froo-F1ialst)

AFTP. DOD lCofi Rfleearchi Lab Raewexy lyptteme for Missiles aru Targpi Airaraft, 10huie
Vol, Ill Bkohlop NIll 2 (Tranuwnie)

AFpfl 02001 Heflerp fit lee Prepasare Lt~aaa A~rrasa Ocrewo an*4 "ride,
WADC I52-'7 01aluiBOski, Me A. Inventigatimr of Imp~act Locad Abaiiiptton TtivC'ih Ouspensioai

WADVI fl3-74 )Irawin ft W. fl0t littj i4f A WhIrl0#g Unrtdu1 i* hirox-hi
WADC§2'2t~Uubr, . 1 A. Taolitig TowerTeipto of Hoarhue

WAIJI 52-203 Guolla, X. I. Air Wermeability of Parachute QI(Ahu
Vol I

WADC 02-303 LovioW, He1, 9. 0 Air lWerneability of Poraclitie Clothe
Vol 31

WADU 04-W4 Wylar, It, We 0, Ali Puruieability W4 Variwlsutv Clothe Wfealt *4 Lmdadan tw

Vol IlV

,WAtfl DO- 203 L~vIer, He We II, Air Parrunthibliiy tit Pornwhauta Mlliew
Vol V "wl~0eie, We v.

WPtWM( 03-31 Copien, Me -Y, A Motdy of the Rifeet of Tomporaturo oft ToxtIle Mghtpriblos
WADU~ 11-70 flifior; X. A Nituy is' Yltaltlib A Pawahoto IWIouroh WWs 33WV,0Ruz-

VOL I 1401ttplaw ell. M014~ Proi~ran (fVwidiuentlel))

Lmpp Nls, (t.1#11

WAIN! 03-70 111hipp, X, L Anmtur ~m u~lu RepOrtl id the gliect Pof k'olyvlnywl agyet r

WADU 04-499 0eurito-o, J. U.otiaits type im o Nyauachutc Ptyextilss imHtvPrl
WAIDC 53-31 8un .1: hf #Ii. P1. DAvetlyofmn tit 0ffec ov. Tyon perwuture Wn Arahut e

La a'He Cateriali
WAIW 54-400 tu BivkforIf Lab od Du f StheCirlo eabilitytio o Paoe~-I. (W ndaln Paracute(on

VlI kuehi, 11. 1 Conth atllihas o ifznllPeiie

WADC 54-636 PhAippst, ft. L. Anud Emilofpoto the Effectsi td. T~s P olyvuinyls fo ~rr th onm

Oh(o s nCargo Uh Parachutes)oadWo
WADC 64-49( Mcblett, R. V. Sypsiumtiaton of -ar acahuto T~laao.s
WAD'C 54-117 LM hed irat X.-W.A Stupyo h fernct Rmot Tomestur V oni Par~achuto Recovery

SystemMaDiriaio
WADC 05-240 Bickford, H. W. Handbo of thPCnracuof Tertie atbiality Nylnd Parocertie

WADC 05-530 Borndete, W JP. Studyo Line, Typeran awl Tr eal Pronnel Parachue, Paerial,
Engela, H.n chutyn~'e WhIA iiTow er t

WADC 55-468 Mcrat, 1.6. Me valatinv' of Nyo Fabricut FltshtL d Lith Systemn

WADC T556-1 66 9-1etpR.A netiainv -3 0Prcuo iip

WAM66-02 ockeedAicrat X7A uposoic amjt Tst ehilcPirachie ecoer



T P b-464 Mariagiia. atW. Flighi Tooit Reut of the V'1QlA T.tM"Onable Wheels~ Test

LOX1110ton, Ky.
WADC 55-703 fliwtortn, P. Y. ofI~t~ Ri pertmental NY1le* YlArn 111 ihi

II

WADC TR 65-265 9-1-4



A
k CHAPUR IX

MIL ITARY S(ECIP'lCATIMt

P~~~~~lL~~ht .11OS Typ rtPa-tAAmAi.f~w,4Tpei"
Alit P- ffB-9 1AtMrAP) 4 ,~ewo PM R_~U~ I'U4h 4 AC O RP I D M etakH

MIL~c14W~Afr0 *1iu4aot Kitprtl An)19 0-111

PAILP i~O(~ ~ 90%mrhIlams Calm"~, -r,'r1 "Pec!t1atti0' for
1 10a -0I4Jib ie91t 1 '~~itiHww ~~i Pl~aim. aMi Maaxlaig for Ohio-*

PAIt 4,LV22l (t1iAW) conw Tj'W~'A POAOMIraiot1 C-4 roim vIodt TyOO 1-

Mil,4-itIWI V~t~x Ciikojs, t rah4tO W1,t~l~ peipmtyor 14 O W"rp m:
M II.46-00351MA~9 V) Prachutae, GP M"~~n i Aw.sil !,4IPN fairS~ i'~

I (i~4', PRN(4I~tB Hiig Airproll "OrwralIti' feulomet o

M1I4tFiffl10l2trnAV) Pan~irachte 10wi e f~hl0 ystamwt' 1811P0(a Sindbo"P 10ris eqia'menty for

P'arachute. EmornnimeuntA, ynaqvjR ..ud Tooling~.
Hardware, Parikhute, flrwa ~I~erwnefnt ft",

PALR *fS tmiiang, Ziaraphuttat Ripaord 'laycroM heo
1MiL4A§I ISA Auriai Delivery 9114a MAd ompoinente, if V t ~ OadViho

MIL4W.04C'HW(l)BAF) WtIl~sIng, 'rieJltili, Woven, Nylon
PAIL"-W'1&ifl Wejbbing, Tt,,iill~t Nylon, WAVY Du~ty
MILl.Wt0"BIr WebIMhi, WOWile WOV0n, Cotton warp
MiL-W-f6026 WOiA4tr.0, Xylon, Tubular
MIL-W-8l34 Wbbhjntg, Nylofl-.5L-m X Ion Fillor

MIL-W-6486 Wabblasn N4ylon$ Mu) tip b
MIL-R1-0608Dl Ribbon, IýYlofl parsehute
PAIL C-7020B(M30) Cloth, Nyltn, i'arnehutei-

MU,--735D(A0) Coth Nylon, Parijehutft, Cargo

r MIL-C-StZIA Cloth, Nylon, Drag parachute
MIL -C-flOOO(USAF7) Cloth, Raytm' Ivay-Ailht'd
MlL6-T-5038 Tape, Nylon, lnftC.i
MIL-T-5003A Tape. Textile
MilL-T-303fUSAF~) Tlipe, Tuxtile, WOV"I@, Nylonf
?AL.T-56BIA Tape, Cotton, Reinforcing
MIL-T-'W07 Threaid, Nylon

r ML-T-IiOOOAjAW5) Threaad, Co~tton, High Tenacity
?AIL-C-4232(USAF) Corf, Rayon, Withlont Crn% rle

MIL-C-5040A(ASO) CorO, Nylon

L MIL -C-fl 16(t]SAF) Cord, Nylon, Coreloss

Ml-L-C-219A(A-SO) Cloth, Nylon PlIed YarnaIO aaht ak

WADCTR9-2-1
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